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Book Summary
This book sheds light upon a recent discovery centred around one of the most exciting
topics in world religion and Islam in particular: the miracles of the Noble Qur’an. After
studying thousands of Qur’anic words and passages, I have arrived at what can be
considered the discovery of an intricate numeric system that rests within the verses of the
Noble Qur’an. By the blessing of God Almighty, I have succeeded – after a detailed and
methodical investigation – in proving both the existence and accuracy of this prolific
numeric system, which comprehensively covers the Qur’an’s chapters, verses, words and
letters.
This new phenomenon will be referred to as the ‘numeric miracle’ of the Qur’an.
The foundation and basis of this numeric system is the number 7, one of the most significant
numbers in the Noble Qur’an1 (if not the most significant), and a hint, perhaps, that the
Creator of the seven heavens is indeed the One Who sent down this Book, preserving it
from distortion.
This work is an attempt at establishing firm scientific and ethical grounds on which to base
any study of the numeric miracle. A sound scientific approach must be adhered to
whenever Qur’anic numbers are analysed, and this is something that I have honoured
throughout this study and hope that fellow researchers will honour as well.
A substantially large collection of profound numerical truths will be conveyed in this book.
These include a study of the numeric arrangements found in the first verse of the Qur’an,
the first chapter of the Qur’an, and other chapters across the Qur’an such as Surat2 Al-Ikhlas
(Chapter: Sincerity), one of the shortest yet most important chapters. Furthermore, the
numeric miracle has been analysed with respect to a single verse, a segment of a verse, and
in one instance, the numeric consistencies of a single Qur’anic word have been explored.
In addition, this book tries to explain some of the secrets behind the mysterious
disconnected letters of the Qur’an. These disconnected letters, which will be called ‘special
phrases’, are unique letter combinations found at the beginning of about a quarter of the
Qur’an’s chapters, and their meaning, to this very date, remains uncertain. The consensus
of Muslim scholars has been that these letters are one of God’s Qur’anic miracles, and that
only He knows their full meaning. This is a fact I neither doubt nor dare challenge, and by
no means do I claim to have unravelled their entire wonders. Nevertheless, after studying
them in much detail, I have reached the firm conclusion that at least one of the miracles
inherent in these mystifying letters is indeed a numeric one.
1

By no means, however, is this number the only miraculous number, as many other numbers exist in the
Qur’an which must not be ignored, and which I have explored in various other studies.
2
Surah is the Arabic word for Chapter, and when this word is written before the name of a chapter (for
example; Chapter: Sincerity), this word is pronounced with a ‘t’, making it Surat.
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In summary, the goal behind this work is to present a new type of evidence – literal, tangible
evidence, perhaps – that through the simple language of numbers, God Almighty has
structured the very foundations of the Noble Qur’an in a manner which cannot be imitated
by man. Crucially, since the detailed nature of this work requires even the Qur’anic letters
to be carefully studied (let alone the chapters, verses and words), one of the implications of
the numeric miracle is that the Qur’an is a Book that has never been tampered with.
That is, most of the numeric arrangements that will be presented involve dealing with
letters, and if these letters were ever meddled with at any point during the last 1400 years
since the Qur’an was revealed, the vast majority of numeric arrangements discovered in the
Qur’an would practically cease to exist (making this work rather pointless!). As a
consequence, any numeric result that is subsequently found could be attributed to
coincidence, because the Qur’an’s numeric system would no longer be a system; it would
instantly lose the consistency and harmony that make it so miraculous.
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Preface
My story began in the early ‘90s, when I met a young man who never registered to the
whole concept of God and religion. I was born and raised a Muslim my entire life, and
always believed that the Holy Qur’an was a Book sent down from God Almighty to all of
mankind. Because of my upbringing in a Muslim environment, I have to say that meeting
someone who didn’t believe in God was a rather intriguing, albeit awkward experience!
Nevertheless, we slowly became good friends.
I didn’t consider myself very religious, and was certainly no preacher! Naturally, however,
our conversations tended to veer in the direction of the Qur’an’s miracles and the notion
that this Book was the word of God, as this was a topic that both of us were eager to
discuss.
I would show him verses from the Qur’an that had truly moved me as I had memorised
them, mainly because of their beautiful meaning and wonderful eloquence. Afterwards, I
would ask him whether any ‘man-made’ books were this eloquent in speech, and contained
such deep meaning.
His responses were immediate, as he argued, for instance, that old Arabic poetry was of
greater eloquence. He said that old English literature, such as that of Shakespeare, was also
more eloquent. And to close the curtain on this subject of linguistic excellence, he
recommended that I’d read the sayings of some of the great Indian rulers of the past,
because, according to him, in these words was wisdom and literature far greater than that
of the Qur’an.
To this, I had no response. One thing I knew for certain was that many Arab (and non-Arab)
Muslims who have read the Qur’an will confirm that there is something truly special about
the way its Arabic sounds; something different to any other Arabic writing. Although both
of us were native Arabic speakers, neither of us was an expert on the language, which made
convincing him that the Qur’an was a divine piece of literature a rather hopeless task!
The Qur’an’s miracles
We had a handful of discussions around the Qur’an’s miracles afterwards. I told him of the
Qur’an’s correct prediction (al-Ruum, 30:1-4) that the Romans would defeat the Persians in
the early 7th century, shortly after they had been severely defeated by the Persians and
were unlikely to recover and be victorious. We spoke about the Qur’an’s description of the
sun’s orbital system, the mountains being described as pegs inside of the Earth, the accurate
account of the different stages of an embryo’s development in the mother’s womb until the
formation of the child, and many more of the Qur’an’s historic and scientific facts.
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At the end of it all, however, his answer was one and the same, namely that he was neither
a scientist, nor a historian, nor was he an expert on the fields of medicine, geology or outer
space!
My friend was relentless; he enjoyed the fact that there was nothing that interested him
about the Qur’an, and challenged me to find that special something that would kill his
boredom.
All I could think of now was the language of numbers, as I thought of the few numeric
arrangements I had read about in some books on the numbers of the Qur’an. They talked
about the number 19, and that it represented a truly unique and inimitable miracle.
Although what I had read about the number 19 was only a small deal, it was certainly very
interesting, so I decided to give it a go. But could numbers convince him, when the historic
events, scientific facts, and perfect language of the Qur’an could not?
The number 19 and the Qur’an’s first verse
I opened the first page of the Holy Qur’an and showed him the very first verse:

الرِحي ِم
ِ بِ ْس ِم
َّ الر ْْح ِن
َّ ِالل
In the Name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful
Al-Fatihah, 1:1
Then, I explained to him: “This verse carries an astonishing numeric fact, because when you
count its letters just as they appear in the Qur’an, you will find it consists of exactly 19
letters. Consequently, when you look for this verse across the Holy Qur’an, you will notice
that it is mentioned precisely 114 times, and the number 114 is actually a multiple of 19.”
Pulling out a calculator, I plugged in the numbers, hit the equal sign, and showed him the
result:
114 = 6 x 19
I then asked: “Could this connection with the number 19 have been simply coincidence? Or
did someone intentionally organise and perfect these numbers?”.
For the first time in several weeks, I sensed signs of hesitation and surprise on my friend’s
face; perhaps it was because he saw the result with his own eyes. I could not help but smile,
and looking at my expression, so did he. He then replied: “This has to be a coincidence.”
But after a few moments of reflection, he told me: “If you prove to me that the entire Holy
Qur’an contains a perfectly designed numeric system, then, and only then, will I believe that
it’s a Book from God.”
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The quest to find a miracle
That encounter with my friend was the inspiration I needed to begin this long and wonderful
journey of finding and unravelling what I believed could be a hidden numeric miracle in the
Holy Qur’an. I searched for this system of numbers in the few books that I could find on the
subject. Unfortunately, everything I came across merely hinted to some numeric
arrangements revolving around the number 19 and other odd and prime numbers. These
arrangements, however, were very few, lacked much consistency, and certainly were not
sufficient enough to persuade my friend and other non-Muslims, probably even Muslims
themselves!
Then I began thinking along the following lines: Didn’t God Almighty reveal the Qur’an? If
He did, and since the Qur’an itself actually states that it is divine revelation, then it simply
must be perfect in every way. In other words, there cannot be anything random, or
unsystematic, about it. Since Muslims undeniably believe that every letter in the Qur’an is
the word of God, then if it does contain an intricate numeric system, then that system must
cover all of its chapters, verses, words and letters, not merely some. Logically, since God
designed this system, there must be a purpose behind it, because nothing He creates is
haphazard:
And We created not the heavens and the earth, and all that is between them, for mere play.
Al-Dukhan, 44:38
I remembered God’s words confirming that nothing in the Qur’an has been ignored:
1. ...We have neglected nothing in the Book... (Al-An‘aam, 6:38).
2. ...and We have sent down to thee the Book explaining all things...(Al-Nahl, 16:89).
3. We have put forth for men, in this Qur'an every kind of Parable...(Al-Zumar, 39:27).
I then reflected on the following verse, a powerful statement addressed to mankind more
than 14 centuries ago:
Do they not consider the Qur'an (with care)? Had it been from other than God, they would
surely have found therein much discrepancy.
Al-Nisa’, 4:82
This verse, I realised, contained an invitation to ponder upon and study the elaborate
arrangement of God Almighty’s words, which cannot contain the kind of randomness and
contradiction often found in the words of man.
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I then sincerely prayed to God for His guidance in helping me discover a miracle that would
serve as tangible, concrete evidence to mankind, one that emphatically illustrates that only
He could have sent down this Qur’an.
And with that, I present to you, my dear readers, this book, the fruit of more than ten years
of dedicated effort and tireless research.
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PART 1
SOME BASIC GUIDELINES
We begin by answering important questions about the Qur’an’s numbers, and respond to
some criticism that has targeted this topic.
Among these questions are: What are the benefits, anyway, of the numeric miracle of the
Qur’an, for both Muslims and non-Muslims? What is the story of Rashad Khalifa, the man
who claimed both prophethood and the discovery of a mathematical system in the Qur’an?
Does the mathematical technique known as Arabic gematria, or the Abjad numerals, hold
any merit? What about the various recitations of the Qur’an, and do they contain a numeric
miracle? What makes the numeric miracle, a miracle?
In this first part of the book, we will establish some important guidelines that must be
followed when extracting numbers from the Holy Qur’an. We will also demonstrate that we
have adhered to these guidelines, and to a sound scientific method that has been followed
throughout this entire book. Finally, we will end with a brief, yet captivating numeric
example from Surat al-Kahf (Chapter: The Cave).
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Questions and Criticisms
There are some questions that need to be covered before delving into the newly revealed
secrets of the Qur’an’s numeric miracle.
What’s the point of studying the Qur’an’s numbers?
Many readers question the whole point behind studying the numeric miracle of the Qur’an.
From my own extensive work on this topic, among the most important benefits I was able to
recognise are the following:
1- For Muslims like myself, at least, studying the Qur’an’s system of numbers is a response
to God Almighty’s call when He states: {Do they not consider the Qur'an (with care)?
Had it been from other than God, they would surely have found therein much
discrepancy.} (Al-Nisa’, 4:82). In this verse is a call to deeply ponder upon this Qur’an,
study its verses and words with care, and examine what makes its divine speech
different from any other speech.
2- The examination of the Qur’an must not be limited to the study of its miracles from only
a scientific, linguistic or legislative point of view, for instance. Mathematics, one of the
most important disciplines known to man, is yet another medium through which the
Qur’an can be explored. The fascinating numeric arrangements about to be witnessed
in the Qur’an are unique in the sense that they are unmatched by any other book, and
such a flawless system would not have existed had it not been perfectly designed by
someone possessing much greater knowledge and wisdom than that given to human
beings.
3- The numeric inimitability of the Qur’an is a new perspective from which to present the
message of Islam to people of other faiths. This numeric miracle is perfectly suited to
today’s 21st century, an age where digital information and numbers are critical features
of everyday life. As the world’s inhabitants become more digitally tuned, the Qur’an’s
beautiful system of numbers may well prove its appeal to a much wider audience than
perhaps anticipated.
4- There exists a wide spectrum of people, including scientists and academics, among
others, who only have faith in what they see before their own eyes; in tangible, physical
reality. To them, witnessing the Qur’anic calculations for themselves is a more effective
communicator than reading, for instance, about the Qur’an’s eloquent speech. The
language of numbers is, after all, a universal tongue. For many, the privilege of ‘plugging
in numbers’ and double checking for themselves is an intriguing prospect.
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Who was Dr. Rashad Khalifa, and why was he so controversial?
In 1982, a biochemist by the name of Dr. Rashad Khalifa wrote a book entitled “Quran:
Visual Presentation of the Miracle”, in which presented a theory about the Qur’an’s numeric
miracle which, according to him, was entirely and solely based upon the number 19.
Although some of his numbers were correct, it soon appeared that not only were many of
his results inaccurate, but that he even fabricated and manipulated numbers to fit his
calculations and went so far as to claim that he was a messenger of God!
In short, this man based his book on the idea that certain Qur’anic letters and words are
repeated in the Qur’an a number of times that is always a multiple of 19. One of his main
examples is found at the beginning of his book, and is a useful summary of where he went
right and wrong.
According to him, each of the four words making up the Qur’an’s opening verse, the
Basmala, is repeated an exact number of times, and each of these numbers is a multiple of
19. The Basmala verse is the following:

ِالرِحيم
ِ بِ ْس ِم
َّ الر ْْح ِن
َّ ِالل
In the Name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful
Al-Fatihah, 1:1
His own calculations revealed the following results:
1- The first word )(بسم, meaning “In the Name of” originates from the word )(اسم, which
means “name”, and is repeated 19 times in the Qur’an.
2- The second word )(هللا, or “God”, occurs 2698 times in the Qur’an, which is a multiple
of 19 since 2698 = 142 x 19.
3- The third word )(الرحمن, which means “The Most Gracious”, is found 57 times, a
multiple of 19, because 57 = 3 x 19.
4- The final word )(الرحيم, or “The Most Merciful”, is repeated 114 times, and 114 is a
multiple of 19 since 114 = 6 x 19.
After a significant amount of time and research (and manual counting!) I concluded that
these results were mostly incorrect. These were my findings:
1- The first word in its various forms3 occurs 22 times and not 19 times as he claims.
Strangely, although he does point out that this word has a precise spelling in the
3

) (بسمand )(باسم, which both mean “In the Name of”, as well as )(اسم, which means “name” and)(االسم, which
means “the name”.
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Qur’an’s opening verse, and that this precise spelling of the word is repeated only 3
times across the Qur’an, he chooses not to include these 3 occurrences into his
result. In other words, he doesn’t even count the word ) (بسمfrom the Qur’an’s first
verse as one of his 19 repetitions of the word!
2- The word )(هللا, meaning “God”, is repeated 2699 times across the Qur’an, not 2698
times, and it is quite peculiar how he was only one word short of the right number!
The number 2699 is in fact a prime number; that is, it is only divisible by itself and 1,
and in this, perhaps, is an interesting reference to the uniqueness and Oneness of
God Almighty.
3- The third word in the Basmala is )(الرحمن, or “The Most Gracious”, and according to
him, it occurs 57 times in the Qur’an. This number is absolutely correct.
4- Finally, he claims that last word, )(الرحيم, meaning “The Most Merciful”, occurs 114
times in its various forms4. It is in fact repeated 115 times5. The additional mention
of this word which he doesn’t count is towards the end of Surat al-Taubah, where
God Almighty states:

ِ ٌ ِمنِأَن ُف ِس ُكمِع ِزيزِعلَي ِوِماِعنِتُّمِح ِريصِعلَي ُكمِبِالْم ْؤِمنِنيِرُؤ
ِيم
ٌ ِجاء ُك ْم َِر ُس
َْ ٌ َ ْ َ َ َْ ٌ َ ْ
َ لََق ْد
ْ ّْ وؿ
ٌ وؼِ َّرح
ََ ُ
Now hath come unto you an Apostle from amongst yourselves: it grieves him that ye should
perish: ardently anxious is he over you: to the Believers is he most kind and merciful.
Al-Taubah, 9:128
His justification for excluding this word is that the one being described in this verse is the
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) and not God. But regardless of meaning, this word is
nevertheless cited in the Qur’an and simply must be counted. And even if his method is to
count words according to meaning, he doesn’t apply this to all the words he counts, which
certainly raises some question marks as to the consistency of his research.
Out of these four words, Dr. Khalifa produced only one correct number. The same types of
flaws, in fact, are found across the rest of his book.
Anyone who studies his work closely will realise that quite often, he may count correctly
and find a number which is not a multiple of 19. He would then add a few numbers to this
result in order to make it a multiple of 19, justify this strange inclusion, and leave it at that.
Also, he often uses various excuses to omit certain words or letters (as he did in the above
example) and hence make them multiples of 19.
4

Including )(الرحيم, ) (رحيمand )(رحيما.
Muhammad Fawad Abdul Baqi, ed., Al-Muajam-al-Mufahras Li-Alfazil Quranil Kareem (Shabb Press, 1945).
This is a comprehensive, indexed glossary of all the citations of every word in the Holy Qur’an, and we have
confirmed this result by looking for the repetition of this word directly from the Qur’an.
5
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Sometimes, he counts words while ignoring their linguistic meaning, and other times, he
counts words in accordance with their linguistic meaning. In brief, the goal behind his entire
work is not to present a real Qur’anic miracle, but to merely to impress and amaze readers
with his calculations. The fact that he attempted to prove that he was a messenger of God
by looking for the repetition of the words of his own name in the Qur’an is enough evidence
of that.
Nevertheless, despite all that, Dr. Rashad Khalifa did reveal some important findings
regarding the miraculous nature of the number 19 in the Qur’an. He certainly discovered
glimpses of a numeric system based on this number. For instance, he noted that there are
114 chapters and this number is a multiple of 19. In addition, the first verse of the Qur’an,
the Basmala, consists of 19 letters. This verse, he highlights, is repeated across the entire
Qur’an 114 times, or 6 x 19.
He also examined the mysterious disconnected letters found at the beginning of about a
quarter of the Qur’an’s chapters. These unique letter combinations do not form actual
words, but mere phrases that have challenged Muslims scholars to this very day, and whose
mysteries are yet to be unlocked (we will consider them in part 7 of the book). The verdict
made by the majority of these scholars is that these mystifying letters are one of God
Almighty’s Qur’an’s miracles and that only He knows their full meaning, yet attempts to
discover some of their significance have not been discouraged. Some of these “special
phrases”, as we will call them in this book, are one-letter long, others two, three, and four,
in addition to one five-letter phrase.
One chapter which begins with a special phrase is Surat Qaaf (Chapter: The Letter Qaaf),
which, as the name suggests, starts with the single Arabic letter )“ (قQaaf” as its first verse.
Dr. Khalifa consequently looked for the number of times this letter is repeated across this
chapter, and found that it occurred 57 times, which is not only correct, but is a multiple of
19 as well since 57 = 3 x 19. He also examined Surat Yaasin (Chapter: Yaasin), a chapter
whose first verse is the special phrase )(يس, a combination of the letters )“ (يYā’” and )(س
“Sīn”. He found that these two letters are repeated across the chapter exactly 285 times,
which is a multiple of 19 because 285 = 15 x 19. This, also, is correct.
Dr. Khalifa also correctly noted that the very first chapter that was revealed from the
Qur’an, namely Surat al-‘Alaq (Chapter: The Clot), consisted of precisely 19 verses.
However, he hastily concluded that all the letters of the Qur’an are based upon this number,
forgetting the rest of the Qur’anic numbers, and most importantly, perhaps, the number 7.
He proclaimed that all the special phrases are repeated in their respective chapters a
number of times that is a multiple of 19, however, not only were the majority of his
numbers incorrect, they were often highly inaccurate, as he attempted to astound his
readers when all he was really doing was deluding them.
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Nevertheless, it unfortunately did not end there with Dr. Khalifa. Using a technique by
which he gave each Arabic letter a numeric value, in addition to his own unique way of
counting, adding and subtracting numbers, he claimed that as “messenger of the covenant”,
as he called himself, he had successfully predicted that the world would end in the year
1710 of the Hijri calendar. The number 1710, peculiarly, was once again a multiple of 19.
This controversial prediction caused many scholars to begin seriously doubting and
questioning this man’s intentions, because according to Islam, Christianity and Judaism, no
one but God Almighty knows when the Day of Judgment arrives, and no person, not even
the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), possesses such knowledge:
They ask thee about the (final) Hour - when will be its appointed time? Say: "The knowledge
thereof is with my Lord (alone): None but He can reveal as to when it will occur...
Al-A’raf, 7:187
The serious mistakes made by Dr. Khalifa do not mean, however, that brilliant numeric
arrangements based on the number 19 are absent from the Holy Qur’an. Not only does this
number carry with it a Qur’anic miracle, it is specifically mentioned by God Almighty when
He states:
Over it are Nineteen.
Al-Muddaththir, 74:30
Yet there are other important numbers, such as the number 11, which indicates the
Oneness of God Almighty. This is because it is a prime number, and also because it can be
viewed as a confirmation and repetition of the number once, since it is composed of 1 and
1. And if we were to examine the letters of the Qur’anic verses which speak about the
Oneness of God Almighty, we would find that they are consistent with the number 11.
The number 13 is also significant in the Qur’an, and is the number of years during which the
Prophet (pbuh) received revelation in the city of Mecca. The number 23 is also very
important because it represents the total number of years it took for the Qur’an to be
revealed. Furthermore, the number 29 is relevant because 29 chapters out of the Qur’an’s
114 begin with special phrases. Dr. Khalifa ignored all these, however, and paid exclusive
attention to the number 19.
Moreover, anyone who reads various studies made about the Qur’an’s numeric inimitability
will not help but notice the abundance of results that have been reached by researchers.
However, unfortunately, many of these results have been combined with outcomes that are
largely based on coincidence. Because of this, it often becomes hard to different between
the two, and this is where the problem arises.
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Casual readers may perceive that all the numeric results they see in front of them are
miracles, while more prudent readers will tend to dismiss them as mere coincidence. Taking
the middle ground, however, is often the best approach. In other words, if the truth, the
accurate truth, is found, then it is best accepted and taken to heart. At the same time, one
must be cautious enough to recognise errors and avoid them.
One of the most critical mistakes that researchers make is when they adopt a technique
whereby numbers are assigned to each of the letters of the Arabic alphabet. When this is
done, every letter possesses a numerical value. Consequently, every letter, word, verse and
chapter of the Qur’an can be given its own numerical value. The researcher’s goal will often
be to arrive at sums which are multiples of a particular number, or to predict the date of a
specific event, for instance. This technique is most commonly known as gematria, or Hisab
Al-Jummal in Arabic.
Gematria...accurate science or mere delusion?
Many people who have attempted to examine the Qur’an’s numeric miracle have done so
by injecting gematria into the Holy Qur’an. But the question is: What is the reality of this
mathematical technique? And has applying it to the Qur’an produced any accurate results?
Gematria has its roots in the ancient Assyrian kingdom, but has been most widely associated
with Greek and Hebrew texts. Arabic gematria is more commonly known as the system of
“abjad hawaz”, or the Abjad numerals. It stretches back to pre-Islamic times, and is based
on replacing each of the Arabic alphabet’s 28 letters with a number. The first letter, alif )(أ,
for instance is given the number 1. The letter bā’ ) (بis given the number 2, the letter ǧīm
) (جgets the number 3, and so on until the number 10, which is assigned to the letter yāʾ )(ي.
Afterwards, however, numbers are given multiples of 10. That is, the letter following yāʾ )(ي
in the Abjad system is kāf )(ك, and receives the number 20. The next letter is lām )(ل, which
gets the number 30, followed by mīm )(م, which takes the number 40. This carries on until
90, before letters are given numbers in the hundreds place, such as rāʾ )(ر, which receives
the number 200. The final letter in the system, ghain )(غ, takes the number 1000.
But on what grounds was this numbering system created? On what basis is each letter
given the number it holds? Why is alif ) (أgiven the number 1 and bā’ ) (بthe number 2?
What prevents anyone from assigning alif ) (أthe number 3, for example?
The reality is that well before the Arabic numerals we know today (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,9)
were introduced around the 8th century, the Abjad numerals were used for all mathematical
purposes, and the inventors of this system assigned a number to each letter according to
what they decided was the most appropriate designation. Not only that, but there are also
two main versions to this system that slightly differ when it comes to assigning the larger
numbers, from 60 onwards. There simply exists no logical scientific reasoning that governs
the rules of the Abjad numerals, because they were entirely based upon the common
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understanding that was prevalent at the time. Whether gematria holds any merit or has
any significance in languages other than Arabic is not a point of concern of this book, but in
the Arabic language at least, there exists no basis whatsoever by which numbers can be
assigned to letters.
In order to demonstrate the inconsistency of using the Abjad numerals to study the Qur’an,
we will present an example used by proponents of this technique.
An example of gematria in the Qur’an
The following table shows the gematrical value of all the Arabic letters, and is the most
popular Abjad sequence. It will prove helpful for the example that will follow:

Arabic letter
English
pronunciation
Gematrical value
Arabic letter
English
pronunciation
Gematrical value
Arabic letter
English
pronunciation
Gematrical value

أ

ب

ج

د

ىػ

و

ز

ح

ط

ي

alif

bāʾ

ǧīm

dāl

hāʾ

wāw

Zany

ḥāʾ

ṭāʾ

yāʾ

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ؾ

ؿ

ـ

ف

س

ع

ؼ

ص

ؽ

Kāf

lām

Mīm

nūn

sīn

ʿayn

fāʾ

ṣād

qāf

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

ر

ش

ت

ث

خ

ذ

ض

ظ

غ

rāʾ

šīn

tāʾ

ṯāʾ

khā'

ḏāl

ḍād

ẓāʾ

ghayn

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

The 98th chapter of the Qur’an is entitled Surat al-Bayyinah (Chapter: The Clear Proof;
Evidence). In Arabic, the word al-Bayyinah is )(البينة. In other words, its letters are:

ا ؿ ب م ف هػ
The gematrical value of these letters, according to the Abjad numerals, is 98 (1 + 30 + 2 + 10
+ 50 + 5). This corresponds, of course, to this chapter’s order in the Qur’an. In other words,
the gematrical value of this chapter’s name equals its exact position in the Qur’an, which is
98.
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This also applies to the 57th chapter in the Qur’an, Surat al-Hadid (Chapter: The Iron). The
word al-Hadid in Arabic is )(الحديد, and the following are its letters:

ا ؿ ح د م د
Its gematrical value is also 57 (1 + 30 + 8 + 4 + 10 + 4).
If this consistency was maintained across the entire Qur’an, these results could be accepted
as valid, and one would then rule out the possibility of coincidence and consider gematria a
miraculous technique. However, there are 114 chapters in the Qur’an, and the fact that the
Abjad numerals produced accurate outcomes for no more than 2 chapters suggests that
chance played its part.
When researchers unsuccessfully tried applying the Abjad numerals to the rest of the
chapters, however, they attempted to slightly alter their counting method, which is what
happened when a researcher came across Surat al-Naml (Chapter: The Ants), the Qur’an’s
27th chapter.
The word al-Naml in Arabic is written )(النمل, and its letters are the following:

ا ؿ ف ـ ؿ
The gematrical value of this word is 151 (1 + 30 + 50 + 40 + 30), which is nowhere near 27.
Therefore, this researcher considered the number of verses in Surat al-Naml, which is 93.
This number, of course, is not close to the gematrical value of 151. He then added this
chapter’s number to its verse count and arrived at 120 (27 + 93), which, again, is far from
151.
He then decided to remove the first two letters of the word )(النمل, namely alif ) (أand lām
)(ل, which changed the meaning of the word from “The Ants” to simply “Ants”. The three
remaining letters were therefore:

ف ـ ؿ
The gematrical value of the word “Ants” is in fact 120 (50 + 40 + 30). Thus, the researcher
was finally able to conclude that the gematrical value of the word “Ants” equalled the sum
of the chapter number and verse count of the chapter called The Ants.
We must now ask: is this kind play on words acceptable? Can a researcher who studies a
Holy Book experiment with a variety of techniques, during which he omits letters from
chapter names, in hopes of arriving at some sort of random consistency? And is he allowed,
when dealing with a book like the Qur’an, to decide in one instance to add a chapter’s
17
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number to its verse count, in another instance to ignore the verse count, and in another to
leave out letters from a chapter’s name?
The Abjad numerals, despite having coincidentally created some numeric patterns, have not
produced any miraculous results of any kind. It is therefore safe to say that applying this
system to the study of the Holy Qur’an is not based on any sound or reliable methodology.
Are there negative outcomes to studying the Qur’an’s numeric inimitability?
Many scholars have taken the opinion that paying a great deal of attention to counting the
words and letters of the Qur’an causes a believer to neglect and lose sight of the true
essence behind this Book’s message and the meanings of its verses. But is this really the
case?
Firstly, Muslims including myself believe that the Holy Qur’an is sent down from the Creator
of the heavens and the Earth. Assuming this is correct, God Almighty does not reveal
anything without reason. Therefore, logically, there must have been an important purpose
behind revealing the Holy Qur’an.
Having said this, the sheer amount of numeric arrangements we are about to witness will
speak for themselves in showing that they could not have been manufactured by man, but
by God Almighty alone. The reason for this is that no matter how much we look for similar
arrangements in other, ordinary books, we will fail to find them. Demonstrating its
miraculous nature through the language of number is therefore of great benefit.
Many believe that the inimitability of the Qur’an is limited to its magnificent language and
eloquence. But to those we may ask: isn’t the Qur’an miraculous in every way? If a linguist
is allowed to critically examine the Holy Qur’an from a linguistic point of view, can’t a
mathematician analyse it numerically? Isn’t this also true for historians and scientists?
Haven’t the historic predictions and scientific facts inherent in this Book increased their faith
in its message and helped them further embrace it?
Pondering upon the Qur’an’s letters, words and verses can only increase a Muslim’s
remembrance of these verses, and I say this out of more than ten years of experience of
studying the Qur’an’s numeric miracle.
If examining the letters of the Qur’an in detail truly distracts a person from its meanings, I
would have been one of the first people to have stopped studying it. In fact, examining the
Qur’an’s numbers has made me more reflective of its verses and a better memorises of
them too. It has also made me enjoy reciting it much more.
In addition, we cannot forget the absolutely vital role of mathematics in our time, and its
contribution to the advancement of human knowledge. Studying the Qur’an’s numeric
system can actually help one further develop his perceptions and improve his memory.
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As for the mistakes that various researchers have made with respect to this new perspective
on the Qur’an, these should in fact be an incentive for finding the truth and avoiding any
form of inconsistency or coincidence.
Can the Qur’an’s numeric arrangements possibly be imitated?
Anyone who hasn’t experienced counting Qur’anic words and letters may well ask: isn’t it
easy for any person to construct sentences in which he carefully chooses the repetition of
each letter? Where, then, is the miracle?
Simply put, I can say that attempting to replicate the numeric arrangements found in the
Qur’an is, without exaggeration, an impossible feat to accomplish, and this is what I try to
show in this book. No matter how knowledgeable any human being becomes, no person
can ever produce literature that is not only linguistically profound and of the highest calibre,
but at the same time contains a complex numeric system organised to perfection. Humans,
in their very nature, are bound to make mistakes, and no one who has ever written a piece
of literature has ensured that the arrangement of his letters, words, and chapters create
considered multiples of various numbers, because that would compromise the quality of his
writing to say the least.
In his commentary on the Holy Qur’an, Al-Qurtubi, a famous Muslim scholar, highlighted ten
features that make it miraculous:
1. Its language excels all other Arabic language.
2. Its style excels all other Arabic style.
3. Its comprehensiveness cannot be matched.
4. Its legislation cannot be surpassed.
5. Its narrations about the unknown can only result from revelation.
6. Its lack of contradiction with the sound natural sciences.
7. Its fulfilment of all that it promises, both good tidings and threat.
8. The knowledge it comprises (both legal and concerning the creation).
9. Its fulfilment of human needs.
10. Its effects on the hearts of men.
Adding to that list an additional layer of numeric wonder makes the Qur’an all the more
impossible to imitate. Fittingly, the Qur’an itself confirms this fact when God Almighty
states:
Do they not consider the Qur'an (with care)? Had it been from other than God, they would
surely have found therein much discrepancy.
Al-Nisa’, 4:82
The numeric miracle and the Qur’an’s various recitations
Many scholars and researchers, especially those interested in the Qur’an’s recitations, have
raised questions about some of the verse numbers in the Holy Qur’an. The word Qur’an
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itself means “recitation”, and there are in fact various ways of reciting this Book. These
recitations may sometimes slightly differ when it comes to the number of verses in each
chapter6, which causes scholars to sometimes ask: How do we call these numeric
arrangements miracles, if they might differ from one recitation to the other?
The answer to this concern is best answered in the Holy Qur’an, where God states:
Do they not consider the Qur'an (with care)? Had it been from other than God, they would
surely have found therein much discrepancy.
Al-Nisa’, 4:82
In other words, there is no contradiction or discrepancy in Qur’an. Rather, there are
multiple recitations, which lead to multiple numeric arrangements, which in turn means
multiple miracles. It must be noted here that what is meant by recitation is how the words
of the Qur’an are pronounced and are therefore written, due to inherent differences in Arab
cultures and dialects. Some recitations pronounce certain letters and others do not.
Despite the many recitations, however, there is no disagreement about whether a certain
word is part of the Qur’an or not; the number of words is the same in all recitations, the
difference is in some of the letters making up these words. Therefore, they may simply
sound somewhat different when recited.
That being said, I can say that the numeric miracle encompasses all these recitations, and
includes all of their letters, words, verses and chapters. All the research that has been done
so far on the Qur’an’s numeric miracle has used the most widely spread recitation in the
Islamic world, namely “Hafs bin ‘Asim”. This is by far the most common recitation, and the
vast majority of Muslims across the globe are familiar with it. Researchers, nevertheless,
are encouraged to explore the Qur’anic system of numbers with other recitations.
Perhaps the wisdom behind this range of recitations is the increased impossibility of
producing anything like the Qur’an, of which God said:
Say: "If the whole of mankind and Jinns were to gather together to produce the like of this
Qur'an, they could not produce the like thereof, even if they backed up each other with help
and support.
Al-Isra’, 17:88
It must be noted that the Qur’anic recitations are virtually the same apart from a relatively
small number of letters. We can thus consider that the numeric results found in this book
apply – to a very large extent – to all the recitations of the Qur’an.
6

For instance, the Qur’an’s first chapter consists of 7 verses, and there is no disagreement here. The first
verse, known as the Basmala, is considered a verse in the most popular Qur’anic recitation, namely “Hafs bin
‘Asim”. Some recitations, however, don’t consider it a verse and instead split the last verse of the chapter into
two, thus keeping the number of verses 7.
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Numbers and the unknown
Many have gone to extreme ends, misusing the Qur’an’s numbers by performing
calculations that have no connection to the truth and which stray away from the essence of
this Book’s principles. Some people, for instance, have used Qur’anic numbers to predict
political events, while others have used them to predict the Day of Judgment. But is this any
good? God Almighty clearly answers this question in the following verse:
With Him are the keys of the unseen, the treasures that none knoweth but He. He knoweth
whatever there is on the earth and in the sea. Not a leaf doth fall but with His knowledge:
there is not a grain in the darkness (or depths) of the earth, nor anything fresh or dry (green
or withered), but is (inscribed) in a record clear (to those who can read).
Al-An’aam, 6:59
In other words, using the Qur’an for the purpose of extracting dates of events and
supposedly predicting the unknown or unseen is completely contradictory to its very
teaching, and of no benefit to anyone.
Having said this, any kind of research into the Holy Qur’an must follow a set of guidelines
that are to be consistently honoured throughout that study.
With this in mind, the following is an attempt to establish some clear guidelines and criteria
that we will adhere to throughout this book, and that are appropriate to any study of the
Qur’an’s numbers. These guidelines are by no means exhaustive, but are meant as a solid
starting point for researching the numeric system of the Qur’an. Researchers are welcome
to enhance and improve these criteria if necessary.

Guidelines for Studying the Qur’an’s Numbers
Any person who reads a piece of scientific research will find that it normally consists of
three main components. One of these is the very data that is being presented. Another
component is the research methodology used to deal with that data. The third and most
important component is the final result, namely the conclusions that have been made at the
end of the research.
Data is at the heart of any scientific research. Provided that the data being used is accurate,
and that the research methodology applied to it is sound, then the results of this research
will in turn be correct as well.
If, on the other hand, the data offered is inaccurate, and the methodology contradictory or
not based on any scientific grounds, the final results will inevitably be unconvincing, if not
incorrect.
In short, for this research to be acceptable, the following must be established:
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1. Guidelines pertaining to the research data.
2. Guidelines pertaining to the research methodology.
3. Guidelines pertaining to the final results of the research.
Guidelines pertaining to the research data
The data used for any kind of research into the Qur’an’s numeric inimitability should come
from the Qur’an itself. Many studies into the numeric miracle have lost their credibility
when researchers decided to inject numbers from outside the Qur’an.
The depth and wealth of material available in the Holy Qur’an is such that there is no need
to resort to any other source. Thousands of numbers can easily be extracted from this
Book. From every single Qur’anic verse, a whole assortment of numbers can in fact be
deduced!
For example, from a single verse, we can, for a start, find its word count, letter count, as
well as the verse number and chapter number belonging to that verse. We can also look for
the number of times one of its words is repeated across the Holy Qur’an. We can even
count how many times a particular letter – or a particular set of letters – is found in that
verse. These may be the letters of a special phrase, the letters of God’s Arabic name
“Allah”, or the letters of any of His other names.
All this and more can be achieved with merely one verse, so imagine just how many
numbers can be obtained from the entire Qur’an! In addition to this, since we are relying
solely on the Qur’an, the numbers we arrive at are not only very clear and precise, but carry
no room for error. In this book, perhaps the only number that has been used that is not
literally found in the Qur’an (but is directly connected to it) is 23, which is the number of
years it took for the Qur’an to be revealed. This is a well-established fact, and one that has
never been a point of debate among scholars and historians, and as such, it is used on some
occasions in this book.
Moreover, the way in which Qur’anic numbers are extracted must be consistent and free of
contradiction. In other words, researchers must choose whether to count letters according
to their exact writing in the Qur’an, or according to how they are pronounced, without
mixing both techniques. This has been one of the mistakes made by researchers, who often
alternate their methods of counting in order to achieve the desired outcomes that match
their calculations. This inconsistency, however, is unacceptable. In this book, of course, we
count letters precisely as they are drawn in the Holy Qur’an.
But how do we deal with the numbers we arrive at? That’s what we’ll find out from the
guidelines relating to the research methodology.
Guidelines pertaining to the research methodology
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The information presented in this research must be dealt with in a manner that is
appropriate both scientifically and religiously. A random unscientific approach cannot be
followed, because the Qur’an is a Holy Scripture from God Almighty, and just as God created
the entire universe and subjected it to the perfect laws of science, so he has revealed the
Qur’an, organising and perfecting it with its own set of rules.
In fact, God Almighty states:
Alif-Lam-Ra.7 (This is) a Book, the Verses whereof are perfected (in every sphere of
knowledge, etc.), and then explained in detail from One (Allah), Who is All-Wise and WellAcquainted (with all things).
Hud, 11:1
He also explains:
But God beareth witness that what He hath sent unto thee He hath sent from His (own)
knowledge, and the angels bear witness: But enough is God for a witness.
Al-Nisa’, 4:166
Many researchers follow an unsystematic approach that often lacks much logic. They may,
for example, add letter counts on one occasion and subtract verse numbers on another. In
one instance, they mighty multiply word counts and letter counts, yet divide them in
another. They may well even delete some numbers, add others, and manoeuvre their way
into achieving a specified result that they already have in mind.
Throughout this book, and throughout my study of the numeric miracle, in fact, I have
followed the very basic, long-established mathematical technique known as positional
notation, or place-value notation. This method allows for numbers to be represented or
encoded, and given an order of magnitude, namely a “ones” place, “tens” place, “hundreds”
place, etc.
After an extensive and detailed study of the Qur’an’s verses, I have come to the firm
realisation that place notation preserves the sequence of the Qur’an’s words much more
effectively than mere counting.
The beauty of this technique lies in its sheer simplicity, since it is based on counting the
letters of each word in a phrase, and then aligning those letter counts to form a single
number, without the need to add, subtract or multiply. The resulting numbers we will come
across in this book are always perfect multiples of 7, which is an amazing feat because any
reader who attempt to create a single sentence which similarly produce may well find this a
daunting task. Multiples of 7 or any number, of course, are whole numbers that contain no
decimals or fractions. To give a brief example, if the phrase we chose to study was “I ate
7

These are one of the 14 special phrases.
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pizzas today”, the letter count of each of its words would produce the following
arrangement:
I

ate

1

3

pizzas today
6

5

The resulting number is simply 1365. We would then check whether this number is a
multiple of 7; that is, whether dividing it by 7 still gives us a whole number, which it does in
this case:
1365 ÷ 7 = 195
However, we will write our results in the following form:
1365 = 195 x 7
Importantly, one of the flaws of using this technique with the English language is that the
first word in the sentence does not take the ones place, it is in fact the last digit of any given
number. In the above example, the final word, “today”, is in the ones place, and the first
word, “I”, is in the thousands place, which does not make much sense.
Fortunately, the Arabic language enjoys the luxury of right-to-left reading order, the exact
opposite of English. In other words, text is written from right to left, which means that
when positional notation is applied, the first word of any given text is, fittingly, in the ones
place.
Guidelines pertaining to the research results
The results of any research which deals with the Qur’an’s system of numbers must
represent a true miracle – that is, a divine miracle – and not mere coincidence. But just
what can be considered a miracle? The Oxford Dictionary defines a miracle as an
“extraordinary and welcome event that is not explicable by natural or scientific laws and is
therefore attributed to a divine agency”; i.e. to God! It has also been described as an “effect
or extraordinary event in the physical world that surpasses all human or natural powers and
is ascribed to a supernatural cause8.
A Qur’anic researcher must also prove that his numeric results did were not the product of
coincidence by using the basic mathematical concept of probability. If the final outcomes
are such that they cannot be imitated by any human being, then, and only then can they be
considered a real miracle from God Almighty. As stated earlier, our goal in this book is to
show that the profound numeric system found in the Holy Qur’an is simply impossible to
replicate, be it by the greatest minds or by the most complex technologies known to man.
8

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/miracle
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Critically, we must remind readers that the numbers we arrive at are only the means, not
the end. Discovering that the Qur’an houses a numeric miracle is in itself not the purpose of
this life or of the Muslim faith for that matter. The numeric outcomes are simply one of the
many Qur’anic means to realising the truth of the message that was sent down to the
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) in the early 7th century. Due to the highly sensitive, detailed
and interconnected nature of the numeric miracle (which involves counting and arranging
letters and not just words, verses and chapters), even Muslims themselves will have comfort
in the fact that every letter in the Qur’an had to be divine revelation, because otherwise, the
entire numeric system inherent in this Book would instantly shatter.
Researchers must also stay away from any claims of prophethood themselves, because that
is contrary to the teachings of almost any religion and not just Islam. They must also avoid
using numbers to make any predictions about the unknown, which is known only to God.

The Scientific Approach of this Book
The approach adopted in this book mainly involves extracting numbers from the Qur’an and
looking for numeric relationships between these various numbers by arranging them side by
side (i.e. according to the basic concept of positional notation). Readers can expect, of
course, to witness an absolute plethora of arrangements that form multiples of 7. These
arrangements will come about in many different ways (the list below is not definitive), but
will tend to represent one of the following:
1- The letter count of each word in a verse.
2- The letter count of the first and last word in a verse.
3- The letter count of the words of a verse in accumulation (that is, letter count of first
word + letter count of first and second word + letter count of first, second and third
word, etc.). This particular arrangement tends to create relatively large numbers
which still remain multiples of 7.
4- The arrangement of particular letters across the words of a verse, such as those
making up God’s name in Arabic (Allah), the letters of a special phrase, and many
more. This is truly one of the most fascinating arrangements, because organising a
precise selection of letters across the words of any passage is an amazing feat to
accomplish, yet this is found a countless number of times across verses and even
entire chapters of the Qur’an!
5- The arrangement of the chapter numbers in which a specific word is found in the
Qur’an, as well as the verse numbers in which this word is found. This, again, is a
profound feature of the numeric miracle as it confirms that not only did God reveal
every word in the Qur’an, He in fact perfectly placed each one in its intended
location across the whole Book.
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6- The beautiful numeric relationship that links four essential numbers: the chapter
number, verse number, word count and letter count of a verse. These four numbers
not only combine to form multiples of 7, they are even sublimely connected to those
of other verses across the Qur’an, in a manner that consistently produces more
multiples of 7! These miraculous arrangements, if anything, illustrate the highly
interconnected nature of the Qur’an’s verses, and that such a structured system of
numbers cannot be found in any other book.
7- The diversity of numeric arrangements found in the chapters of the Qur’an, in
addition to the brilliant link between the Qur’an’s first verse and other Qur’anic
verses, as well as that between the Qur’an’s opening chapter and other Qur’anic
chapters. This especially includes verses and chapters that were constantly referred
to by the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) as some of the greatest in the Qur’an.
How to count the Qur’an’s words
This is of particular importance to both Arabic and non-Arabic readers, because learning
how to count the Qur’anic words and letters will prove very useful in this book.
After a significant amount of research, I came to the conclusion that the best way to count
the words of the Qur’an is to follow a fundamental rule of Arabic grammar: a word can be a
noun, verb or particle.
Firstly, any noun in the Qur’an is considered a word, such as )“ (هللاGod”, )“ (مصرEgypt” or
“ شجرةtree”. Pronouns such as )“ (ذلكthat” and )“ (أنتyou” are also words.
The nature of Arabic writing is such that the letters of a word often, but not always, connect
together, almost like cursive English. Since letters attach together, they will look differently
depending on their position within a word. To therefore make counting words and letters
easier for readers, we will separate words by placing clear gaps between them when
analysing a verse. Not only that, but right next to each word, we will write – in brackets –
the letters composing that word in their standard form.
Since we are analysing the Qur’an, we must take into consideration the unique manner in
which its words are written, which is often quite unlike normal Arabic. Sometimes, for
instance, a phrase which is composed of two separate words in Arabic is in fact connected in
the Qur’an, which makes it a single word. One such example is the phrase )“ (يا أيهاOh you”,
which is often used when God specifically addresses the believers, saying “Oh you who
believe”. Below is a comparison between this phrase’s spelling in ordinary Arabic and its
Qur’anic equivalent:
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Qur’anic Arabic

Normal Arabic

)يأيها (م أ م ه ػ ا

)يا أيها (م ا أ م ه ػ ا

The Qur’anic drawing of this phrase not only makes it one word, it also means that it is
consists of one less letter, namely 5, instead of the 6 that comprise the standard Arabic
version. This is an absolutely critical fact to account for throughout our study of the
Qur’an’s numbers, as it places emphasis on strictly adhering to the exact text of the Qur’an.
We will soon find out that on countless occasions in the Qur’an, the vast amount of numeric
arrangements found in a particular verse would all completely disappear had it not been for
such subtle differences.
A final point must be made with regards to nouns. In Arabic, the word “the” takes the form
of two letters, namely alif ) (أand lām )(ل, which are attached to the beginning of a word,
hence becoming part of it and not a separate word. This is a fundamental difference
between Arabic and many other languages. For instance, the word ) (قمرmeans “moon”,
whereas adding alif lām to the word makes it )(القمر, which means “the moon”.
Secondly, every verb in the Qur’an is a word. These include )“ (أنزلsent down”, )“ (اهدناguide
us”, )“ (اعبدواworship”, and many more.
A unique feature of Arabic verbs is that letters are sometimes attached to verbs in a manner
which makes that verb plural, except that this verb remains a single word. One such
example is the word )(يؤمنون, meaning “they believe”.
Thirdly, a particle in Arabic is something which indicates a meaning in other than itself. In
other words, particles do not necessarily belong to a particular word class. In Arabic,
particles include prepositions like “from”, “to”, “in”, “on”, “like/as”, and words like “who”,
“if”, “when”, and many more. The Arabic word for particle is Harf, which literally means
“letter”. That being said some particles, but not all, consist of a single letter which attaches
to a word, giving it added meaning whilst preserving its status as one word. This is another
interesting feature of Arabic which distinguishes it from English and many other languages,
where such parts of speech are separate words.
An example can best illustrate the idea of a particle. For instance, the word ) (سيغفرactually
means “will forgive” rather than just “forgive”. The letter sīn ) (سat the beginning of this
verb adds to it the ‘will’ element. Similarly, the letter fāʾ ) (فat the beginning of the verb
) (فخرجmakes its meaning “so he came out” instead of “he came out”. On the other hand,
the phrase )“ (في قلوبهمin their hearts” consists of two clearly distinct words: )(في, meaning
“in”, and )(قلوبهم, which means “their hearts”.
An important point must be made particles. Conjunctions such as )(أو, meaning “or”, as well
as )(و, meaning “and”. These are called conjunctive phrases, or “letters of ‘atf”, their
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purpose being to connect two nouns, phrases or ideas together. The two conjunctions )(أو
and ) (وnever attach to the words which follow them in writing, and as such will be
considered independent words when they serve this role of connecting two phrases, even
though ) (وis a single letter. Sometimes, of course, the letter wāw ) (وis one of the letters of
a word, such as )“ (يومa day”, and it is obviously not a word in this context. But the phrase (و
)“ يومand a day” consists of two words, namely the conjunction wāw )“ (وand” as well as )(يوم
“a day”. Also, the letter wāw ) (وon some occasions in the Qur’an is used for oath. For
instance, the phrase )“ (وهللاand God” in some contexts means “by God” or “I swear to God”.
This, however, does not change the fact that the wāw here is unattached to the word “God”
and as such is also considered a separate word. Having said this, any reference to particles
in this book will also include conjunctions.
A simple rule will be followed for dealing with particles:
If the particle is not literally attached to a word, it will be considered a separate word (even
if it is a single letter). If it is actually attached to the word, it will be considered part of that
word, not a word on its own.
How to count the Qur’an’s letters
The most appropriate method for counting the Qur’anic letters is to count them as they
were drawn during the time of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh). This type of script is called
the Uthmani Script, named after the Prophet’s son-in-law Uthman ibn ‘Affan, who ordered
the compilation of the first official version of the Holy Qur’an.
Any person who looks through the old Qur’anic manuscripts will find the number of
alphabetic letters in the Qur’an to be precisely 28. This has been unchanged to this very
day, because the Arabic alphabet consists of those same 28 letters. These are:

أ ب ت ث ج ح خ د ذ ر ز س ش ص ض ط ظ ع غ ؼ ؽ
ؾ ؿ ـ ف هػ ك م
When the Qur’an was first written 14 centuries ago, its letters looked somewhat different to
how they appear now, despite being the same letters. This is due to the development of the
Arabic language over time. For this reason, and since we are considering the early
manuscripts as the basis for counting the Qur’an’s letters, a few points must be made clear
for the sake of both Arabic and non-Arabic readers.
One point relates to the first Arabic letter, alif )(أ. This letter is written in multiple ways in
the Qur’an, depending on how it should be pronounced:
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ا أ إ آ ءا
These different versions of alif allow it to be pronounced differently. However, this does
not alter the fact that this letter is still considered an alif no matter how it is written. The
reason for this is that the alif had only one shape ) (اin the first Qur’anic manuscripts (the
Arabs of the time knew how the alif needed to be pronounced in each location of the
Qur’an), but due to the evolution of this letter and in order for Arabs to easily recognise its
precise pronunciation in every position in the Qur’an, it has taken these various forms.
Secondly, a noticeable feature of the different models of the letter alif is the small symbol
called the Hamza )(ء, which is either found next to it on the line, under it, or perched above
it. This symbol is also often combined with other letters such as wāw ) (ؤand yāʾ )(ئ.
Nevertheless, it must be noted that the Hamza, wherever it is found, will not be counted
among the letters of the Qur’an. Although this symbol is often referred to as a letter, it is
not in fact one of the 28 alphabetic letters. More importantly, during the time of the
Prophet (pbuh) when the Qur’an was first scrolled, this symbol did not exist and was
therefore never written. The Hamza found in the Qur’an today is simply another result of
the advancement of the Arabic language, and although it is very useful for pronouncing the
words of the Qur’an, it will not be counted among its letters.
For example, the word )(السماء, which means “the sky”, consists of 5 letters, namely:

ا ؿ س ـ ا
alif mīm

sīn

lām alif

In other words, despite being pronounced, the Hamza ) (ءat the end of the word is ignored.
Therefore, the letter wāw )(و, which is sometimes combined with a Hamza perched on top
of it )(ؤ, is nevertheless considered a wāw ) (وwith the Hamza neglected.
Also, the letter kāf ) (كis written with a Hamza to distinguish it from the letter lām )(ل. Not
only is this Hamza ignored, it is in fact not even pronounced.
In addition, the letter yāʾ ) (يtakes the following forms in the Qur’an:

م ل ئ ػ ػئػ ػ ئ ػ ػ
Any of the above forms of the letter yāʾ will be referred to with the standard version of the
letter, namely )(ي. For instance, the word )“ (أولئكthese” is made up of the letters:

أ ك ؿ م ؾ
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kāf

yāʾ

lām wāw alif

The word )“ (هدىguidance” consists of:

هػ ػ د م
The three forms of the letter yāʾ above that almost look like straight lines with hooks are
sometimes written in the Qur’an without a Hamza on top, as is the case with the following
word:

مأكىكم
The letters of this word, which means “your abode”, are:

ـ

ؾ

م

ك

أ

mīm

kāf

yāʾ

wāw

ـ

alif mīm

Readers will notice that the small symbol on top of the yāʾ is not a Hamza but rather a tiny
number 1. This, of course, is not the number 1 but merely a character representing the
sound made by the letter alif )(أ. This is another unique aspect of Qur’anic Arabic, because
this symbol is not a letter in itself and so is not counted, whereas the standard Arabic
version of the word includes an actual alif.
The letter hāʾ ) (هـــalso has various forms:

ه ػ ػػه ػػة ة
For example, the word )“ (الصلوةthe prayer” consists of:

ا ؿ ص ؿ ك ة
hāʾ wāw lām

ṣād

lām alif

Also, the word )“ (الجنةparadise” is composed of:

ػػة
hāʾ

ف

ج

ؿ

ا

nūn

ǧīm

lām

alif
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There are letters which are pronounced but not written, as is the case with the unwritten alif
in the word “your abode”. Similarly, the word )“ (بنيناهاWe built it” is written with an extra
alif in standard Arabic as opposed to Qur’anic Arabic:
Qur’anic Arabic

Standard Arabic

)بنينها (ب ف م ف ه ػ ا

)بنيناها (ب ف م ف ا ه ػ ا

The same is true for the word )“ (العالمينthe worlds”:
Qur’anic Arabic

Standard Arabic

)العلمين (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف

)العالمين (ا ؿ ع ا ؿ ـ م ف

These seemingly trivial differences are in fact of critical importance, because many of the
numeric patterns we are about to encounter would cease to exist without them.
On the contrary, there are Qur’anic letters which are written but not pronounced. Despite
this, such letters must be counted and not ignored, because they are present in the Qur’an.
One example is the word )“ (بأيدwith power and might” is written in standard Arabic with
only one yāʾ )(ي, whereas two are found in the Qur’an’s version, even though only one is
pronounced.
Qur’anic Arabic

Standard Arabic

)بأييد (ب أ م م د

)بأيد (ب أ م د

There are thus 5 letters comprising this word and not 4.
The following basic rule can be applied to counting the Qur’an’s letters:
If a letter is found written in the Qur’an, it will be counted (whether or not it is pronounced).
If a letter is not found written in the Qur’an, it will not be written (whether or not it is
pronounced).
Upon examination of the Qur’an, one will realise that the number of written letters is not
always equal to the number of pronounced letters. Despite the existence of these two ways
of counting, we believe that the Qur’an’s numeric miracle actually encompasses both
methods; something which only increases the complexity and inimitability of the Qur’anic
numbers.
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For the purposes of this book, we find that investigating the Qur’an through its written
letters has the potential to reach a much wider audience, which, crucially, includes nonArabic readers who form the vast majority of the world population. More importantly, a
main advantage of studying the written letters lies in that readers will not only see the
letters for themselves, but they can also count them and experiment with them as much as
they like.
How to count word repetitions in the Qur’an
When looking for the repetition of a word in the Qur’an, we consider the word along with
any prepositions, if they happen to be attached to the word and therefore part of it. Also,
of course, if the word includes the two letters denoting “the” (namely alif lām), then that
word is also counted. For instance, the word )“ (اسمname” is repeated 22 times in the
Qur’an, and is found in four forms: )“ (اسمname”, )“ (باسمin the name of”, )“ (بسمin the name
of”, and )“ (االسمthe name”.
We must, of course, only count the numbered verses. The reason this is mentioned is that
the Basmala, the Qur’an’s first verse, is in fact found 114 times in the Qur’an, but only on
two occasions is the Basmala numbered, namely in the first verse of the first chapter, Surat
al-Fatihah, and the 30th verse of Surat al-Naml, chapter 27. The remaining 112 mentions are
merely situated before the first verse of every chapter9 and so carry no number. As such,
they are not considered part of the Qur’an’s verses, despite being visible to any reader who
glances at the beginnings of the Qur’an’s chapters10.
Therefore, the Qur’anic word searches made for the purpose of this book take place
exclusively within the 6236 numbered verses of the Qur’an.
The different counting methods
There is more than one way to count the letters and words of the Qur’an. Amazingly, when
a different method is used, this does not actually destroy the numeric arrangements
pertaining to a particular verse or chapter, it simply creates new ones! In other words, the
numeric miracle remains intact. This is yet another point in favour of studying the Qur’an’s
numeric system, because not only are numbers in their very nature unbiased and
indisputable, even if two people were to debate that one counting method was superior to
another, they would find that both methods in fact produce miraculous results.
Having said this, the Qur’anic letters can be counted in one of two ways:
1. According to how they are written (which is used in this book).
9

Apart from chapter 9, Surat al-Taubah.

10

We will nevertheless witness – later on in the book – a prolific numeric arrangement related to the
repetition of the 114 Basmalas across the Qur’an.
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2. According to how they are pronounced (which is still being explored).
The same is true for the Qur’anic words, simply because they are composed of letters, but
one more critical point also makes a difference to how the words are counted:
1. Considering the letter wāw )(و, whenever it means “and” or is used for oath, an
independent word (which is how it is counted in this book).
2. Considering the letter wāw ) (وpart of the word which follows it (which is
grammatically correct and also yields miraculous results. This way of counting will
be explored in other studies of the Qur’an’s numbers.).
As for the repetition of a particular word across the Qur’an, this too can be done in one of
two ways:
1. Counting the root word on its own (which is followed in this book).
2. Counting the root word along with any of its derivatives (e.g. if the word we were
looking for was )“ (اسمname”, we would also look for words like )“ (اسمهhis name”,
)“ (أسماءnames”, )“ (أسمائهمtheir names”, etc.)
All of the above counting techniques are correct and produce astounding results, but for the
sake of being methodical and consistent throughout our study, we have chosen and
committed to a specific approach for counting the Qur’an’s letters, words and word
repetitions, in order to leave no room for coincidence in our final results.
The basis for arranging the Qur’anic numbers
We will encounter a very large amount of numeric arrangements extracted from the Holy
Qur’an. Some of these arrangements represent connecting two or more numbers together
to create new numbers which are also multiples of 7.
That is, when we are faced with a collection of numbers, such as the chapter number, verse
number, word count and letter count of a particular verse, we follow a specific technique for
combining them.
This technique is to arrange the numbers into a single number, in the following logical order:
1- Chapter number
2- Verse number
3- Word count
4- Letter count
The reason why arranging numbers in the above order is a sensible approach is selfexplanatory: chapters contain verses, verses contain words, and words contain letters. This
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is common to any religious text and not just to the Qur’an. Readers must also be reminded
that we will follow the exact order by which the Qur’an’s 114 chapters and 6236 verses are
organised, because we believe that this has been decreed from God Almighty and therefore
must not be meddled with, just like the Qur’an’s words and letters cannot be altered.
The Qur’anic and mathematical basis for arranging the Qur’an’s numbers
Many researchers into the Qur’anic numbers have attempted to extract a numeric miracle
from the Qur’an, and most of these studies have concentrated on adding letters and words
together.
But mathematics has revealed that more complex methods can be employed, such as
positional notation, which we have used extensively to reveal a new, dynamic and
captivating miracle of numbers.
The mathematical technique known as positional or place-value notation has proven its
effectiveness and brilliance across the entire Qur’an. The magnificence of this concept lies
in its simplicity. People from all walks of life and areas of knowledge use it every day. Yet
because it has no limits, massively large numbers are often achieved, which only adds to the
awe-inspiring feeling one receives when such numbers turns out to be perfect, decimal-free
multiples of 7, or even multiples of 7 twice, three times or more.
To explain this concept, we start by saying that every number is composed of digits, and
every digit in that number possesses a place value (ones, tens, hundreds, thousands, etc.).
Also, every place value is ten times greater than the one preceding it. The origin of this
system can in fact be taken from the Qur’an itself, where God Almighty speaks of the
rewards of those who perform good deeds and specifically mentions the number 10:
He that doeth good shall have ten times as much to his credit...
Al-An‘am, 6:160
We can understand this system by writing a chain of numbers based upon the number 10:
1 – 10 – 100 – 1000 – 10000 – 100000 – .......
Every number in the chain is ten times greater than the number before it. To give a more
practical example, we know that the number of verses in the Qur’an is 6236. Each of this
number’s four digit has a place value:
6
thousands

2

3

hundreds

tens

This can be represented in numerical form:
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6
1000 x 6

2

3

100 x 2

10 x 3

6
1x6

The sum of this chain is of course the original number:
6000 + 200 + 30 + 6 = 6236
Throughout this book, we will witness how this method marvellously conveys itself across
the letters, words, verses and chapters of the Qur’an. One fact which can be concluded at
this point is that the existence of this mathematical discipline in the pages of the Qur’an
more than 14 centuries ago is but evidence that this Book had already revealed one of the
essential foundations of mathematics well before it came to be known by mathematicians!
But one may well ask a critical question: why do we arrange numbers instead of simply
adding them?
The simple answer is that while adding preserves the total sum of particular letters, words,
verses and chapters, it does not preserve their exact details, which is what is required to
illustrate just how miraculous the Qur’an is.
Although we will come across certain arrangements that do produce multiples of 7 when
added, in truth, anyone can create a supposed “verse”, add its words together to create a
multiple of 7, and claim divinity. This is no miracle, however.
The true miracle is in placing each word in its intended location inside any particular verse,
assigning a number to each word, and creating an arrangement based on such basic, albeit
astounding logic. Arranging numbers in this manner preserves the location of each word
within a verse. In other words, if the order of any word had shifted, the resulting number
would automatically change and no longer become a multiple of 7.
God Almighty has organised the words of His Book in a specific order which cannot and
must not be edited. Therefore, we ought to study the numbers that actually represent
these words in a manner which safeguards their exact order inside a verse. Just as every
word in the Qur’an has a specific place, so should every number.
The advantages that arranging numbers has over adding them are plenty. One benefit is
that when we arrange the letter count of each word in a verse, for instance, we are securely
fastening the position of each word in that verse, but this protection instantly disappears
when we merely add the letters of every word together.
Furthermore, when we arrange the letter count of each word of a verse into a single
number, we can clearly see the components of each word in that number, whereas these
can no longer be distinguished if merely the sum is found.
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In addition, one point we highlighted earlier is that arranging numbers causes them to
potentially become truly massive. This creates a wonderful element of suspense, because
one will wonder both how big the number might get and whether it will remain a multiple of
7. Of course, as a number gets larger, the probability of it being a multiple of 7 gets smaller.
For example, the Qur’an’s opening chapter, Surat al-Fatihah, consists of 31 words. If we
were to create an arrangement based on the letter count of each of its words, we would
arrive at a 31-digit number (which, by the way, is a multiple of 7!). Throughout this book,
we will encounter numbers that are much larger than this, even more than 100 digits11 long,
and see whether they perfectly divide by 7. It is through such examples that we appreciate
the truly inimitable nature of the Qur’an’s numeric arrangements.
During the time of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), numbers were of course used, yet this
technique of arranging numbers did not exist. Therefore, the only explanation for the
existence of such a system would have to be that the Qur’an is a divine revelation. What is
truly interesting is the fact that today’s everyday calculators usually do not accept more
than 10 digits. Checking whether the results in this book are correct multiples of 7 often
requires larger scientific calculators which I have personally found challenging to find. Many
online calculators, however, allow such large calculations. Keeping this in mind, the notion
that the Prophet (pbuh), an unschooled man, could have manufactured such huge numbers,
embedded them in the Qur’an, and made sure that they were all multiples of 7 is very
difficult to fathom. The more logical perspective seems to be that God Almighty has
deposited a groundbreaking numeric miracle into his Book more than 1400 years ago (which
he knew, in His infinite Wisdom, would one day be discovered), and in today’s 21 st century,
some of it – at least a glimpse of it – has finally been unlocked.

The letter wāw )(و: Is it a Separate Word?
We now come to an important concluding example, before finally beginning our journey
with the Qur’an’s numeric miracle.
One of the most important letters in the Qur’an is wāw )(و, which is the most common way
of saying “and” in Arabic, and is also used when certain oaths are made.
Many Arabic grammarians, when considering this letter both in the context of its “and”
meaning and in the context of an oath (i.e. as a conjunction) do not deem it a word on its
own but merely part of the word that follows it. We already mentioned that throughout
this book, we are going to consider this letter an independent word in those two contexts,
which may make readers question: How can you oppose the specialists of the Arabic
language by counting it separately?
11

One cannot even check if these large numbers divide by 7 using a normal, everyday calculator, and would
require the use of a larger scientific calculator which accepts calculations of more than 100 digits. Many online
calculators allow such calculations.
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The justification for this is simple. Firstly, there exists no divinely revealed method for
counting the words of the Qur’an; this is purely based on common understanding.
Furthermore, linguists and grammarians consider the letter wāw ) (وpart of the word which
comes after it because they treat it as they do other particles such as the letters )“ (لfor”
and )“ (كlike”. According to this logic, wāw ) (وis not considered an independent word.
Strictly speaking, however, the letter wāw ) (وis a conjunction that connects two ideas, just
like )“ (أوor”. That being said, Arabic linguists do consider )“ (أوor” an independent word.
Furthermore, numeric research has revealed to me that wāw ) (وis different to lām )“ (لfor”,
kāf )“ (كlike”, and similar particles, because as stated earlier, it never literally attaches to
the word that follows it when written. By way of example, we will write the word )(رجل
“man” after the particles wāw, lām and kāf, observing how wāw never connects to the word
man:

ورجل

كرجل

لرجل

“and a man”

“like a man”

“for a man”

The wāw ) (وis clearly disconnected from the word man. Moreover, having already
established the rule for dealing with particles (which states that if a particle is attached to a
word then it is part of it, otherwise it is a separate word), we are simply being consistent in
our methodology. There may also be some truth in the opinion that “and” is an
independent word in almost all the other languages of the world, and that this follows suit
in Arabic, even though every language has its own unique features.
I can also confirm to readers that in all the researches I have conducted on the numeric
miracle, I have considered the wāw – whenever it ties together two nouns, phrases or ideas
by meaning “and” or being used for an oath – a distinct word, and that the final results I
have arrived at have always been consistent multiples of 7.
And now, I present to you a magnificent example that truly astounded me from the Qur’an.
It clearly illustrates the fact that not only can the conjunction wāw ) (وbe counted
separately, but that the final numeric result would not have been accurate had this not been
the case. This example is a clear indication that the Qur’anic numbers are of great
significance and that they require much pondering and reflection.
In Surat al-Kahf (Chapter: The Cave), the number 309 is cited. This number relates to the
story of the People of the Cave, which took place long before the time of the Prophet
Muhammad (pbuh). The story speaks of a group of people (whose number is known only to
God) who slept for 309 years in a cave without any food or drink, as stated clearly in the
Qur’an:
So they stayed in their Cave three hundred years, and add nine
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Al-Kahf, 18:25
But why was the number 309 chosen? Why not 300 or 310? At first glance, many may point
to the apparent impossibility of this feat, suggesting that the Qur’an must have been
tampered with, or even that the Prophet himself wrote this story. But we may ask: Can the
language of numbers demonstrate to us the truth of this story, and that this number was
not randomly picked?
The story begins in the following manner:

َِّ فِو
ِ ِ
ِ أَـ
ِ
َّ تِأ
ِ)ِإِ ْذِأ ََوىِالْ ِفْتػيَةُِإِ ََل8(ِاِع َجبًا
َ َالرقي ِمِ َكانُواِم ْنِءايَتن
َ ِحسْب
ْ َفِأ
َ ْ
َ بِالْ َك ْه
َ َص َح
ِ
ِ َفِفَػ َقالُواِربػَّنَاِءاتِن
ِ الْ َك ْه
ِاِعلَى
َ ْاِم ْنِلَ ُِدن
َ َ)ِف01(ِاِر َش ًدا
َ َضَربْػن
َ َك َِر ْْحَةً َِوَىيّْ ْئِلَنَاِم ْنِأ َْم ِرن
َ
ِ ِ ِ ءاذَاِنِِم ِِِفِالْ َكه
ِ ْ َِاْلِْزبػ
ِصىِلِ َماِلَبِثُواِأ ََم ًدا
ْ َي
ُّ )ِ ُُثَِّبَػ َعثْػنَػ ُه ْمِلِنَػ ْعلَ َمِأ00(ِِع َد ًدا
َ ني
َ فِسن
ْ
ْ نيِأ
َ َح
ْ
)01(

Or dost thou reflect that the Companions of the Cave and of the Inscription were wonders
among Our Sign? (9) Behold, the youths betook themselves to the Cave: they said, "Our
Lord! bestow on us Mercy from Thyself, and dispose of our affair for us in the right way!"
(10) Then We draw (a veil) over their ears, for a number of years, in the Cave, (so that they
heard not): (11) Then We roused them, in order to test which of the two parties was best at
calculating the term of years they had tarried! (12)
Al-Kahf, 18:9-12
And this is how it ends:

ِ
ِ ِ ٍ ِ َ َاِِفِ َكه ِف ِهمِثػَل
ِ ِ
ِ
ِب
َ ثِمائَةِسن
ْ ْ ِ َولَبثُو
ُ )ِقُ ْلِاللَّوُِأ َْعلَ ُمِِبَاِلَبثُواِلَوُِ َغْي14(ِني َِو ْازَد ُادواِت ْس ًعا
ِ َّ
ِ ِ ِلِوََلِي ْش ِرُؾ ِِِف
ِ ِِ َْسعِماِ ََلم ِِمن
ِ ِ ِ ِ تِو ْاْلَر
َِح ًدا
ُ ْ ْ ُ َ ْ ْ ضِأَبْصْرِبِو َِوأ
َ ِح ْكموِأ
ُ
ُ َ ٍّ ِِدونوِم ْن َِو
ْ َ الس َم َو
)15(
So they stayed in their Cave three hundred years, and add nine (25) Say: "God knows best
how long they stayed: with Him is (the knowledge of) the secrets of the heavens and the
earth: how clearly He sees, how finely He hears (everything)! They have no protector other
than Him; nor does He share His Command with any person whatsoever. (26)
Al-Kahf, 18:25-26
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Now we ask again: Is there a relationship between the years during which the people of the
cave stayed in the cave, and the number of words in the Qur’anic passage that tells their
story?
In other words, can we extract, from the verses which tell the story of these people, the
number of years they spent inside the cave? Since we are looking for the period during
which “they stayed” or “tarried” in that cave, the clue might well be in that word.
Indeed, if we were to examine this Qur’anic parable, from its beginning till its end, we would
notice that the first Qur’anic reference to the length of their stay begins with the word )(لبثوا
(pronounced labithu), which means “they stayed”. The final reference to the period of their
dwell in the cave ends too with the very same word, namely )(لبثوا.
Amazingly, if we were to count the number of words from – and including – the first )(لبثوا
up to the last )( (لبثواconsidering the letter wāw ) (وa word of course), we will find the result
to be precisely 309!
For readers to confirm the accuracy of this result for themselves, we have presented the
entire Qur’anic passage below, and clearly spaced out each word for readers to easily count.
Crucially, we must assure readers that no attempt has been made to alter or edit a single
word in any way from the Qur’anic passage below; it has been copied precisely as it appears
from the Qur’an. Nevertheless, if any reader finds more comfort in counting these words
directly from the Qur’an, they are certainly free to do so.

َِّ فِو
ِ ِ
ِ أَـ
ِ
َّ تِأ
ِ)ِإِ ْذِأ ََوىِالْ ِفْتػيَةُِإِ ََل8(ِاِع َجبًا
َ َالرقي ِمِ َكانُواِم ْنِءايَتن
َ ِحسْب
ْ َفِأ
َ ْ
َ بِالْ َك ْه
َ َص َح
ِ
ِ َفِفَػ َقالُواِربػَّنَاِءاتِن
ِ الْ َك ْه
ِاِعلَى
َ ْاِم ْنِلَ ُدن
َ َ)ِف01(ِاِر َش ًدا
َ َضَربْػن
َ َك َِر ْْحَةً َِوَىيّْ ْئِلَنَاِم ْنِأ َْم ِرن
َ
ِِ
ِ ِ ِ ِِفِالْ َكه
ِ ْ َِاْلِْزبػ
:صىِلِ َما
ْ َي
ُّ )ِ ُُثَِّبَػ َعثْػنَػ ُه ْمِلِنَػ ْعلَ َمِأ00(ِِع َد ًدا
َ ني
َ فِسن
ْ ِ ِ ءاذَاِن ْم
ْ نيِأ
َ َح
7

ِاْلَ ّْق
ْ ِكِِِِِِنَػبَأ َُى ِْمِِِِِِِب
ُّ )ِ ََْن ُنِِِِِِِنَػ ُق01(ِِِِِِِلَبِثُواِِِِِِِأ ََم ًدا
َ صِِِِِِ َعلَْي

ِإِنػَّهمِِِِِِِف
14ِِ)02(ِوِِِِِِِ ِزْدنَػ ُهمِِِِِِِ ُى ًدى
ِ ِِِِِِِءامنُواِِِِِِِبِرِّّْبِم
ِِِِِِ
ِ
ة
ي
ػ
ت
ٌ
ْ
ُ
َ
َ
ْ

َ

ْ َ

ْ

ِِ
ِ
22ِِامواِِِِِِِفَػ َقالُواِِِِِِِربػُّنَا
ُ َِوِِِِِِِربَطْنَاِِِِِِِ َعلَىِِِِِِِقُػلُوِّب ِمِِِِِِِإ ِْذِِِِِِِق
َ

ْ

َ

َ

ِ
ِ تِِِِِِِِ ِوِِِِِِِِ ْاْل َْر
29ِِن
ِِ السمو
ُِّ ر
َّ ِِِِِِِِب
ْ ضِِِِِِِِلَ ِْنِِِِِِِِنَ ْدعُ ِوِِِِِِِم
َ

َ

ََ

َ

37ِِ) َى ُؤََل ِِءِِِِِِقَػوُمنَا03(ِِشطَطًا
َِ ُِِِِِدونِِِوِِِِِِإِ ََلًاِِِِِِِلََق ِْدِِِِِِِقُػ ْلنَاِِِِِِِإِ ًذا

ْ
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َّاَّت ُذواِِِِِِِ ِمنِِِِِِِدونِِِوِِِِِِِ ِ
ءاَلَِةًِِِِِِِلَْوََِلِِِِِِِِيَأْتُو َِفِِِِِِِ َعلَْي ِه ْمِ
َ
ُ
ْ

44

نيِِِِِِفَ َم ْنِِِِِِأَظْلَ ُمِِِِِِِِم َّْنِِِِِِافْػتَػَرىِِِِِِ َعلَىِِِِِِاللَّ ِوِ
بِ ُس ْلطَ ٍِنِِِِِِبَػ ّْ ٍِ

52

ِ
وى ِْمِِِِِِ َِوِِِِِ َماِِِِِِيَػ ْعبُ ُدو َفِِِِِِإََِِّل ِ
َكذبًاِِ(َِ ِ)04وِِِِِإِ ِْذِِِِِِ ْاعتَػَزلْتُ ُم ُ

60

اللَِّوَِِِِِفَأْواِِِِِإِ ََلِِِِِالْ َك ْه ِ
ْحَتِِِوِِ 69
نش ِرِِِِِلَ ُك ِمِِِِِربُّ ُك ِمِِِِِ ِم ْنِِِِِر ْ
فِِِِِيَ ُ
ُ

ْ

ْ

َ

َ ْ

ِ
ِ
سِِ78
َّم ِ
ِوِِِِِيػُ َهيّْ ِْئِِِِِلَ ُكمِِِِِم ِْنِِِِِأ َْم ِرُك ِمِِِِِمرفَػ ًقاِِ(ِ ِ)05وِِِِتَػرىِِِِِالش ْ
ْ

َ

َ

ْ

َ

َ

ِ
اتِِِِِِالْيَ ِم ِ
وِِ86
نيِِِِِِ ِ
إِ َذاِِِِِِطَلَ َع ْ
تِِِِِِتَػَزوِرِِِِِِ َع ْنِِِِِِ َك ْهف ِه ِمِِِِِِ َذ َ
َُ

َ

ْ

ِفِِ94
اؿِِِِِِ ِوِِِِِِ ُى ِمِِِِِِِ ِ
اتِِِِِِالشّْم ِِ
ض ُه ِمِِِِِِ َذ َِ
تِِِِِِتَػ ْق ِر ُ
إِ َذاِِِِِِ َغربَ ْ

ْ

َ

َ

ْ

َ

ِ
ٍ
دِِِِِاللَِّوُِِ103
تِِِِِاللَِِّوِِِِِ َم ِْنِِِِِيَػ ْه ِِ
ءايَ ِِ
كِِِِِ ِم ِْنِِِِِ ِ
ِفَ ْجوِةِِِِِ ِمْن ِوُِِِِِ َذل َ
َ

دِِِِِِلَِوُِِ111
ضلِلِِِِِِفَػلَ ِْنِِِِِِ ََِت َِ
فَػ ُه ِوِِِِِِالْم ْهتَ ِِدِِِِِِ ِوِِِِِِ َم ِْنِِِِِِيُ ْ

ُ

َ

َ

ْ

ودِِ119
ولِيِّاِِِِِ ُمرِش ًداِِ(ِ ِ)06وِِِِِ ََْتسبُػ ُهمِِِِِأَيْػ َقاظًاِِِِِ ِوِِِِِ ُى ِمِِِِِرقُ ٌِ

َ

َ

ْ

َ

َ ْ

ُ

ْ

اتِِِِِِالْيَ ِم ِ
اؿِِ 126
اتِِِِِِالشّْم ِِ
نيِِِِِِ ِوِِِِِِ َذ َِ
ِوِِِِِِنػُ َقلّْبُػ ُه ِمِِِِِِذَ َِ
ْ

َ

َ

َ

ِوِِِِِ َكلْبػه ِمِِِِِب ِس ٌِ ِ
مِِ 134
تِِِِِ َعلَْي ِه ِ
اعْي ِِوِِِِِبِالْو ِص ِِ
طِِِِِذر َ
يدِِِِِلَ ِوِِِِِاطَّلَ ْع َ
ُُ
َ
َ

َ

ْ

ْ

َ

ْ

تِِِِِ ِمْنػ ُهمِِِِِر ْعبًاِ(141ِِِ)07
تِِِِِ ِمْنػ ُه ِمِِِِِفِراراِِِِِ ِوِِِِلَملِْئ َِ
لَولَّْي َِ

ْ

َ

ًَ

ُ

َ

ُ

ْ

مِِ149
اؿِِِِِقَائِ ِلِِِِِ ِمْنػ ُه ِ
ِوِِِِِ َك َذلِ َِ
كِِِِِبَػ َعثْػنَػ ُه ِمِِِِِلِيَتَساءلُواِِِِِبػَْيػنَػ ُهمِِِِِقَ َ

ْ

َ

ْ

ََ

ْ

ٌ

ضِِِِِيػَوٍِـِِِِِقَالُواِِ158
َك ِمِِِِِلَبِثْتُمِِِِِقَالُواِِِِِلَبِثْػنَاِِِِِيَػوًماِِِِِأ َِْوِِِِِبَػ ْع َ

ْ

ْ

ْ

ْ

ربُّ ُك ِمِِِِِأَعلَ ِمِِِِِِِِباِِِِِِلَبِثْت ِمِِِِِِفَابػعثواِِِِِأَح َد ُكمِِِِِبِوِرقِ ُك ِمِِِِِى ِ
ذِهِِِ166
َ
ْ َُ
ُ
ْ
َ
َ
َ ْ

ُ

ْ

ْ
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ؽِِ 174
إِ ََلِِِِالْم ِدينَ ِةِِِِِفَػ ْليَنظُِرِِِِِأَيػُّ َهاِِِِِأ َْزَكىِِِِِطَ َع ًاماِِِِِفَػ ْليَأْتِ ُك ِمِِِِِبِِرْزٍِ

َ

ْ

ْ

ِ
ِ
مِِ183
َح ًداِِ(ِِ)08إِنػَّ ُه ِ
ِمْنوُِِِِِ ِوِِِِلْيَتَػلَطَّ ْ
فِِِِِ ِوََِِِِِلِِِِِيُ ْشعر َِّفِِِِِب ُكمِِِِِأ َ
َ

َ

ْ

َ

ْ

مِِ 191
ِفِِِِِ ِملَّتِ ِه ِ
يدوُك ِمِِِِِِ ِ
إِ ِْفِِِِِيَظْ َهرواِِِِِ َعلَْي ُك ِمِِِِِيَػر ُُجُوُك ِمِِِِِأ َِْوِِِِِيُعِ ُ

ْ

ُ

ْ

ْ

ْ

ْ

ِ
ِ
مِِ200
كِِِِأ َْعثَػرنَاِِِِِ َعلَْي ِه ِ
ِوِِِِِلَ ِْنِِِِتُػ ْفل ُحواِِِِِإِذًاِِِِِأَبَ ًداِِ(ِ ِِ)11وِِِِ َك َذل َ
َ

َ

ْ

ْ

َلِِ209
اعةََِِِِِِ
َفِِِِِو ْع َِدِِِِِاللَِِّوِِِِِ َح ِّّقِِِِِ ِوِِِِِأ َِّ
لِيَػ ْعلَمواِِِِِأ َِّ
َفِِِِِ َّ
الس َ

ُ

َ

َ

مِِِِِفَػ َقالُواِِِِِابْػنُواِِ217
بِِِِِفِ َيهاِِِِِإِ ِْذِِِِِيَػتَػنَػَزعُو َِفِِِِِبَػْيػنَػ ُه ِمِِِِِأ َْمرُى ِ
ريْ ِ

َ َ

َ ْ

ْ

غلَبُواِِ 225
اؿِِِِِالَّ ِذ ِ
َعلَْي ِه ِمِِِِِبػُْنػيَػنًاِِِِِربػُّ ُه ِمِِِِِأ َْعلَ ِمِِِِِِّبِِ ِمِِِِِقَ َِ
ينِِِِِ َ

َ ْ

ْ

ْ

ُ

َ

علَىِِِِِأَم ِرِى ِمِِِِِلَنَت ِ
فِِِِِثَػلَثَِةٌِِ232
َّخ َذ َِّفِِِِِ َعلَْي ِه ِمِِِِِ َمس ِج ًداِ(َ ِ)10سيَػ ُقولُو َِ
َ
ْ
ْ

ْ

ْ

مِِ239
رابِعُ ُه ِمِِِِِِ َك ْلبُػ ُه ِمِِِِِ ِوِِِِِيَػ ُقولُو َِفَِِِِِخَْسةٌِِِِِِ َس ِاد ُس ُه ِمِِِِِِِ َك ْلبُػ ُه ِ

ْ

َ

َ

ْ

ْ

َ

ْ

مِِ247
بِِِِِ ِوِِِِيَػ ُقولُو َِفِِِِِِ َسْبػ َع ِةٌِِِِِ ِوِِِِثَ ِامنُػ ُه ِمِِِِِِ َك ْلبُػ ُه ِ
ر ُْجًاِِِِِبِالْغَْي ِِ

َ

َ

َ

ْ

ْ

لِِ 256
يلِِِِِفَ َِ
ّبِِِِِأ َْعلَ ِمِِِِِبِعِدَِّتِِ ِمِِِِِ َماِِِِِيَػ ْعلَم ُه ِمِِِِِإََِِّلِِِِِقَلِ ِ
قُ ِلِِِِِرِّْ

َ

ْ

ْ

ُ

ُ ْ

ٌ

مِِ265
تِِِِِفِي ِه ِ
ُُتَا ِرِِِِِفِي ِه ِمِِِِِإََِِّلِِِِِ ِمر ِاءِِِِِظَ ِهراِِِِِ ِوََِِِِِلِِِِِتَستَػ ْف ِِ

ْ

ًَ

َ

ً

ْ

ْ

ّنِِِِِفَ ِ
ِ
لِِ273
اع ِ
َح ًداِِ(ِ ِِ)11وََِِِِِِلِِِِِتَػ ُقولَ َِّنِِِِِلِ َشائِِِِِإِ ِّْ
مْنػ ُه ِمِِِِِأ َ
َ

ْ

كِِِِِ َغ ًداِِ(ِ)12
ذَلِ َِ

ٌ

كِِ282
إََِِّلِِِِِأَ ِْفِِِِِيَ َش ِاءِِِِِاللَِّوُِِِِِ ِوِِِِاذْ ُك ِرِِِِِربَّ َِ

َ

َ

ْ

َ

بِِ291
ّبِِِِِِْلَقْػر َِ
نِِِِِرِّْ
يتِِِِِ ِوِِِِِقُ ِلِِِِِ َعسىِِِِِأَ ِْفِِِِِيَػ ْه ِديَِ ِ
إِذَاِِِِِنَ ِس َِ

َ

ْ

َ

َ

مِِ298
ِفِِِِِِ َك ْه ِف ِه ِ
ِم ْنِِِِِ َى َذاِِِِِر َش ًداِِ(ِ ِِ)13وِِِِلَبِثُواِِِِِِ ِ

َ

ْ

َ
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300ِِثِِِِِ ِمائٍَِة
َ َثَػل

ِِ
309ِِمِِِِِِِبَاِِِِِلَبِثُوا
ِ َ)ِقُ ِلِِِِِاللَِّوُِِِِِأ َْعل14(ِنيِِِِِ ِوِِِِِ ْازَد ُادواِِِِِتِس ًعا
َ سن
ُ

ْ

ْ

َ

ِ َّ لَوِ َغيب
ِ
ِْ صرِبِِوِوأ
ِ ِ تِو ْاْلَر
ِِح ْك ِم ِِو
ٍّ ِِدونِِو ِِم ْن َِو
ُ ِماِ ََلُ ْمِم ْن
ُ ِل َِوََلِيُ ْش ِرُؾ ِِِف
َ َْس ْع
ْ َ ِالس َم َو
َ ْ ْضِأَب
ُْ ُ

ِ)15(َِح ًدا
َأ

Al-Kahf, 18:9-26
Astoundingly, not only is the total number of words from the first to the last ) (لبثوا309, but
the two words “three hundred” are the 299th and 300th word of that passage respectively.
That is, the word )“ (ثلثthree” is the 299th word, the word )“ (مائةhundred” is the 300th, and
exactly 9 words follow these two till the end of the passage! Is this passage not a profound
display of coherence between words and how numbers express them?

Summary
At the end of this introductory part, we can firmly state that there appears to be a
groundbreaking and truly inimitable miracle in the numbers of the Qur’an. The
magnificence of this miracle – or at least part of it – will be explored in the six parts to
follow.
The fact that the Qur’an’s numeric system is a somewhat difficult, sensitive and highly
detailed subject to tackle is acknowledged, and this may partly justify why many mistakes
have been made by researchers attempting to pursue it. Nevertheless, the errors and
exaggerations made by some who have researched this relatively new topic are no reason
to shy away from studying it. In fact, if anything, these should be motives to enhance this
research area and improve it for the better, as it may well be of great benefit.
In this part, we also answered some common questions about the Qur’an’s numeric miracle
while mentioning some of its benefits. Furthermore, an ambitious attempt has been made
to put forth clear, basic guidelines for properly pursuing any research into the Qur’anic
numbers. Such research must be acceptable from both a scientific and religious point of
view, be it in terms of the research data, research methodology or the final results.
Finally, we concluded with an example that emphatically stressed the great significance of
paying attention to the Qur’an’s numbers. This example set the stage for readers to
acknowledge, perhaps, that in every Qur’anic number lies a wealth of secrets, and that each
carries with it a particular purpose because God does not ordain anything without reason.
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And just one of these numbers, namely the number 7, will be our dedicated topic of
exploration for the remaining parts of this book.
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PART 2
THE SECRETS OF THE NUMBER 7 IN THE QUR’AN AND SUNNAH
In this part, we explore some of the mysteries of the number 7 in both the Holy
Qur’an and the Sunnah (i.e. Teachings) of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), and understand
why and how God Almighty has given this number such high regard.
We will reflect upon some of the wonders of this number in Allah’s Book, and witness
how the Qur’an’s letters, words, Verses and Chapters come into perfect synchronisation with
this number in ways that challenge imagination.
We will also reflect upon certain specific Qur’anic words and Verses on their own, and
discover relationships and consistencies that are always in harmony with the number 7.
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The Number 7: Great Status
Allah has indeed given some prophets and messengers a status greater than that of others,
such as the Prophet Muhammad, about whom He said:
We sent thee not, but as a Mercy for all creatures
Al-Anbiya’, 21:107
Similarly, He has given certain days and nights special status, such as ‘Laylat Al-Qadr’ (The
Night of Power), about which Allah said was worth more than a thousand months in reward:
We have indeed revealed this (Message) in the Night of Power: (1) And what will explain to
thee what the night of power is? (2) The Night of Power is better than a thousand months.
(3) Therein come down the angels and the Spirit by God's permission, on every errand: (4)
Peace!...This until the rise of morn! (5)
Al-Qadr, 97
God has given importance to certain days, such as Friday, and to certain months like the
Holy Month of Ramadhan:
Ramadhan is the (month) in which was sent down the Qur'an, as a guide to mankind, also
clear (Signs) for guidance and judgment (Between right and wrong). So every one of you
who is present (at his home) during that month should spend it in fasting, but if any one is
ill, or on a journey, the prescribed period (Should be made up) by days later. God intends
every facility for you; He does not want to put to difficulties. (He wants you) to complete the
prescribed period, and to glorify Him in that He has guided you; and perchance ye shall be
grateful.
Al-Baqarah, 2:185
Moreover, God has given importance to certain mosques and locations, such as Al-Masjid
Al-Haram (The Sacred Mosque or The Grand Mosque) in Mecca, and Al-Aqsa Mosque in
Jerusalem.
And He has favoured some Chapters and Verses of the Qur’an over others, making Surat AlFatiha ‘Umm Al-Kitab’ (The Mother of the Book) the greatest Chapter, Surat Al-Ikhlas equal
in reward to a third of the Qur’an, and Ayat Al-Kursi (The Throne Verse, Verse 255 of Surat
Al-Baqara) the greatest Verse.
And now, if we ponder upon the numbers mentioned the Qur’an, and study the citations of
each number, we find that Allah has given a unique preference to the number 7.
But why 7?
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What is it about this number, and why is it that it is repeated on many different occasions in
the Holy Qur’an?
It must be pointed out that the number 7 has many implications, in the universe, the
Qur’an, and the sayings of the Prophet Muhammad. The mere repetition of this number in
the Qur’an is fascinating. Indeed, we believe that there is no other book on the face of this
Earth in which the number 7 (or any number for that matter) is arranged in such spectacular
fashion.
In fact, the number 7 has proven to be a very popular number not only in the Qur’an. One
of the most frequently cited numbers in the Holy Bible is 7. The number is mentioned more
than 300 times in the Bible, not including the different forms of the number (i.e. seventy,
seventh). There seems to be a suggestion amongst many in Christianity that this number is
in fact the ‘Holy Number of God’, and a symbol of His perfection. A book is even written on
the subject, entitled The Number Seven in the Bible and Nature by R. McCormack.
The Number 7 in the Universe
When God created the universe, He chose the number 7 as both the number of heavens
and number of layers in the Earth’s atmosphere. Allah says:
God is He Who created seven Firmaments and of the earth a similar number. Through the
midst of them (all) descends His Command: that ye may know that God has power over all
things, and that God comprehends, all things in (His) Knowledge.
Al-Talaq, 65:12
But even at atomic level, this number is evident. The chemical element nitrogen, in its
molecular form, makes up the largest component of the air we breathe, about 78%.
Nitrogen is an essential building block of proteins, which are absolutely critical to life on
Earth.
That being said, the nitrogen atom is composed of exactly 7 protons, 7 neutrons and 7
electrons, and this alone brings about the significance of this number, even in the very roots
of creation.
In addition, the days of the week are 7, the number of continents is 7, and so is the number
of colours in our visible spectrum. It is also worth noting that the geological layers of the
Earth are 7; something that scientists only recently discovered.
The Number 7 in the Teachings of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
There are literally thousands upon thousands of sayings quoted by the Prophet Muhammad.
The number 7 plays a significant role in a substantial amount of these sayings; an indication
yet again of its importance.
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Below is a brief list of some of the Messenger’s sayings that involve the number 7 in various
contexts:















“Avoid the seven great destructive sins.”12
“Allah will give shade, to seven, on the Day when there will be no shade but His...”13
“Whoever usurps the land of somebody unjustly, his neck will be encircled with it
down the seven earths (on the Day of Resurrection).”14
“...Shall I tell you the most superior Sura in the Qur'an before I go out of the
mosque?" When the Prophet intended to go out (of the Mosque), I reminded him
and he said, "That is: "Alhamdu-lillahi Rabbil-'Alamin (Surat Al-Fatiha) which is the
seven oft-repeated verses (Al-Mathani) and the Grand Quran which has been given
to me.”15
"We have been ordered to prostrate on seven bones...” 16 (i.e. forehead along with
nose, two hands, two knees, two toes).
“The Qur’an has been revealed to be recited in seven different ways, so recite of it
whichever is easy for you .”17
“Indeed, anyone who fasts for one day for Allah's Pleasure, Allah will keep his face
away from the (Hell) fire for (a distance covered by a journey of) seventy years.”18
“Seventy thousand people of my followers will enter Paradise without accounts...” 19
“He who asks pardon is not a confirmed sinner, even if he returns to his sin seventy
times a day.”20
“If a dog drinks from the utensil of anyone of you it is essential to wash it seven
times.”21
“If any one of you improves (follows strictly) his Islamic religion then his good deeds
will be rewarded ten times to seven hundred times for each good deed and a bad
deed will be recorded as it is.”22
“If anyone visits a sick whose time (of death) has not come, and says with him seven
times: I ask Allah, the Mighty, the Lord of the mighty Throne, to cure you, Allah will
cure him from that disease.”23
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“Allah's Apostle ordered us to do seven things and forbade us from doing seven
others...”24
“He who eats seven 'Ajwa dates every morning, will not be affected by poison or
magic on the day he eats them.”25

Therefore, the number 7 (and some of its multiples) is the most popularly cited number in
the narrations of the Messenger of Allah. It is also the most repeated number in the Holy
Qur’an, after the number 1.
The Number 7 and the Pilgrimage to Mecca
As is well known by Muslims, the last of the five pillars of Islam is ‘Hajj’, or the pilgrimage to
Mecca, which takes place once a year during the Islamic month of “Dhu Al-Hijjah”.
Interestingly enough, many of the rituals involved in Hajj take the number 7 into
consideration. For example, during ‘tawaf’, Muslims circumambulate (i.e. walk around) the
Ka’aba 7 times. They also walk and hurdle between the two hills of Safa and Marwa 7 times.
In addition, this number has been mentioned in the only Qur’anic Verse that speaks of both
Hajj and Umra (a non-obligatory pilgrimage to Mecca) at the same time. God Almighty says:
And complete the Hajj or 'umra in the service of God. But if ye are prevented (From
completing it), send an offering for sacrifice, such as ye may find, and do not shave your
heads until the offering reaches the place of sacrifice. And if any of you is ill, or has an
ailment in his scalp, (Necessitating shaving), (He should) in compensation either fast, or feed
the poor, or offer sacrifice; and when ye are in peaceful conditions (again), if any one wishes
to continue the 'umra on to the hajj, He must make an offering, such as he can afford, but if
he cannot afford it, He should fast three days during the hajj and seven days on his return,
Making ten days in all. This is for those whose household is not in (the precincts of) the
Sacred Mosque. And fear God, and know that God Is strict in punishment.
Al-Baqarah, 2:196
What is beautiful about this verse is the fact that God Almighty has placed it as the 196th
Verse of Surat Al-Baqarah (Chapter: The Cow). To be more specific, this number – 196 – is a
multiple of 7 twice:
196 = 4 x 7 x 7
This example may naturally be met by scepticism (as was the case with me) because it is
only the first we have presented so far. We, of course, now believe that it is no coincidence,
simply because after extensively long research, we have discovered that the Holy Quran, to
24
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Bukhari, Volume 2, Book 23, Number 331
Bukhari, Volume 7, Book 65, Number 356
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put it briefly, is absolutely flooded with similar and more intricate examples that emanate
the wonders of the number 7. As mentioned earlier, these examples, as we will see later
on, involve everything from the numbers of chapters and verses to the numbers of letters
and words.
The Number 7 in the Parables of the Qur’an
The number 7 is cited in various contexts in the Qur’an, one of which is the Qur’anic
parables (short stories). In calling upon his people to believe in God Almighty and worship
Him alone, the Prophet Noah says:
"'See ye not how God has created the seven heavens one above another, (15) "'And made
the moon a light in their midst, and made the sun as a (Glorious) Lamp? (16)
Nuh, 71:15-16
This number is also used in the story of the Prophet Yusuf (Joseph), by the King of Egypt who
talks about his dream:
The king (of Egypt) said: "I do see (in a vision) seven fat kine, whom seven lean ones devour,
and seven green ears of corn, and seven (others) withered. O ye chiefs! Expound to me my
vision if it be that ye can interpret visions."
Yusuf, 12:43
And in the very same Chapter, God Almighty even repeats this number three times in a
single Verse:
"O Joseph!" (he said) "O man of truth! Expound to us (the dream) of seven fat kine whom
seven lean ones devour, and of seven green ears of corn and (seven) others withered: that I
may return to the people, and that they may understand." (46) (Joseph) said: "For seven
years shall ye diligently sow as is your wont: and the harvests that ye reap, ye shall leave
them in the ear,- except a little, of which ye shall eat. (47) "Then will come after that
(period) seven dreadful (years), which will devour what ye shall have laid by in advance for
them,- (all) except a little which ye shall have (specially) guarded. (48)
Yusuf, 12:46-48
This number is also found when explaining the punishment of the people who rejected the
message of the Prophet Hud:
But the Thamud,- they were destroyed by a terrible Storm of thunder and lightning! (5) And
the 'Ad, they were destroyed by a furious Wind, exceedingly violent; (6) He made it rage
against them seven nights and eight days in succession: so that thou couldst see the (whole)
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people lying prostrate in its (path), as they had been roots of hollow palm-trees tumbled
down! (7)
Al-Haaqqah, 69:5-7
And in the story of Prophet Moses, the number 70, a multiple of 7, is cited:
And Moses chose seventy of his people for Our place of meeting: when they were seized
with violent quaking, he prayed: "O my Lord! if it had been Thy will Thou couldst have
destroyed, long before, both them and me: wouldst Thou destroy us for the deeds of the
foolish ones among us? this is no more than Thy trial: by it Thou causest whom Thou wilt to
stray, and Thou leadest whom Thou wilt into the right path. Thou art our Protector: so
forgive us and give us Thy mercy; for Thou art the best of those who forgive.
Al-A’raf, 7:155
Again, the number 7 appears in the story of the People of the Cave, when the number of
people that is said to have been in the cave is under speculation:
(Some) say they were three, the dog being the fourth among them; (others) say they were
five, the dog being the sixth,- doubtfully guessing at the unknown; (yet others) say they
were seven, the dog being the eighth. Say thou: "My Lord knoweth best their number; It is
but few that know their (real case)." Enter not, therefore, into controversies concerning
them, except on a matter that is clear, nor consult any of them about (the affair of) the
Sleepers.
Al-Kahf, 18:22
In short, the relationship that the number 7 (and its multiples) has with the parables of the
Qur’an is one that cannot be ignored. Those interested in ancient history, particularly in
Egyptology, will also note that this number was of much significance in ancient Egypt, and a
symbol of completeness.
The Number 7 and the Day of Judgment
The number 7 does not seem to confine itself merely to this worldly life, but is also present
when mention is of the Hereafter and the Day of Judgment. The Arabic word (Al-Qiyama),
meaning ‘The Day of Judgment’ is repeated in the Qur’an precisely seventy times, and this,
of course, is a perfect multiple of 7:
70 = 10 x 7
Furthermore, the word (Jahannam), meaning ‘Hellfire’, is repeated exactly seventy-seven
times; again, a multiple of 7:
77 = 11 x 7
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God Almighty speaks of the seven doors of Hellfire as well:
And verily, Hell is the promised abode for them all! (43) To it are seven gates: for each of
those gates is a (special) class (of sinners) assigned. (44)
Al-Hijr, 15:43-44
Even when the punishment of God Almighty is explained, a multiple of 7 is cited again:
And he that will be given his Record in his left hand, will say: "Ah! Would that my Record
had not been given to me! (25) "And that I had never realised how my account (stood)! (26)
"Ah! Would that (Death) had made an end of me! (27) "Of no profit to me has been my
wealth! (28) "My power has perished from me!"... (29) (The stern command will say): "Seize
ye him, and bind ye him, (30) "And burn ye him in the Blazing Fire. (31) "Further, make him
march in a chain, whereof the length is seventy cubits! (32) "This was he that would not
believe in God Most High. (33)
Al-Haaqqah, 69:25-33
Crucially, it must be mentioned that God Almighty uses this number when speaking of His
own divine, never-ending words:
And if all the trees on earth were pens and the ocean (were ink), with seven oceans behind
it to add to its (supply), yet would not the words of God be exhausted (in the writing): for
God is Exalted in Power, full of Wisdom.
Luqmaan, 31:27
The Number 7 and Charity
The number 7 is mentioned when God Almighty speaks of the multiplied reward of those
who spend whatever blessings they have for the sake of God’s pleasure:
The parable of those who spend their substance in the way of God is that of a grain of corn:
it groweth seven ears, and each ear Hath a hundred grains. God giveth manifold increase to
whom He pleaseth: And God careth for all and He knoweth all things.
Al-Baqarah, 2:261
Here, we point out to the fact that Allah on one hand speaks of the number 7, but on
another hand refers to the concept of multiplication (...each ear Hath a hundred grains.
God giveth manifold increase...). In this example, perhaps, is an allusion to a possible
numerical arrangement that concerns the multiples of the number 7, and God Almighty
knows best.
That being said, one of the multiples of 7, namely the number 70, has been repeated several
times in the Holy Qur’an. This number, of course, is a multiple of 7 ten times (70 = 10 x 7).
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One of those instances is found in Surat Al-Taubah, when God tells the Prophet Muhammad
that the hypocrites would not be forgiven for the sin they have committed:
Whether thou ask for their forgiveness, or not, (their sin is unforgivable): if thou ask seventy
times for their forgiveness, God will not forgive them: because they have rejected God and
His Apostle: and God guideth not those who are perversely rebellious.
Al-Taubah, 9:80
The Number 7 and the Praise of God
In the Holy Qur’an, there are precisely seven Chapters which begin with praise or
glorification, or “Tasbeeh”, of Allah. These Chapters are Al-Isra’, Al-Hadid, Al-Hasyr, Al-Saff,
Al-Jumu’ah, Al-Taghabun and Al-A’la.
Let us take a look at these seven opening Verses:
1. Glory to (God) Who did take His servant for a Journey by night from the Sacred
Mosque to the farthest Mosque, whose precincts We did bless,- in order that We
might show him some of Our Signs: for He is the One Who heareth and seeth (all
things).
Al-Isra’, 17:1
2. Whatever is in the heavens and on earth,- let it declare the Praises and Glory of God:
for He is the Exalted in Might, the Wise.
Al-Hadid, 57:1
3. Whatever is in the heavens and on earth, let it declare the Praises and Glory of God:
for He is the Exalted in Might, the Wise.
Al-Hashr, 59:1
4. Whatever is in the heavens and on earth, let it declare the Praises and Glory of God:
for He is the Exalted in Might, the Wise.
Al-Saff, 61:1
5. Whatever is in the heavens and on earth, doth declare the Praises and Glory of
God,- the Sovereign, the Holy One, the Exalted in Might, the Wise.
Al-Jumu’ah, 62:1
6. Whatever is in the heavens and on earth, doth declare the Praises and Glory of God:
to Him belongs dominion, and to Him belongs praise: and He has power over all
things.
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Al-Taghabun, 64:1
7. Glorify the name of thy Guardian-Lord Most High,
Al-A’la, 87:1
This result hides, perhaps, a certain numerical relationship between the number seven and
the above Verses, that may be discovered in the near future, and again, God knows best.
The Number 7 and the Letters of the Qur’an
Indeed, the Divine Wisdom of God Almighty has called for the Holy Qur’an to be sent down
in the Arabic language, a language which consists of precisely 28 alphabetic letters, a
multiple of 7 [28 = 4 x 7].
The number 7 is evident in the opening Chapter of the Qur’an, namely Surat Al-Fatiha,
which God comprised of 7 Verses.
And in Surat Al-Hijr, we find that God Almighty directly addresses the Prophet Muhammad
by speaking to him of Surat Al-Fatiha:
And We have bestowed upon thee the Seven Oft-repeated (verses) and the Grand Qur'an.
Al-Hijr, 15:87
The above phrase “Seven-oft repeated (verses)” is a reference Surat Al-Fatiha. It is
considered the greatest Chapter of the Qur’an, and is indeed oft-repeated, not least
because this is the only Chapter that all Muslims recite in each of their five daily prayers.
In addition, it not only consists of 7 Verses, but this very fact has been emphasised by the
above Verse from Surat Al-Hijr. Having said that, we now point out to the following
wonderful fact. Of the 28 letters that make up the Arabic language, exactly 21 are used in
Surat Al-Fatiha. Conveniently enough, 21, as we all know, is another multiple of 7 [21 = 3 x
7]!
Another interesting fact resides in the Qur’an. The Holy Qur’an contains some ‘special
letters’ which create ‘special phrases’ that are used as the opening verses of 29 Chapters.
We will call them ‘special’ because the full meaning behind these seemingly disconnected
characters has not yet been fully understood. These various opening phrases are listed
below:

) ف، ؽ، عسق، حم، ص، يس، طس، طسم، طه، كهيعص، المر، الر، المص،(الم
Peculiarly, as you can clearly see, there are exactly 14 opening special phrases - a multiple of
7 again [14 = 2 x 7].
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Please note that some of these phrases consist of just one Arabic letter

))ف, some two

)(حم, some three )(الر, some fourِ)(المص, and one of them –  –كهيعصconsists of five
letters.
Bet here is where it gets really interesting. Not only are there 14 special words, but the
number of different letters making up these phrases is also 14! In other words, exactly 14
different opening letters are found in various combinations to form these 14 phrases, and
these letters are as follows:

ا ؿ ـ ص ر ؾ ق م ع ط س ح ؽ ف
Perhaps, in this presence of the number 14 twice, is an indication as to the existence of a
relationship between these specific letters and the number 7 and its multiples. However,
that will only be explored in part 7 of this book, so for now, it will have to wait.
The Number 7 and the Creation of the Heavens
There are Verses in the Holy Qur’an that speak about the creation of the 7 Heavens and the
Earth in six days. If we happen to look for them, we find there are precisely 7 such Verses in
the Qur’an:
1. Your Guardian-Lord is God, Who created the heavens and the earth in six days, and
is firmly established on the throne (of authority): He draweth the night as a veil o'er
the day, each seeking the other in rapid succession: He created the sun, the moon,
and the stars, (all) governed by laws under His command. Is it not His to create and
to govern? Blessed be God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the worlds!
Al-A’raf, 7:54
2. Verily your Lord is God, who created the heavens and the earth in six days, and is
firmly established on the throne (of authority), regulating and governing all things.
No intercessor (can plead with Him) except after His leave (hath been obtained). This
is God your Lord; Him therefore serve ye: will ye not receive admonition?
Yunus, 10:3
3. He it is Who created the heavens and the earth in six Days - and His Throne was
over the waters - that He might try you, which of you is best in conduct. But if thou
wert to say to them, "Ye shall indeed be raised up after death", the Unbelievers
would be sure to say, "This is nothing but obvious sorcery!"
Hud, 11:7
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4. He Who created the heavens and the earth and all that is between, in six days, and
is firmly established on the Throne (of Authority): God Most Gracious: ask thou,
then, about Him of any acquainted (with such things).
Al-Furqan, 25:59
5. It is God Who has created the heavens and the earth, and all between them, in six
Days, and is firmly established on the Throne (of Authority): ye have none, besides
Him, to protect or intercede (for you): will ye not then receive admonition?
Al-Sajdah, 32:4
6. We created the heavens and the earth and all between them in Six Days, nor did
any sense of weariness touch Us.
Qaaf, 50:38
7. He it is Who created the heavens and the earth in Six Days, and is moreover firmly
established on the Throne (of Authority). He knows what enters within the earth and
what comes forth out of it, what comes down from heaven and what mounts up to
it. And He is with you wheresoever ye may be. And God sees well all that ye do.
Al-Mujadalah, 58:7
The phenomenon of the creation of the 7 Heavens is repeated 7 times, just like the number
of Heavens. The question of whether this is coincidence or divine precision is not up to us,
of course. As you will have noticed in the seven Verses above, they all mentioned the
heavens, but none of them referred to the heavens as the seven heavens.
That is why we will now look at how the ‘seven heavens’ are repeated in the Qur’an, and
extend our argument in favour of the notion that the repetition of Verses and words in this
wonderful Book is all in accordance with a deliberate, intricately detailed arrangement.
The Number 7 and the Seven Heavens
When we look for the mention of the seven heavens in the Holy Qur’an, we find a
connection between this and the number 7, because the precise number of Verses which
mention the seven heavens in the entire book is (yes, you guessed it) 7:

1. It is He Who hath created for you all things that are on earth; Moreover His design
comprehended the heavens, for He gave order and perfection to the seven
firmaments; and of all things He hath perfect knowledge.
Al-Baqarah, 2:29
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2. The seven heavens and the earth, and all beings therein, declare His glory: there is
not a thing but celebrates His praise; And yet ye understand not how they declare
His glory! Verily He is Oft-Forbear, Most Forgiving!
Al-Isra’, 17:44
3. Say: “Who is the Lord of the seven heavens, and the Lord of the Throne (of Glory)
Supreme?” (86) They will say, “(They belong) to God.” Say: “Will ye not then be filled
with awe?” (87)
Al-Mu’minun, 23:86-87
4. So He completed them as seven firmaments in two Days, and He assigned to each
heaven its duty and command. And We adorned the lower heaven with lights, and
(provided it) with guard. Such is the Decree of (Him) the Exalted in Might, Full of
Knowledge.
Fussilat, 41:12
5. God is He Who created seven Firmaments and of the earth a similar number.
Through the midst of them (all) descends His Command: that ye may know that God
has power over all things, and that God comprehends, all things in (His) Knowledge.
Al-Talaq, 65:12
6. He Who created the seven heavens one above another: No want of proportion wilt
thou see in the Creation of (God) Most Gracious. So turn thy vision again: seest thou
any flaw?
Al-Mulk, 67:3
7. “’See ye not how God has created the seven heavens one above another, (15) “’And
made the moon a light in their midst, and made the sun as a (Glorious) Lamp? (16)
Nuh, 71:15-16
So to reflect, we say the following: God Almighty has created 7 glorious heavens, only one of
which is visible to the naked eye. And by His Wisdom, He cites the ‘seven heavens’ in the
Holy Qur’an no more or less than precisely 7 times.
The First and Last Mention of 7 in the Qur’an: Symmetry Unmatched
A number of profound numerical consistencies are found between the first and last mention
of seven in the Holy Qur’an.
The number 7 is first cited when God Almighty declares:
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It is He Who hath created for you all things that are on earth; Moreover His design
comprehended the heavens, for He gave order and perfection to the seven firmaments; and
of all things He hath perfect knowledge.
Al-Baqarah, 2:29
The last time the number is mentioned is in the following Verse:
And (have We not) built over you the seven firmaments,
Al-Naba’, 78:12
Now, we observe the following facts that demonstrate a mysterious accuracy between the
above two Verses:
Fact 1
The number of Chapters from Surat Al-Baqarah, where 7 is first cited, to Surat Al-Naba’
where it is last cited, is 77 Chapters – a multiple of 7:
77 = 11 x 7
So, having just confirmed that the number of Chapters in between the first and last citation
of 7 divides by 7, we tackle more sensitive grounds by asking: What about the number of
Verses?
Fact 2
If we count the number of Verses, from the Verse where 7 is first mentioned (29th Verse of
Surat Al-Baqarah) until the last Verse where 7 is mentioned (12th Verse of Surat Al-Naba’),
we find the number of Verses to be precisely 5649. And this is a perfect multiple of 7:
5649 = 807 x 7
So far, we have discovered that both the number of Chapters and Verses between the first
and last repetition of the number 7 are exact multiples of 7. But there’s more to come.
Fact 3
The number of Verses from the very beginning of Surat Al-Baqarah (The Chapter where 7 is
first mentioned) until the very end of Surat Al-Naba’ (The Chapter where 7 is last
mentioned) is 5705 – a multiple of 7:
5705 = 815 x 7
So not only are the numbers of Chapters and Verses turning out to be multiples of 7, but
don’t forget that the number 7 is the very subject of our discussion, because we are looking
at where this number is used in the Qur’an!
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Fact 4
The number of Verses from the beginning of Surat Al-Baqarah up to the Verse which
precedes the one mentioning the number 7 in that very Chapter is 28, a multiple of 7 [28 = 4
x 7]. This makes perfect sense of course, because the Verse which mentions 7 is the 29 th
Verse of Surat Al-Baqarah, meaning that 28 Verse precede it.
In other words, when we count the number of Verses from the first Verse to the Verse that
comes directly before God’s saying,
It is He Who hath created for you all things that are on earth; Moreover His design
comprehended the heavens, for He gave order and perfection to the seven firmaments; and
of all things He hath perfect knowledge.
Al-Baqarah, 2:29
we find that there are exactly 28 Verses. That is regarding the first time 7 is mentioned in
the Holy Qur’an.
Which begs the question: What about the last time this number is ever mentioned in the
Qur’an? Is there any similar arrangement there?
The answer is yes. In fact, the corresponding arrangement is so beautiful that it involves the
same number, 28. If we count the number of Verses from the Verse coming directly after
the 12th Verse of Surat Al-Naba’ (where 7 is last cited) until the very end of Surat Al-Naba’,
we find that there are precisely 28 Verses!
That is not all, however. Now we ask: What about the number of Verses from the very
beginning of the Qur’an, to the very end of Surat Al-Naba’, the Chapter which last mentions
the number 7?
Fact 5
Counting the number of Verses from the first Verse in the Holy Qur’an to the last Verse in
Surat Al-Naba, we find that there are 5712 Verses, a number which perfectly divides by 7:
5712 = 816 x 7
Fact 6
Finally, it is interesting to note that in the Arabic language, the number 7 in word form (i.e.
seven) can be written in several different ways depending on the context of a given passage.
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That being said, when the number is first found in the Qur’an in Surat Al-Baqarah, it is
written as
as

( )سبعwith three letters ()س ب ع. When it is last cited, however, it is written

( )سبعانwith four lettersِ()س ب ع ان.

Therefore, the total number of letters making up the first and last mentions of ‘seven’ in the
Qur’an is 7!
It is necessary to ask the following question: Could these consistencies have been simply
blind coincidence? This is a judgment that we do not make, it is up to each individual reader
to decide for their own. We simply state what we personally believe, and try to support our
views with evidence that addresses human intellect.
So far, we’ve witnessed precision that extends as far as individual words examined on their
own, so just what could be found if all the words of the Qur’an were similarly analysed?
Scientific reasoning suggests that such numerical coincidence can only exist in a book when
the author actually makes the effort of arranging his words in a specific manner.
And we believe that the arrangements that are found in the Qur’an which relate to the
number 7 are abundant proof that God Almighty, with his infinite wisdom, has miraculously
arranged the letters of His Book, thus proving that the Qur’an is a Book sent down by the
very Creator of the 7 heavens.
Quite honestly, we will never be able to calculate or count just how many examples of
numerical consistencies exist within the Qur’an, but we will explore the numerical miracle in
more detail in the upcoming Parts of this book.
Just what is the Numeric Miracle?
Every function on earth is organised in a particular manner which depends, in one way or
another, on numbers. Particularly in the 21st century, the language of numbers is of central
importance, and is inevitably used for most, if not all those functions.
Today, for instance, when scientists speak of the celestial cycles of the moon and the sun,
the distances between planets, the estimated age of the Earth and of mountains and rocks all this is governed by numbers.
Without numbers, we could not have precisely calculated the future dates and times when
various phenomena, such as the solar and lunar eclipses, take place. Quite simply, without
numbers, we would not have known what time it was. Numbers give meaning to our world.
The days of the month and months of the year are all strictly defined by numbers, and this is
something that God Almighty even refers to in the Holy Qur’an:
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The number of months in the sight of God is twelve (in a year) - so ordained by Him the day
He created the heavens and the earth; of them four are sacred: that is the straight usage...
Al-Taubah, 9:36
This brings us to the word of God Almighty. Naturally, the words of God are unlike those of
man. Therefore, we are going to use the simple language of numbers to express the
wonderful precision of the Qur’an’s words, and hence conclude that this Book is structured
in amazingly accurate fashion.
In other words, it is our belief that God Almighty has miraculously arranged His words in a
manner such that part of their beauty lies in their arrangement, in a numerical sense. Not
only that, but we shall be using an abundance of examples of numerical accuracy to prove
that if indeed this Qur’an was the word of man, it simply must have contained numerous
contradictions, at this numerical level at least.
And now, we will look at some more arrangements connecting the beginning of the Qur’an
to its end.
The First and Last Chapters of the Qur’an
There are defined numbers in the Holy Qur’an, about which there can be no argument. For
instance, the Qur’an consists of 114 Chapters, and the first Chapter – Surat Al-Fatiha
(Chapter: The Opening) - is Chapter #1. It follows that the last Chapter – Surat Al-Nas
(Chapter: The People) – is Chapter #114.
These two Chapters, the first and the last, are beautifully connected to each other with
respect to the number 7. We now first write the number 1 (which represents Surat AlFatiha) followed by the number 114 (which represents Surat Al-Nas) next to it:
The Last Chapter’s Number

The First Chapter’s Number

114

1

Arranging these two numbers next to each other in logical sequence gives the number 1141.
Exquisitely, this is a multiple of 7:
1141 = 163 x 7
Not only that, but adding each separate unit of this number also gives us exactly 7!
1+1+4+1=7
At this point, and from this point onwards, it is crucial to note the following:
We follow one fixed mathematical method of arranging numbers, according to their logical
sequence in the Holy Qur’an. In other words, the Arabic language, the language of the
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Qur’an, is communicated from right to left, unlike English, for instance, which reads from left
to right. This means that one begins reading the Chapters of the Qur’an from the right to
the left. In accordance with this rule, we arrange the numbers from right to left, exactly as
they appear in the Qur’an.
Unique Numbers in the Qur’an
There are a few unique numbers that distinguish the Holy Qur’an from any other text.
Among these are: The number of its Chapters, the number of its Verses and the number of
years it took for the Book to be sent down.
The Qur’an has 114 Chapters, 6236 Verses26 and was sent down to the Prophet Muhammad
over 23 years of revelation.
We will now observe how these clearly distinct numbers achieve consistent numerical
results that no person can ever come to produce, no matter how hard they try.
The sheer brilliance of the following numbers is witnessed, of course, using the same
method of arranging numbers next to each other, and from largest to smallest. And since
there are three numbers to deal with, there are three possible number combinations that
could result in multiples of 7, as we can see below:
1. The Arrangement of the number of Qur’anic Verses 6236, with the number of
Qur’anic Chapters 114, forms the number:
114 6236
2. The Arrangement of the number of Qur’anic Verses 6236, with the number of years
of its revelation 23, forms the number:
23 6236
3. The Arrangement of the number of Qur’anic Chapters 114, with the number of years
of its revelation 23, forms the number:
23 114
Having derived three different numbers from the Qur’an, we will now observe how
accurately these numbers are connected to the number 7. The same pattern is always
found: these numbers are perfect multiples of 7, and in whichever direction they are read.
The First Number: Verses + Chapters

26

This is the number of Verses according to the most popular style of recitation, known as Hafs bin Aasim. This
number slightly differs from other recitations; perhaps these differences mean the existence of multiple
numerical arrangements, and God Almighty knows best.
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Let us now write the number of Verses of the Holy Qur’an, in addition to the number of
Chapters:
Number of Qur’anic Chapters

Number of Qur’anic Verses

114

6236

The number that represents the Verses and Chapters of the Qur’an is 1146236. This
number consists of seven digits, and is a pure multiple of 7:
1146236 = 163748 x 7
The First Number Reversed
We will now take our chances with the number 1146236 and reverse it completely (i.e. read
it from left to right, so 1 followed by 1 then 4 then 6, etc.), to give us 6326411. Even though
we have switched the order of the original number, amazingly, this new number is a
multiple of 7 yet again:
6326411 = 903773 x 7
Final Note: An interesting point to make is that the sum of the digits making up the number
1146236 (which consists of the number of the Qur’ans Verses and Chapters) is:
1 + 1 + 4 + 6 + 2 + 3 + 6 = 23
*And 23 is the number of years of the Qur’an’s revelation!+
To briefly summarise: The outcome of arranging the number of the Qur’an’s Verses and its
Chapters is a number that divides perfectly by 7, even when it’s read backwards, and the
sum of its digits is 23; the number of years of it took for the Qur’an to be revealed.
The Second Number: Verses + Years of Revelation
For our second number, we write the number of Verses of the Qur’an, in addition to the
number of years of its revelation:
Years of Qur’anic Revelation

Number of Qur’anic Verses

23

6236

The resulting number is 236236, a number which is also a multiple of 7:
236236 = 33748 x 7
The Second Number Reversed
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And as we did in the first case, we will now completely reverse this number, making it
623632, a multiple of 7:
632632 = 89089 x 7
Therefore, in summary, we say that the same consistent pattern of divisibility by 7 both
ways, is found when taking the number of years of revelation of the Qur’an into account.
The Third Number: Chapters + Years of Revelation
The third number is formed when joining the number of Chapters in the Qur’an with the
number of years of revelation of the Qur’an:

Years of Qur’anic Revelation

Number of Qur’anic Chapters

23

114

The resulting number is 23114, a multiple of 7:
23114 = 3302 x 7
The Third Number Reversed
We expect, of course, that reversing this number should give us a multiple of 7. Indeed, this
is precisely the case:
41132 = 5876 x 7
Therefore, in our final case, the same consistency is preserved: the number of Qur’anic
Chapters alongside the years of its revelation form a number that is a multiple of 7, even
when read in the opposite direction.
It cannot be forgotten that all the above combinations were arranged in precisely the same
manner: from larger to smaller figures (i.e. starting with the larger number on the right
followed by the smaller number).
Please note: Had the three numbers, 6236, 114 and 23, been any different, in other words, if
the Qur’an had one more or one less Verse or Chapter, or if it had taken one more or one
less year to be sent down, this entire numerical pattern would be shattered, and therefore
irrelevant.
We’re not done, however. These numbers still have more to reveal.
Connecting the Three Numbers
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Regarding the three numbers we derived above, it is interesting that they have different
numbers of digits, and these digits are in perfect descending order. In other words, the first
number consists of 7 digits, the second 6 digits and the third 5 digits:
First Number: 1146236 consists of 7 digits
Second Number: 236236 consists of 6 digits
First Number: 23114 consists of 5 digits
And now, we arrange the number of digits of each number in logical order and observe the
result:
Digits in 3rd Number
5

Digits in 2nd Number

Digits in 1st Number

6

7

The resulting number is 567, which is a multiple of 7:
567 = 81 x 7
This incredible connection of the Qur’an’s Chapters, Verses and years of revelation to the
number seven with such profound accuracy, is but stunning evidence of an intricate
numerical arrangement that no human can construct.
The First and Last Words in the Qur’an
We will now reflect upon some separate words in the Holy Qur’an, in an attempt to
emphasise the fact that every word in this Book is indeed deliberately and expertly arranged
in its proper place. For now, we shall examine the very first and very last word in the Qur’an
in terms of arrangement. After that, we will look at the first and last word in terms of
revelation, because it must be pointed out that that the order of the Qur’an’s Chapters is
not the same as the order with which they were revealed. For instance, Surat Al-Fatiha is
the first Chapter of the Qur’an, but it is not the first Chapter to be revealed to the Prophet
Muhammad.
That being said, we now look at the normal arrangement of the Qur'an, and opening the
first page, we find that the first word in this Book is )( (بسـIn the Name of)27. This is found in
the first Verse of Surat Al-Fatiha, where God Almighty says )( (بسـ اهلل الرحمف الرحيـIn the
Name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful) [Surat Al-Fatiha, 1:1]. Now, turning to the last
page, we find that the last word is )( (الناسmen). This is found in Surat Al-Nas (Chapter:
Mankind), in the final Verse which states )( (مف الجنة كالناسAmong Jinns and among men).
27

‘In the Name of’ is 4 English words, but in Arabic, it is just one.
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The word )( (اسـName) is found 22 times in the Qur’an, and the word )( (الناسmen) has been
repeated 241 times in the Qur’an.
And now, we arrange the two numbers as we always do, and observe the outcome:
Repetition of Last Word in the Qur’an

Repetition of First Word in the Qur’an

241

22

The number we arrive at from combining these two numbers is 2412228. Again, this number
is a multiple of 7:
24122 = 3446 x 7
The first and last words mentioned in the Qur’an are linked to the number 7. So does this
consistency remain when we observe the first and last words to be revealed?
The First and Last Revealed Words in the Qur’an
The first word that was revealed to the Prophet Muhammad by the angel Gabriel was )ر
(اق أ
(Read), in the first Verse of Surat Al-‘Alaq: )ر باسـ ربؾ الذم خمؽ
( (اق أProclaim! (or read!) in
the name of thy Lord and Cherisher, Who created-) [Al-‘Alaq, 96:1+. The last word (or
phrase, rather) is )( (ال يظممكفNone shall be dealt with unjustly)29, where God Almighty says:

ً ( (كاتَّقيكا يكما تيرجعكف ًفAnd fear the Day
يو إًلىى المَّ ًو ثيَّـ تيكفَّى يك ُّؿ ىن ٍف و
)كف
ٍ ت ىك يى ٍـ ىال يي
ٍ س ىما ىك ىس ىب
ظمى يم ى
ىٍ ن ٍ ى ي ى
ى
ى

when ye shall be brought back to God. Then shall every soul be paid what it earned, and
none shall be dealt with unjustly) [Al-Baqarah, 281:2].
So the message of Islam began with the word (Read), which pertains to knowledge, and
ended with (None shall be dealt with unjustly), which pertains to justice and equality; and
that, if anything, is evidence that Islam advocates knowledge and justice.
And now, we come to the miraculous numerical arrangement in terms of how many times
these two terms are repeated in the Holy Qur’an.
We find it very interesting that all the repetitions of the term (None shall be dealt with
unjustly) come before any mention of the word (Read). This is a significant point, the secret
of which is perhaps not only to retain a numerical miracle which illustrates God’s wisdom,
but to confirm God’s concern with absolute justice, and the fact that He does not deal
unjustly with His creations.
28

)‘ (اسمName’ is used instead of )‘ (بسمIn the Name of’. Yet even if )‘ (بسمIn the Name of’ is used, this is found
115 times in the Qur’an, and again produces a multiple of 7: 241115 = 34445 x 7.
29
In Arabic, this term is actually made up of two words.
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The term )( (ال يظممكفNone shall be dealt with unjustly) has been repeated 15 times in the
Qur’an, while noting that the several roots of the word (justice) have been mentioned in
various place in the Qur’an. However, we are concerned with this particular phrase, which
is made up of two words, namely )( (الNone) and )( (يظممكفshall be dealt with unjustly).
Please note that every time this form of the word justice, i.e. ) (يظممكفis used in the Qur’an,
the word )( (الNone) has come directly before it. The word )ر
( (اق أRead) is found exactly 3
times. And now, we write the repetition of each term, in order of arrangement in the
Qur’an.
Repetition of First Revealed Word

Repetition of Last Revealed Word

3

15

The outcome is 315, a perfect multiple of 7:
315 = 45 x 7
The Beautiful Link between Both Sets of Words
A beautiful connection exists between both outcomes. Let’s show the two results below:
24122 = 3446 x 7
315 = 45 x 7
As we can see above, the result of dividing the first outcome by 7 is 3446, and the result of
dividing the second outcome by 7 is 45. Amazingly, in whichever order we arrange the two
results, the answer is always a multiple of 7!
453446 = 1322 x 7 x 7 x 7
344645 = 49235 x 7
So this consistency is seen for the repetition of the Qur’an’s first and last words in terms of
both arrangement and revelation. This, indeed, is wonderful evidence that the words of the
Qur’an are both connected and concise, and that if the slightest of alterations had taken
place throughout the past 14 centuries, this entire arrangement would be exhausted.
Have the hearts sung yet?
In the next part, we embark on a new adventure with the very first Verse from the Book of
Allah the Almighty. We will reflect upon its secrets and the sheer precision in its
arrangement. To conclude for now, we simply say:
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Say: "The (Qur'an) was sent down by Him who knows the mystery (that is) in the heavens
and the earth: verily He is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful."
Al-Furqan, 25:6

Summary
In this part, we gained some insight into the mysteries of the number 7 in the Holy Qur’an
and the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad.
The most profound example in this Part, perhaps, is the link found between the number of
Chapters, Verses and years of revelation of the Qur’an. The resulting numbers were simply
always multiples of 7, whichever way they were read.
We also witnessed the beautiful consistencies that linked both ends of the Qur’an: the first
and last Chapter, the first and last Verse and the first and last word. Again, the outcomes
were always multiples of 7.
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PART 3
THE NUMERIC MIRACLE OF THE FIRST VERSE IN THE QUR’AN: THE
“BASMALA”
In this part, we experience a divine miracle in four words: the verse most recited in the life of
every Muslim. Before eating, drinking, and reciting the Qur’an; before any activity for that
matter, Muslims recite this verse as an introduction to their daily lives.
It is the first verse of the Qur’an, commonly known as the “Basmala”:

ِالرِحي ِم
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِبِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
In the Name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful
Al-Fatihah, 1:1
Using the unequivocal language of numbers, we will witness how every single letter in this
verse carries with it a divine miracle, proving that such a verse could not have been the work
of man.
We finally ask: Besides the Qur’an, does any book carry so many hidden numeric accuracies
within its words? Can anyone realistically respond to the challenge of the Qur’an and
produce a book, even a chapter, like it?
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The Greatness of the First Verse
Recited constantly by millions of Muslims all over the world, the Basmala serves as a
precursor to all their daily actions. Made up of only four Arabic words, saying this verse
brings Muslims comfort and assurance that God is their true Lord and Protector, and that He
alone answers their prayers.
But that is only true for those who believe in the message of the Qur’an. What about those
who simply don’t? What about people who are sceptical about the Qur’an, or people who
reject the very concept of God, and any notion of religion for that matter? What about
people who only believe in literal reality, in science and all things tangible?
Could God have deposited in His Book literal proof that this Book is His indeed? Is there
anything in this Book, and particularly in this verse, that tangibly proves not only the
existence, but the true greatness of God Almighty?
Allah the Almighty, as we believe and will attempt to illustrate, has constructed the Holy
Qur’an in a way that is based remarkably on the number 7. Without further ado, it’s time to
plunge into the secrets of this verse in much more detail.

The Structure of Letters
Counting the letters in each of the four words of the Basmala, )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو,
precisely as they appear in the Qur’an, we find the following:


The word ( )بسـconsists of 3 letters ()ب س ـ.



The word ( )المَّوconsists of 4 letters ()ا ؿ ؿ ق.



The word ( )الرحمفconsists of 6 letters ()ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف.



The word ( )الرحيـconsists of 6 letters ()ا ؿ ر ح م ـ.

Now, we write the Basmala along with the number of letters making up each of its words:

الرحيـ

الرحمف

اهلل

بسـ

6

6

4

3

Therefore, the number of letters making up each word of the Basmala, arranged in logical
order, produces the number 6643. To be more specific, the number 3 represents the
number of letters in the first word, the number 4 denotes the letters of the second, and so
on.
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But what makes this number – 6643 – one that is protected from any alteration? What rule
is used to explain that this number, like all other numbers we examine, is indeed preserved
by God Almighty?
The rule is the famous mathematical operation known as division, which helps us find
multiples of certain numbers. And since we established that the number 7 is the foundation
of the numeric miracle of the Qur’an, we can confirm that the number 6643 is indeed a
multiple of 7. In other words, the outcome of dividing 6643 by 7 is a whole number; it
includes no decimals or fractions, otherwise, it would not be considered a multiple of 7:
6643 ÷ 7 = 949
Alternatively, we can write this in a slightly different manner:
6643 = 949 x 7
In other words, we are saying that the number of letters in each Basmala word, when
arranged together into a single number, form the number ‘six thousand six hundred and
forty three’. That is how we read the number.
In order to be clear about how to deal with the numeric miracle and interpret the numbers,
we will break down the components of this number, which, of course, is 4 digits long,
consisting of four separate, distinct digits:
1000 x 6

+

100 x 6

+

10 x 4

+

1x3

6000

600

40

3

Thousands

Hundreds

Tens

Units

The sum of the above numbers equals our original number of 6643, which is an
arrangement representing the number of letters in each Basmala word:
6643 = 6000 + 600 + 40 + 3
Therefore, when we write the number of letters of each word in a particular verse using the
method of number arranging, we are in fact separately counting the letters of each word,
assigning that number under its corresponding word, and then reading the resulting
combination, which is a number with various digits (i.e. units, tens, hundreds, thousands,
ten thousands, etc.). Each word therefore carries a place value ten times greater than that
of the word preceding it. In our above example, for instance, the number 600 is in the
hundreds place, and before it is the number 40 in the tens place.
But one may well ask: why can’t I simply add the digits together? Why did I simply align the
digits 6-6-4-3 together into a single number, instead of adding these 4 digits to get the
number 19 (6+6+4+3)?
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The simple answer is that although we will come across certain arrangements that do
produce multiples of 7 when added, in truth, anyone can create a supposed “verse”, add its
words together to create a multiple of 7, and claim divinity. This is no miracle, however.
The true miracle is in placing each word in its intended location in any particular verse,
assigning a number to each word, and creating an arrangement based on that basic, albeit
astounding logic. One of the great features of this method is that arranging numbers in this
manner preserves the location of each word within a verse. In other words, if the order of
any word had shifted, the resulting number would automatically change, and no longer
become a multiple of 7.
For example, let’s assume, for the purpose of demonstration only, that the Basmala’s first
and last words were reversed. As a result, the first and last digits of the number 6643 would
also be reversed, and we would arrive at 3646, which is not a multiple of 7. This method of
aligning numbers side by side captures the fact that God preserved and perfected His words
from alteration.
In addition, aligning numbers is superior to merely adding them because the numbers
produced as a result can be truly massive, as we will shortly see. This only adds to the
complexity and wonders of the Qur’an’s numeric miracle. We will witness numbers that
consist of 16 digits, 26 digits, and more than 100 digits30, and see whether they perfectly
divide by 7, that is, whether they produce whole numbers, without any decimals or
fractions. It is through such examples that we appreciate the truly miraculous nature of the
Qur’an’s number arrangements.
The arrangement of the letters of the word “Allah” in the Basmala: a hidden secret
To further add to the astounding miracle that is the numeric miracle of the Basmala, we

have found that God Almighty, or (Allah), has organised the letters of His very name ()المَّو
within the Basmala’s four words, in a manner that can only be described as purely divine.
The word ()المَّو, as we mentioned earlier, consists of 4 letters: ()ا ؿ ؿ ىػ. However, it is made
up of 3 different letters, because the letter “Lām” ( )ؿis repeated twice. These 3 different
letters are “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, and “Hā’” ()ىػ.
Now, we will look for these three letters in each of the Basmala’s four words. In other
words, we will take each word of the Basmala on its own, and look for how many times
these three letters were found in it. We will then align these four results into a single
number:
30

One cannot even check if these large numbers divide by 7 using a normal, everyday calculator, and would
require the use of a larger scientific calculator which accepts calculations of more than 100 digits. Many online
calculators allow such calculations.
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)الرًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ
2

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ
2

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ

4

0

The resulting arrangement, which represents the repetition of the three letters comprising
the word ( )المَّوin each word of the Basmala, forms the number 2240.
This number, 2240, is another multiple of 7:
2240 = 320 x 7
Isn’t this something of a watermark signature on behalf of God Almighty; a hidden
confirmation that it is none other than He who authored the Holy Qur’an?
To briefly summarise, we have come across two multiples of 7 so far: the first is 6643, which
represents an arrangement consisting of the number of letters in each separate word of the
Basmala. The second is 2240, an arrangement consisting of the repetition of the three
letters making up God’s name ()المَّو, again in each word of the Basmala.
The scientific basis of the numeric miracle
In many disciplines of engineering, an important area of study is the distribution of certain
forces, such as pressure, over various bodies. For instance, in aircraft engineering, in order
for aeroplanes to be safe for flight, the distribution of pressure around an aeroplane’s wings
must be carefully studied, and must not exceed an allowed limit. For this study to take
place, each wing is divided into square blocks, that is, “tappings” are made on different
points on the wing, and pressure is measured at each tapping. The numbers resulting from
this experiment are then arranged, before being analysed using various mathematical
techniques.
That being said, when we study the arrangement of letters across the words of a particular
verse, such a study actually stems from solid mathematics, and is not the product of
improvisation. Every word is assigned a definite number and position. For instance, in the
above example about Allah’s name in the Basmala, the first word, ()بسـ, is given the number
0 because none of the letters of God’s name (( )المَّوi.e. “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, and “Hā’” ( ))ىػexist
in it. Also, as it is the first number, it is located in the units place, making it the first out of
the four digits that make up 2240.
Furthermore, when studying such arrangements, the point of common ground is that the
resulting numbers are always analysed with reference to their divisibility by 7. And always,
we will see that these numbers continue to be perfect multiples of 7, no matter how small
or how large they get.
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The existence of a numeric arrangement based on the very letters of God Almighty’s name

( )المَّوis but sheer proof that He alone is the One who has sent down this verse and perfected
it in this manner. And if someone had ever tried to alter a single letter, this sensitive (highly
sensitive!) arrangement would immediately collapse.
Another interesting occurrence: adding letters together
When we previously dealt with the Basmala, we separately counted the letters in each of its
four words and arranged these results next to each other to form the 4-digit number 6643.
We aligned these digits into a single number, and explained the advantages of aligning
numbers. Although we mentioned that adding numbers together often also produces
multiples of 7, we still have not added things together. That’s what we’re going to do next.
We’re going to find the accumulated sum of the digits 6-6-4-3, and form that into a number
to see if it remains a multiple of 7. This is best illustrated as follows:
The Basmala consists of 4 words: )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو.


The first word ( )بسـconsists of 3 letters. This is the first digit of the number we intend to
arrive at.



The second word ( )المَّوconsists of 4 letters. But now, we add the letters of the first word
as well, giving us 4 + 3 = 7. This is the second digit.



The word ( )الرحمفconsists of 6 letters. Adding the previous total of 7 to this (7+6), we
arrive at 13; 1 and 3 are now the third and fourth digits.



The word ( )الرحيـconsists of 6 letters. Following the same pattern, 6 + 13 = 19, meaning
that 1 and 9 are the fifth and sixth digits.

الرحيـ

الرحمف

6+6+4+3 6+4+3
19

13

اهلل

بسـ

4+3

3

7

3

Therefore, the number we finally arrive at is 191373. And yet again, this number is a
multiple of 7:
191373 = 27339 x 7
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Even more interesting is the fact that completely reversing this operation still produces a
multiple of 7. This means that if we take the sum of the digits, but this time from left to
right, we will also arrive at a number that divides by 7.

الرحيـ

الرحمف

اهلل

بسـ

6

6+6

6+6+4

6+6+4+3

6

12

16

19

The number that results is 6121619; a multiple of 7 twice:
6121619 = 124931 x 7 x 7
Reflecting on this, we’ve found that from whichever direction we count the letters, the
resulting numbers still maintain the consistency of being multiples of the number 7!
We shall continue with another profound arrangement related to the Basmala, only this
time, we examine it in relation to the various names of God Almighty.

Profound Symmetry with the Letters of Allah’s Other Names
God Almighty has organised His book in a manner such that no one can produce anything
like it, and the Qur’an itself, in many verses, expresses its own brilliance, and proclaims that
no book can match it.
Of course, the miraculous nature of the Qur’an is not confined to the numeric miracle, of
course; this is merely one of the newer discoveries into the marvels of this Holy Scripture.
The miracles of the Qur’an involve and embrace all areas of knowledge, be it literature,
linguistics, science, history, psychology, ethics, and plenty more.
But with respect to the numeric miracle, which is the subject of this book, God Almighty has
indeed arranged the letters and words of the Qur’an in a way that is most unique. And one
of the most intriguing of those arrangements is the arrangement of the letters of God’s
different Arabic names. Again, we are dealing with Arabic because it is the language of the
Qur’an, and the same language spoken today by millions across the globe, so this rule is one
we can never, and shall never, deviate from.
In the Basmala, )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو, 3 of God’s 99 Arabic names are present. Namely,
these are (( )المَّوliterally “Allah” or God), (( )الرحمفliterally “Ar-Rahman” or The Most
Gracious), and (“( )الرحيـAr-Raheem” or The Most Merciful).
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We already witnessed an astounding numeric arrangement centred on the number 7 with

regards to the first name, ()المَّو. But what about the other two? Is there a similarly accurate
arrangement?
Just like we did with (( )المَّوAllah), we will now take the word (( )الرحمفAr-Rahman), and look
for the repetition of its 6 letters in each of the Basmala’s 4 words. In the very same way, we
will deal with the word (( )الرحيـAr-Raheem) by looking for the repetition of its 6 letters in
each of the Basmala’s 4 words.
We’re also going to discover some new insights into the numeric miracle, based on the fact
that the numbers we arrive at sometimes turn out to be multiples of 7 in different
directions. That is, there are instances when the number is a multiple of 7 when read from
right to left instead of left to right. But in every case, the logic and systematic nature of the
results is preserved.
The arrangement of the letters of (( )الرحمنThe Most Gracious)
The number of times the letters “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, “Rā’” ()ر, “Ḥā’” ()ح, “Mīm” ()ـ, and
“Nūn” ( – )فwhich make up Allah’s name (( )الرحمفThe Most Gracious) in Arabic – are
repeated in each Basmala word is as follows:

)الرًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

5

6

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ
3

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ
1

Before explaining why, the resulting number, 5631, will be reversed to give 1365, a multiple
of 7:
1365 = 195 x 7
The arrangement of the letters of (( )الرحيمThe Most Merciful)
The number of times the letters “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, “Rā’” ()ر, “Ḥā’” ()ح, “Yā’” ( )مand
“Mīm” ( – )ـwhich make up Allah’s name (( )الرحيـThe Most Merciful) in Arabic – is repeated
in each Basmala word as follows:

)الرًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ
6

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ
5

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ
3
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The arrangement of the letters of ( )الرحيـin the Basmala verse produces 6531: a multiple of
7:
6531 = 933 x 7
These numeric findings unlock an interesting pattern to look out for when deducing
Qur’anic numbers: numbers and their opposites. Three of God’s names are present in the

Basmala verse. The letters of the first, (( )المَّوAllah), in each of the Basmala’s words produced
a multiple of 7 if read from left to right (i.e. towards the right). The letters of the second,

(( )الرحمفThe Most Gracious), produced a multiple of 7 when read from right to left. The
letters of the third, (( )الرحيـThe Most Merciful) produced a multiple of 7 when read from
left to right.
Illustrating this in terms of directions, we notice the following:

الرحيـ

الرحمف

اهلل

→

←

→

These logically opposite directions (i.e. right then left then right...) shown above
demonstrate the sheer difficulty of coincidence. Had the numbers we arrived at been
coincidentally multiples of 7, the direction from which we read each number would not
have necessarily mattered. Yet the interesting point is that each of the three numbers could
only have been read in these respective directions, meaning that these opposite arrows
could simply not have been avoided. And this, alone, is merely one example of many that
produce the very same outcome: logical opposites.

The First and Last Word in the Basmala
After witnessing the amount of letters that can be arranged across the Basmala verse, and
still achieve multiples of 7, we now ask: are these arrangements enough to perfect this
verse and confirm that it could never have been altered? We believe so, but thankfully,
there is more to come.
The letters of the first and last word in the Basmala
A numeric arrangement based on the number 7 is even found between the first and last
word in the Basmala verse. The first word, ()بسـ, is made of 3 letters, and the last word,

()الرحيـ, consists of 6 letters. The arrangement looks like this:
الرحيـ

الرحمف

اهلل
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6

3

The above combination forms 63, a multiple of 7:
63 = 9 x 7
Therefore, we can safely say that the beginning and ending of the Basmala are indeed
connected, but in fact, that was not the only connection. Let’s read further.
The repetition of the first and last word in the Basmala
What is truly astounding is that the beginning and ending of the Basmala are connected in
relation to the entire Qur’an, and this connection is again based on the number 7. To
demonstrate how, we will look for the repetition of the Basmala’s first and last words,
namely ( )بسـand ( )الرحيـin the entire Qur’an. We find that the word ( )بسـis cited 22 times,
while the word ( )الرحيـis repeated 115 times31.

الرحيـ

الرحمف

اهلل

115

بسـ
22

Again, combining these numbers produces 11522, a multiple of 7:
11522 = 1646 x 7
Having found this, we can conclude that the Qur’an numeric miracle is not merely limited to
the letters of certain words; it also involves the repetition of those words across the Qur’an
as a whole. Indeed, part of the beauty of this miracle of numbers lies in the fact that it does
not confine itself to a few verses, but spans across the entirety of this Holy Book.
Again, we must not lose sight of the fact that these numbers can easily be checked by
anyone interested in doing so. There are no hidden tricks here; but simple, straight-forward
logic taken directly from the Qur’an, without any additions or omissions. With that in mind,
had anyone – during the course of history – ever succeeded in editing the Holy Qur’an in the
slightest possible manner, the existence of this endless consistency of numeric outcomes
would simply be impossible.
That being said, another beautiful aspect of the numeric miracle is that based on the
number 7, separate words, verses and chapters seem to be inevitably linked to each other.

31

Muhammad Fawad Abdul Baqi, ed., Al-Muajam-al-Mufahras Li-Alfazil Quranil Kareem (Shabb Press, 1945).
This is a comprehensive, indexed glossary of all the citations of every word in the Holy Qur’an. Please note
that the word (( )الرحيـThe Most Merciful) is repeated 115 times, and this repetition involves this word in
various forms, such as ( )رحيـand (( )رحيمانboth meaning the exact same thing: Merciful).
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One of those wonderful connections, which we will explore next, is that of the very first
verse (the Basmala) and the very last verse of the Qur’an.

The First and Last Verse in the Qur’an
The relationship between the first Qur’anic verse, the Basmala, and the last is astonishing.
The very last verse is the 6th verse of Surat Al-Nas (Chapter: Mankind):

ِ ِاْلِن َِّة َِوالن
َِّاس
ْ ِ ِم ْن
Among Jinns and among men
Al-Nas, 114:6
The basis of this relationship, as always, is the number 7. We now present a series of facts
that depict the sheer beauty of the arrangements that take place between these two verses.
Fact 1
One connection between the Qur’an’s first and last verse is in terms of verse number and

the number of words. As mentioned earlier, the first verse, )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو, is verse 1

ً الن
َّ ( ًم ىف اٍل ًجَّن ًة ىك, is verse 6 and consists of 4 words.
and consists of 4 words. The last verse, )اس
This gives us four numbers, which will now be arranged – in logical order – into a single
number.

Last Verse in the Qur’an

First Verse in the Qur’an

Number of words

Verse number

Number of words

Verse number

4

6

4

1

Aligning the above numbers gives us 4641, which is a multiple of 7.
4641 = 663 x 7
This special relationship between both ends of the Qur’an tells us that God Almighty
deliberately organised both the number and words of the first and last verse in a manner
consistent with the number 7. We believe that this demonstrates the ultimate precision of
the Qur’an, and that such delicate attention to detail could not have been the work of man.
However, technically speaking, although highly unlikely, the above arrangement could have
been a multiple of 7 by coincidence. Surely, one multiple of 7 is not enough to prove the
accuracy of the relationship between the first and last verse of the Qur’an. To remove the
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possibility of chance, we present many more numeric arrangements that strengthen and
confirm this relationship.
Fact 2
This time, we’re going to add chapter numbers to the arrangement we found in Fact 1. That
is, the first verse in the Qur’an is in chapter 1, and the last verse is in chapter 114. Adding
these two numbers to the above combination, we arrive at the following.

Last Verse in the Qur’an

First Verse in the Qur’an

Words

Verse

Chapter

Words

Verse

Chapter

4

6

114

4

1

1

The resulting 8-digit number, 46114411, is, magnificently, a perfect multiple of 7:
46114411 = 6587773 x 7
Small Note: Having mentioned chapter numbers, there is even a connection when we take
the chapter numbers on their own. Since the first chapter is chapter 1 and the last is chapter
114, logically arranging these two numbers gives us 1141 = 163 x 7. In other words, another
multiple of 7!
Fact 3
Taking the above two facts up yet another notch, we now include the number of letters of
each verse, and see how the same consistency is maintained.

Last Verse in the Qur’an

First Verse in the Qur’an

Letters

Words

Verse

Chapter

Letters

Words

Verse

Chapter

13

4

6

114

19

4

1

1

The resulting number is a large 12-digit number: 134611419411. Still, it remains a multiple
of 7!
134611419411 = 19230202773 x 7
Fact 4
Each of the two verses, considered on its own, also carries an arrangement based on the
number 7. The first verse (the Basmala) has four distinct numbers, as was mentioned
above. These are chapter 1, verse 1, 4 words, and 19 letters. Therefore, only taking the first
verse into consideration, we have the following:
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First Verse in the Qur’an
Letters

Words

Verse

Chapter

19

4

1

1

The resulting number, 19411, is a multiple of 7.
19411 = 2773 x 7
Fact 5
The same is true when we take the last verse in the Qur’an on its own:

Last Verse in the Qur’an
Letters

Words

Verse

Chapter

13

4

6

114

The number 1346114 is a multiple of 7.
1346114 = 192302 x 7
One thing we must not forget is the logical order followed in arranging the numbers. The
chapter number comes first, and every chapter contains verses. The verse number comes
next, and every verse contains words. The number of words comes next, and every word
contains letters, meaning that the number of letters naturally comes last. In short, chapter
followed by verse followed by words followed by letters. This order is from right to left, of
course, because that is the direction in which text is read and written in Arabic32.
Also note the incredible accuracy of this result: had the chapter numbers, verse numbers,
number of words, or number of letters in the above two verses been any different, these
perfect results would immediately become invalid, because the outcomes would no longer
be multiples of 7!
Fact 6
The first verse in the Qur’an, )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو, consists of 10 different Arabic letters.
Since this verse consists of 19 letters in total, some of these letters are repeated, of course.
In order for our non-Arabic-speaking readers to easily identify and count all the letters, we
have fully broken down the four words of the Basmala:

ي م
32

ل ر ح

ا

ن

م

ر ح

ل

ا

ه

ل

ل

ا

م

س

That is, exactly opposite to the direction of reading and writing in English and many other languages.
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In descending order (i.e. most to least repeated), we now list these 10 different letters, and
mention how many times each letter is repeated in the Basmala.
The letter “Lām” ( )ؿis repeated in the Basmala 4 times.
The letter “Alif” ( )أis repeated 3 times.
The letter “Mīm” ( )ـis repeated 3 times.
The letter “Rā’” ( )رis repeated 2 times.
The letter “Ḥā’” ( )حis repeated 2 times.
The letter “Bā’” ( )بis repeated 1 time.
The letter “Sīn” ( )سis repeated 1 time.
The letter “Hā’” ( )ىػis repeated 1 time.
The letter “Nūn” ( )فis repeated 1 time.
The letter “Yā’” ( )مis repeated 1 time.
In that same order, we arrange these repetitions next to each other.

م

ف

ىػ ػ

س

ب

ح

ر

ا

ـ

ؿ

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

The number representing the repetition of each letter in the Basmala is 1111122334, and
this 10-digit number is a multiple of 7.
1111122334 = 158731762 x 7
This arrangement finds its roots in mathematics, and more specifically in the field of
statistics. The principle of sorting numbers in ascending or descending order is a priceless
tool used in effectively all disciplines of knowledge, to determine patterns, rankings and
practically anything that requires any form of logical ordering. Interestingly, the Holy Qur’an
seems to have had a head start in laying out its foundations.
Fact 7
Incredibly, the same perfect arrangement is found when we address the last verse in the

ً الن
َّ ( ًم ىف اٍل ًجَّن ًة ىك. Again, we now break up the words of this verse entirely:
Qur’an, )اس

س

ا

ن

ل

ا

ىػ ػ و
81
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ن

م
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The following is the repetition of this verse’s 8 different letters, in descending order:
The letter “Alif” ( )أis repeated 3 times.
The letter “Nūn” ( )فis repeated 3 times.
The letter “Lām” ( )ؿis repeated 2 times.
The letter “Mīm” ( )ـis repeated 1 time.
The letter “Jīm” ( )جis repeated 1 time.
The letter “Hā’” ( )ىػis repeated 1 time.
The letter “Wāw” ( )كis repeated 1 time.
The letter “Sīn” ( )سis repeated 1 time.

س

ك

ىػ ػ

ج

ـ

ؿ

ف

ا

1

1

1

1

1

2

3

3

The resulting number, 11111233, is a perfect multiple of 7 yet again.
11111233 = 1587319 x 7
Another beautiful arrangement relates to the number of letters in each word of this last
Qur’anic verse. Previously, when we counted the letters of each of the Basmala’s 4 words,
we arrived at 6643, a multiple of 7. Now, we will do the same with the last verse in the
Qur’an.


The word ( )مفconsists of 2 letters ()ـ ف.



The word ( )الجنةconsists of 5 letters ()ا ؿ ج ف ىػ.



The word ( )كconsists of 1 letter ()ك.



The word ( )الناسconsists of 5 letters ()ا ؿ ف ا س.

الناس

ك

الجنة

مف

5

1

5

2

5152, like 6643, is a multiple of 7.
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5152 = 736 x 7
In a nutshell: all the arrangements pertaining to the first and last Qur’anic verse
1. For both verses, arranging the number of letters in each word results in a multiple of
7.
2. For both verses, arranging the repetition of each letter in the verse (in descending
order) results in a multiple of 7.
3. Combining the chapter numbers of both verses into a single number results in a
multiple of 7.
4. Combining the verse numbers and number of words of both verses into a single
number results in a multiple of 7.
5. Combining the chapter numbers, verse numbers, and number of words of both
verses into a single number results in a multiple of 7.
6. Combining the chapter numbers, verse numbers, number of words and number of
letters of both verses into a single number results in a multiple of 7.
7. Arranging the chapter number, verse number, number of words and number of
letters of the first verse into a single number results in a multiple of 7, and the same
is true for the last verse.
All the arrangements presented above are of a profound nature that certainly provokes a
handful of questions: How is it that these arrangements are always multiples of 7? Could a
man, more than 14 centuries ago, have designed such a system of hidden numeric
precision? If so, why didn’t he ever mention it? Or could it be none other than God
Almighty himself? This is no more than food for thought. In any case, in the Holy Qur’an,
God Almighty indeed says:
This Qur'an is not such as can be produced by other than God; on the contrary it is a
confirmation of (revelations) that went before it, and a fuller explanation of the Book wherein there is no doubt - from the Lord of the worlds. (37) Or do they say, "He forged it"?
say: "Bring then a Sura like unto it, and call (to your aid) anyone you can besides God, if it be
ye speak the truth!"
Yunus, 10:37-38

A Unique Connection with the First “Special Letters” in the Qur’an
The “special letters”, which we talked about in Part 2, carry with them a beautiful set of
arrangements revolving around the number 7. These letters create ‘special phrases’ that
are found in the opening verses of 29 chapters in the Qur’an. Some of these are repeated,
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but in total, there are 14 different special phrases. Their importance, therefore, cannot be
ignored.
These phrases are referred to as ‘special’ because the full meaning behind them is not yet
fully comprehended. Many people who have come to criticise the validity of the Holy
Qur’an have claimed that these phrases are meaningless and ambiguous. Various
“Tafaseer”, that is, explanations of these verses, have resigned to the fact that these are
among the miracles of the Qur’an, but that God knows best as to their meaning. Although
we will devote an entire part to analysing these special phrases in relation to the number 7,
since we are now dealing with the first verse in the Qur’an, we’re going to examine the
Basmala’s relationship with the first special phrase in the Qur’an, namely )(الـ.
The repetition of the special letters in the Basmala
The first of the special phrases in the Qur’an is )(الـ, and occurs as the first verse of the
second chapter of the Qur’an, Surat Al-Baqarah. We are looking for how this verse is

connected to the Basmala, )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو, in a manner consistent with the number 7.
The special verse ) (الـis made up of 3 letters, namely “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Mīm” ()ـ.
Now we ask: Could these letters be repeated in the Qur’an’s first verse in a way that
produces a multiple of 7?
In the Basmala, the letter “Alif” ( )أis repeated 3 times, the letter “Lām” ( )ؿ4 times, and the
letter “Mīm” ( )ـ3 times. For the interest of everyone who cannot read Arabic, we’ve
broken up the words of the Basmala, )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو, into individual letters, so that
identifying these letters can be made easier.

ي م

ل ر ح

ا

ن

م

ر ح

ل

ا

ه

ل

ل

ا

م

س

ب

In short, the arrangement looks like this:
“Mīm” ()ـ
3

“Lām” ()ؿ

“Alif” ()أ

4

3

The repetition of these 3 special letters in the Basmala forms 343, a number which actually
equals [7 x 7 x 7]!!
343 = 7 x 7 x 7
The number of words
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Another consistency between )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ  (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًوand ) (الـis with regards to the number of
words of these two verses. The Basmala is made up of 4 words, and ) (الـis just 1 word,
giving us:
First “special phrase” in the Qur’an

First verse in the Qur’an

Number of words

Number of words

1

4

The number 14, of course, is a multiple of 7.
14 = 2 x 7
The verse numbers and number of words
Adding the number of each of these two verses to the previous arrangement, we again
arrive at a multiple of 7. The Basmala is verse 1 of Surat Al-Fatihah and is made up of 4
words, while ) (الـis verse 1 of Surat Al-Baqarah and is made up of just 1 word:
First “special phrase” in the Qur’an
Number of words

First verse in the Qur’an

Verse number

1

Number of words

Verse number

4

1

1

Arranging these numbers gives 1141, a multiple of 7:
1141 = 163 x 7
The verse numbers, number of words and number of letters
The Basmala is verse 1 of Surat Al-Fatihah, and consists of 4 words and 19 letters. The
special phrase ) (الـis verse 1 of Surat Al-Baqarah, and consists of 1 word and 3 letters.
Arranging these numbers gives us:
First “special phrase” in the Qur’an

First verse in the Qur’an

Letters

Words

Verse

Letters

Words

Verse

3

1

1

19

4

1

The number 3111941 is a multiple of 7 twice.
3111941 = 63509 x 7 x 7
The chapter numbers
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The chapter numbers to which these two verses pertain also create a multiple of 7. The
Basmala is found in chapter 1, ) (الـin chapter 2:
First “special phrase” in the Qur’an

First verse in the Qur’an

Chapter number

Chapter number

2

1

Even these two small numbers gives us a multiple of 7, namely 21.
21 = 3 x 7
The chapter numbers and verse numbers
The previous example needs another step, however. Adding the verse numbers to the
arrangement, we know that both the Basmala and the special phrase ) (الـare verse 1 of
their respective chapters:
First “special phrase” in the Qur’an

First verse in the Qur’an

Verse number

Chapter number

Verse number

Chapter number

1

2

1

1

1211 is also a multiple of 7.
1211 = 173 x 7
We can conclude, from all the above numeric cases, that the Qur’an’s numeric miracle is
quite a creative one; it does not seem to limit itself to one particular arrangement. In other
words, different arrangements of chapter numbers, verse numbers, numbers of words and
numbers of letters manage to produce multiples of 7. In some instances, we only used one
variable. Often, we used two, three or all four variables. Nevertheless, the result was
always one and the same, and the logical sequence of chapter, verse, words and letters was,
and always will be, preserved.

Amazing Relationship with the Letters of the word “Qur’an”
The Arabic word for “The Qur’an”, namely )(القرآف, consists of five different letters: “Alif” ()أ,
“Lām” ()ل, “Qāf” ()ق, “Rā’” ( )رand “Nūn” ()ن. Four of these letters (i.e. all except “Qāf”) are
found in the Basmala. Interestingly, the very letters of the Arabic word “The Qur’an” have a
relationship with the first verse in the Qur’an! In order to see this, we now write the
Basmala, and the number of “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ل, “Qāf” ()ق, “Rā’” ( )رand “Nūn” ( )نletters
that each of its four words contain.
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)الرًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

3

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ

4

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ

3

0

The number representing the repetition of the letters of the Arabic word “Qur’an” in the
first verse of the Qur’an is 3430. Astonishingly, this number is a multiple of 7 three times!
3430 = 10 x 7 x 7 x 7
It appears that God Almighty, through the language of numbers – and specifically through
the language of 7 – is confirming that this Holy Qur’an is none other than His word, because
such intricate arrangements could not have appeared at random, but are the result of His
infinite wisdom.
And now, we look closely at two of God’s names; the very two names that are mentioned in
the Basmala: )(الرحمف الرحيـ.

)( (الرحمن الرحيمMost Gracious, Most Merciful)
In these two names – which are two of God’s 99 Arabic names – lie wonderful secrets. Let
us now reflect on the beauty of the following arrangements, especially those which relate to
the repetition and arrangements of the letters of these two names; an indication of how
God Almighty perfected even the very letters of His own names in the Holy Qur’an.
The repetition of each name in the Qur’an
God Almighty has repeated each of these two names in the Qur’an in a manner that again
centres on the number 7. Looking for mentions of the word ()الرحمف, we find that it is
repeated 57 times in the Qur’an, whereas the word ( )الرحيـis repeated 115 times33. We now
combine these two numbers together:

الرحيـ

الرحمف

115

57

The number 11557 is a multiple of 7.
11557 = 1651 x 7
The repetition of each letter
33

As mentioned earlier regarding the word ()الرحيـ, the 115 repetitions also include the few other forms of the

same word which also mean “Merciful”, namely ( )رحيـand ()رحيمان.
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The phrase )( (الرحمف الرحيـMost Gracious, Most Merciful) is made up of seven different
letters, namely “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, “Rā’” ()ر, “Ḥā’” ()ح, “Mīm” ()ـ, “Nūn” ()ف, and “Yā’” ()م.
The repetition of these letters across the entire Basmala, )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو, carries with
it a profound numeric arrangement. For the sake of easiness, the following is a letter-byletter breakdown of the Basmala’s words.

ي م

ل ر ح

ا

ن

م

ر ح

ل

ا

ه

ل

ل

ا

م

س

ب

Now, we write each of these letters separately, along with how many times it is repeated in
the Basmala.
1=ي

1=ن

3=م

2=ح

2=ر

4=ل

3=أ

And now, we break up the these two names, )(الرحمف الرحيـ, into separate letters, and under
each letter, we write the corresponding number we found above, which represents the
number of times the letter is cited in the Basmala:

ـ

م

ح

ر

ؿ

ا

ف

ـ

ح

ر

ؿ

ا

3

1

2

2

4

3

1

3

2

2

4

3

This 12-digit number, 312243132243, is indeed a multiple of 7!
312243132243 = 44606161749 x 7
Even when we assign each letter of ) (الرحمف الرحيـa number in sequential order, that is, (1, 2,
3, 4, 5...), we arrive again at a multiple of 7:

ـ

م

ح

ر

ؿ

ا

ف

ـ

ح

ر

ؿ

ا

12 11 10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Yet again, the number 121110987654321 is a multiple of 7.
121110987654321 = 17301569664903 x 7
The first and last letter of each name
Using the previous example, another multiple of 7 is found when we form an arrangement
using the first and last letters of both names. That is, the order of the first letter in ()الرحمف
is 1, and the order of the last is 6. The order of the first letter in ( )الرحيـis 7 and the order of
the last is 12:
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م

م

ح

ر

ؿ

ا

ن

ـ

ح

ر

ؿ

ا

12 11 10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

The number 12761 is a multiple of 7:
12761 = 1823 x 7

The Numbered Basmalas
In the Holy Qur’an, there are exactly 114 Basmalas. Only two, however, are numbered
verses; the rest are found before the beginning of every chapter34, but are not considered
verses of the Qur’an. That is, if someone reads the Qur’an, he or she will find a Basmala
before the opening verse of nearly every chapter, even though these Basmalas are not
considered verses in their own right. The two numbered Basmala verses are:
1. In Surat Al-Fatihah: )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ [ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًوAl Fatihah, 1:1]. This, of course, is verse 1 of
Surat Al-Fatihah.
2. In Surat Al-Naml (Chapter: The Ants):

ِ ِ
ِ ََّ ِقَالَتِيأيػُّهاِامللَؤاِإِ ّّْنِأُلْ ِقيِإ
الر ْح َم ِن
َّ ِسلَْي َم َن َِوإِنَّوُِبِ ْس ِم اللَّ ِه
ْ
ُ )ِإنَّوُِم ْن18(ٌِبِ َك ِرمي
ٌ َِلِكت
َ
َ َ َ
ِالر
ِ ِ )ِأَََّلِتَػعلُواِعلَيِوأْتُ ِوّن21(ِيم
ِ
)20(ِني
ح
َّ
َّ
َ
َ ِم ْسلم
ْ
ُ َ
(The queen) said: "Ye chiefs! here is delivered to me - a letter worthy of respect. (29) "It is
from Solomon, and is (as follows): 'In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful: (30)
"'Be ye not arrogant against me, but come to me in submission (to the true Religion).'" (31)
Al-Naml, 27:29-31
This Basmala is in verse 30 of Surat Al-Naml.
The arrangement of these two verse numbers, those of the only two numbered Basmalas in
the Qur’an, achieve a multiple of 7:
Al-Naml Verse

Al-Fatihah Verse

30

1

The number 301 is a multiple of 7.

34

Apart from chapter 9, Surat Al-Tauba (Chapter: Repentance), which does not contain any Basmalas before its
first verse.
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301 = 43 x 7
Al-Fatihah and Al-Naml
There exists a relationship between Surat Al-Fatihah and Surat Al-Naml (the two chapters
that contain numbered Basmalas), in terms of their chapter numbers and number of verses:
Al-Naml

Al-Fatihah

Number of verses

Chapter number

Number of verses

Chapter number

93

27

7

1

The outcome is 932771, a multiple of 7:
932771 = 133253 x 7
Al-Fatihah and Al-Taubah
If we further reflect upon the verses of the Qur’an, we find that there is a single chapter in
which the Basmala is not found in the beginning: Surat Al-Taubah (Chapter: Repentance). It
is almost as if it is acting opposite to the nature of the Qur’an, and contrary to all the other
chapters. That being said, there is also a relationship based on the number 7 between Surat
Al-Fatihah and Surat Al-Taubah, which is similar to the previous example. However, therein
lies a crucial difference: this relationship is only realised when we reverse the arrangement
we arrive at, confirming this opposite relationship:
Al-Taubah
Number of verses

←

Al-Fatihah

Chapter number

Number of verses

Chapter number

9

7

1

129

The number 129971 is not a multiple of 7. Yet when we reverse this number and read it
from right to left, we are left with 179921, a perfect multiple of 7!
179921 = 25703 x 7
Al-Naml and the Basmala’s double-mention
Surat Al-Naml is the only Qur’anic chapter where the Basmala is found twice: once in the
very beginning and once in the 30th verse. Having said that, there exists a unique
relationship between the very first and very last verse of this chapter. The first verse, of
course, is verse 1, and the last is verse 93.
Last verse number

First verse number

93

1
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The number 931, incredibly, is a multiple of 7 twice!
931 = 19 x 7 x 7
The beauty of this result has to be admired. Firstly, 931 is a multiple of 7 two times, as if
referring to the two mentions of the Basmala in this very chapter. Secondly, the number 19
is included in this final result, and as noted before, part of the significance of this number is
that the Basmala itself consists of 19 letters!

The Basmala, “Al-Mu’awwithatain” )The Two Chapters of Refuge) and the
Sheer Beauty of Numbers
We now come to one of the most profound of relationships that the Basmala proclaims with
other chapters in the Qur’an. That is its relationship with the last two chapters, Surat AlFalaq (Chapter: The Daybreak, Dawn) and Surat Al-Nas (Chapter: Mankind), commonly
known as “Al-Mu’awwithatain” or the ‘two chapters of refuge’. We will now see how the
letters of the Basmala form a connection with these two chapters in a way that, at best, can
be described as indescribable.
Surat Al-Falaq and the Basmala
One of the many beauties of the Basmala is the connection of its letters with the words of
other chapters, and such is the case with the “Al-Mu’awwithatain”, namely Surat Al-Falaq
and Surat Al-Nas. First, we start with the chapter before the last, the 113th chapter in the
Qur’an, Surat Al-Falaq.
In order to create the arrangement we’re looking for, we must count how many of the
Basmala’s letters are found in each word of Surat Al-Falaq. Note that this chapter consists of
26 words, which means that the number we’re going to find will be a very long one, our
longest yet, in fact. The question will then be whether this 26-digit number is a perfect
multiple of 7.
Previously, we examined Arabic words like (“ )القرآفThe Qur’an”, (“ )اهللGod”, (“ )الرحمفThe
Most Gracious”, and (“ )الرحيـThe Most Merciful”, and counted how many times the letters
of those words were repeated in the Basmala’s four words, thus forming a 4-digit number
every time. This time, not only are we doing the exact opposite, but this time, we’re looking
for the occurrence of the Basmala’s letters in an entire chapter!
Having said that, the Basmala, or )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو, consists of 10 different letters, as we
highlighted before:

م

ف

ىػ ػ

س

ب
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ـ
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The following is Surat Al-Falaq in its entirety:

ِ ٍ ِ َ )ِوِمن1(ِاِخلَ َق
ِِشّْر
ّْ قُ ْلِأَعُوذُِبَِر
َ )ِ َوِم ْن2(ِب
َ )ِ ِم ْن0(ِبِالْ َفلَ ِق
َ ِم
َ ِشّْر
ْ َ
َ ِشّْرِ َغاسقِإ َذ
َ َاِوق
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ ٍ ِ ِشّْر
)4(ِاِح َس َد
َ َِحاسدِإذ
َ َ )ِ َوم ْن3(ِالنػ ََّّفثَت ِِِفِالْعُ َقد
Say: I seek refuge with the Lord of the Dawn (1) From the mischief of created things; (2)
From the mischief of Darkness as it overspreads; (3) From the mischief of those who
practise secret arts; (4) And from the mischief of the envious one as he practises envy. (5)
Al-Falaq, 113
The first word of Surat Al-Falaq is (“ )قؿSay”. It is made up of 2 letters, ( )ؽand ()ؿ.
Therefore, one of the Basmala’s letters, ()ؿ, is found in this word, meaning that we assign it
the number 1, which forms the first number of our arrangement. To just give another
example, the third word in this chapter is (“ )بً ىربIn the Lord of35”, the three letters of which
are ()ب, ( )رand ( )بonce more. The Basmala letters ( )بand ( )رare both found in this
word, meaning that we assign it the number 3, because the letter ( )بis found twice and ()ر
once.36
Now, we write all the words of Surat Al-Falaq, and under each word, how many of the
Basmala’s letters it contains (Note: when Arabic words are written, their letters tend to join
together, somewhat like cursive writing in English! So for the benefit of our readers who
haven’t any knowledge of Arabic, we’ve written each word along with a breakdown of its
letters, so these can be easily compared with the letters of the Basmala, listed above):

)بً ىرب (ب ر ب

ً اٍل ىفمى
)ؽ (ا ؿ ؼ ؿ ؽ
3

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

35
36

3

ىك

2

ىك

2

0

1

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ
1

)ىما (ـ ا

)ىشر (ش ر

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

1

2

1

2

) ب (ك ؽ ب
ىكقى ى

)ًإ ىذا (إ ذ ا

ً ىغ
اس و
) ؽ (غ ا س ؽ

)ىشر (ش ر

2

2

)ؽ (خمؽ
ىخمى ى

0

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

)ىعكذ (أ ع ك ذ
أي

1

1

“In the Lord of” is a single word in Arabic.
Note that the letter “Alif” ( )أis sometimes written as ()أ, ()ا, ( )إor ()آ, depending on the pronunciation. This,

however, does not make it a different letter: it’s still as “Alif” as “Alif” gets!
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ىك

)اٍل يعقىًد (ا ؿ ع ؽ د

0

)ًفي (ؼ م

2

َّ
)النفَّثى ًت (ا ؿ ف ؼ ث ت

1

)ىح ىس ىد (ح س د

)ًإ ىذا (إ ذ ا

2

2

3

ً ح
)اس ود (ح ا س د
ى

)ىشر (ش ر
1

)ىشر (ش ر

3

1

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف
2

The number 22312021312012212012123311 is nothing less than a perfect multiple of 7!
22312021312012212012123311 = 3187431616001744573160473 x 7
Dividing up Surat Al-Falaq: more and more multiples
Surat Al-Falaq can be divided into two segments when analysed:
Seeking refuge with God Almighty: This is found in the first verse:

ِبِالْ َفلَ ِق
ّْ قُ ْلِأَعُوذُِبَِر
Say: I seek refuge with the Lord of the Dawn
Al-Falaq, 113:1
Seeking refuge from the evil and evil actions of God’s creations: This is found in the rest of
the verses in the chapter:

ِ َِشّْرِالنػ ََّّفث
ِ ٍ ِ َ )ِوِمن1(ِاِخلَ َق
ِ)ِ َوِِم ْن3(ِت ِِِفِالْعُ َق ِد
َ )ِ َوِم ْن2(ِب
َ ِم ْن
َ ِم
َ ِشّْر
ْ َ
َ ِشّْرِ َغاسقِإ َذ
َ َاِوق
ِ ٍ ِ َشّْر
)4(ِاِح َس َد
َ ِحاسدِإ َذ
َ
From the mischief of created things; (2) From the mischief of Darkness as it overspreads; (3)
From the mischief of those who practise secret arts; (4) And from the mischief of the
envious one as he practises envy. (5)
Al-Falaq, 113:2-5
Amazingly, we find an arrangement based on the number 7 in each of these two separate
segments. Now, taking the first segment on its own, we write each word along with its
corresponding number of Basmala letters (which we found above):

ً اٍل ىفمى
)ؽ (ا ؿ ؼ ؿ ؽ
3

)بً ىرب (ب ر ب
3

)ىعكذ (أ ع ك ذ
أي
1
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The number 3311 is a multiple of 7:
3311 = 473 x 7
Similarly, we take the second segment on its own:

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف
2

)ىشر (ش ر

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

1

2

1

2

) ب (ك ؽ ب
ىكقى ى

)ًإ ىذا (إ ذ ا

ً ىغ
اس و
) ؽ (غ ا س ؽ

)ىشر (ش ر

2

2

)ؽ (خمؽ
ىخمى ى

0

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

ىك

2

0

ىك

)ىما (ـ ا

ىك

1

)اٍل يعقىًد (ا ؿ ع ؽ د

0

)ًفي (ؼ م

2

َّ
)النفَّثى ًت (ا ؿ ف ؼ ث ت

1

)ىح ىس ىد (ح س د

)ًإ ىذا (إ ذ ا

2

2

1

)ىشر (ش ر

3

ً ح
)اس ود (ح ا س د
ى
3

1

)ىشر (ش ر

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

1

2

The number 2231202131201221201212 is a multiple of 7:
2231202131201221201212 = 318743161600174457316 X 7
Interestingly, even when we consider the second segment which speaks of seeking refuge
from the evil of God’s creations, and divide that up into two segments, each separate
segment still produces a multiple of 7. Therefore, we further divide the second segment
into:
Seeking refuge from the evil of God’s creations:

ِ ٍ ِ َ )ِوِمن1(ِاِخلَ َق
)2(ِب
َ ِم ْن
َ ِم
َ ِشّْر
ْ َ
َ ِشّْرِ َغاسقِإ َذ
َ َاِوق
From the mischief of created things; (2) From the mischief of Darkness as it overspreads; (3)
Al-Falaq, 113:2-3
Seeking refuge from the evil actions of God’s creations:

ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ ٍ ِ ِشّْر
ِ)4(ِاِح َس َد
َ َوِم ْن
َ َِحاسدِإذ
َ َ )ِ َوم ْن3(ِِشّْرِالنػ ََّّفثَت ِِِفِالْعُ َقد
From the mischief of those who practise secret arts; (4) And from the mischief of the
envious one as he practises envy. (5)
Al-Falaq, 113:4-5
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The first segment
Let’s write the first segment – that of seeking refuge from the evil of God’s creations – along
with how many Basmala letters occur in each word:

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

ىك

2

)ؽ (خمؽ
ىخمى ى

0

)ىما (ـ ا

)ىشر (ش ر

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

2

1

2

1

) ب (ك ؽ ب
ىكقى ى

)ًإ ىذا (إ ذ ا

ً ىغ
اس و
) ؽ (غ ا س ؽ

)ىشر (ش ر

2

2

1

1

The number 1221201212 is a multiple of 7:
1221201212 = 174457316 x 7
The second segment
Now, let’s write the second segment – that of seeking refuge from the evil actions of God’s
creations – along with the amount of Basmala letters found in each word:

)اٍل يعقىًد (ا ؿ ع ؽ د
2

)ًفي (ؼ م
1

َّ
)النفَّثى ًت (ا ؿ ف ؼ ث ت

)ىشر (ش ر

3

)ىح ىس ىد (ح س د

)ًإ ىذا (إ ذ ا

2

2

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

1

ً ح
)اس ود (ح ا س د
ى

)ىشر (ش ر

3

1

2

ىك
0

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

ىك

2

0

The number 223120213120 also divides by 7:
223120213120 = 31874316160 x 7
Categorising the words of Al-Falaq
All the perfect arrangements we just arrived at could not have been mere coincidence, but,
in our modest view, a miracle of God Almighty.
But to further reassure ourselves, we’re now going to take another look at the words of
Surat Al-Falaq, and categorise them according to how many Basmala letters they contain.
This leaves us with three categories:
1. Words that contain only one Basmala letter, like ()قؿ, for instance. There are 9 such
words.
2. Words that contain two Basmala letters, like (س ىد
 ى. There are 10 such words.
)ح ى
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3. Words that contain three Basmala letters, like ()بً ىرب. There are 4 such words.
Please note that anyone can count this for themselves by looking at Surat Al-Falaq above,
which indicates the number of Basmala letters in each word. Now, arranging the three
numbers – 9, 10, and 4 – together, we arrive at the following:
Three letters

Two letters

One letter

4

10

9

Surely enough, the number 4109 is a multiple of 7:
4109 = 587 x 7
And now we pose a critical question: Could coincidence have arranged the letters of the
Basmala across the words of Surat Al-Falaq in a manner perfectly in tune with the number
7? Could coincidence have gone even further, arranging the Basmala letters in each
separate segment of Surat Al-Falaq in the same way, only for coincidence to yet again form
an arrangement based on the number of ‘Al-Falaq’ words containing one, two and three
Basmala letters, with the answers always maintaining their status as absolute multiples of
7?
If all this had been coincidence (which, very strictly speaking, is not entirely impossible!),
could the exact same arrangements be found when analysing Surat Al-Nas, the chapter
which comes after Surat Al-Falaq, the second of the “Al-Mu’awwithatain” (two chapters of
refuge), and the final chapter of the Holy Qur’an?
Let’s find out.
Surat Al-Nas and the Basmala
Using the exact same steps we followed with Surat Al-Falaq, we start our analysis of Surat
Al-Nas – the final chapter of the Qur’an – by writing down the words of this chapter along
with the number of Basmala letters in each word. Again, the Basmala letters are:

م

ف

ىػ ػ

س

ب

ح

ر

ا

ـ

ؿ

And this is the whole of Surat Al-Nas:

ِ ِ)ِمل0(َِّاس
ِ ِاْلَن
ِ )ِ ِم ْنِ َشّْرِالْ َو ْس َو2(َِّاس
ِ )ِإِلَِوِالن1(َِّاس
ِ كِالن
ِ بِالن
ِ)3(َِّاس
ْ اس
ّْ قُ ْلِأَعُوذُِبَِر
َ
ِ َّ
ِ ِاْلِن َِّة َِوالن
ِ ِص ُدوِرِالن
)5(َِّاس
ْ )ِ ِم ْن4(َِّاس
ُ س ِِِف
ُ الذيِيػُ َو ْس ِو
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Say: I seek refuge with the Lord and Cherisher of Mankind, (1) The King (or Ruler) of
Mankind, (2) The God (for judge) of Mankind,- (3) From the mischief of the Whisperer (of
Evil), who withdraws (after his whisper),- (4) (The same) who whispers into the hearts of
Mankind,- (5) Among Jinns and among men. (6)
Al-Nas, 114
The breakdown of Surat Al-Nas is as follows:

)بً ىرب (ب ر ب

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س
5

3

5

)ىمًم ًؾ (ـ ؿ ؾ

5

2

ً اٍلك ٍسك
)اس (ا ؿ ك س ك ا س
ى ى

5

1

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س

3

ً اٍل ىخَّن
)اس (ا ؿ خ ف ا س

)ىشر (ش ر

5

ً ص يد
)كر (ص د ك ر
ي

)ًفي (ؼ م

1

1

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س

ىك
0

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ

1

)إًلى ًو (إ ؿ ق

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س

5

)ىعكذ (أ ع ك ذ
أي

1

)يي ىك ٍس ًك يس (م ك س ك س

2

)الًَّذم (ا ؿ ذ م

3

)اٍل ًجَّن ًة (ا ؿ ج ف ة
4

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

3

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س

2

5

Indeed, the large number 504251133551253525311, just like its sister in Surat Al-Falaq, is
no less than a multiple of 7:
504251133551253525311 = 72035876221607646473 x 7
Dividing up Surat Al-Nas: more multiples of 7
Just like we did with Surat Al-Falaq, we can divide Surat Al-Nas into 2 segments:
Seeking refuge with God Almighty:

ِ ِ)ِمل0(َِّاس
ِ )ِإِلَِوِالن1(َِّاس
ِ كِالن
ِ بِالن
)2(َِّاس
ّْ قُ ْلِأَعُوذُِبَِر
َ
Say: I seek refuge with the Lord and Cherisher of Mankind, (1) The King (or Ruler) of
Mankind, (2) The God (for judge) of Mankind,- (3)
Al-Nas, 114:1-3
Seeking refuge from the devil:
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ِ َّ
ِ ِاْلِن َِّة َِوالن
ِ ِص ُدوِرِالن
ِ ِاْلَن
ِ ِشّْرِالْ َو ْس َو
)5(َِّاس
ْ )ِ ِم ْن4(َِّاس
ْ اس
َ ِم ْن
ُ س ِِِف
ُ )ِالذيِيػُ َو ْس ِو3(َِّاس
From the mischief of the Whisperer (of Evil), who withdraws (after his whisper),- (4) (The
same) who whispers into the hearts of Mankind,- (5) Among Jinns and among men. (6)
Al-Nas, 114:4-6
Again, as we did with Surat Al-Falaq, we consider each segment37 on its own, counting the
number of Basmala letters in every word.
The first segment

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س

)بً ىرب (ب ر ب

5

)ىعكذ (أ ع ك ذ
أي

3

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س

1

)إًلى ًو (إ ؿ ق

5

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ
1

)ىمًم ًؾ (ـ ؿ ؾ

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س

3

5

2

The number 53525311 is a multiple of 7:
53525311 = 7646473 x 7
The second segment

ً اٍل ىخَّن
)اس (ا ؿ خ ف ا س

ً اٍلك ٍسك
)اس (ا ؿ ك س ك ا س
ى ى

5

5

ً ص يد
)كر (ص د ك ر
ي

)ًفي (ؼ م

1

1

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س
5

ىك
0

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

)ىشر (ش ر
1

)يي ىك ٍس ًك يس (م ك س ك س

2

)الًَّذم (ا ؿ ذ م

3

)اٍل ًجَّن ًة (ا ؿ ج ف ة
4

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف
2

3

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س
5

The resulting arrangement gives 5042511335512, a multiple of 7:
5042511335512 = 720358762216 x 7
Categorising the words of Al-Nas

37

Please note that with Surat Al-Falaq, we further divided the second segment into 2 segments, but with Surat
Al-Nas, we can only have 2 segments in total.
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We now categorise the words of Surat Al-Nas according to how many letters from the
Basmala they contain. This produces five categories:
1. Words that contain only one Basmala letter, like (شر
) ى, for instance. There are 5 such
words.
2. Words that contain two Basmala letters, like ()ممً ًؾ
 ى. There are 3 such words.
3. Words that contain three Basmala letters, like ()بً ىرب. There are 4 such words.
4. Words that contain four Basmala letters, like ()اٍل ًجَّن ًة. That is actually the only
example, so there is just 1 such word.

ً )الن
َّ . There are 7 such words.
5. Words that contain five Basmala letters, like (اس
Therefore:
Five letters

Four letters

Three letters

7

1

4

Two letters
3

One letter
5

This arrangement results in the number 71435, a multiple of 7:
71435 = 10205 x 7
These magnificent results portray the beautiful consistency and interconnectedness of the
Qur’an’s numeric arrangements. We have witnessed the critical importance of the
Basmala’s letters, and how using them across various Qur’anic verses and chapters has
produced perfect multiples of 7 without exception. The sensitivity of such calculations
cannot be more emphasised: had any of the numbers been ever so slightly different, we
would not have arrived at a multiple of 7. This confirms not only that the Basmala verse is
the clear word of God Almighty, but that the other verses which we linked to the Basmala
can only be God’s words as well.
Continuing to link the wonderful letters of the Basmala across different parts of the Holy
Qur’an, we now examine the presence of these letters in another verse; a verse that has
been rendered the “Greatest Verse in the Qur’an”.

The Greatest Verse in the Qur’an
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Muslims know very well that the greatest verse in the Qur’an, as acknowledge by the
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), is “Ayat Al-Kursi” (The Throne Verse), which is verse 255 of
Surat Al-Baqarah38:

ِ ِالسمو
ِ ِاْليِالْ َقيُّوـ ََِلِِتَِأْخ ُذه
ِ ت َِوَم
ِ ِم
ِ ِاْل ْر
ِِم ْن
ِْ اِِف
اِِف
ِ
و
ل
ِ
ـ
و
ػ
ن
ِ
َل
ِو
ة
ن
ِس
َ
َ
ٌ
َّ
َ
َ
ُ اللَّوُ ََِلِإِلَوَِإََِّل
ٌ
ُ
ُ ُ
ُ ُّ َْ ِى َو
َض
َ
ْ
َ
َ
َ
ِ
ُِ ِعْن َدهِإََِّلِبِاِ ْذنِِوِيػعلَمِماِبػنيِأي ِدي ِهمِوماِخ ْل َفهمِوََل
ِ
ُِِييطُو َفِبِ َش ْي ٍء ِِم ْن
ُ َذاِالَّذيِيَ ْش َف ُع
َ ْ ُ َ ََ ْ ْ ََْ َ ُ َْ
ِ ِالسمو
ِ اْلرضِوََلِيءوده
ِاِشاءِو ِسعِ ُكر
ِ ِع ْل ِم ِوِإََِّل
ُِ اِوُى َوِالْ َعلِ ُّيِالْ َع ِظ
يم
م
ه
ظ
ف
ِ
ِح
ِ
ِو
ت
و
ي
س
ِِب
ْ
ُ
ُّ
ْ
َّ
َ
َ
ُ
َ
ُ
ُ
ُ
ْ
َ
َ َ
َ ََ
ْ ََ
َ َ
God! There is no god but He,-the Living, the Self-subsisting, Eternal. No slumber can seize
Him nor sleep. His are all things in the heavens and on earth. Who is there can intercede in
His presence except as He permitteth? He knoweth what (appeareth to His creatures as)
before or after or behind them. Nor shall they compass aught of His knowledge except as He
willeth. His Throne doth extend over the heavens and the earth, and He feeleth no fatigue in
guarding and preserving them for He is the Most High, the Supreme (in glory).
Al-Baqarah, 2:255
Having already discovered incredible connections between the letters of the Basmala and
various verses and chapters, we felt that such a profound connection was inevitable in what
is known as the Qur’an’s greatest verse.
Just to reiterate, the following are the letters of the Basmala:

م

ف

ىػ ػ

س

ب

ح

ر

ا

ـ

ؿ

We now write “Ayat Al-Kursi” along with the number of Basmala letters contained in each of
its words:

)اٍل ىح ُّي (ا ؿ ح م
4

)ال (ؿ ا
2

ىك

)يى ىك (ق ك

)إال (إ ؿ ا

)إًلى ىو (إ ؿ ق

1

3

3

)ًسىنةه (س ف ة

0

3

)َّم ىك ًت (ا ؿ س ـ ك ت
الس ى
4

)ىذا (ذ ا

)ٍخ يذهي (ت أ خ ذ ق
تىأ ي

)ال (ؿ ا

)ىما (ـ ا
2

ً األ ٍىر
)ض (ا ؿ أ ر ض

38

4

)ُّكـ (ا ؿ ؽ م ك ـ
اٍلقىي ي

2

1

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

)المَّو (ا ؿ ؿ ق

2

2

)ًفي (ؼ م

)ال (ؿ ا

4

)لىوي (ؿ ق
2

)ًفي (ؼ م

)ىن ٍكهـ (ف ك ـ
2

)ىما (ـ ا

ك

Do note that the Throne Verse is a long verse. In fact, it’s much longer than entire chapters in the Qur’an,
but nevertheless, it is only one verse!
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1

2

4

)ًعٍن ىدهي (ع ف د ق

)إال (إ ؿ ا
3

)ىما (ـ ا

3

ً
)كف (م ح م ط ك ف
ييحيطي ى
4

2

3

ك

4

2

0

)بً ىش ٍي وء (ب ش م
2

)ىك ًس ىع (ك س ع

4

2

)اٍل ىعمً ُّي (ا ؿ ع ؿ م

4

4

)اء (ش ا
ىش ى

1

)ال (ؿ ا

2

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ع ظ م ـ
اٍل ىعظ ي

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

)يك ٍرًسيُّوي (ؾ ر س م ق

)كدهي (م ك د ق
ىييئ ي

ك

2

4

)ًح ٍفظييي ىما (ح ؼ ظ ق ـ ا

)ىما (ـ ا

3

3

)َّم ىك ًت (ا ؿ س ـ ك ت
الس ى

4

)ىخٍمفىيي ٍـ (خ ؿ ؼ ق ـ

0

3

)بًًإ ٍذنً ًو (ب إ ذ ف ق

)ىي ٍعمى يـ (م ع ؿ ـ

)ًعٍم ًم ًو (ع ؿ ـ ق

)إال (إ ؿ ا

3

3

2

)ال (ؿ ا

0

)الَّ ًذم (ا ؿ ذ م

1

)ىبٍي ىف (ب م ف

5

2

)ىي ٍشفىعي (م ش ؼ ع

2

)أٍىي ًدي ًي ٍـ (أ م د م ق ـ

)بً ىما (ب ـ ا

1

ك

1

ً األ ٍىر
)ض (ا ؿ أ ر ض

ك

4

0

0

)يى ىك (ق ك
1

ك
0

The huge number that results from this arrangement is
441042204044113332242032053234321312412041222203224413324. Incredibly, it is a
perfect multiple of 7!!
441042204044113332242032053234321312412041222203224413324 =
63006029149159047463147436176331616058863031743317773332 x 7
This perfect result ultimately proves that the letters of the Basmala carry with them an
intricately precise mathematical secret, one that has been unlocked in many Qur’anic
verses, and most notably (so far) Ayat Al-Kursi, the greatest verse in the Qur’an.
We must also bear in mind that we have written the various Qur’anic verses exactly as they
appear in the Qur’an, which is absolutely critical in our study of the numeric miracle. For

instance, the word َّما ىكا ًت
( الس ىthe skies) – which appears in Ayat Al-Kursi, among other verses
- is written in the Qur’an in a different form than that which is used in normal Arabic. In

Qur’anic Arabic, it is written as )َّم ىك ًت (ا ؿ س ـ ك ت
الس ى, which contains 4 Basmala letters. Had

it been written in normal Arabic, the word would have been )َّما ىكا ًت (ا ؿ س ـ ا ك ا ت
الس ى, which
would have meant it contained 6 Basmala letters. Had that been the case, the numeric
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arrangement we obtained would have been completely destroyed, because we would have
arrived at a number that does not divide by 7!

A Web of Numbers
We witnessed how the miracle of the Basmala is not only limited to its letters and words on
their own. A miracle also exists in the connection between the Basmala and other Qur’anic
verses. These connections form a complex and diverse web of numbers that emanate the
beauty of the Holy Qur’an’s numeric miracle.
Studying the Basmala’s connection with all the verses of the Qur’an is something that
requires a great deal of research, but for now, it seems appropriate for the purposes of our
study to choose two examples, one from the first chapter in the Qur’an and one from the
last.
1. The first chapter begins with God Almighty saying:

ِ ّْ )ِا ْْلم ُدِلِلَّ ِوِر0(ِِالرِحي ِم
)1(ِني
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ بِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
َ بِالْ َعلَم
َْ
َ
In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful. (1) Praise be to God, the Cherisher and
Sustainer of the world; (2)
Al-Fatihah, 1:1-2
2. The final chapter begins with:

ِ)0(ِ}َّاس
ِِ بِالن
ّْ ِالرِحي ِمِِ{قُ ْلِأَعُوذُِبَِر
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ بِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.39 Say: I seek refuge with the Lord and
Cherisher of Mankind, (1)
Al-Nas, 114:1
As highlighted before, the Basmala in the last chapter of the Qur’an is not part of its verses;
it merely sits atop of the chapter. And in the same way, it sits atop almost all the other
chapters in the Qur’an40 without being considered part of the verses. The only exception to
this is the Basmala found in Surat Al-Fatihah, which is the first verse of that chapter.
Whilst keeping in mind that every word in the above verses carries a miracle, we will
concentrate solely on the first and last word of each verse. The reason for that is for our
readers not to think that our choice of words is made randomly, but systematically. That is
why we always choose the first and last chapter, the first and last verse, and so on.
40

Except for Surat Al-Taubah, where there is no Basmala whatsoever.
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As stated many times before, the first verse in Surat Al-Fatihah is the Basmala, and the first
of its four words is ()بسـ, which has been repeated 22 times in the Qur’an. The last word in
the Basmala is ()الرحيـ, which has been repeated 115 times.

ً
ً ًَّ
The second verse in Surat Al-Fatihah is )يف
(اٍل ىح ٍم يد لمو ىرب اٍل ىعمىم ى, the first word of which is
ً
()الحمد. This word is repeated in the Qur’an 38 times, and the last word, )يف
(اٍل ىعمىم ى, is
repeated 73 times41.

And now, let us bear witness to an astounding web of numeric connections between these
four numbers {73 – 38 – 115 – 22} that always manages to generate multiples of 7.
Fact 1
The first and last words of the Basmala verse, (الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ )بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو, are repeated 22 and 115
times respectively. Combining these two numbers achieves 11522, our first multiple of 7:
11522 = 1646 x 7
Note: we have seen this example earlier in this Part, but it is also relevant here.
Fact 2
Next, the numbers 38 and 73 represent, respectively, the first and last words in the second

ً
ً ًَّ
verse of Surat Al-Fatihah, namely )يف
(اٍل ىح ٍم يد لمو ىرب اٍل ىعمىم ى. This forms the number 7338, and
taking this number’s opposite gives us 8337, which is a multiple of 7:
8337 = 1191 x 7

We must now address the obvious question of why we reversed the number 7338, and the
secret behind why the numbers we arrive at are sometimes read in opposite directions. The
reason lies in the fact that upon reflection, many of the Qur’an’s verses have opposite
meanings.
Having said that, in the Basmala verse, (In the Name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful),
we find the attribute of mercy; the mercy of God. And mercy in such a context is always
bestowed upon by God. In other words, mercy is from the creator to his creations.
In sharp contrast, the second verse of Surat Al-Fatihah is (Praise be to God, the Cherisher
and Sustainer of the world;), a verse which carries the attribute of praise. And praise, unlike
mercy, is made from the creation to the creator. In other words, it is us creations who
praise God for his infinite blessings upon us.
41

Muhammad Fawad Abdul Baqi, ed., Al-Muajam-al-Mufahras Li-Alfazil Quranil Kareem (Shabb Press, 1945).
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For this reason, it is only fitting that the numeric arrangements underlying these verses
exhibit an opposing nature; one which perfectly complements their literal interpretations.
To summarise this important result:

ِ ّْ يمِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِالْحمدِلِلَّ ِوِر
ِ ِالر ْْحَ ِنِا َّلرِح
ين
َّ ِِِِِِِِِِبِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
َْ
َ بِال َْعلَم
َ
73



38

115

Read from right to left



22

Read from left to right
Fact 3

We called this section of our book “A web of numbers” for a reason. The four numbers in
this ‘web’ (73 – 38 – 115 – 22) are so closely interconnected to the extent that it will never
cease to amaze us just how many multiples of 7 these four numbers can produce42!
Now, we take the numbers pertaining to the first word of the first verse, and the first word
of the second verse:

ِاْلَ ْم ُد
ْ ِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِبِ ْس ِم
38

22

The number which represents the repetition of these two words in the Holy Qur’an is 3822:
a multiple of 7.
3822 = 546 x 7
We now know that the first word of both verses are connected with respect to the number
7.
Fact 4
Now, taking the numbers pertaining to the last word of the first verse, and the last word of
the second verse, we find this arrangement:

42

Do note that we’re still dealing with example 1, that of the first two verses of the Qur’an’s first chapter.
Example 2, which relates to the final chapter of the Qur’an, carries with it a whole web of its own!
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ِ َّ ِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِ
ِ
ِني
َ الرحي ِمِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِالْ َعلَم
73

115

The number representing the repetition of these two words in the Qur’an is 73115: a
multiple of 7.
73115 = 10445 x 7
We have further established that the last word of both verses have a connection pertaining
to the number 7.
Fact 5
The numbers which relate to the first word of the first verse and the last word of the second
verse give us:

ِ
ِني
َ ِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِبِ ْس ِمِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِالْ َعلَم
73

22

7322 is yet another multiple of 7:
7322 = 1046 x 7
Fact 6
Exactly opposite to Fact 5, we now consider the last word of the first verse and the first
word of the second verse:

ِاْلَ ْم ُد
ْ ِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِالرِحي ِم
َّ ِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِ
38

115

The above arrangement is also a multiple of 7.
38115 = 5445 x 7
We have witnessed six closely connected facts that all relate to the first two verses of Surat
Al-Fatihah, and that all represent multiples of 7. But the most important conclusion of all,
perhaps, is that these numbers hardly leave any room for coincidence.
Coincidence simply cannot take place this frequently. Nevertheless, we acknowledge and
accept that people may well have their doubts, which is why we are now going to apply the
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same logic to the final chapter of the Qur’an, to see how the very same arrangements
maintain the beautiful consistency of being multiples of 7.
Fact 7
Having witnessed the amazing arrangements between the Basmala and the verse that
follows it in the first chapter of the Holy Qur’an, are the same connections preserved when
examining the Basmala and the final chapter of the Qur’an?
The final chapter of the Qur’an is Surat Al-Nas, and the first verse in this chapter is:

َِّاس
ِِ بِالن
ّْ قُ ْلِأَعُوذُِبَِر
The first word in this verse, ()قؿ, is cited in the Qur’an 332 times. The last word, ()الناس, is
repeated 241 times.
And now, we arrange the two numbers together:

َِّاس
ِِ بِِِِِالن
ِّْ ِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِقُ ِْلِِِِِأَعُوذُِبَِر
241

332

The result is 241332, a multiple of 7:
241332 = 34476 x 7
Fact 8
Now, we will examine the numbers (241 – 332 – 115 – 22), which represent the Qur’an’s
repetition of the first and last word of both the Basmala and the first verse of Surat Al-Nas.

ِ الرِح
يم
َّ ِِِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ بِ ْس ِمِِاللَّ ِو

ِ بِِالن
َّاس
ِّْ ق ْلِِأَعُوذُِبَِر
241

332

115

22

Let’s now explore this web of numbers in the same way we investigated the first two verses
of Surat Al-Fatihah.
First, taking the numbers of the first word of the first verse, and the first word of the second
verse, we get:

ِبِ ْس ِمِِِِِِِِِِِِِ قُ ْل
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332

22

The number representing the repetition of these two words in the Qur’an is 33222, a
multiple of 7.
33222 = 4746 x 7
Fact 9
We now use the numbers of the last word of the first verse, and the last word of the second
verse:

ِ الن
َِّاس

ِالرِحيم
َّ

241

115

The result is 241115, a multiple of 7 again.
241115 = 34445 x 7
Fact 10
The numbers relating to the first word of the first verse, and the last word of the second
verse are as follows:

ِ الن
َِّاس

بِ ْس ِم

241

22

The number 24122 is a multiple of 7:
24122 = 3446 x 7
Fact 11
Finally, we take the numbers of the last word of the first verse, and the first word of the
second verse:

ِقُ ْل

ِالرِحيم
َّ ِ

332

115

The number 332115 is also a multiple of 7.
332115 = 47445 x 7
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So as we have seen, the perfect multiples of 7 illustrated above involved only six different
words; nevertheless, these words produced an intricate web of interconnectedness that is
so difficult to interpret as coincidence. This only makes us wonder: what kind of astounding
precision can we expect to find if we studied all the words of the Qur’an, which amount to
more than 70,000?

The Basmala Reflects More of its Beauty – The Verse of Transcendence
We have already mentioned that the Basmala consists of ten different Arabic letters:

م

ف

ىػ ػ

س

ب

ح

ر

ا

ـ

ؿ

As we have already seen, part of the beauty of the Basmala verse is that its letters are found
within many of the Qur’an’s words in a manner consistent with the number 7.
We will now look at a particular verse, a verse which represents a significant point of
difference between Islam and other faiths, and states God’s transcendence above the claims
that he begot a child or was begotten. This is the third verse of chapter 112, Surat Al-Ikhlas
(Chapter: Sincerity):

ََِلِْيَلِ ْد َِوََلِْيُولَ ْد
He begetteth not, nor is He begotten;
Al-Ikhlas, 112:3
The verse of transcendence
This verse, albeit a very short one, carries an immaculate numeric miracle that is linked to
the Basmala. It is one of those verses that underpin the fundamental Muslim belief that no
one is worthy of worship but God, and that there is in fact no God but Allah the Almighty.
The few letters of this verse, as we will soon see, have been perfect and arranged in a way
that produces a beautiful collection of multiples of 7.
The numeric miracle we are about to see is based upon the letters of each word in the
Basmala: (الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ )بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو. That is, the letters of each Basmala word are arranged
across the third verse of Surat Al-Ikhlas, ()لى ٍـ ىيمً ٍد ىكىل ٍـ ييكىل ٍد, in such precise fashion.

Taking every Basmala word on its own, we will now count the number of letters that each
Basmala word has in common with ()لى ٍـ ىيمً ٍد ىكلى ٍـ ييكلى ٍد.

1. The first word in the Basmala is ()بسـ, and consists of three letters:
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( بسـ )ب س ـ
This is the breakdown of the letters of verse 3 of Surat Al-Ikhlas:

(يكلد )م ك ؿ د

(لـ )ؿ ـ

ك

(يمد )م ؿ د

(لـ )ؿ ـ

Now, we can easily count what each of the five words above contain from the three letters
of the word ()بسـ. For instance, the first word, ()لـ, contains one of the letters of ()بسـ,
namely ( )ـand as such is assigned the number 1. The second word, ()يمد, the third word,

()ك43 and the fifth word, ( )يكلدhave no letters in common with the ()بسـ, and are therefore
each assigned the number 0.
The first arrangement we arrive at looks like this:

يكلد

لـ

ك

يمد

لـ

0

1

0

0

1

The number 01001 is a multiple of 7:
01001 = 143 x 7
2. The second Basmala word is ()المَّو, and consists of four letters.

(المَّو )ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ
One of the above letters, ()ؿ, is repeated twice, and is in fact the only letter in common with
any of the words of verse 3 of Surat Al-Ikhlas. Using the same method we followed with the
first Basmala word, we are left with the following arrangement:

(يكلد )م ك ؿ د

(لـ )ؿ ـ

ك

(يمد )م ؿ د

(لـ )ؿ ـ

1

0

1

1

1
The number 11011 is a multiple of 7:

11011 = 1573 x 7
3. The Basmala word ( )الرحمفis next, and consists of six letters:

43

As we mentioned earlier, this is a one-letter word.
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(الرحمف )ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
This produces the following arrangement:

(يكلد )م ك ؿ د
1

(لـ )ؿ ـ

ك

(يمد )م ؿ د

(لـ )ؿ ـ

2

0

1

2

The number 12012 is again a multiple of 7:
12012 = 1716 x 7
4. The final Basmala word, ()الرحيـ, is made up of six letters:

(الرحيـ )ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
The final arrangement is therefore:

(يكلد )م ك ؿ د
2

(لـ )ؿ ـ

ك

(يمد )م ؿ د

(لـ )ؿ ـ

2

0

2

2

The number 22022 is yet again a multiple of 7:
22022 = 3146 x 7
Can coincidence repeat itself four consecutive times in the very same manner?
Whatever the answer to that, we will nevertheless further continue with this wonderful
verse, to discover even more multiples of 7.
As we noted before, the beauty of the Qur’an’s numeric miracle is that it does not bother to
limit itself to merely one verse, but also embraces the connection of that verse to others in
the Qur’an; thereby presenting a complex web of numeric relationships.
And to erase any possibility of coincidence, we will now take each Basmala word, and under
it write the four results found above; that is, the numbers found as a result of dividing each
arrangement by 7. The results are as follows:


The result of dividing the arrangement of the letters of ( )بسـacross verse 3 of Surat
Al-Ikhlas by 7 gave us 0143.



The result of dividing the arrangement of the letters of the second Basmala word,

()المَّو, is 1573.
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The result of dividing the arrangement of the letters of ( )الرحمفis 1716.



The result of dividing the arrangement of the letters of ( )الرحيـis 3146.

Now, arranging four numbers into a single numbers, we arrive at:

الرِحي ِم
َّ ِِِِِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِِِِِبِ ْس ِمِِِِِاللَِِّو
3146

1716

1573

0143

The 16-digit number 3146171615730143 represents a perfect multiple of 7!
3146171615730143 = 449453087961449 x 7

The Repetition of the Basmala’s Words – Captivating Digits
Each of the four words of the Basmala has been deliberately repeated an exact number of
times in the Holy Qur’an. The precision in the number of these repetitions is such that it is
difficult to imagine that anyone other than God Almighty could have maintained it.
This is simply because the arrangements we are about to see, which come about from using
these four numbers, are, to say the least, astounding.
The Basmala, as we well know, is:

ِِالرِحيم
ِْ ِالر
َّ ْحَ ِن
َّ بِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
The first word is ()بسـ, and has been cited 22 times in the Qur’an. The second word, ()المَّو, is
repeated 2699 times. The third word, ()الرحمف, is repeated 57 times and the last, ()الرحيـ, is
repeated 115 times.
What is truly incredible is that we will now find the digit sum of each separate number, and
then combine the results into a single number and see how that gives a multiple of 7.


The repetition of ( )بسـis 22, and the digit sum of this is 2+2 = 4.



The repetition of ( )المَّوis 2699, and the digit sum of this is 2+6+9+9 = 26.



The repetition of ( )الرحمفis 57, and its digit sum is 5+7 = 12.



The repetition of ( )الرحيـis 115, and its digit sum is 1+1+5 = 7.
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Let us now combine the four numbers obtained above into the following arrangement:

الرِحي ِم
َّ ِِِِِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِِِِِبِ ْس ِمِِِِِاللَِِّو
7

12

26

4

The number 712264 is actually a multiple of 7 twice!
712264 = 14536 x 7 x 7
Amazingly, reading this number from the opposite direction not only gives us a multiple of
7, but a multiple of 7 twice!
462217 = 9433 x 7 x 7
And if those two examples are not enough, one more would not do any harm. The numbers
4, 26, 12 and 7 are the four digit sums we calculated. If we take these very numbers (that is,
these very digit sums!), and calculate their digit sum, we find:
4 + 26 + 12 + 7 = 49
And the number 49, dear readers, is none other than 7 x 7!!.
The profoundness of these results is striking, and truly makes us wonder whether any
human being can ever manage to write a book whose first sentence carries a hidden
skeleton of embedded numeric arrangements that flows across the rest of it.

God’s Names in the First and Last Verse which Mentions ()المَّه
God Almighty’s main name in Arabic is ()المَّو, or (Allah). It has been abundantly repeated in
the Qur’an; precisely 2699 times. Studying all these repetitions will take a very long time, so
for now, we will concentrate only on the first and last mention of His name in the Qur’an.
The first time ( )المَّوis mentioned is in the very first Qur’anic verse, the Basmala,

)الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو. In this verse, God’s name is followed by two more of his names,
namely (( )الرحمفMost Gracious) and (( )الرحيـMost Merciful).

The final mention of ( )المَّوin the Qur’an is found in the second verse of Surat Al-Ikhlas:

ِِالص َم ُد
َّ ُاللَّو
God, the Eternal, Absolute;
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Al-Ikhlas, 112:2
Here, God’s name is followed this time by another one of His names, namely (( )الصمدThe
Eternal; Absolute). And now, we shall take a close look at the following series of numeric
arrangements.
The number of chapters
Surat Al-Fatihah is the chapter which mentions ( )المَّوfor the first time, and Surat Al-Ikhlas is
the chapter which mentions it last. Counting the number of chapters from Surat Al-Fatihah,
up to (and including) Surat Al-Ikhlas, we find 112 chapters, and this number of chapters
represents a multiple of 7.
112 = 16 x 7
The number of verses
Similarly, we will now count the number of verses from the first verse which mentions

()المَّو44, up to (and including) the final verse which mentions it. We find that the number of
verses is exactly 622345, a number which represents a multiple of 7 twice!
6223 = 127 x 7 x 7
The number of letters
The first verse that mentions ( )المَّوin the Qur’an consists of 19 letters in total:

ب س ـ ا ؿ ؿ ق ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
The last verse consists of 9 letters:

ا ؿ ؿ ق ا ؿ ص ـ د
Adding these numbers together gives us another multiple of 7.
19 + 9 = 28
28 = 4 x 7
An arrangement in the letters of ()المَّه

44

Which, as we know, is the first verse of the Qur’an, the Basmala!
Although somewhat time-consuming, any individual can do this on their own. Some publications of the
Qur’an include an index which mentions the number of verses in each chapter, making this an easier task.
45
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As mentioned earlier in this part, the word ( )المَّوis made up of 3 different letters, namely
“Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, and “Hā’” ()ىػ. These three letters are found in the first verse
mentioning ( )المَّو8 times:

ب س ـ ا ؿ ؿ ق ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
These letters are found 6 times in the last verse to mention ()المَّو:

ا ؿ ؿ ق ا ؿ ص ـ د
Adding the two numbers, we arrive at a multiple of 7:
8 + 6 = 14
14 = 2 x 7
Interestingly, the number of letters of these two verses is 28, and 14 of these (i.e. half) are
those three letters making up God’s name! This may cast our minds back a bit earlier, to
when we noted that the letters of the Arabic language, the language of the Qur’an, are 28,
half of which are found in the Qur’an’s “special phrases”.
Before continuing, we ask: Who is it that could have made the number of chapters, from the

first which mentions the name ( )المَّوto the last, a multiple of 7? Who is it that similarly made
the number of verses, from the first which cites the name ( )المَّوto the last, a multiple of 7?
Who is it that made sure the number of letters of these two verses was a multiple of 7, and

that the presence of the letters of the name ( )المَّوin these two verses also created a multiple
of 7? Might it not be the very holder of that name? Might it not be God Almighty Himself?
It’s an exciting prospect to reflect upon, but there are still even more arrangements to
cover.
The letters of ()الرحمن
The letters making up ()الرحمف, another one of God Almighty’s names, are “Alif” ()أ, “Lām”

()ؿ, “Rā’” ()ر, “Ḥā’” ()ح, “Mīm” ()ـ, and “Nūn” ()ف. These letters are found 15 times in the
first verse in which ( )المَّوis cited:

ب س ـ ا ؿ ؿ ق ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
In the last verse, these letters are found 6 times.
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ا ؿ ؿ ق ا ؿ ص ـ د
The sum of these two numbers is again a multiple of 7:
15 + 6 = 21
21 = 3 x 7
The letters of ()الرحيم
The previous result repeats itself with the name ()الرحيـ. This name for God consists of
“Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, “Rā’” ()ر, “Ḥā’” ()ح, “Mīm” ()ـ, and “Yā’”. These letters occur 15 times
in the verse that first mentions ( )المَّوand 6 times in the verse that mentions it last:

ب س ـ ا ؿ ؿ ق ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف ا ؿ ر ح م ـ

ا ؿ ؿ ق ا ؿ ص ـ د
The chapter and verse numbers
The following arrangement involves combining the chapter numbers and verse numbers of
our two respective verses:

ِِالص َم ُد
َّ ُِالرِحي ِمِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِاللَّو
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِِِِِِِِِِبِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
Verse number
2

Chapter number

Verse number

Chapter number

112

1

1

The number 211211 is a multiple of 7:
211211 = 30173 x 7
The repetition of words
Let us simply write down the words of each of the two verses right next to each other, along
with the number of times each word has been repeated in the Holy Qur’an:
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ِالص َم ُد
ُِالرِحي ِمِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِاللَّو
َّ
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِ بِ ْس ِم ِاللَِِّو
1

2699

115

57

2699

22

This massive number, 1269911557269922, is a perfect multiple of 7!
1269911557269922 = 181415936752846 x 7
Not only that, but adding these separate repetitions produces a number which again divides
by 7 perfectly!
1 + 2699 + 115 + 57 + 2699 + 22 = 5593
5593 = 799 x 7
The arrangement of letters and word repetitions
The first verse which mentions God’s name is the Basmala, that is, )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو. It
contains three of God’s names: ()المَّو, ( )الرحمفand ()الرحيـ. For each of these names, let us
identify the number of letters they consist of, and the number of times they have been
repeated in the Qur’an.
1. The name ( )المَّوconsists of 4 letters, and is repeated 2699 times.
2. The name ( )الرحمفconsists of 6 letters, and is repeated 57 times.
3. The name ( )الرحيـconsists of 6 letters, and is repeated 115 times.
Arranging these numbers, we arrive at the following result:

ِالرِحيم
َّ

ِاللَّ ِو

ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِ

Repetition

Letters

Repetition

Letters

Repetition

Letters

115

6

57

6

2699

4

The number 115657626994, which represents the letters of these names in the first verse
and the total repetition of each name in the Qur’an, is a multiple of 7:
115657626994 = 16522518142 x 7
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This very same consistency is repeated when we consider the last verse that mentions God’s
name, ()المَّو, when God Almighty says: (الص ىم يد
َّ )المَّوي. This verse consists of only two words,
both of which are names of God:
1. The name ( )المَّوconsists of 4 letters, and is repeated 2699 times.
2. The name ( )الصمدconsists of 5 letters, and is repeated only 1 time.

ُِاللَّو

ِالص َم ُد
َّ
Repetition

Letters

Repetition

Letters

1

5

2699

4

The number 1526994 is a multiple of 7:
1526994 = 218142 x 7
These results show us that God organised the repetition of His names, and the very letters
of his names, into a wittingly precise arrangement.
The brilliant arrangement of the alphabetic letters
We are now going to look at a series of highly interconnected (and potentially complex!)
arrangements that take place between the letters of the two verses.
We established that the first verse to mention God’s name in fact carries not one, but three
of His names: ()المَّو, ( )الرحمفand ()الرحيـ. These three words consist of 16 letters in total, but

half of these are repeated more than once. In other words, ignoring repetition, there are in
fact 8 different alphabetic letters between these three names:

ا ؿ ؿ ق ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
Here are the 8 letters:

ا ل ه ر ح م ن ي
The last verse to mention God’s name carries two of his names, ( )المَّوand ()الصمد. Again,
ignoring any repetition, there are 6 different alphabetic letters between these two names:

ا ؿ ؿ ق ا ؿ ص ـ د
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Here they are:

ا ل ه ص م د
The sum of alphabetic letters between the two verses is a multiple of 7:
8 + 6 = 14
14 = 2 x 7
This is the starting point of a series of multiples of 7 to follow, but notice that we can

compare this result to a previous one which told us that the letters of God’s name, ()المَّو, are
found 14 times in these two verses as well.
Now, we are going to the study the letters of God’s names in the first and last verse in more
detail, in hope of discovering more multiples of 7. That is, in these five names –

)الص ىػم يد
َّ  – (المَّ ًػو الػ َّػر ٍح ىم ًف ال َّػر ًح ًيـ المَّػػويthe letters of the first three are arranged in a way that
produces a multiple of 7, and similarly, the letters of the last two are also arranged to result
in a multiple of 7. Of course, since we are dealing with the first and last verse to mention

()المَّو, this name ( )المَّوitself is found in both verses and therefore repeated twice.
The arrangement of the letters of (الر ِح ِيم
َّ الر ْح َم ِن
َّ )المَّ ِه

Just to reiterate, we know that these three names of God, ()المَّػو, ( )الػرحمفand ()الػرحيـ, contain
8 different alphabetic letters, and are found in the first verse to mention God’s name in the
Qur’an. These 8 letters are:

ا ؿ ق ر ح ـ ف م
We will now look for these 8 letters in the five names of God: )الص ىم يد
َّ الر ًح ًيـ المَّوي
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (المَّ ًو. To
simplify matters for non-Arabic readers, we will break down the letters of each word for
ease of comparison:

)الرحيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ

)الرحمف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف

6

6

4

)المَّو (ا ؿ ؿ ق

)الصمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
3

4

The resulting number is 34664, and is a multiple of 7.
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34664 = 4952 x 7
The arrangement of the letters of (الص َم ُد
َّ )المَّ ُه
In order to minimise any chance of coincidence, we will do the same experiment with the

remaining two names, ( )المَّوand ()الصمد, which are found in the last verse mentioning God’s
name. These contain 6 different letters:

ا ؿق ص ـ د
Looking for these letters in the five names of God, we find the following:

)الرحيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ

)الرحمف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف

3

)المَّو (ا ؿ ؿ ق

3

4

)المَّو (ا ؿ ؿ ق

)الصمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
5

4

Indeed, the number 54334 is a multiple of 7:
54334 = 7762 x 7
The arrangement of the letters of (الر ِح ِيم
ِ
َّ الر ْح َم ِن
َّ ِ)
Even if we only consider ( )الرحمفand ( )الرحيـfrom the first verse (that is, without God’s main
name of ()المَّو, the same outcome is preserved. These two names contain 7 different letters
in total:

ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف م
Again, searching for these letters in each of the 5 names of God below, we find:

)الرحيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ

)الرحمف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف

6

6

3

)المَّو (ا ؿ ؿ ق

)الصمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
3

3
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Beautifully, the number representing the repetition of the letters of the two names ()الرحمف
and ( )الرحيـin the group of names above is a multiple of 7 twice!
33663 = 687 x 7 x 7
The arrangement of the letters of ()الصمد
In the same way, we will take the name ( )الصمدfrom the last verse on its own, without the
name ()المَّو, and see how its 5 letters are arranged in each of the five names of God in the
two verses we are studying. Here are the 5 letters of ()الصمد.

ا ؿ ص ـ د
These letters are found as such in God’s five names:

)الرحيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ

)الرحمف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف

3

3

)المَّو (ا ؿ ؿ ق
3

)المَّو (ا ؿ ؿ ق

)الصمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
5

3

Surely enough, 53333 is again a multiple of 7:
53333 = 7619 x 7
We have seen how all these arrangements form perfect multiples of 7 with respect to five of
God’s names46: )الص ىم يد
َّ الر ًح ًيـ المَّوي
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (المَّ ًو. However, there is yet another magnificent set of
arrangements with regards to these five names, as we shall see next.
The repetition of the ( )لin ()المَّ ُه
God’s name ( )المَّوis made up of 4 letters, however, one of these letters, ()ؿ, is repeated
twice. This means that it consists of 3 different letters. Having said that, out of the names
we examined, namely )الص ىم يد
َّ الر ًح ًيـ المَّوي
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (المَّ ًو, ( )المَّوis the only name that contains a

repeated letter. The rest, ()الرحمف, ( )الرحيـand ()الصمد, consist entirely of different letters.

46

( )المَّوbeing repeated twice, naturally.
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Having said that, if we perform the same exercise we just completed; that is, if we take the

letters of (الر ًح ًيـ
َّ (المَّوي, )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (المَّ ًو, )الص ىم يد
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ ( and ()الصمد, and look for their presence
in the arrangement of )الص ىم يد
َّ الر ًح ًيـ المَّوي
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (المَّ ًو, only this time ignoring the repeated letter
of ( )ؿin ()المَّو, we will arrive at 4 new arrangements, and 4 new perfect multiples of 7!

We will only do this for the first example, (الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (المَّ ًو, since the same logic can be
applied to the rest.
Again, (الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ  (المَّ ًوcontains 8 different letters:

ا ؿ ق ر ح ـ ف م
Looking for these 8 letters in the five names of God we examined,

)الص ىم يد
َّ الر ًح ًيـ المَّوي
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (المَّ ًو, but excluding the repeated ( )ؿin ()المَّو, we find:
)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

6

6

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ق
3

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ق

)الص ىم يد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ
3

3

The number 33663 is a multiple of 7 twice:
33663 = 687 x 7 x 7
Anyone wishing to try the rest of the arrangements without the repetition of the ( )ؿin ()المَّو
will find that )الص ىم يد
َّ  (المَّويproduces 53333, )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ ( produces 32662, ( )الصمدproduces
5233247, and all are perfect multiples of 7!
That concludes our study of the relationship between the first and last mention of ( )المَّوin
the Qur’an, but now, we look more closely the first time God Almighty’s name is found.
The first time ( (المَّ ُهis mentioned in the Qur’an
God Almighty’s main name, as we have well established, exists in the first verse of the
Qur’an, )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو. We will now show how God Almighty has arranged the
47

A multiple of 7 twice!
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location of this verse, its number of letters, and the repetition of its words in the Qur’an in a
manner so magnificently consistent with the number 7.
That being said, the Basmala is the first verse in Surat Al-Fatihah, and is therefore assigned
the number 1. Its number of letters are 19, and the repetition of its four words in the
Qur’an is as follows:
1. The word ( )بسـis repeated 22 times.
2. The word ( )المَّوis repeated 2699 times.
3. The word ( )الرحمفis repeated 57 times.
4. The word ( )الرحيـis repeated 115 times.
The sum of these repetitions is:
22 + 2699 + 57 + 115 = 2893
Let us consider our results in the following arrangement:
The Basmala
Total word repetitions

Number of letters

Verse number

19

1

2893

The beauty of the number we arrive at, 2893191, is that it is a multiple of 7 when read from
both directions:
2893191 = 413313 x 7
1913982 = 273426 x 7
We will apply the very same logic to God’s name ( )المَّوon its own. It is found in verse 1,
consists of 4 letters, and is repeated 2699 times in the Qur’an:
The name ()المَّو
Word repetition

Number of letters

Verse number

2699

4

1

Incredibly, the number 269941, which represents three statistics relating to God Almighty’s
name in the first verse of the Holy Qur’an, is a multiple of 7 not twice, but three times.
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269941 = 787 x 7 x 7 x 7
The same pattern finds itself with the second of God’s names in the first verse, ()الرحمف:
The name ()الرحمف
Word repetition

Number of letters

Verse number

57

6

1

The number 5761 is again a multiple of 7.
5761 = 823 x 7

Al-Fatihah and Al-Ikhlas
At this point, we are well aware that ( )المَّوis mentioned firstly in Surat Al-Fatihah, when God
says: )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ (المَّوي.
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو, and lastly in Surat Al-Ikhlas, when He says: )الص ىم يد
Let us now write these two chapters in full:
Surat Al-Fatihah

ِ ّْ )ِا ْْلم ُدِلِلَّ ِوِر0(ِِالرِحي ِم
ِ ِ)ِمل2(ِِالرِحي ِم
ِكِيَػ ْوِـ
َّ الر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِ)1(ِني
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ بِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
َ بِالْ َعلَم
َ
َْ
َ
ِ َّ)ِ ِصر َطِال5(ِاِالصر َطِالْمست ِقيم
ِ )ِاى4(ِاؾِنَستعِني
ِين
ذ
ن
د
َ َّ)ِإِي3(ِالدّْي ِن
ّْ
َ
َ
ْ
ُ َ ْ َ َّاؾِنَػ ْعبُ ُد َِوإِي
َ
َ
َ ُْ َ
ِ ض
)6(ِني
ُ ِعلَْي ِه ْمِ َغ ِْْيِالْ َم ْغ
َ وب
َ ت
َ ِّْعلَْي ِه ْم َِوََلِالضَّال
َ أَنْػ َع ْم
{ In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful. (1) Praise be to God, the Cherisher and
Sustainer of the world; (2) Most Gracious, Most Merciful; (3) Master of the Day of
Judgment. (4) Thee do we worship, and Thine aid we seek. (5) Show us the straight way, (6)
The way of those on whom Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace, those whose (portion) is not
wrath, and who go not astray. (7) }
Al-Fatihah, 1
Surat Al-Ikhlas

ِ
)3(َِح ٌد
َّ ُ)ِاللَّو0(ِِى َوِاللَّوُِِأَ َح ٌد
ُ قُ ْل
َ )ِ َوََلِْيَ ُك ْنِلَوُِ ُك ُف ًواِأ2(ِ)ِ ََلِْيَل ْد َِوََلِْيُولَ ْد1(ِِالص َم ُد
{ Say: He is God, the One and Only; (1) God, the Eternal, Absolute; (2) He begetteth not, nor
is He begotten; (3) And there is none like unto Him. (4) }
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Al-Ikhlas, 114
The relationships between the two chapters
For one thing, the word “Al-Fatihah” itself in Arabic is ( )الفاتحةand consists of 7 letters,
namely ()ا ؿ ا ؼ ت ح ة. Likewise, the word “Al-Ikhlas” is ( )اإلخالصalso consists of 7 letters:

()ا ؿ ا خ ؿ ا ص. This is only one minor observation.
Furthermore, Surat Al-Fatihah is chapter 1, and its verses are 7. Surat Al-Ikhlas is chapter
112, and its verses are 4. These numbers can be arranged as follows:
Surat Al-Ikhlas

Surat Al-Fatihah

Number of verses

Chapter number

Number of verses

Chapter number

4

112

7

1

The number 412271 is a multiple of 7:
412271 = 58753 x 7
Also, let us not forget the significance of the two chapters in the Holy Qur’an: Surat AlFatihah, the most important chapter, is referred to as the “Mother of the Book” and “Sevenoft repeated (verses)”, and according to the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh),
reading Surat Al-Ikhlas is equal in reward to reading a third of the Qur’an.
The relationships between the two verses
The verse )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ  (المَّويis found in
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ  (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًوis found in chapter 1, verse 1, while )الص ىم يد
chapter 112, verse 2:

ِِالص َم ُِد
َّ ُِالرِحي ِمِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِاللَّو
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِِِِِِِِبِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
Verse number
2

Chapter number

Verse number

Chapter number

112

1

1

We have already come across this arrangement before, however, we did not note that the
number 211211 is a multiple of 7 from both directions, and reading it in reverse actually
gives us a multiple of 7 twice.
211211 = 30173 x 7
112112 = 2288 x 7 x 7
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A small note
Do note, dear readers, that the names of God that are found in these two verses have all

been repeated an odd number of times: ( )المَّو2699 times, ( )الرحمف57 times, ( )الرحيـ115 times
and ( )الصمدonly 1 time. All these odd numbers are indeed “Witr” (one), and as the Prophet
(pbuh) once explained: “Allah has ninety-nine Names, i.e., one hundred minus one, and
whoever believes in their meanings and acts accordingly, will enter Paradise; and Allah is
Witr (one) and loves 'the Witr' (i.e., odd numbers).48”

The Basmala’s Arrangement in the Qur’an
We have finally arrived at possibly the most breathtaking numeric arrangement so far.
The Qur’an contains exactly 114 Basmalas, that are arranged in a particularly precise fashion
across the verses of the Qur’an. On the face of it, nothing particularly unique about these
Basmalas is apparent, in a numeric sense at least.
However, the crucial fact that all these Basmalas occur at the beginning of every verse,
apart from one, actually invokes a profoundly miraculous numeric arrangement so splendid
it makes a most suitable ending to this part of the book.
That being said, Surat Al-Tauba, chapter 9, is the one chapter which contains no Basmalas.
Since one chapter is missing a Basmala, and we know that there are 114 chapters in the
Qur’an, why then does the Qur’an contain 114 Basmalas and not 113? The answer is that
another chapter, Surat Al-Naml, contains an additional Basmala, that is, 2 instead of only 1.
In addition to the Basmala before the beginning of Surat Al-Naml, verse 30 of this chapter
states:

ِ ِ
ِِالرِحيم
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِسلَْي َم َن َِوإِنَّوُِبِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
ُ إنَّوُِم ْن
"It is from Solomon, and is (as follows): 'In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful:
Al-Naml, 27:30
Having clarified these facts, we are about to witness the incredible repetition of the

Basmala, )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو, in every chapter of the Qur’an! The following arrangement
will be our biggest yet, a 114-digit number, and its simplicity is just as magnificent as its
length.
To construct this arrangement, we will simply look for the number of Basmalas in every
chapter of the Qur’an. As we know, every chapter in the Qur’an contains only one Basmala,
48

Sahih Al-Bukhari, Volume 8, Book 75, Number 419
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with the exception of two chapters, chapter 9 and chapter 27. The former contains no
Basmalas, and the latter contains 2. Therefore, we will assign every chapter the number 1,
except for chapters 9 and 27, which will be assigned the numbers 0 and 2 respectively. This
means that in this 114-digit number, 0 will be the 9th digit from the right, 2 will be the 27th
digit from the right, and the rest of the digits will be 1:
11111111111211111111111111111011111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111
This massive number, to our amazement, is actually a perfect multiple of 7 (no decimals!)
when read from both sides!! In other words, if read normally, that is, from left to right, we
find:
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111111211111111111111111011111111 =
15873015873015873015873015873015873015873015873015873015873015873015873015
873015873015887301587301587301573015873 x 7
When read from right to left, we have:
11111111011111111111111111211111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 =
15873015730158730158730158873015873015873015873015873015873015873015873015
873015873015873015873015873015873015873 x 7
What’s more, this large number can be divided into 19 parts, with each part a perfect
multiple of 7! But why is it that this number, which represents the arrangement of the
Basmala across all the Qur’an’s chapters, can be broken into 19 parts? Perhaps because the
Basmala itself contains 19 letters? In any case, these parts are as follows:
– 111111 – 1112111 – 111111 – 111111 – 11011 – 111111 –
– 111111 – 111111 – 111111 – 111111 – 111111 – 111111 –
111111 – 111111 – 111111 – 111111 – 111111 – 111111 – 111111
Our final stance in this part is one of amazement. The precision in the arrangement of the
Basmala in the Qur’an is astounding. Could this massive arrangement have merely
happened by chance to be a multiple of the number 7, and from both sides? Could luck
have played its part in producing 19 different parts from this arrangement, which are all
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multiples of 7? This is a difficult concept to explain, but it is our belief that the infinite
wisdom of God Almighty alone could have produced such brilliant numbers.
Had chapter 9 (Surat Al-Tauba) contained 1 Basmala instead of 0, the above arrangement
would have been completely shattered, because the resulting number would not have been
a multiple of 7. Not only that, but had chapter 8 or 10 contained 0 Basmalas instead of
chapter 9 – that is, had 0 been the 8th or 10th digit rather than the 9th – the arrangement
would also have been destroyed.
In the same way, had chapter 27 (Surat Al-Naml) contained just 1 Basmala and not 2, the
arrangement would have been destroyed again, and had these 2 Basmalas been instead in
chapter 26 or 28, the same inaccuracy would have resulted. In other words, these
anomalies of 0 and 2 needed to be deliberately placed in these precise locations, otherwise
the numeric arrangement would have been defeated, and this, alone, is truly something to
ponder upon.

SUMMARY
As explained in a previous part, the significance of the number 7 in our universe is
overwhelming and not to be ignored. The Holy Qur’an, the last of the Scriptures of God
Almighty, does not ignore its significance either, and God’s Wisdom has ordained that the
very first verse of His Book is the Basmala, a verse which hides many magnificent mysteries,
among which is an intricate system of numeric consistencies founded on this number.
We have witnessed some of the secrets behind this numeric system. For instance, we saw
how the words and even the letters of the Basmala are so interconnected with various other
verses and chapters of the Qur’an. Also, in the verse number and chapter number of the
Basmala were even more consistencies with the number 7, especially in the way these
related to other chapter and verse numbers across this Qur’an.
In addition, we came across the arrangement of the Basmala’s 10 letters in different words
and verses of the Qur’an, especially in relation to “Al-Mu’awwithatain” (the two chapters of
refuge) and “Ayat Al-Kursi” (the Throne verse), and how all these examples produced
perfect multiples of 7.
Finally, as we dived into the intricate beauties of this single verse, reflecting upon its
wonders and the precision of its arrangements, its profoundness seemed to have no limits.
As a necessary result, no matter how great we perceive the Qur’an to be, it seems to
succeed at being even greater, and no matter how many miracles we may think it to have,
more of its miracles are still being realised today.
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PART 4
THE NUMERIC MIRACLE OF THE FIRST CHAPTER IN THE QUR’AN: “ALFATIHAH” )THE OPENING(
After exploring the vast numeric miracles of the Basmala verse, which is found, among other
chapters, in Surat Al-Fatihah, we now take on board this very chapter in its entirety, in an
attempt to unlock the breathtaking numeric secrets it possesses.
“Al-Fatihah” means The Opening, and most fittingly, it is the opening chapter of the Holy
Qur’an, and a chapter like no other, as the Prophet (pbuh) himself swore that God Almighty
did not reveal any chapter which resembles Al-Fatihah in any Holy Scripture, be it the Old
Testament, the New Testament, or the Holy Qur’an itself.
Having said this, we now embark on a magnificent journey with this captivating, albeit very
short, chapter, but using one of the languages of our 21st century: the simple language of
numbers. The numeric patterns we are about to witness will not fail to fascinate, and
remind us of the unintelligible wonders of this profound book that is the Holy Qur’an. This
system of numeric perfection is but a concrete declaration that no other than God Almighty
could have designed such a book and revealed its message to humanity.
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The Greatness of Al-Fatihah
When the prophet (pbuh) spoke of the greatest chapter in the whole of the Qur’an, he
explained that this chapter was: "Alhamdu-lillahi Rabbil-'Alamin (i.e. Surat Al-Fatihah) which
is the seven oft-repeated verses (Al-Mathani) and the Grand Qur’an which has been given to
me.”49 It is considered the mother of the Book, and on one occasion when God Almighty
speaks of this Chapter in the Holy Qur’an, he mentions this chapter before mentioning the
Qur’an itself: { And We have bestowed upon thee the Seven Oft-repeated (verses) (i.e.
Surat Al-Fatihah) and the Grand Qur'an } [Al-Hijr, 15:87].
In addition, Al-Fatihah is the only chapter which features in all five of the daily prayers of
Muslims. It is the first of the Qur’an’s 114 chapters, and God has chosen for it to consist of
precisely 7 verses.
And now we may ask this question: Does this chapter carry with it an inherent miracle that
is most suitable to our current age, and our modern times? Does the language of numbers
play its part in deciphering a further layer of beauty about Al-Fatihah?
The idea behind this study is very simple, because Surat Al-Fatihah, like any other chapter,
or any other text for that matter, contains words and letters, and those are the focus of our
study. And after studying this brilliant chapter, we came to the unquestionable conclusion
that the foundation of this numeric system of Al-Fatihah’s words and letters is the number
7. This indeed makes sense, especially because God Almighty deliberately referred to this
chapter as the “Seven Oft-Repeated Verses”, thereby giving specific emphasis to the
number of its verses. We will soon witness how all the numeric results related to this
chapter are in fact perfect multiples of 7.
One thing we absolutely must remember is that the brilliant numeric consistencies in the
Qur’an are not our ultimate goal per se. Just like the Qur’an contains scientific facts but is
not a book of science, it contains numeric facts but is not a book of mathematics. These are
simply a means to an end, an end which involves fully appreciating the perfection and
wonders of this Book, but more importantly, the message and the guidance that it carries
with it to all of mankind: { Verily this Qur'an doth guide to that which is most right (or
stable), and giveth the Glad Tidings to the Believers who work deeds of righteousness, that
they shall have a magnificent reward } [Al-Isra’, 17:9+.

The Connection of Al-Fatihah with the Last Chapter in the Qur’an

49
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For our first example, we write the entire first and last chapters of the Qur’an below, before
witnessing their astounding numeric arrangements with respect to the number 7, in terms
of chapter numbers, verse numbers, the number of words, and even the number of letters.
First Chapter in the Qur’an: Surat Al-Fatihah

ِ ّْ )ِا ْْلم ُدِلِلَّ ِوِر0(ِِالرِحي ِم
ِ ِ)ِمل2(ِِالرِحي ِم
ِكِيَػ ْوِـ
َّ الر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِ)1(ِني
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ بِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
َ بِالْ َعلَم
َ
َْ
َ
ِ َّ)ِ ِصر َطِال5(ِاِالصر َطِالْمست ِقيم
ِ )ِاى4(ِاؾِنَستعِني
ِين
ذ
ِ
ن
د
َ َّ)ِإِي3(ِالدّْي ِن
ّْ
َ
َ
ْ
ُ َ ْ َ َّاؾِنَػ ْعبُ ُد َِوإِي
َ
َ
َ ُْ َ
ِ ض
)6(ِني
ُ ِعلَْي ِه ْمِ َغ ِْْيِالْ َم ْغ
َ وب
َ ت
َ ِّْعلَْي ِه ْم َِوََلِالضَّال
َ أَنْػ َع ْم
In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful. (1) Praise be to God, the Cherisher and
Sustainer of the world; (2) Most Gracious, Most Merciful; (3) Master of the Day of
Judgment. (4) Thee do we worship, and Thine aid we seek. (5) Show us the straight way, (6)
The way of those on whom Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace, those whose (portion) is not
wrath, and who go not astray. (7)
Al-Fatihah, 1
Final Chapter in the Qur’an: Surat Al-Nas

ِ ِ)ِمل0(َِّاس
ِ ِاْلَن
ِ ِشّْرِالْ َو ْس َو
ِ )ِإِلَِوِالن1(َِّاس
ِ كِالن
ِ بِالن
ِ)3(َِّاس
ْ اس
ّْ قُ ْلِأَعُوذُِبَِر
َ )ِ ِم ْن2(َِّاس
َ
ِ َّ
ِ ِاْلِن َِّة َِوالن
ِ ِص ُدوِرِالن
)5(َِّاس
ْ )ِ ِم ْن4(َِّاس
ُ س ِِِف
ُ الذيِيػُ َو ْس ِو
{ Say: I seek refuge with the Lord and Cherisher of Mankind, (1) The King (or Ruler) of
Mankind, (2) The God (for judge) of Mankind,- (3) From the mischief of the Whisperer (of
Evil), who withdraws (after his whisper),- (4) (The same) who whispers into the hearts of
Mankind,- (5) Among Jinns and among men. (6) }
Al-Nas, 114
The chapter numbers and number of verses
Al-Fatiha, the first chapter in the Qur’an, is chapter 1 and its verses are 7, and the last
chapter in the Qur’an, Al-Nas, is chapter 114 and its verses are 6. Arranging these numbers
gives us the following:
Last chapter in the Qur’an

First chapter in the Qur’an

Verses

Chapter

Verses

Chapter

6

114

7

1
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The number 611471 is a multiple of 7 twice:
611471 = 12479 x 7 x 7
Now interestingly, the entire Qur’an, from its first chapter until its last, was revealed in 23
years, and if we take the above result (12479) – which represents the first and last chapters
– and find the sum of its digits...
1 + 2 + 4 + 7 + 9 = 23 the number of years it took to reveal the Qur’an!
Combining all the numbers of both chapters
As we have already established, out of any chapter, four significant numbers can be
deduced: the chapter number, the number of verses, the number of words and the number
of letters. We now extract these four numbers from both the first and last Qur’anic
chapters, producing an impressively large number:
Last chapter in the Qur’an

First chapter in the Qur’an

Letters

Words

Verses

Chapter

Letters

Words

Verses

Chapter

80

21

6

114

139

31

7

1

The massive number 802161141393171 is indeed a perfect multiple of 7!
802161141393171 = 114594448770453 x 7

The Longest and Shortest Chapters in the Qur’an
In the Holy Qur’an, God Almighty issues a challenge to all of mankind to produce a single
chapter like any of those in the Qur’an, even if it were like the smallest chapter in the
Qur’an, a mere 3-versed chapter called Surat Al-Kauthar (Chapter: Abundance), which is
hardly one line in length.
It is God Almighty alone who chooses the number of chapters to reveal, and accordingly, the
number of verses in each of these chapters, and His wisdom has ordained that these verse
numbers also adhere to a system based wonderfully on the number 7. And to demonstrate
this, we will consider the shortest and longest-versed chapters in the Qur’an.
The shortest chapter, Al-Kauther, consists of only 3 verses, and the longest, Surat AlBaqarah (Chapter: The Cow), consists of 286 verses. As usual, we combine the two
numbers into a single arrangement:
Longest chapter in the Qur’an

Shortest chapter in the Qur’an

Verses

Verses
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286

3

The resulting number is 2863, a multiple of 7:
2863 = 409 x 7
But even reversing this number and reading it in the opposite direction will again achieve a
multiple of 7:
3682 = 526 x 7
Crucially, had the verse numbers of either chapter been only 1 verse more or one verse less
than their true number, both the above arrangements would collapse, resulting in no
multiples of 7!

The Numeric Arrangements of the Qur’an’s 30 Parts
Even the division of the Qur’an into 30 equal parts is coherent in various respects with the
number 7. It is well known that the Holy Qur’an has been split into 30 parts after the time
of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), through the efforts of various Muslims scholars.
Amazingly, even this split produces arrangements consistent with the number 7; a further
indication, perhaps, that God Almighty protected this Book from absolutely any alteration.
The First and Last Part
The first part in the Qur’an is part 1 and the last is 30. Arranging these two basic numbers
produces a multiple of 7:
301 = 43 x 7
The Chapters and Parts of the Qur’an
The Holy Qur’an consists of 114 chapters and 30 parts, and arranging these two numbers
again gives us a multiple of 7:
30114 = 4302 x 7
The Verses and Parts of the Qur’an
There are exactly 6236 verses in the Qur’an and 30 parts, and these numbers again combine
to produce a multiple of 7:
306236 = 43748 x 7
Amazingly, if we take the above three results and arrange them into a single number, we
find a number that is a multiple of seven twice:
43748430243 = 892825107 x 7 x 7
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Even more interesting is that taking the sum of the digits of the above number produces a
multiple of 7 yet again:
4 + 3 + 7 + 4 + 8 + 4 + 3 + 0 + 2 + 4 + 3 = 42
42 = 6 x 7

The Numeric System in the Verse Numbers of the Qur’an
The significance of the number of verses in each Qur’anic chapter is not limited to merely
the longest and shortest chapters; in fact, it extends to reveal a quite incredible result. That
is, the Holy Qur’an consists of 114 chapters, and among those are 14 whose verse numbers
are single digits (for example, Surat Al-Nasr consists of 3 verses, and the number 3 is a single
digit). 77 chapters have a number of verses that is two digits long (like Surat Al-Naml,
whose verses are 93, a two-digit number. Finally, the remaining 18 chapters all contain
more than ninety-nine verses, that is, the number of verses in each of these chapters is
always a three-digit number (like Surat Al-Baqarah, which contains 286 verses). In short, the
number of chapters in the Qur’an with one-digit, two-digit and three-digit long verses is 14,
77 and 18 respectively.
We arrange these three numbers:
Three digits
18

Two digits

One digit

77

19

The above number, 187719, is a multiple of 7 twice:
187719 = 3831 x 7 x 7

The Final Three Chapters of the Qur’an
The greatness of the final three chapters in the Qur’an is no secret to Muslims. These three
chapters, Surat Al-Ikhlas (Chapter: Sincerity), Surat Al-Falaq (Chapter: The Daybreak, Dawn),
Surat Al-Nas (Chapter: Mankind) are brilliantly linked to the Qur’an’s first chapter, Surat AlFatihah, in a manner consistent with the number 7.
The chapter and verse numbers
Each of the last three chapters in the Qur’an has a particular location and number of verses.
Surat Al-Ikhlas is chapter 112 and its verses are 4. Surat Al-Falaq is chapter 113 and its
verses are 5, and Surat Al-Nas, the final chapter, is chapter 114 and its verses are 6.
And in the most magnificent way, combining these numbers produces a fascinating
collection of multiples of 7.
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Surat Al-Nas
Verses Chapter
6

114

Surat Al-Falaq

Surat Al-Ikhlas

Verses Chapter

Verses Chapter

5

113

4

112

The number 611451134112 is a perfect multiple of 7!
611451134112 = 87350162016 x 7
Not only that, if we reverse the above arrangement to give the number 211431154116, that too is a
multiple of 7!

211431154116 = 30204450588 x 7
In other words, the number representing the chapter numbers and number of verses of the Qur’an’s
last three chapters is, along with its opposite, a multiple of 7.

Surat Al-Ikhlas
We will now consider each chapter on its own, starting with Surat Al-Ikhlas, which is made up of 4
verses and is chapter 112 of the Qur’an.

Surat Al-Ikhlas
Verses
4

Chapter
←

112

The above arrangement produces 4112, and reversing this number and reading it in the
opposite direction gives us 2114, a multiple of 7:
2114 = 302 x 7
Surat Al-Falaq
The same outcome is found with Surat Al-Falaq, which is chapter 113 and contains 5 verses:
Surat Al-Falaq
Verses
5

Chapter
←

113

The above arrangement produces 5113, and its opposite is the number 3115, which is a
multiple of 7:
3115 = 445 x 7
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Surat Al-Nas
Finally, Surat Al-Nas is chapter 114 and its verses and 6:
Surat Al-Nas
Verses
6

Chapter
←

114

The number 6114, when reversed gives 4116, a multiple of 7 yet again, only this time, it is a
multiple of 7 three times!
4116 = 12 x 7 x 7 x 7
The profound consistency in the way the above three verses have been constructed and
arranged in the Qur’an is truly something to ponder upon, not least because each chapter
taken on its own can only be a multiple of 7 if its respective verse and chapter numbers are
read from right to left; that is, they all follow the exact same pattern. And when they are
combined, the large 12-digit number which results is, in fact, a successful multiple of 7 when
read from either direction. Is this not a sign of the existence and sheer magnificence of God
Almighty, He who so intricately designed such chapters and verses, and secured them from
any alteration?

Surat Al-Fatihah and the Qur’an’s Final Three Chapters
As we mentioned before, an immaculate relationship exists between Surat Al-Fatihah – the
first chapter in the Qur’an – and the final three chapters of the Qur’an which we have just
come across.
Al-Fatihah and Al-Ikhlas
Surat Al-Fatihah is chapter 1 and its verses are 7, while Surat Al-Ikhlas is chapter 112 and its
verses are 4:
Surat Al-Ikhlas

Surat Al-Fatihah

Verses Chapter

Verses Chapter

4

112

7

The number 411271 is a multiple of 7:
411271 = 58753 x 7
Al-Fatihah and Al-Falaq
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Again, we arrange the numbers 1 and 7, which represent Surat Al-Fatihah’s chapter number
and number of verses, along with the respective numbers of Surat Al-Falaq, which is chapter
113 of the Qur’an and contains 5 verses.
Surat Al-Falaq

Surat Al-Fatihah

Verses Chapter

Verses Chapter

5

113

7

1

The number 511371 is again a multiple of 7:
511371 = 73053 x 7
Al-Fatihah and Al-Nas
Finally, Al-Fatihah is chapter 1 and its verses are 7, and Al-Nas, the last chapter in the
Qur’an, is chapter 114, and consists of 6 verses.
Surat Al-Nas

Surat Al-Fatihah

Verses Chapter
6

Verses Chapter

114

7

1

The number 611471 yet again produces a multiple of 7:
611471 = 87353 x 7
Now, incredibly, when we take the results of the three above cases (that is, 58753, 73053
and 87353) and arrange them into a single number, we indeed arrive at a multiple of 7 from
both directions:
873537305358753 = 17827291946097 x 7 x 7
357853503735378 = 51121929105054 x 7

The ` Phrase ) (اَلin the First and Last Chapter
God Almighty, by His infinite wisdom, has numerically perfected the chapters of His book
through a profound system of arrangements. Every chapter contains a miracle, and so does
every verse, and as such, we find brilliant symmetries between various chapters and verses
across the Qur’an. Too see this more closely, we will address the first and last chapters of
the Qur’an, and how they connect to the very first ‘special phrase’ in the Qur’an, which is an
entire verse in itself.
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) (اَلand the First Chapter of the Qur’an
In Surat Al-Fatihah, the three letters of the special phrase

)(اَل, namely “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ

and “Mīm” ()ـ, are arranged to produce a brilliant series of multiples of 7.
We now write the entire first chapter of the Qur’an, citing how many times any of the three
letters of

) (اَلare found in each of Surat Al-Fatihah’s words (every word in Al-Fatihah will

also be written with its letters separated to make it easier for non-Arabic readers to count
the instances of “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Mīm” ( )ـin each word):

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ
3

3

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى

3

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

3

3

)َّاؾ (إ م ا ؾ
ًإي ى

)ىن ٍعيب يد (ف ع ب د

0

)اٍل ىح ٍم يد (ا ؿ ح ـ د

2

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

2

1

)لًمَّ ًو (ؿ ؿ ىػ

0

)ىممً ًؾ (ـ ؿ ؾ

0

ً الد
)يف (ا ؿ د م ف

2

)اى ًدىنا (ا ىػ د ف ا
ٍ
2

1

)َّاؾ (إ م ا ؾ
إًي ى

0

2

ً َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف
الذ ى

ً
)ط (ص ر ط
ص ىر ى

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ـ س ت ؽ م ـ
اٍل يم ٍستىق ى

2

0

4

ً ض
)كب (ا ؿ ـ غ ض ك ب
اٍل ىم ٍغ ي

)ىغٍي ًر (غ م ر

3

0

4

)ىي ٍكًـ (م ك ـ

2

ً
)يف (ف س ت ع م ف
ىن ٍستىع ي

َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ض ا ؿ م ف
الضال ى

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ

3

)ىرب (ر ب

4

ك

)المَّو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

)ط (ا ؿ ص ر ط
الص ىر ى
2

)ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ (ع ؿ م ىػ ـ

)ت (أ ف ع ـ ت
أٍىن ىع ٍم ى

2

2

)ال (ؿ ا

ك

)ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ (ع ؿ م ىػ ـ

2

0

2

The above arrangement creates the large 31-digit number
4202302220422020022123340233331, which, incredibly, is a perfect multiple of 7!!
4202302220422020022123340233331 = 600328888631717146017620033333 x 7
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Not only that, but even when we count the total number of “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Mīm”

( )ـletters in Surat Al-Fatihah, we arrive at the following:


The number of “Alif” ( )أletters in Al-Fatihah is 22.



The number of “Lām” ( )ؿletters is 22.



The number of “Mīm” ( )ـletters is 15.

Now, we arrange these three numbers in sequence:
The letter Mīm ()ـ

The letter “Lām” ()ؿ

The letter “Alif” ()أ

15

22

22

Incredibly, no matter how we arrange these three numbers, the outcome is always a
multiple of 7!! Here are the three possible arrangements:
152222 = 21746 x 7
221522 = 31646 x 7
222215 = 31745 x 7
Even taking the sum of the digits of those three numbers produces a multiple of 7!
1 + 5 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 14
14 = 2 x 7
Staring at these amazing results, we can only wonder: Who is it that carefully designed
these letters and perfected them? How did this unique system come about? It is indeed a
magnificent system that is witness to the greatness of God Almighty’s Book. Hence, after
witnessing the profound symmetry of this special phrase that is

) (اَلwith the first chapter

in the Holy Qur’an, we will now observe the very same phenomenon with the last chapter of
the Qur’an, Surat Al-Nas.

) (اَلand the Last Chapter of the Qur’an
Just as we did with Surat Al-Fatihah, we will now write the entire Surat Al-Nas and look for
the occurrence of “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Mīm” ( )ـin each of its words. We note, of
course, that the Basmala, or )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو, is not considered a verse of this chapter
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(but is merely mentioned at its forefront), unlike Surat Al-Fatihah and part of a verse in
Surat Al-Naml, where the Basmala is a verse in its own right.

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س

)بً ىرب (ب ر ب

3

0

3

2

ً اٍلك ٍسك
)اس (ا ؿ ك س ك ا س
ى ى

)ىشر (ش ر

3

ً ص يد
)كر (ص د ك ر
ي

)ًفي (ؼ م

0

0

ىك
0

)ىمًم ًؾ (ـ ؿ ؾ

3

3

3

1

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س

2

ً اٍل ىخَّن
)اس (ا ؿ خ ف ا س

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ

1

)إًلى ًو (إ ؿ ىػ

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س

)ىعكذ (أ ع ك ذ
أي

0

1

)الًَّذم (ا ؿ ذ م

)يي ىك ٍس ًك يس (م ك س ك س
0

)اٍل ًجَّن ًة (ا ؿ ج ف ة

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

2

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

2

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س

1

3

Surely enough, the outcome of Surat Al-Fatihah repeats itself here in Surat Al-Nas, because
the number 302130002330132323011 is a perfect multiple of 7:
302130002330132323011 = 43161428904304617573 x 7
Splitting up Surat Al-Nas
One of the intriguing aspects of Surat Al-Nas is that it can be split into two parts:
1- Three verses which deal with seeking refuge with God Almighty:

ِ ِ)ِمل0(َِّاس
ِ )ِإِلَِوِالن1(َِّاس
ِ كِالن
ِ بِالن
)2(َِّاس
ّْ قُ ْلِأَعُوذُِبَِر
َ
Say: I seek refuge with the Lord and Cherisher of Mankind, (1) The King (or Ruler) of
Mankind, (2) The God (for judge) of Mankind,- (3)
Al-Nas, 114:1-3
2- Three verses which deal with seeking refuge from the devil:

ِ َّ)ِال3(َِّاس
ِ
ِ ِاْلِن َِّة َِوالن
ِ ِص ُِدوِرِالن
ِ ِاْلَن
ِ ِشّْرِالْ َو ْس َو
)5(َِّاس
و
س
و
ػ
ي
ِي
ذ
ْ )ِ ِم ْن4(َِّاس
ْ اس
َ ِم ْن
ْ
ُ س ِِِف
ُ َُ
From the mischief of the Whisperer (of Evil), who withdraws (after his whisper),- (4) (The
same) who whispers into the hearts of Mankind,- (5) Among Jinns and among men. (6)
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Al-Nas, 114:4-6
The first three verses that discuss seeking refuge with God, taken on their own, carry a
numeric relationship with the special phrase

)(اَل, just like Surat Al-Nas as a whole. That is,

we will now simple consider the letters “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Mīm” ( )ـin each word of
this three-verse segment:

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س

)بً ىرب (ب ر ب

3

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س
3

)ىعكذ (أ ع ك ذ
أي

0

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ

1

)إًلى ًو (إ ؿ ىػ

1

)ىمًم ًؾ (ـ ؿ ؾ

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س

2

3

2

The resulting number – which is part of the large number we found for Surat Al-Nas – is
32323011, which is still a perfect multiple of 7.
32323011 = 4617573 x 7
What is also interesting is the total number of “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Mīm” ( )ـletters in
these three verses:


The number of “Alif” ( )أletters is 8.



The number of “Lām” ( )ؿletters is 6.



The number of “Mīm” ( )ـletters is only 1.

Arranging these numbers give us:
The letter “Mīm” ()ـ
1

The letter “Lām” ()ؿ
6

The letter “Alif” ()أ
8

The resulting number is 168, which is a multiple of 7 when read from both directions.
168 = 24 x 7
861 = 123 x 7
Not only that, but add the above two results produces a multiple of 7!
123 + 24 = 147
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147 = 3 x 7 x 7
But what about the next three verses, which discuss seeking refuge from the devil? Does
the same consistency hold? The number of Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Mīm” ( )ـletters in every
word of this second segment is as follows:

ً اٍل ىخَّن
)اس (ا ؿ خ ف ا س

ً اٍلك ٍسك
)اس (ا ؿ ك س ك ا س
ى ى

3

3

ً ص يد
)كر (ص د ك ر
ي

)ًفي (ؼ م

0

0

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س
3

)ىشر (ش ر

ىك
0

The number representing the occurrence of

0

)يي ىك ٍس ًك يس (م ك س ك س
0

)اٍل ًجَّن ًة (ا ؿ ج ف ة
2

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف
1

)الًَّذم (ا ؿ ذ م
2

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف
1

ً الن
َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ا س
3

) (اَلin this segment is 3021300023301, which

is again a multiple of 7!
3021300023301 = 61659184149 x 7
Are these flawless arrangements not a magnificent statement of God Almighty’s wisdom
and greatness; are they not literal proof that it is He, and only He, who could have sent
down this wonderful revelation that is the Holy Qur’an?

The Special Phrase ) (الرand the “Seven Mathani”50 Verse
And now, we delve into the very verse which speaks about Surat Al-Fatihah, a verse that is
found in Surat Al-Hijr, the Qur’an’s 15th chapter, which specifically refers to opening chapter
of the Qur’an as one with Seven of the “Mathani”, or ‘Oft-Repeated’, verses.
God Almighty says: { And We have bestowed upon thee the Seven Oft-repeated (verses) (i.e.
Surat Al-Fatihah) and the Grand Qur'an. } [Al-Hijr, 15:87].
God Almighty has perfected the letters of this wonderful verse in a manner that is so
inextricably linked to the very chapter about which it speaks: Surat Al-Fatihah itself.
Indeed, in the very few words of this verse, we shall discover a profound miracle of a nature
that no human could have fashioned. We will see the beauty of the language of numbers in
this verse which speaks of Surat Al-Fatihah, and how its letters and precise location in the
50

“Mathani” is the Arabic word meaning ‘oft-repeated’, i.e. often repeated.
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Qur’an are in total agreement with the number 7, and at harmony with the Qur’an’s
opening chapter.
The Seven Mathani Chapter
The seven Mathani chapter, of course, is none other than Surat Al-Fatihah, whose seven
verses have been endlessly repeated for the past 14 centuries:

ِ ّْ )ِا ْْلم ُدِلِلَّ ِوِر0(ِِالرِحي ِم
ِ ِ)ِمل2(ِِالرِحي ِم
ِكِيَػ ْوِـ
َّ الر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِ)1(ِني
َّ الر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِبِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
َ بِالْ َعلَم
َ
َْ
َ
ِ َّ ِ
ِ اِالصر َطِالْمست
ِ )ِاى4(ِاؾِنَستعِني
ِين
ق
ن
د
َ َّ)ِإِي3(ِالدّْي ِن
ّْ
َ
َ
ْ
ُ َ ْ َ َّاؾِنَػ ْعبُ ُد َِوإِي
ُ
َ )ِصَر َطِالذ5(ِيم
ْ
َ
َ
ِ ض
ِ)6(ِني
ُ ِعلَْي ِه ْمِ َغ ِْْيِالْ َِم ْغ
َ وب
َ ت
َ ِّْعلَْي ِه ْم َِوََلِالضَّال
َ أَنْػ َع ْم
In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful. (1) Praise be to God, the Cherisher and
Sustainer of the world; (2) Most Gracious, Most Merciful; (3) Master of the Day of
Judgment. (4) Thee do we worship, and Thine aid we seek. (5) Show us the straight way, (6)
The way of those on whom Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace, those whose (portion) is not
wrath, and who go not astray. (7)
Al-Fatihah, 1
The notable numbers in this chapter are:


The chapter number is 1.



The number of verses is 7.



The number of words is 31.



The number of letters is 139.
The Seven Mathani Verse

ِ اِمنِاملثَ ِاّنِوال ُقرءا ُف
ِ
ِيم
َ َول َق ْدِءاتَػْي
َ
َ نك
َ َ ْ ِسْبػ ًع
َ ِالعظ
And We have bestowed upon thee the Seven Oft-repeated (verses) (i.e. Surat Al-Fatihah)
and the Grand Qur'an.
Al-Hijr, 15:87
The significant numbers of this verse are the following:


The chapter number is 15.



The verse number is 87.
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The number of words is 9.



The number of letters is 35.

Now, let us take a close look at this breathtaking series of perfect numeric consistencies.
Verse location
The seven Mathani verse is found in Surat Al-Hijr, chapter 15, and is verse 87 of that
chapter. A consistency exists based on the number 7 between these two numbers, which
represent the location of this verse in the Holy Qur’an:
Verse number

Chapter number

87

15

The number 8715 is a multiple of 7:
8715 = 1245 x 7
Thus, this verse’s number and its chapter number share a connection based on the number
7.
Verse number and number of words
As we established earlier, the Mathani verse is verse 87 of Surat Al-Hijr, and consists of
exactly 9 words:
Word count

Verse number

9

87

The number 987 is the second multiple of 7 in this series:
987 = 141 x 7
Verse number, number of words and number of letters
Verse 87 consists of 9 words and precisely 35 letters; let’s see if the consistency is
maintained.
Letter count

Word count

Verse number

35

9

87

The number 35987 represents a multiple of 7 yet again (even when read in reverse).
35987 = 5141 x 7
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78953 = 11279 x 7
This result confirms the marvellous connection between the verse number, word count and
letter count of this verse on a basis that is the number 7.
Please note that the same logic is followed when arranging the numbers, and that is, in
Arabic reading order (i.e. from right to left): “chapter number, followed by verse number,
word count, and letter count”, and this rule is strictly adhered to in all parts of this book.
Let us now see just how the seven Mathani chapter (i.e. Surat Al-Fatihah) and the seven
Mathani verse (i.e. verse 87 of chapter 15) are linked.
The number of words
The number of words comprising Surat Al-Fatihah are 31, and the number of words
comprising the 87th verse of Surat Al-Hijr are 9; these two number are also seamlessly linked
to the number 7:
Word count of seven Mathani verse

Word count of seven Mathani chapter

9

31

And the number 931 is actually a multiple of 7 twice.
931 = 19 x 7 x 7
Intriguingly, the opposite of the number 931 above is 139: the exact number of letters
making up Surat Al-Fatihah itself!!
The chapters
Surat Al-Fatihah is inherently connected to Surat Al-Hijr, the chapter whose 87th verse
highlights Al-Fatihah's seven verses. That is, Surat Al-Fatihah is chapter 1 and its verses are
7. On the other hand, Surat Al-Hijr is chapter 15 and its verses are 99.
Surat Al-Hijr

Surat Al-Fatihah

Verses Chapter
99

Verses Chapter

15

7

1

The number 991571 is a multiple of 7:
991571 = 141653 x 7
The brilliant repetition of the letters of the special phrase
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We saw how the letters of

)(اَل, the first of the Qur'an's special phrases, were repeated in

every word of Surat Al-Fatihah and Surat Al-Nas to produce a magnificent multiple of 7.
Surat Al-Hijr, the chapter which houses the seven Mathani verse that glorifies Surat AlFatihah, begins with the special phrase

)(الر, and quite fittingly, the three letters of this

phrase have been beautifully repeated in each word of the seven Mathani verse to produce
yet another multiple of 7!
The three letters of

) (الرare “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Rā’”()ر. We will now write down the

seven Mathani verse and look for any occurrence of these letters in each of its words:

)ًم ىف (ـ ف

)ىسٍب نعا (س ب ع ا

0

)آىتىٍيىن ىؾ (ا ت م ف ؾ

1

1

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ع ظ م ـ
اٍل ىعظ ى

)ىف (ا ؿ ؽ ر آ ف
اٍلقيٍرآ ى

2

4

)لىقى ٍد (ؿ ؽ د

ك

1

ك

0

)اٍل ىمثىانًي (ا ؿ ـ ث ا ف م

0

3

The number 240301110 is a multiple of 7:
240301110 = 34328730 x 7
And now, if we count the total number of “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Rā’”( )رletters in the
above verse (just as we did using

) (اَلwith respect to Surat Al-Fatihah and Surat Al-Nas),

we find the following:


The number of “Alif” ( )أletters is 7.



The number of “Lām” ( )ؿletters is 4.



The number of “Rā’” ( )رletters is only 1.
The letter “Rā’” ()ر
1

The letter “Lām” ()ؿ
4

The number 147 is indeed a multiple of 7 (twice!).
147 = 3 x 7 x 7
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Amazingly, the same consistency is found in Surat Al-Fatihah, the very chapter with the
seven oft-repeated verses (i.e. the seven Mathani chapter itself!). If we count the total
number of “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Rā’”( )رletters in Surat Al-Fatihah, we find:


The number of “Alif” ( )أletters in Al-Fatihah is 22.



The number of “Lām” ( )ؿletters is 22.



The number of “Mīm” ( )ـletters is 8.
The letter Mīm ()ـ

The letter “Lām” ()ؿ

The letter “Alif” ()أ

8

22

22

The repetition of the letters making the special phrase

) (الرin Surat Al-Fatihah is 82222, a

multiple of 7 twice!!
82222 = 1678 x 7 x 7
In other words, the repetition of the letters of

) (الرin both the seven oft-repeated verses

themselves (Al-Fatihah) and the verse which speaks about them is a multiple of 7 twice; that
is, a multiple of 7 x 7!
The special letters and the seven Mathani verse
As mentioned in previous parts, the special phrases are found at the beginning of 29
chapters in the Qur’an, and while sometimes, the same special phrase is found in many
chapters, there are 14 different phrases in total. Also, incidentally, there are exactly 14
different letters which make up these various special phrases, and these are:

ا ؿ ـ ص ر ؾ هػ ػ م ع ط س ح ؽ ف
We will now write the seven Mathani verse once more, only this time, looking for the
repetition of the above 14 ‘special letters’ in each of its words:

)ًم ىف (ـ ف

)ىسٍب نعا (س ب ع ا

2

)آىتىٍيىن ىؾ (ا ت م ف ؾ

3

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ع ظ م ـ
اٍل ىعظ ى
5

4

)ىف (ا ؿ ؽ ر آ ف
اٍلقيٍرآ ى
6
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ك

2

ك
0

0

)اٍل ىمثىانًي (ا ؿ ـ ث ا ف م
6
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The number 560623420 is a multiple of 7:
560623420 = 80089060 x 7
And for the sake of pointing out, the total number of special letters in this verse is 28 = 4 x 7,
the number of words in which these letters are found is seven51, and the total number of
letters in this verse is 35 = 5 x 7; does any other book contain such harmony? We continue
with this beautiful verse and now divide it into three parts.
A multiple in each part
As small as this verse is, it consists of three parts:
1. And We have bestowed upon thee

ِنك
َ َول َق ْدِءاتَػْي
2. the Seven Oft-repeated (verses) (i.e. Surat Al-Fatihah)

ِ سبػع
ِاِم ْنِاملثَ ِاّن
ً َْ
َ
3. and the Grand Qur'an

ِ وال ُقرءا ُف
ِيم
َ
َ
َ ِالعظ
Beautifully, when we look for the occurrence of the 14 special letters listed above in the
words of each separate part, we find in each instance a perfect multiple of 7.
Here are the letters once again:

ا ؿ ـ ص ر ؾ هػ ػ م ع ط س ح ؽ ف
First part

)آىتىٍيىن ىؾ (ا ت م ف ؾ

)لى ىق ٍد (ؿ ؽ د

4

2

ك
0

420 = 60 x 7

51

7 out of 9 words, since two words (the  كand the  ك, contain no special letters)
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Second part

)اٍل ىمثىانًي (ا ؿ ـ ث ا ف م

)ًم ىف (ـ ف

6

)ىسٍب نعا (س ب ع ا

2

3

623 = 89 x 7
Third part

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ع ظ م ـ
اٍل ىعظ ى

)ىف (ا ؿ ؽ ر آ ف
اٍلقيٍرآ ى

ك

5

6

0

560 = 80 x 7
The letters of each part
The consistency of the numeric arrangements does not limit itself to merely the special
letters; in fact, all the letters of this verse are organised in a manner that is so articulately
founded on the number 7. The total number of letters in each part is as follows (these can
be easily counted from the above illustration):


The first part consists of 9 letters.



The second part consists of 13 letters.



The third part consists of 13 letters.

Combining these three results gives us:
Part 3

Part 2

Part 1

13

13

9

Indeed, the number 13139, which represents the total number of letters in each part of the
seven Mathani, is a multiple of 7:
13139 = 1877 x 7
NOTE: Another absolutely astounding little arrangement is found in this verse. That is, the
particular segment of the seven Mathani verse which specifically refers to the seven
Mathani themselves (i.e. Al-Fatihah itsef) is:

ِ نكِسبػع
ِاِم ْنِاملثَ ِاّن
َ َول َق ْدِءاتَػْي
ْ
ً
َ
َ
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And We have bestowed upon thee the Seven Oft-repeated (verses) (i.e. Surat Al-Fatihah)
In other words, this segment of the 87th verse of Surat Al-Hijr, which is dedicated to
mentioning Surat Al-Fatihah covers parts 1 and 2 of the verse, and the total number of
words in these two parts produces the following arrangement:
Part 2

Part 1

13

9

What is absolutely wonderful about the number 139 above is that this number not only
represents the segment of the verse that specifically gives reference to Surat Al-Fatihah, but
this number also represents the precise number of letters making up Surat Al-Fatihah itself!!
The special letters in each part
Even when we count the total number of special letters in each part, the same consistent
pattern is maintained. Again, these are the special letters:

ا ؿ ـ ص ر ؾ هػ ػ م ع ط س ح ؽ ف
Part 3

Part 2

Part 1

ِ اّنِِِِِِِِِوال ُقرءا ُفِالع
ِ نكِِِِِِِِِسبػع
ِ َاِم ْنِاملث
ِيم
ظ
ِ
َ ِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِ َول َق ْدِءاتَػْي
َ
ً َْ
َ
َ
َ
11

11

6

The number 11116 is a multiple of 7:
11116 = 1588 x 7
The letters of the phrase “The seven Mathani” ((السبع المثاني
When we look for the letters of the phrase ((السبع المثاني, meaning “the seven Mathani”, in
the seven Mathani verse itself, we amazingly arrive at a precise multiple of 7. The following
are the letters making up this phrase:

ا ؿ س ب ع ـ ث ف م
)ًم ىف (ـ ف
2

)ىسٍب نعا (س ب ع ا

)آىتىٍيىن ىؾ (ا ت م ف ؾ

4

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ع ظ م ـ
اٍل ىعظ ى

3

)ىف (ا ؿ ؽ ر آ ف
اٍلقيٍرآ ى
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1

ك

ك
0

)اٍل ىمثىانًي (ا ؿ ـ ث ا ف م
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5

4

0

7

The resulting number is 540724310, a multiple of 7 twice:
540724310 = 11035190 x 7 x 7
So the letters of the phrase meaning “the seven Mathani” are arranged in the very verse
which carries that name in a manner perfectly coherent with the number 7 – is this not a
stunning result?
The letters of the phrase “The Grand Qur’an” ((القرآن العظيم
We must not forget that this verse also gives mention to the Holy Qur’an as a whole and not
merely to its opening chapter:

ِ اِم ِنِاملث ِاّنِ ِوالقرءاف
ِ
ِيم
َ َول َق ْدِءاتَػْي
َ
َ نك
َ العظ
َ ََ ْ ِسْبػ ًع
And We have bestowed upon thee the Seven Oft-repeated (verses) (i.e. Surat Al-Fatihah)
and the Grand Qur'an.
Having said that, what if we now looked for the repetition of the letters of the phrase “The
Grand Qur’an” ( (القرآف العظيـin this verse? In other words, we are going to take each letter in
this phrase and look for how many times it has been repeated in the seven Mathani verse,
before finally arranging the corresponding numbers across the letters of the phrase. But in
order to do so, we must first establish how many times every different letter in the seven
Mathani verse has been repeated. This can be easily deduced from the various previous
illustrations, but has been conveniently summarized here:

ا ؿ ف م ـ ك ؽ ع د ر ؾ ظ ت ث س ب
1

1

1

1

1

1

1 1 2

2 2 3 3

4

4 7

We now write the phrase (“ (القرآف العظيـThe Grand Qur’an”, and below each of its letters,
the corresponding repetition of that letter in the seven Mathani verse as given by the above
list:

)العظيم (ا ل ع ظ ي م
3

3

1

2

)القرآن (ا ل ق ر آ ن

4 7

4 7

1

The resulting number is 331247471247, a perfect multiple of 7:
150
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331247471247 = 47321067321 x 7
Interestingly, it so happens that each word considered on its own – that is, (“ (القرآفThe
Qur’an” and (“ (العظيـThe Grand” – maintain consistency with the number 7:

)القرآن (ا ل ق ر آ ن
4 7

1

2

4

7

471247 = 67321 x 7

)العظيم (ا ل ع ظ ي م
3

3

1

2

4 7

331247 = 47321 x 7
These numeric outcomes are but more evidence in favour of the suggestion that every word
and even every letter in the Holy Qur’an is inherently supported by a complex system of
arrangements all fundamentally based upon the number 7 – but the big question is this:
after all those already discovered in the Qur’an, just how many multiples of 7 are hidden in
its pages?

The Captivating Intervals of Surat Al- Fatihah
The Qur’an’s opening chapter consists of seven verses, and as such, each verse ends with a
specific word, which acts as a kind of interval or break, separating the verses from each
other. These words are highlighted in bold below:

ِ ّْ )ِا ْْلم ُدِلِلَّ ِوِر0(ِيم
ِ ِ)ِمل2(ِيم
ِ الرِح
ِ الرِح
ِكِيَػ ْوِـ
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِ)1(ِين
َّ بِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
َ بِال َْعلَم
َ
َْ
َ
ِ َّ ِ
ِ
ِين
َ َّاؾِنَػ ْعبُ ُد َِوإِي
َ َّ)ِإِي3(ِالدِّي ِن
ّْ َ)ِ ْاى ِدن4(ِاؾِنَ ْستَ ِعين
َ اِالصَر َطِالْم ْستَق
َ )ِصَر َطِالذ5(ِيم
ِ ض
)6(ِين
ُ ِعلَْي ِه ْمِ َغ ِْْيِالْ َم ْغ
َ وب
َ ت
َ أَنْػ َع ْم
َ ِِّعلَْي ِه ْم َِوََلِالضَّال
But is there any numeric significance to these words? We shall found out by listing these
seven words just as they appear in the Qur’an, and below them the number of letters
comprising each word.

ً الد
)يف (ا ؿ د م ف

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى
151
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5

6

َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ض ا ؿ م ف
الضال ى

7

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ـ س ت ؽ م ـ
اٍل يم ٍستىق ى

7

6

ً
)يف (ف س ت ع م ف
ىن ٍستىع ي

8

6

The number representing the letter count of each of Al-Fatihah’s intervals is 7865676, which
is indeed a multiple of 7:
7865676 = 1123668 x 7
But that’s not all, because the result is also a multiple of 7:
1123668 = 160524 x 7
And this result is also a multiple of 7:
160524 = 22932 x 7
And this result is again a multiple of 7:
22932 = 3276 x 7
This result is yet again a multiple of 7:
3276 = 468 x 7
In other words, our original number 7865676 is a multiple of 7 five times!!
7865676 = 468 x 7 x 7 x 7 x 7 x 7
But what about this final number 468? Can we take it any further?
This number can in fact be broken down into five prime numbers:
468 = 13 x 3 x 3 x 2 x 2
And amazingly, arranging these five prime numbers into a single 6-digit number produces a
multiple of 7:
133322 = 19046 x 7
Hence, we can arrange our original number of 7865676, which represents the intervals of
Surat Al-Fatihah, into the following:
7865676 = 13 x 3 x 3 x 2 x 2 x 7 x 7 x 7 x 7 x 7
If we arrange the above results into a single 11-digit number, we yet again arrive at a
multiple of 7!
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13332277777 = 1904611111 x 7
And if that was all not enough, taking the digit sum of this 11-digit above result creates a
multiple of 7 x 7!!
1 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 2 + 7 + 7 + 7 + 7 + 7 = 49
49 = 7 x 7
Could all this magnificence have been the mere product of coincidence?
The letters of each interval (without repetition)
We already witnessed how the letter count of Al-Fatihah’s seven intervals, when combined
into a single number, created a multiple of 7. Among the letters of each word, however,
some were repeated while others were not, but is this fact important in a numeric sense?
Once again, we will write the letter count of each interval in the Qur’an’s opening chapter,
only this time, excluding any repeated letters.

ً الد
)يف (ا ؿ د م ف

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

5

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى

6

َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ض ا ؿ م ف
الضال ى

6

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ـ س ت ؽ م ـ
اٍل يم ٍستىق ى

5

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ
6

ً
)يف (ف س ت ع م ف
ىن ٍستىع ي

7

5

The number 5755666 is a multiple of 7:
5755666 = 822238 x 7
Reversing the above operation, we will now only write the number of repeated letters in
each of the interval words:

ً الد
)يف (ا ؿ د م ف

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

0

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى

0

َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ض ا ؿ م ف
الضال ى

1

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ـ س ت ؽ م ـ
اٍل يم ٍستىق ى

2

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

1

The number 2110010 is a multiple of 7.
2110010 = 301430 x 7
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The perfect outcomes produced above lead us to realise at least some of the wisdom behind
the way the Qur’an is written. This is of paramount importance because every word we deal
with within the scope of the numeric miracle is copied exactly as it appears in the Qur’an.
That is, the way certain words are written in the Qur’an slightly differ from their equivalents
in normal, everyday Arabic, but this difference, albeit small, would absolutely shatter the
numeric miracle to pieces if not respected.
To give a brief example from the above intervals of Al-Fatihah, let us compare how the
second of these intervals, the Arabic word meaning “the worlds”, is spelled in the Arabic of
the Qur’an, as opposed to normal Arabic.
Qur’anic Arabic

Normal Arabic

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ا ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعالىم ى

The difference is barely noticeable, but the above word is written with one extra letter in
ordinary Arabic, and had this version been adopted instead of the Qur’an’s, the number
7865676, which is a multiple of 7 an incredible five times, would instead become 7865686,
which is not a multiple of 7 at all, meaning that the plethora of multiple produced above
would simple cease to exist!

Al-Fatihah and the Letters of the Alphabet
Out of the 28 letters of the Arabic language, Surat Al-Fatihah contains 21 (a multiple of 7
since 21 = 3 x 7!). But what is truly astounding is the way that these letters come together
to produce a most magnificent multiple of 7, serving as yet another profound example of
the central importance of this number to investigating the Holy Qur’an’s numeric miracle.
Brilliant letters
Since God Almighty created the universe, His wisdom has ordained for the number 7 to be
present in His creation. He created the seven skies, a fact often cited in the Qur’an, made
the Earth consist of seven geological layers, and gave its atmosphere seven layers too.
His wisdom has also ordained for the Qur’an to be revealed in Arabic, a language whose
alphabet is 28 letters long (a multiple of 7: 28 = 4 x 7!), and for the Qur’an’s first verse to
house 21 of those letters (again a multiple of 7).
We will now list the 21 letters making up Surat Al-Fatihah, along with the number of times
each letters is repeated in the chapter.
The following is Al-Fatihah with its words broken down, for any readers wishing to do the
letter-counting themselves.
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)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى
)ىممً ًؾ (ـ ؿ ؾ

ك

)ىرب (ر ب

)المَّو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ
)لًمَّ ًو (ؿ ؿ ىػ

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)اى ًدىنا (ا ىػ د ف ا
ٍ

)اٍل ىح ٍم يد (ا ؿ ح ـ د

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

)َّاؾ (إ م ا ؾ
ًإي ى

)ىن ٍعيب يد (ف ع ب د

)ىي ٍكًـ (م ك ـ

ً الد
)يف (ا ؿ د م ف

ً
)يف (ف س ت ع م ف
ىن ٍستىع ي

ً َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف
الذ ى

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ

)َّاؾ (إ م ا ؾ
إًي ى

ً
ً
)ط (ص ر ط
)يـ (ا ؿ ـ س ت ؽ م ـ
ص ىر ى
اٍل يم ٍستىق ى
ً ض
)كب (ا ؿ ـ غ ض ك ب
)ىغٍي ًر (غ م ر
)ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ (ع ؿ م ىػ ـ
اٍل ىم ٍغ ي
َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ض ا ؿ م ف
الضال ى

)ال (ؿ ا

)ط (ا ؿ ص ر ط
الص ىر ى
)ت (أ ف ع ـ ت
أٍىن ىع ٍم ى

)ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ (ع ؿ م ىػ ـ

ك

أ ؿ ـ م ف ر ع هػ ح ب د ك س ؾ ت ص ط غ ض ؽ ذ
1 1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

6

8

11 14 15 22 22

The 26-digit number, 11222233344455681114152222, is a perfect multiple of 7!
11222233344455681114152222 = 1603176192065097302021746 x 7
Now we may ask: Could the Prophet Muhammad have possibly manufactured and hidden
such a perfect numeric code within the verses of the Qur’an, and what other book has
anything as detailed as its letters so elegantly arranged?
Al-Fatihah and the Qur’an
The number representing the repetition of the first and last letters to be mentioned in AlFatihah is 114, which is the total number of chapters in the Qur’an! That is, the first letter in
Al-Fatihah is “Bā’” ()ب, which is repeated 4 times in Al-Fatihah, and the last is “Nūn” ()ف,
which is found 11 times.
Last letter in Al-Fatihah

Last letter in Al-Fatihah

11

4

And so the number 114, created by Al-Fatihah’s first and last letters, also stands for the
Qur’an’s total chapters; it is almost as if the entire book is summarised in the opening
chapter, which is often referred to as the mother of the Qur’an! And in this is perhaps a
confirmation of the truthfulness of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) when he said that AlFatihah is the Qur’an: "That is: "Alhamdu-lillahi Rabbil-'Alamin (Surat Al-Fatiha) which is the
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seven oft-repeated verses (Al-Mathani) and the Grand Quran which has been given to
me.”52 But God Almighty knows best.
In order to be more certain as to the connection of Al-Fatihah’s letters to the Qur’an, we will
now write the word (“ (القرآفThe Qur’an”, and under each of its letters, its corresponding
repetition in Al-Fatihah (just as we did with the seven Mathani verse in Surat Al-Hijr):

)القرآن (ا ل ق ر آ ن
11

22

8

1

22 22

The number 1122812222 is a perfect multiple of 7!
1122812222 = 160401746 x 7
What is also eye-catching about this number is its digit sum:
1 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 8 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 23, the number of years it took for the Qur’an to be
revealed!
The letters of (“ (آمينAmen”
The word (“ (آميفAmen” is used by people of numerous faiths, and while it is not contained
in the Qur’an, Muslims say this word in prayer directly after they recite Al-Fatihah. Its
letters also happen to be intrinsically connected to the Qur’an’s opening chapter. Just as we
did with the word “The Qur’an”, we will now write (“ (آميفAmen”, along with the repetition
of each of its letters in Surat Al-Fatihah.

)آمين (ا م ي ن
11

14

15 22

11141522 is indeed a multiple of 7, and twice:
11141522 = 227378 x 7 x 7

The First and Last Verse of Al-Fatihah
In exploring the captivating nature of Al-Fatihah’s perfect numeric system, we come across a
wonderful connection between the first and last verse of this marvellous chapter.

52

Bukhari, Volume 6, Book 60, Number 225
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The first verse of Al-Fatihah is:

)0(ِِالرِحي ِم
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ بِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
Its words are 4 and total letters are 19. Some of these letters are repeated, however, and so
the total number of different alphabetic letters in this verse is 10.
The final verse is:

ِ َِّصر َطِال
ِ ض
)6(ِني
ذ
ُ ِعلَْي ِه ْمِ َغ ِْْيِالْ َم ْغ
َ وب
َ ت
َ ِّْعلَْي ِه ْم َِوََلِالضَّال
َ ينِأَنْػ َع ْم
َ
َ
It contains 10 words, 43 letters in total, and 16 different alphabetic letters.
The total number of letters
The first verse of Al-Fatihah contains a total number of 19 letters, and the last contains 43:
Last verse

First verse

43

19

The number which represents the letter counts of the first and last verse is 4319, a multiple
of 7:
4319 = 617 x 7
The number of alphabetic letters
The number of letters without repetition; that is, the number of different alphabetic letters
in both verses is as follows:
Last verse

First verse

16

10

1610 = 230 x 7
The number of words and letters
A multiple of 7 exists between the word and letter count of the first and last verse. The first
verse consists of 4 words and 19 letters, and the last consists of 10 words and 43 letters.
Last verse

First verse

Letters

Words

Letters

Words

43

10

19

4
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4310194 is a multiple of 7.
4310194 = 615742 x 7
The first and last letter
A multiple of 7 is found with respect to the first and last letters of both verses. As for the
first verse, its first letter is “Bā’” ()ب, a letter repeated 4 times throughout Al-Fatihah. Its
last letter is “Mīm” ()ـ, which is repeated 15 times.
Repetition of last letter

Repetition of first letter

15

4

The number 154 is a multiple of 7.
154 = 22 x 7
The first letter of Al-Fatihah’s last verse is “ṣād” ()ص, a letter found 2 times in this chapter.
The last letter, “Nūn” ()ف, is repeated 11 times:
Repetition of last letter

Repetition of first letter

11

2

Just like the first verse, the first and last letters of Al-Fatihah’s last verse creates a multiple
of 7.
112 = 16 x 7

The Alphabetic Letters
The alphabetic letters of Surat Al-Fatihah are delicately connected to various words and
verses in the Qur’an in a way that consistently creates perfect multiples of 7. We will
demonstrate this by striking an example from the second verse of Surat Al-Baqarah, the
second and longest chapter in the Holy Qur’an:

ِ ِ
َِذل
ِ ِ كِالْ ِكتَب ََِلِري
ِني
َ
َ ِى ًدىِل ْل ُمتَّق
ُ بِفيو
ْ
َ َ ُ
This is the Book; in it is guidance sure, without doubt, to those who fear God;
Al-Baqarah, 2:2
The following arrangement depends on the 21 alphabetic letters contained in Al-Fatihah,
namely:
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ا ؿ ـ م ف ر ع هػ ػ ح ب د ك س ؾ ت ص ط غ ض ؽ ذ
That is, we will take each word of the above verse, and look to see how many of its letters
are also found in Surat Al-Fatihah. Only when a letter is also one of Al-Fatihah’s letters will it
be counted. For instance, the first word is ()ذلؾ, which consists of the three letters ()ذ ؿ ؾ.
All three letters are found in Al-Fatihah, and as such, this word is assigned the number 3.

)ب (ر م ب
ىرٍي ى

)ىال (ؿ ا

ً
)ب (ا ؿ ؾ ت ب
اٍلكتى ي

2

5

3

ً ً
)يف (ؿ ؿ ـ ت ؽ م ف
لٍم يمتَّق ى

)يى ندل (ىػ د ل

7

3

)ىذلً ىؾ (ذ ؿ ؾ
3
53

ً ًف
)يو (ؼ م ىػ
2

The number 7323253 is indeed a multiple of 7.
7323253 = 1046179 x 7
The result, 1046179 is seven digits long, and the sum of those digits is also a multiple of 7:
1 + 0 + 4 + 6 + 1 + 7 + 9 = 28
28 = 4 x 7
Splitting the verse into two parts
In terms of meaning and content, this single verse can be divided into at least two parts:
1- Part 1:

ِ َ َِذل
ِبِفِ ِيو
َ ْب ََِل َِري
ُ َكِالْكت
This is the Scripture whereof there is no doubt
2- Part 2:

ِ ِ
ِني
َ ُى ًدىِللْ ُمتَّق
A guidance unto those who ward off ( evil )

53

The only word which contains a letter that does not exist in Surat Al-Fatihah, namely the letter ()ؼ.
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We now write the total number of Al-Fatihah letters in both parts, which can be easily
counted from the previous example which gave the number 7323253 (7+3 represents the
second part and 3+2+5+3 represents the first):
Part 2

Part 1

ِ ِ
ِني
َ ُى ًدىِللْ ُمتَّق

ِذَل
ِ ْكِال
ِبِفِ ِيو
ي
ِر
َِل
ب
ت
ك
َ
َ
َ
ْ
َ َ ُ

10

15

1015 is another multiple of 7.
1015 = 145 x 7
Also in terms of meaning, this verse can further be logically divided into 3 parts:
1- Part 1:

ِذَل
ِ ْكِال
ِب
ت
ك
َ
َ
ُ
This is the Scripture
2- Part 2:

ِبِفِ ِيو
َ ََْلِ َري
Whereof there is no doubt
3- Part 3:

ِ ِ
ِني
َ ُى ًدىِللْ ُمتَّق
A guidance unto those who ward off ( evil )
The total number of Al-Fatihah letters found in each part amounts to:
Part 3

Part 2

Part 1

ِ ِ
ِ
ِ ِ كِالْ ِكتَبََِِِِِِِِِِِلِري
ِني
َ َذل
َ بِفيوِِِِِِِِ ُى ًدىِل ْل ُمتَّق
َ َْ
ُ
10

7

ِِِِِِِِِِ

8

The number 1078 is a multiple of 7 twice, and is also a multiple when read in the opposite
direction:
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1078 = 22 x 7 x 7
8701 = 1243 x 7
And thus, even when we divide this single verse into various parts according to linguistic
meaning, the presence of this brilliant system of multiples of 7 is inevitably preserved.

The Intricate Link Between Al-Fatihah’s Numbers
One of the absolute wonders of the opening chapter of the Qur’an is the way every verse
number is connected to the number of words and number of letters of that verse!
1. ) الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ  ( بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًوis verse 1, its words are 4 and its letters are 19.

ً
ً ًَّ
2. ) يف
 ( اٍل ىح ٍم يد لمو ىرب اٍل ىعمىم ىis verse 2, its words are 4 and its letters are 17.
3. ) الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ ( is verse 3, its words are 2 and its letters are 12.

ً  ( ىممً ًؾ ىي ٍكًـ الدis verse 4, its words are 3 and its letters are 11.
4. ) يف
ً
5. ) يف
َّاؾ ىن ٍعيب يد ىكًاي ى
 ( إًي ىis verse 5, its words are 5 and its letters are 19.
َّاؾ ىن ٍستىع ي
ً
6. ) يـ
اى ًدىنا الص ىر ى
ٍ ( is verse 6, its words are 3 and its letters are 18.
ط اٍل يم ٍستىق ى
ًَّ صر ى
ً
ً ض
َّ كب ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ ىكىال
7. ) يف
يف أٍىن ىع ٍم ى
ت ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ ىغٍي ًر اٍل ىم ٍغ ي
الضال ى
ط الذ ى
 ( ىis verse 7, its words are 10 and its
letters are 43.
We now simply arrange these numbers in order:

ِ ّْ اْلم ُدِلِلَّ ِوِر
ِني
َ بِالْ َعلَم
ْ َْ ِ
َ
17

4

ِالرِحي ِم
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ بِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو

2

19

4

1

ِ ِِالرِحي ِمِِِِِِِِِِِِِِمل
ِكِيَػ ْوِـِالدّْين
َّ الر ْْحَ ِن
َّ
َ
11

3

4

12

2

3

ِ اِالصر َطِالْمست
ِ نيِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِاى
ِاؾِنَستَع
ِ
ِيم
ق
ن
د
ِ
َ َِِِِِِِِِِِِّإِي
ّْ
َ
َ
ْ
ُ
ْ َ َّاؾِنَػ ْعبُ ُدِ َوإي
َ ُْ َ
18

3

6

19
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ِ َّ ِ
ِ ض
ِني
ُ ِعلَْي ِه ْمِ َغ ِْْيِالْ َم ْغ
َ وب
َ ت
َ ِّْعلَْي ِه ْم َِوََلِالضَّال
َ ينِأَنْػ َع ْم
َ صَر َطِالذ
43

10

7

The massive 29-digit number that results from this arrangement is
43107183619551134122317421941, which, unbelievably, is a perfect multiple of 7!!
43107183619551134122317421941 = 6158169088507304874616774563 x 7
Had these numbers been mere coincidence, we simply wouldn’t have arrived at so many
consistent multiples of 7. Not only that, but one can also try to find the same pattern of
results in other literature, be it poetry or prose. And it is very possible to find a segment of
a poem, the words of which allow us to assemble a number that happens to be a multiple of
7. We may even find another multiple from that very segment using the poem’s letters, for
instance, but to find more than a handful is near impossible.
So how is it that Surat Al-Fatihah, a chapter that hardly exceeds 3 lines in length, contains
literally hundreds of numeric arrangements that all share the common privilege of being
multiples of 7? Who could have perfected these numbers so eloquently, and made them
unquestionable, decimal-free multiples of 7 without exception?
Part of the sheer brilliance of this verse lies in the fact that despite the often varying ways of
counting the numbers and aligning them, the same outcome continues to prevail; a witness
that every small letter in the Qur’an is undoubtedly the word of God Almighty. This again
provokes our thoughts and makes us wonder: Can mankind ever respond to the challenge of
the Qur’an by putting together a mere 31 words the likes of Surat Al-Fatihah?

The Words of Al-Fatihah
Al-Fatihah is chapter 1, its verses are 7 and its words are 31.
Assembling these numbers produces a multiple of 7:
Words

Verses

Chapter

31

7

1

3171 = 453 x 7
And if we were to number the words of Al-Fatihah, from 1 through to 31, we are left with a
relatively large number:
31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
This number is actually a multiple of 7 when read from either direction!
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31302928272625242322212019181716151413121110987654321 =
4471846896089320331744574168816593059017301569664903 x 7
12345678901112131415161718191021222324252627282920313 =
1763668414444590202165959741574460332036089611845759 x 7
Interestingly, this number is composed of seven parts, which are all multiples of 7:
21 = 3 x 7
109876543 = 15696649 x 7
1211 = 173 x 7
413 = 59 x 7
2322212019181716151 = 331744574168816593 x 7
62524 = 8932 x 7
31302928272 = 4471846896 x 7
The odd numbers that we see repeated time and again, such as 7, 19 and 31, are perhaps a
delicate proof that the Holy Qur’an has been sent down by the One and only God Almighty;
as such, we find the various numeric sequences consistent with these numbers. One of the
sayings of the Prophet (pbuh) confirm this: “Allah has ninety-nine Names, i.e., one hundred
minus one, and whoever believes in their meanings and acts accordingly, will enter
Paradise; and Allah is Witr (one) and loves 'the Witr' (i.e., odd numbers).54”
Had this abundance of numbers been simple coincidence, we would not have done all these
studies and arrived at such elegant results, which all spring from the same source, namely
the Holy Qur’an. And if we look for any such numeric system in any other book on the
planet, we will find ourselves empty-handed, as no such intricate system can possibly exist
anywhere else.
And now, we take a close look at the name of He Who created the heavens and the Earth,
created mankind, and sent us the Holy Qur’an. We will see how the letters of the name
“Allah”   اهلل, meaning God in Arabic, are linked to Al-Fatihah.

The Letters of the Name “Allah” ()اهلل

54

Sahih Al-Bukhari, Volume 8, Book 75, Number 419
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The greatness of Surat Al-Fatihah reflects the greatness of the One who revealed it. Indeed,
God Almighty sent down this verse and organised the letters of His name, “Allah” ()اهلل, in a
way which signifies that He alone could have designed it.
Using the undeniable language of numbers, we will prove this fact. As we believe that God
revealed the Qur’an, we also believe that he organised the letters of His name in a manner
perfectly consistent with the number 7, as hidden evidence that the Qur’an is not the word
of man, but rather the word of man’s Creator and Sustainer.
To prove our theory, we will now perform a similar exercise to one we have performed
before. We will write Surat Al-Fatihah in its entirety, and under each word, how many of
the three letters making up the name “Allah” ()اهلل, are repeated. The three letters are:

ا ؿ هػ ػ
)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ
2

2

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى

2

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

2

ك

)ىن ٍعيب يد (ف ع ب د

0

0

2

)َّاؾ (إ م ا ؾ
ًإي ى

)ىي ٍكًـ (م ك ـ

ً الد
)يف (ا ؿ د م ف

2

)اى ًدىنا (ا ىػ د ف ا
ٍ

)اٍل ىح ٍم يد (ا ؿ ح ـ د

3

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

1

0

)لًمَّ ًو (ؿ ؿ ىػ

0

)ىممً ًؾ (ـ ؿ ؾ

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ

4

)ىرب (ر ب

3

2

ً
)يف (ف س ت ع م ف
ىن ٍستىع ي

3

ً َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف
الذ ى

)المَّو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

0

)َّاؾ (إ م ا ؾ
إًي ى

0

2

ً
)ط (ص ر ط
ص ىر ى

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ـ س ت ؽ م ـ
اٍل يم ٍستىق ى

)ط (ا ؿ ص ر ط
الص ىر ى

0

2

2

2

ً ض
)كب (ا ؿ ـ غ ض ك ب
اٍل ىم ٍغ ي

)ىغٍي ًر (غ م ر

)ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ (ع ؿ م ىػ ـ

)ت (أ ف ع ـ ت
أٍىن ىع ٍم ى

2

0

2

1

َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ض ا ؿ م ف
الضال ى
4

)ال (ؿ ا

ك

2

0
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The 31-digit number 4202202120223020022012230322240 is a perfect multiple of 7!
4202202120223020022012230322240 = 600314588603288574573175760320 x 7
Had any of the 31 words of Al-Fatihah contained one less or one more letter of Allah’s
name, dividing the resulting arrangement by 7 would have only left an endless line of
decimals!
But that’s not all that’s amazing about the letters of Allah’s name. Having previously noted
how many times each letter of Al-Fatihah is repeated in that verse, we know that:


The number of “Alif” ( )أletters in Al-Fatihah is 22.



The number of “Lām” ( )ؿletters is 22.



The number of Hā’” ( )ىػletters is 5.

The sum of these numbers is exactly “7 x 7”:
22 + 22 + 5 = 49
49 = 7 x 7
Many Recitations, One Outcome
There are different ways of reciting the Qur’an, and the most popular style is known as
“Hafs bin Aasim”. However, there are some recitations which don’t regard the Basmala as
Al-Fatihah’s first verse, which begs the question: Are the numeric arrangements maintained
in this case; that is, without considering the Basmala? We will now look at a series of
arrangement that do not include the Basmala.
If we return to the previous arrangement in which we looked for the three letters making up
the name of “Allah” ()اهلل, then, ignoring the Basmala (i.e. the first four words of Al-Fatihah),
we would arrive at the number 420220212022302002201223032, which is still a multiple of
7:
420220212022302002201223032 = 60031458860328857457317576 x 7
Reading the number from the opposite direction also gives a multiple of 7:
230322102200203220212022024 = 32903157457171888601717432 x 7
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It must also be noted that with these recitations, the total number of verses remains 7,
because such recitations count the last verse of Al-Fatihah as two verses55, and so Al-Fatihah
is considered as follows:

ِ ّْ ا ْْلم ُدِلِلَّ ِوِر
ِ ِ)ِمل1(ِِالرِحي ِم
ِاؾ
َ َّاؾِنَػ ْعبُ ُد َِوإِي
َ َّ)ِإِِي2(ِكِيَػ ْوِـِالدّْي ِن
َّ الر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِ)0(ِني
َ بِالْ َعلَم
َ
َْ
َ
ِ َّ ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ ض
ِوب
ّْ َ)ِ ْاى ِدن3(ِني
ُ )ِ َغ ِْْيِالْ َم ْغ5(ِِعلَْي ِه ِْم
َ ت
ُ نَ ْستَع
َ ينِأَنْػ َع ْم
َ )ِصَر َطِالذ4(ِيم
َ اِالصَر َطِالْ ُم ْستَق
)6(ِني
َ َّْعلَْي ِه ْم َِوََلِالضَّال
{ Praise be to God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the world; (1) Most Gracious, Most
Merciful; (2) Master of the Day of Judgment. (3) Thee do we worship, and Thine aid we seek.
(4) Show us the straight way, (5) The way of those on whom Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace
(6), those whose (portion) is not wrath, and who go not astray. (7) }
Al-Fatihah, 1
And because these recitations view Al-Fatihah in the above manner, the intervals of this
chapter are therefore changed, and if we look for the letters of the name “Allah” ()اهلل,
namely “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Hā’” ()ىػ, in these intervals, we find this arrangement:

ً
)يف (ف س ت ع م ف
ىن ٍستىع ي

ً الد
)يف (ا ؿ د م ف

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

0

2

2

َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ض ا ؿ م ف
الضال ى
4

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى
3

)ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ (ع ؿ م ق ـ

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ـ س ت ؽ م ـ
اٍل يم ٍستىق ى

2

2

The number 4220223 is a multiple of 7 twice, and is also a multiple when read in the
opposite direction:
4220223 = 86127 x 7 x 7
3220224 = 460032 x 7

55

i.e. the verse “The way of those on whom Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace, those whose (portion) is not
wrath, and who go not astray.” (7) becomes “The way of those on whom Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace (6),
those whose (portion) is not wrath, and who go not astray.” (7).
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In other words, a multiple of 7 from both directions is produced by arranging the letters of
the name “Allah” across both the first chapter and the intervals of the first chapter!
The letters of the word (( )الرحمنThe Most Gracious)
Another one of Allah’s 99 Arabic names is (( )الرحمفliterally “Ar-Rahman” or The Most
Gracious). God Almighty says: { Say: "Call upon God, or call upon Rahman: by whatever
name ye call upon Him, (it is well): for to Him belong the Most Beautiful Names. } Al-Isra’,
17:110.
We will look for the letters of “Ar-Rahman” ( )الرحمفin each word of Surat Al-Fatihah, and
see if that results in a multiple of 7. The letters comprising this name are:

ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى
5

1

)ىممً ًؾ (ـ ؿ ؾ

)اٍل ىح ٍم يد (ا ؿ ح ـ د

2

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

2

4

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

5

ك

)ىن ٍعيب يد (ف ع ب د

0

1

6

)َّاؾ (إ م ا ؾ
ًإي ى

)ىي ٍكًـ (م ك ـ

ً الد
)يف (ا ؿ د م ف

2

)اى ًدىنا (ا ىػ د ف ا
ٍ

3

ً
)يف (ف س ت ع م ف
ىن ٍستىع ي

3

ً َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف
الذ ى

)لًمَّ ًو (ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ىرب (ر ب

1

)َّاؾ (إ م ا ؾ
إًي ى

2

2

ً
)ط (ص ر ط
ص ىر ى

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ـ س ت ؽ م ـ
اٍل يم ٍستىق ى

)ط (ا ؿ ص ر ط
الص ىر ى

1

4

3

3

ً ض
)كب (ا ؿ ـ غ ض ك ب
اٍل ىم ٍغ ي

)ىغٍي ًر (غ م ر

)ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ (ع ؿ م ىػ ـ

)ت (أ ف ع ـ ت
أٍىن ىع ٍم ى

3

1

2

3

َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ض ا ؿ م ف
الضال ى
5

)ال (ؿ ا

ك

2

0

)ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ (ع ؿ م ىػ ـ
2

520231233143322012312565124 is actually a multiple of 7 twice:
520231233143322012312565124 = 10616963941700449230868676 x 7 x 7
And even when we divide Al-Fatihah into two parts, multiples of 7 are still found. The first
part is all about praise for God Almighty, and acknowledging that He is worshipped and that
help is sought from Him:
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ِ ّْ ا ْْلم ُدِلِلَّ ِوِر
ِ ِ)ِمل1(ِِالرِحي ِم
ِاؾ
َ َّاؾِنَػ ْعبُ ُد َِوإِي
َ َّ)ِإِي2(ِكِيَػ ْوِـِالدّْي ِن
َّ الر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِ)0(ِني
َ بِالْ َعلَم
َ
َْ
َ
ِ
)3(ِني
ُ نَ ْستَع
Praise be to God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the world; (1) Most Gracious, Most
Merciful; (2) Master of the Day of Judgment. (3) Thee do we worship, and Thine aid we seek.
The second part is about asking for God’s guidance towards the right path.

ِ َّ)ِ ِصر َطِال4(ِاِالصر َطِالْمست ِقيم
ِ اى
ِ ض
ِِعلَْي ِه ْم َِوََل
ذ
ن
د
ّْ
َ
َ
ُ )ِ َغ ِْْيِالْ َم ْغ5(ِِعلَْي ِه ِْم
ْ
َ وب
َ ت
َ ينِأَنْػ َع ْم
َ
َ
َ ُْ َ
)6(ِني
َ ّْالضَّال

Show us the straight way, (5) The way of those on whom Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace (6),
those whose (portion) is not wrath, and who go not astray. (7)
The first part
We shall now write Al-Fatihah (excluding the Basmala) along with the number of “ArRahman” ( )الرحمفletters contained in each word. Once again, the letters are:

ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى

)ىرب (ر ب

5

)لًمَّ ًو (ؿ ؿ ىػ

1

)ىممً ًؾ (ـ ؿ ؾ

2

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

2

4

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

5

ك

)ىن ٍعيب يد (ف ع ب د

0

1

)اٍل ىح ٍم يد (ا ؿ ح ـ د

6

)َّاؾ (إ م ا ؾ
ًإي ى

ً الد
)يف (ا ؿ د م ف

2

3

ً
)يف (ف س ت ع م ف
ىن ٍستىع ي
2

1

)َّاؾ (إ م ا ؾ
إًي ى
2

The number 22012312565124 is a multiple of 7 twice:
22012312565124 = 449230868676 x 7 x 7
The second part is as follows:
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اى ًدىنا (ا ىػ د ف ا)
ٍ

ً
يـ (ا ؿ ـ س ت ؽ م ـ)
اٍل يم ٍستىق ى

ط (ا ؿ ص ر ط)
الص ىر ى

3

3

ً
ط ( ص ر ط)
ص ىر ى

4

ًَّ
يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف)
الذ ى

1

ت (أ ف ع ـ ت)
أٍىن ىع ٍم ى
3

3

ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ (ع ؿ م ىػ ـ)

ىغٍي ًر (غ م ر)

ض ً
كب (ا ؿ ـ غ ض ك ب)
اٍل ىم ٍغ ي

2

1

3

ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ (ع ؿ م ىػ ـ)
2

ك

ال (ؿ ا)

0

2

َّ
يف (ا ؿ ض ا ؿ م ف)
الضال ى
5

5202312331433 is also a multiple of 7 twice:
5202312331433 = 106169639417 x 7 x 7
So the chapter in its entirety produces a multiple of 7 twice, but the same is also true for its
!two separate parts
)الرحمف( ”The repetition of the letters of “Ar-Rahman
The following is the Qur’an’s first chapter, Al-Fatihah (excluding the Basmala):

اٍل ىح ٍم يد (ا ؿ ح ـ د)

لًمَّ ًو (ؿ ؿ ىػ)

الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ)
َّ

الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف)
َّ

ىي ٍكًـ (م ك ـ)

الد ً
يف (ا ؿ د م ف)

َّاؾ (إ م ا ؾ)
إًي ى

ط (ا ؿ ص ر ط)
الص ىر ى
ت (أ ف ع ـ ت)
أٍىن ىع ٍم ى

ىرب (ر ب)

ً
يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف)
اٍل ىعمىم ى

َّاؾ (إ م ا ؾ)
ًإي ى

ىممً ًؾ (ـ ؿ ؾ)

ىن ٍعيب يد (ف ع ب د)

ً
يف (ف س ت ع م ف)
ىن ٍستىع ي

ك

اى ًدىنا (ا ىػ د ف ا)
ٍ

ً
ً
ط (ص ر ط)
يـ (ا ؿ ـ س ت ؽ م ـ)
ص ىر ى
اٍل يم ٍستىق ى
ض ً
كب (ا ؿ ـ غ ض ك ب)
ىغٍي ًر (غ م ر)
ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ (ع ؿ م ىػ ـ)
اٍل ىم ٍغ ي

ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ (ع ؿ م ىػ ـ)

ال (ؿ ا)

ك

َّ ً
يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف)
الذ ى

َّ
يف (ا ؿ ض ا ؿ م ف)
الضال ى

) have been repeated in Al-Fatihah as follows:الرحمن( ”The 6 letters of “Ar-Rahman

ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
18 19

6

3

10 12
The number 1012361819 is a multiple of 7:

1012361819 = 144623117 x 7
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The System of ‘Accumulated’ Letters
To conclude this part with our final arrangement, we write Al-Fatihah in its entirety, along
with the total number of letters of each word, but in accumulation. For example, the first
word contains 3 letters and so is assigned the number 3. The second contains 4 letters but
is assigned the number 7 since (3 + 4 = 7). Consequently, the third word, which contains 6
letters, is given the number 13 (7 + 6 = 13) and so on.

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)المَّو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

19

13

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى

7

29

)ىممً ًؾ (ـ ؿ ؾ

)اٍل ىح ٍم يد (ا ؿ ح ـ د

27

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

51

3

)لًمَّ ًو (ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ىرب (ر ب

36

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ

24

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

48

42

ك

)ىن ٍعيب يد (ف ع ب د

)َّاؾ (إ م ا ؾ
ًإي ى

ً الد
)يف (ا ؿ د م ف

)ىي ٍكًـ (م ك ـ

68

67

63

59

54

)اى ًدىنا (ا ىػ د ف ا
ٍ

ً
)يف (ف س ت ع م ف
ىن ٍستىع ي

83

ً َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف
الذ ى

78

ً
)ط (ص ر ط
ص ىر ى

104

)َّاؾ (إ م ا ؾ
إًي ى
72

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ـ س ت ؽ م ـ
اٍل يم ٍستىق ى

99

)ط (ا ؿ ص ر ط
الص ىر ى

96

ً ض
)كب (ا ؿ ـ غ ض ك ب
اٍل ىم ٍغ ي

)ىغٍي ًر (غ م ر

124

117

88

)ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ (ع ؿ م ىػ ـ

)ت (أ ف ع ـ ت
أٍىن ىع ٍم ى

114

109

َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ض ا ؿ م ف
الضال ى

)ال (ؿ ا

ك

)ىعمىٍي ًي ٍـ (ع ؿ م ىػ ـ

139

132

130

129

Incredibly, the number
139132130129124117114109104999688837872686763595451484236292724191373,
which is 69 digits long, is a multiple of 7!!
139132130129124117114109104999688837872686763595451484236292724191373 =
19876018589874873873444157857098405410383823370778783462327532027339 x 7
To grasp the sheer brilliance of this result, had any letter been added or omitted from Surat
Al-Fatihah, it would have been impossible to arrive at a multiple of 7. And as we mentioned

ً
earlier, had words like )يف
“ (اٍل ىعمىم ىthe worlds” been spelt as they are in normal Arabic and not
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as exactly as they appear in the Qur’an, the letter count of such words would have differed,
completely shattering the above arrangement. So not only is the method of accumulated
numbers a widely used concept in mathematics, it suggests that the Holy Qur’an is a very
intricately arranged book. Also, if the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) had authored the Qur’an
himself, what could he have possibly used to deal with and design such massive numbers?
And as an illiterate man who could not read or write, how could he have begun to consider
such an amazing feat in the first place?
In conclusion, we pose the question: Is coincidence a valid argument for the abundant
multiples of 7 discovered in this part? Any logical, rational thinker will inevitably wonder
about the source of these numeric arrangements, and how a book founded more than 14
centuries ago – at a time when no complex mathematics was performed on this Earth –
could produce so many multiples of the same number with such accuracy. The logical
explanation, at least as we see it, of course, is that the Holy Qur’an is no other than the
word of God Almighty, the very creator of the seven Heavens and the Earth.
But is the Qur’an’s numeric miracle limited to its first chapter? In fact, it is a miracle that
encompasses the entire book. And in the next part, we will discover a glimpse of that in one
of its shortest chapters, namely Surat Al-Ikhlas (Chapter: Sincerity), and feast our eyes on
some breathtakingly precise numbers.

Summary
In Surat Al-Fatihah, we came across a massive collection of numbers, and all of them
consistently prevailed as multiples of 7.
We saw how the verse numbers, number of words, and number of letters in this chapter are
so carefully organised and connected to different sections of the Qur’an, and how they, as a
consequence, have resulted in very long numbers that have stretched, in this part alone, to
as long as 69 digits, whilst maintaining the feature of being perfect multiples of 7.
The existence of a numeric system based on the number 7 in a chapter called “The Seven
Oft-Repeated” by God Almighty Himself is but tangible, literal proof that it is He, and He
alone who has sent down this chapter, and protected it from alteration, and had a single
letter been edited from it, the entire system would have collapsed!
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PART 5
A GLIMPSE AT SURAT AL-IKHLAS (CHAPTER: SINCERITY): A CHAPTER
EQUALLING ONE THIRD OF THE QUR’AN
After witnessing something of the numeric secrets of Al-Fatihah, the Qur’an’s greatest
chapter, we arrive at a chapter which equals a third of the Qur’an in reward. In this small
chapter is a statement of God Almighty’s supremacy and uniqueness.
We embark on a journey which involves God’s Beautiful Names and how they are reflected in
this chapter, and admire how every letter in this wonderful chapter is crafted with such
careful precision so as to produce a miracle not in meaning or language alone, but a numeric
miracle that is founded on the number 7, bearing witness to the Greatness of its Creator.

A Third of the Qur’an
The Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) was sitting with his companions one day when he asked
them whether anyone of them was capable of reading a third of the Qur’an in one night.
When they had no answer, the Prophet told them of a chapter which equalled a third of the
Qur’an, namely “He is Allah, the One” (i.e. Surat Al-Ikhlas). Indeed, the Prophet once
explained: “By Him in Whose Hand my life is, it is equal to one-third of the Quran.”56
And we ask: what are the secrets of this splendid chapter? And can the language of
numbers reveal a new miracle that can prove its miraculous nature? We begin our journey
with Surat Al-Ikhlas, and discover a series of arrangements that are all in coherence with the
number 7. Below is this chapter in its entirety:

ِ
)3(َِح ٌد
َّ ُ)ِاللَّو0(َِح ٌد
ُ قُ ْل
َ )ِ َوََلِْيَ ُك ْنِلَوُِ ُك ُف ًواِأ2(ِ)ِ ََلِْيَل ْد َِوََلِْيُولَ ْد1(ِِالص َم ُد
َ ِى َوِاللَّوُِأ
Say: He is God, the One and Only; (1) God, the Eternal, Absolute; (2) He begetteth not, nor is
He begotten; (3) And there is none like unto Him. (4)
Al-Ikhlas, 113
The number of words in each verse
Every one of Al-Ikhlas’s four verses contains a specific number of words:


56

َّ
The first verse, )ىح هد
( يق ٍؿ يى ىك الموي أ ى, consists of 4 words.

Sahih Bukhari, Volume 9, Book 93, Number 471
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The second verse, )الص ىم يد
َّ (المَّوي, consists of 2 words.



The third verse, )(لى ٍـ ىيمً ٍد ىكلى ٍـ ييكلى ٍد, consists of 5 words.



The fourth and final verse, )ىح هد
( ىكلى ٍـ ىي يك ٍف لىوي يكفي نكا أ ى, consists of 6 words.

Combining these numbers produces the following arrangement:

ِ
َِح ٌد
َّ َُح ٌدِِِِِِاللَّو
ُ ِِِِِِقُ ْل
َ ِالص َم ُدِِِ ِِ ََلِْيَل ْد َِوََلِْيُولَ ْدِِِ ِ َوََلِْيَ ُك ْنِلَوُِ ُك ُف ًواِأ
َ ِى َوِاللَّوُِأ
6

5

2

4

The number 6524, if read in either direction, is a multiple of 7:
6524 = 932 x 7
4256 = 608 x 7
Also, the sum of both results produces a multiple of 7:
932 + 608 = 1540
1540 = 220 x 7
The letters of God’s name, “Allah” )(اهلل
In Surat Al-Ikhlas, we find a profound arrangement of the letters of God Almighty’s name,
“Allah” )(اهلل, in each verse. These letters are:

ا ؿ هػ
We now write each verse (with a breakdown of its letters), along with the number of “Alif”

()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, and “Hā’” ( )ىػletters it contains:
7 :)ىح هد (ؽ ؿ ىػ ك ا ؿ ؿ ىػ أ ح د
أى

6 :)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ

َّ
 الموي.2

ىيمً ٍد

 لى ٍـ.3

4 :)ييكلىد (ؿ ـ م ؿ د ك ؿ ـ م ك ؿ د
5 :)ىح هد (ك ؿ ـ م ؾ ف ؿ ىػ ؾ ؼ ك ان أ ح د
أى
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ىك

 ىك لى ٍـ ىي يك ٍف لىوي يكفي نكا.4
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The resulting arrangement is therefore:

ِ
َِح ٌد
َّ َُح ٌدِِِِِاللَّو
ُ ِِِِِقُ ْل
َ ِالص َم ُدِِِ ِ ََلِْيَل ْد َِوََلِْيُولَ ْدِِِ ِ َوََلِْيَ ُك ْنِلَوُِ ُك ُف ًواِأ
َ ِى َوِاللَّوُِأ
5

4

6

7

5467 is a multiple of 7:
5467 = 781 x 7
Words containing the letters of God’s name, “Allah” )(اهلل
Of the 17 words of Surat Al-Ikhlas, 14 contain at least one of the three letters making up
Allah’s name in Arabic, while the remaining three57 contain no such letters. 14, of course, is
a multiple of 7 (14 = 2 x 7), and these 14 words are:

لَ ْم

يولَد

يَلِ ْد لَ ْم

الص َمد لَ ْم
َّ
َح هد
َ كف نوا أ

اللَّه

َح هد
َ اللَّه أ

لَه

ه َو

ق ْل

We now write Al-Ikhlas once more, along with the number of words containing any of
“Allah’s” letters [“Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, and Hā’” ( ])ىػin each verse:

ِ
َِح ٌد
َّ َُح ٌدِِِِ ِاللَّو
ُ ِِِِقُ ْل
َ ِالص َم ُدِِ ِ ََلِْيَل ْدَِِوََلِْيُولَ ْدِِ ِ ِ َِوََلِْيَ ُك ِْنِلَوُِ ُك ُف ًواِأ
َ ِى َوِاللَّوُِأ
4

4

2

4

The number 4424 is another multiple of 7:
4424 = 632 x 7
Having said that, what is also interesting is that if we only count the words that do not
contain any of the letters of Allah’s name in each verse, we find:

ِ
َِح ٌد
َّ َُح ٌدِِِ ِِاللَّو
ُ ِِِِقُ ْل
َ ِالص َم ُدِِ ِ ََلِْيَل ْدَِِوََلِْيُولَ ْدِِ ِ ِ َِوََِلِْيَ ُك ِْنِلَوُِ ُك ُف ًواِأ
َ ِى َوِاللَّوُِأ
2

1

0

0

And 2100 is also a multiple of 7:

57

These are )(يكن, ( )وand ()و. Note that ( )وmeans “and” is a word in its own right despite being one letter
long.
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2100 = 300 x 7
The arrangement of the letter “Dāl” ()د
An interesting point about Al-Ikhlas is that all of its verses end with the same letter, namely
“Dāl” ()د. There is some numeric significance to this peculiar fact, because if we count how
many times this letter is repeated in each verse, we find the following:

َِح ٌِد
َِ ِالص َِم ُِدِِ ِ ََلِْيَِلِ ِْدِ َوََلِْيُوِلَ ِْدِِ ِ ِ َوََلِْيَ ُك ْنِلَوُِ ُك ُف ًواِأ
َِ ِى َوِاللَّوُِأ
َّ َُح ٌِدِِِ ِِاللَّو
ُ ِِِِقُ ْل
1

2

1

1

The number representing the repetition of the letter “Dal” in each verse of Al-Fatihah is
1211, a multiple of 7:
1211 = 173 x 7

A Witness to God’s Oneness
The third verse of Surat Al-Ikhlas states:

)2(ََِلِْيَلِ ْد َِوََلِْيُولَ ِْد
He begetteth not, nor is He begotten; (3)
Al-Ikhlas, 113:3
The first letter of the verse
The above verse begins with the letter “Lām” ()ؿ, and as such, we will rewrite the verse and
look for how many times this letter is repeated in each of its words:

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
1

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

1

0

1

1

The number 11011 is a multiple of 7:
11011 = 1573 x 7
The last letter of the verse
We now apply the same logic to the letters Dāl” ()د, the last letter of this verse:
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)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
1

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

0

0

1

0

10010 is a multiple of 7:
10010 = 1430 x 7
Amazingly, the sum of the two above results is another multiple of 7!
1573 + 1430 = 3003
3003 = 429 x 7
The special phrase

) (اَلin this verse

Having dealt with the Qur’an’s special phrases, most notably

)(اَل, in previous parts, we

now look for the occurrence of this phrase’s letters, namely “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Mīm”

()ـ, in the words of this third verse of Al-Ikhlas:
)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
1

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

2

0

1

2

Indeed, the number 12012 is a multiple of 7:
12012 = 1716 x 7
Also with regard to the special phrases, we established that in total, 14 letters make up the
various phrases, and these are:

ا ؿ ـ ص ر ؾ هػ ػ م ع ط س ح ؽ ف
Looking for the repetition of these 14 letters in each word of the above verse, we find:

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
2

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

2

0

2

2

22022 is also a multiple of 7.
22022 = 3146 x 7
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The letters of God’s name “Al-Ahad” )(األحد
In this wonderful verse, many of God’s 99 names (known as the Most Beautiful Names of
Allah) are reflected in a manner consistent with the number 7. One of His names is “AlAhad” )(األحد, which means The One or The Unique; in other words, the One with no
partner. The letters of this name are:

ا ؿ ح د
Using the same method, we now look for these letters in the words of the verse:

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
2

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

1

0

2

1

21021 is a multiple of 7 twice:
21021 = 429 x 7 x 7
Even if we look for the letters of “Ahad” ) (أحدwhich means One, the consistency is
maintained. The letters of this word are:

ا ح د
)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
1

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

0

0

1

0

10010 = 1430 x 7
In summary, the name “Al-Ahad” ) (األحدproduced a multiple of 7 twice, and the final result
was 429. As for “Ahad” )(أحد, the final results was 1430. Interestingly, if we arranged these
two results side by side, we arrive at another multiple of 7!
1430429 = 204347 x 7
The letters of God’s name “Al-Mubdi’” )(المبدئ
“Al-Mubdi’” is another one of God’s names, and means The Originator or The Producer. Its
letters are:
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ا ؿ ـ ب د م
)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
3

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

2

0

3

2

The number 32032 is a multiple of 7:
32032 = 4576 x 7
The letters of God’s name “Al-Qadeer’” )(القدير
The letters of “Al-Qadeer” The All-Powerful are:

ا ؿ ؽ د م ر
)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
3

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

1

0

3

1

The number 30131 is a multiple of 7:
31031 = 4433 x 7
Similarly, multiples of 7 can be found using many other names, some of which are “AlMalik” )(الممؾ, meaning The King, “As-Samad” )(الصمد, meaning The Eternal; Absolute, “AlHakīm” )(الحكيـ, meaning The Wise, and quite fittingly, “Al-Muhsi” )(المحصي, meaning The
Accounter or The Numberer of All.
Numbers and their opposites
Having just observed some of the names of God whose letters are repeated across the
words of Al-Ikhlas’s third verse in a manner that creates a multiple of 7, another interesting
fact arises. That is, many of God’s names contain letters which actually form a multiple of 7
if read from either direction. These include:
1. The name “Allah” ()اهلل, the letters of which are:

ا ؿ هػ
)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك
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1

1

0

1

1

The number 11011 is read the same from both directions, and is a multiple of 7:
11011 = 1573 x 7
2. The name “Ar-Rahman” ()الرحمف, the letters of which are:

ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
1

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

2

0

1

2

12012 = 1716 x 7
Its opposite is 21021, also a multiple of 7:
21021 = 3003 x 7
3. The name “Ar-Raheem” ()الرحيـ, the letters of which are:

ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
2

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

2

0

2

2

22022 = 3146 x 7
4. The name “Al-Qadeer” ()القدير, the letters of which are:

ا ؿ ؽ د م ر
)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
3

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

1

0

3

1

31031 = 4433 x 7
13013 = 1859 x 7
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5. The name “Al-Mubdi’” ()المبدئ, the letters of which are:

ا ؿ ـ ب د م
)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

2

0

3

2

3

32032 = 4576 x 7
23023 = 3289 x 7
The significant numbers of this verse
The verse we are dealing with from Surat Al-Ikhlas is verse 3 of the chapter, and consists of
5 words and exactly 12 letters. Combining these numbers produces the following
arrangement:

ََِِلِْيَلِ ْد َِوََلِْيُولَ ْد
Letter count

Word count

Verse number

12

5

3

The number 1253 is a multiple of 7:
1253 = 179 x 7
The location of this verse in the Holy Qur’an is also significant. It lies in chapter 112 of the
Qur’an. Combing this to our previous arrangement produces the following:

ََِِلِْيَلِ ْد َِوََلِْيُولَ ْد
Letter count

Word count

Verse number

Chapter number

12

5

3

112

Adding the chapter number to the combination produces 1253112; still a multiple of 7:
1253112 = 179016 x 7
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This consistency is maintained if we consider the alphabetic letters making up this verse
rather than the total number of letters. That is, the letters making up this verse are:

ؿ ـ م د ك
In other words, 5 different letters comprise this verse, and we therefore replace this
number with the previous letter count of 12.

ََِِلِْيَلِ ْد َِوََلِْيُولَ ْد
Alphabetic letters

Word count

Verse number

5

5

3

553 is a multiple of 7.
553 = 79 x 7
Adding the chapter number still creates a multiple of 7:

ََِِلِْيَلِ ْد َِوََلِْيُولَ ْد
Alphabetic letters

Word count

Verse number

Chapter number

5

3

112

5
553112 is also a multiple of 7.

553112 = 79016 x 7
And as such, the significant numbers behind this verse all remain so accurately connected to
the number 7, confirming that God is indeed One and that {He begetteth not, nor is He
begotten}!

An Incredible Connection with the Mother of the Qur’an: Al-Fatihah
We will now see how Surat Al-Ikhlas is connected to Surat Al-Fatihah, the Holy Qur’an’s first
chapter, and this connection is based on the number 7. Al-Fatihah, as is well known, is
called the Mother of the Qur’an and is its greatest chapter, while Al-Ikhlas equals a third of
the Qur’an in reward. In addition, both speak about God Almighty.
Surat Al-Fatihah
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ِ ّْ )ِا ْْلم ُدِلِلَّ ِوِر0(ِِالرِحي ِم
ِ ِ)ِمل2(ِِالرِحي ِم
ِكِيَػ ْوِـ
َّ الر ْْحَ ِن
َّ ِ)1(ِني
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ بِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
َ بِالْ َعلَم
َ
َْ
َ
ِ َّ ِ
ِ
ِ َ َّاؾِنَػعب ُدِوإِي
ِ
ِين
ّْ َ)ِ ْاى ِدن4(ِني
ُ اؾِنَ ْستَع
َ ُ ْ َ َّ)ِإي3(ِالدّْي ِن
َ )ِصَر َطِالذ5(ِيم
َ اِالصَر َطِالْ ُم ْستَق
ِ ض
ِ)6(ِني
ُ ِعلَْي ِه ْمِ َغ ِْْيِالْ َم ْغ
َ وب
َ ت
َ ِّْعلَْي ِه ْم َِوََلِالضَّال
َ أَنْػ َع ْم
In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful. (1) Praise be to God, the Cherisher and
Sustainer of the world; (2) Most Gracious, Most Merciful; (3) Master of the Day of
Judgment. (4) Thee do we worship, and Thine aid we seek. (5) Show us the straight way, (6)
The way of those on whom Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace, those whose (portion) is not
wrath, and who go not astray. (7)
Al-Fatihah, 1
Al-Fatihah is chapter 1 of the Qur’an, its verses are 7, its words are 31, the total number of
letters it contains is 139, and it contains 21 different alphabetic letters.
Surat Al-Ikhlas

ِ
)3(َِح ٌد
َّ ُ)ِاللَّو0(َِح ٌد
َ )ِ َوََلِْيَ ُك ْنِلَوُِ ُك ُف ًواِأ2(ِ)ِ ََلِْيَل ْد َِوََلِْيُولَ ْد1(ِِالص َم ُد
َ قُ ِْلِ ُى َوِاللَّوُِأ
Say: He is God, the One and Only; (1) God, the Eternal, Absolute; (2) He begetteth not, nor is
He begotten; (3) And there is none like unto Him. (4)
Al-Ikhlas, 113
Al-Ikhlas is chapter 112 of the Qur’an, its verses are 4, it consists of 17 words and 47 letters,
and contains 13 different alphabetic letters.
Chapter number and number of verses
Al-Fatihah is chapter 1 and its verses are 7, whereas Al-Ikhlas is chapter 112 and its verses
are 4. We now align these numbers to arrive at the following:
Surat Al-Ikhlas

Surat Al-Fatihah

Verses

Chapter

Verses

Chapter

4

112

7

1

Arranging these numbers gives us 411271, a perfect multiple of 7.
411271 = 58753 x 7
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Chapter number and alphabetic letters
Al-Fatihah is chapter 1 and contains 21 alphabetic letters; Al-Ikhlas is chapter 112 and
contains 13 alphabetic letters:
Surat Al-Ikhlas
Alphabetic letters
13

Surat Al-Fatihah
Chapter

Alphabetic letters

112

Chapter

21

1

13112211 = 1873173 x 7
Chapter number, verses, words and letters!
The four main numbers that distinguish any chapter are: the chapter number, number of
verses, word count and letter count. We now showcase all four numbers from both
chapters into the following arrangement:
Surat Al-Ikhlas

Surat Al-Fatihah

Letters

Words

Verses

Chapter

Letters

Words

Verses

Chapter

47

17

4

112

139

31

7

1

The large number assembled from the above arrangement is 471741121393171, and is
nevertheless a multiple of 7!!
471741121393171 = 67391588770453 x 7
Chapter number, verses, words and alphabetic letters!
Replacing the total number of letters with the number of different alphabetic letters
produces the following arrangement:

Surat Al-Ikhlas

Surat Al-Fatihah

Alph. letters

Words

Verses

Chapter

Alph. letters

Words

Verses

Chapter

13

17

4

112

21

31

7

1

Even when we consider the alphabetic letters in our arrangement, the resulting number,
13174112213171, is a multiple of 7:
13174112213171 = 1882016030453 x 7
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What is also astonishing is that this system applies to each chapter on its own. Considering
Al-Fatihah, the resulting arrangement is:
Surat Al-Fatihah
Alphabetic letters

Words

Verses

21

31

7

Chapter
1

213171 = 30453 x 7
Al-Ikhlas gives this arrangement:
Surat Al-Ikhlas
Alphabetic letters

Words

Verses

Chapter

17

4

112

13

13174112 = 1882016 x 7
Verses, words and alphabetic letters
Arranging the number of verses, words and alphabetic letters of Surat Al-Ikhlas gives us the
following:
Surat Al-Ikhlas
Alphabetic letters

Words

Verses

13

17

4

13174 = 1882 x 7
This number is also a multiple of 7 if read in reverse order.
47131 = 6733 x 7
Words and letters
Every verse in any given chapter houses a specific number of words and letters. And God
Almighty has chosen to organise the words and letters of every verse in Al-Ikhlas (and in
numerous chapters for that matter) in a way consistent with the number 7.
Before writing the number of words and letters of every verse in Al-Ikhlas, we list each verse
on its own, clearly spacing out each word for ease of identification, in addition to breaking
down the words into letters to make counting easier.

)ىح هد (ؽ ؿ ىػ ك ا ؿ ؿ ىػ أ ح د
أى
184
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َّ
 الموي.2

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ
)ييكلىد (ؿ ـ م ؿ د ك ؿ ـ م ك ؿ د
)ىح هد (ك ؿ ـ م ؾ ف ؿ ىػ ؾ ؼ ك ان أ ح د
أى
Verse 4

Verse 3

يكفي نكا

Verse 2

لى ٍـ

ىك

لىوي

ىي يك ٍف

ىيمً ٍد

 لى ٍـ.3

لى ٍـ

 ىك.4

Verse 1

Letters

Words

Letters

Words

Letters

Words

Letters

Words

15

6

12

5

9

2

11

4

The number 15612592114 is a perfect multiple of 7!
15612592114 = 2230370302 x 7
Sum of the words and letters
The sum of the words and letters of verse 1 is 11+4 = 15, that of verse 2 is 9+2 = 11, that of
verse 3 is 12+5 = 17, and that of verse 4 is 15+6 = 21; let us combine these numbers:
Verse 4

Verse 3

Verse 2

Letters and words

Letters and words

Letters and words

17

11

21

Verse 1
Letters and words
15

The number we arrive at is 21171115, which is an amazing result, because this too is a
multiple of 7.
21171115 = 3024445 x 7
We move on to consider the letters of God’s name “Allah” )(اهلل, that is, “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ,
and Hā’” ()ىػ, and ask: is the system maintained when we merely look for these letters in the
chapter instead of all of them?
Words and the three “Allah” letters
The three letters of Allah’s name are:

ا ؿ هػ
Again, we provide a breakdown of each verse of Al-Ikhlas, for readers to easily locate only
the three letters of Allah’s name shown above:
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)ىح هد (ؽ ؿ ىػ ك ا ؿ ؿ ىػ أ ح د
أى

َّ
الموي

 يق ٍؿ يى ىك.1
َّ
 الموي.2

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ
)ييكلىد (ؿ ـ م ؿ د ك ؿ ـ م ك ؿ د
)ىح هد (ك ؿ ـ م ؾ ف ؿ ىػ ؾ ؼ ك ان أ ح د
أى

يكفي نكا

لى ٍـ

ىك

لىوي

ىي يك ٍف

ىيمً ٍد

 لى ٍـ.3

لى ٍـ

 ىك.4

We now write down the number of words of each verse, along with the number of “Alif” ()أ,
“Lām” ()ؿ, and Hā’” ( )ىػletters found in each verse:
Verse 4

Verse 3

Verse 2

Verse 1

Letters

Words

Letters

Words

Letters

Words

Letters

Words

5

6

4

5

6

2

7

4

The result is 56456274, yet another multiple of 7.
56456274 = 8065182 x 7
To reflect upon some of our findings:
-

The number of words of each verse is represented by 6524, a multiple of 7.

-

The letters of the name “Allah” in each verse is represented by 5467, a multiple of 7.

-

When we eventually combined the above two results; that is, the number of words
in each verse, combined with the number of “Allah” letters, we arrived at 56456274,
a multiple of 7 as well.

Could have any human being designed such a perfectly intricate system?
Another intriguing point is that this system of combing the words of a verse along with the
number of “Allah” letters also holds with the Basmala, the first verse of the Qur’an’s first
chapter:

ِ الرِح
)يم (ب س ـ ا ؿ ؿ هػ ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ الر ْح َم ِن
َّ بِ ْس ِم اللَّ ِه
This is because it consists of 4 words, and the number of “Allah” letters it contains is 8,
producing the number 84, a multiple of 7!
84 = 12 x 7
The verse number, word count and letter count of each verse
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We already observed how the words of each verse in Al-Ikhlas are connected to the number
7. We also saw how the words and letters of each verse are linked to the number 7. We
will now include verse numbers into our arrangement. In other words, in the following
arrangement, we write each verse, along with its number, word count and letter count.

)ىح هد (ؽ ؿ ىػ ك ا ؿ ؿ ىػ أ ح د
أى

َّ
الموي

يى ىك

يق ٍؿ

Letter count

Word count

Verse number

11

4

1

َّ
الموي

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ
Letter count

Word count

Verse number

9

2

2

)ييكىلد (ؿ ـ م ؿ د ك ؿ ـ م ك ؿ د

لى ٍـ

ىيمً ٍد

ىك

لى ٍـ

Letter count

Word count

Verse number

12

5

3

)ىح هد (ك ؿ ـ م ؾ ف ؿ ىػ ؾ ؼ ك ان أ ح د
أى

يكفي نكا

لىوي

ىي يك ٍف

Letter count

Word count

Verse number

15

6

4

لى ٍـ

ىك

The number 156412539221141 is a perfect multiple of 7.
156412539221141 = 22344648460163 x 7
We can clearly see that no matter how diverse or complicated these numeric relationships
become, they continue to share the common feature of being multiples of 7. To appreciate
the complexity and sheer brilliance of this numeric system, we summarise three of our
arrangements:
1. The number representing the words of each verse is 6524, a multiple of 7.
2. The number representing the words and letters of each verse is 15612592114, also a
multiple of 7.
3. The number representing the verse number, words and letters of each verse is
156412539221141, still a multiple of 7.
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The Most Beautiful Names of God: “Asmaa' Allah Al-Husna”
God Almighty is the One who revealed this chapter, in which He speaks of His uniqueness,
and so we ask: did he deposit a numeric system related to His Beautiful names within it?
This great chapter speaks of some of God’s attributes, many of which, of course, are
reflected in his various names. We will therefore see how the letters of some of God’s
names are arranged and spread out across this chapter in a way that is eloquently linked to
the number 7.
The letters of the name “Al-Malik” )(الممك
The letters of God’s name “Al-Malik” ()الممؾ, meaning The Sovereign or King, are:

ا ؿ ـ ؾ
As usual, we will look for these letters in each word of Al-Ikhlas. For instance, the first word
of Al-Ikhlas is )(قؿ, the two letters of which are ) (قand )(ل. The letter ) (لis one of the
letters of “Al-Malik” and as such, this word is assigned the number 1. The next word
contains none of this name’s letters, and is therefore given the number 0, and so on.

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

3

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
1

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى
1

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

1

3

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

2

0

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان
2

)يى ىك (ىػ ك
0

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

1

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ
1

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ
1

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ

2

)ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف
1

3

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

2

0

The number 12112012012331301 is a perfect multiple of 7!!
12112012012331301 = 1730287430333043 x 7
Not only that, but amazingly, if we count the total number of “Al-Malik” letters in each
verse, we arrive at another multiple of 7:

ِ
َِح ٌد
َّ َُح ٌدِِِِاللَّو
ُ ِِِِِِِقُ ْل
َ ِالص َم ُدِِِِِِِِ ََلِْيَل ْد َِوََلِْيُولَ ْدِِِِِ َوََلِْيَ ُك ْنِلَوُِ ُك ُف ًواِأ
َ ِى َوِاللَّوُِأ
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7

6

6

5

The number 7665 is, a multiple of 7.
7665 = 1095 x 7
The letters of the name “Al-Quddus” )(القدوس
The name “Al-Malik” in the Qur’an has been paired with the name “Al-Quddus” )(القدكس,
meaning The Holy or The Pure, on more than one occasion in the Qur’an, such as when God
states:

ً َّ
ً
ِ
ً َّ َّ
َّ
كف
َّ ُّوس
َّار اٍل يمتى ىكب ير يسٍب ىح ىف المو ىع َّما يي ٍش ًريك ى
ُ يى ىك الموي الذم ىال إًلىوى إًال يى ىك ا ْل َمم ُك ا ْلقُد
السمى يـ اٍل يم ٍؤ ًم يف اٍل يميىٍيم يف اٍل ىع ًز ييز اٍل ىجب ي
God is He, than Whom there is no other god;- the Sovereign, the Holy One, the Source of
Peace (and Perfection), the Guardian of Faith, the Preserver of Safety, the Exalted in Might,
the Irresistible, the Supreme: Glory to God! (High is He) above the partners they attribute to
Him.
Al-Hashr, 59:23
That being said, we apply the same logic to this name, and look for its letters in every word
of Al-Ikhlas. The letters of “Al-Quddus” are:

ا ؿ ؽ د ك س
)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

3

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
3

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى
2

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

2

3

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

1

1

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان
2

)يى ىك (ىػ ك
1

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

2

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ
1

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ
2

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ

1

)ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف
0

3

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

1

1

The number 22101131121332312 is yet another perfect multiple of 7!
22101131121332312 = 3157304445904616 x 7
Again, as we did with “Al-Malik”, we now count the total number of “Al-Quddus” letters in
each verse of Al-Ikhlas:
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ِِالصم ُدِِِِِِِِ ََلِيل
َِح ٌد
أ
ِا
و
ف
ك
ِ
و
ل
ِ
ن
ك
ِي
َل
و
ِ
ِِِِ
ِ
د
ل
و
ِي
َل
ِو
د
ُ
َ
َ
َ
َ
ُ
ْ
ْ
ُ
ُ ِِِِِِقُ ْل
ُ
ْ
ْ
َ ً
ُ َ َْ
َ ِى َوِاللَّوُِأ
ْ َ َ
َ َّ َُح ٌدِِِِِاللَّو
7

8

6

8

The number 7868 is a multiple of 7.
7868 = 1124 x 7
To summarise the four results above:
1. The arrangement of the letters of “Al-Malik” in each word of Al-Ikhlas creates a
multiple of 7.
2. The total number of “Al-Malik” letters in each verse creates a multiple of 7.
3. The arrangement of the letters of “Al-Quddus” in each word creates a multiple of 7.
4. The total number of “Al-Quddus” letters in each verse creates a multiple of 7.
Astonishingly, the same system repeats itself with two of God’s names, and what’s more
special is that these names have actually been mentioned together in the Qur’an!
And here we stop and ask: can a human being of even the highest calibre of linguistic
excellence create a literary passage in which he describes himself using various names,
whilst maintaining that the letters of these many names spread out across his passage, only
for a different multiple of 7 to present itself each time? Besides the fact that authors never
write with such a plan in mind anyway and that the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him) was a man who could never read or write, designing such a complicated piece of
literature is literally impossible.
And now, we analyse two more names of God which have also been mentioned alongside
each other in the Qur’an, namely “Al-Khāliq” ) (الخمؽand “Al-Bāri’” )(البارئ. This time,
however, we will come across the beautiful phenomenon of reversed numbers. That is, we
will see that some arrangements are only multiples of 7 if read in reverse order: a feature
which illustrates the complexity of the Qur’an’s numeric miracle but at the same time makes
it that much more profound.
The letters of the name “Al-Khāliq” )(الخمق
God Almighty states:

ً
ً ارئ اٍلمصكر لىو ٍاألىسماء اٍلحسىنى يسبح لىو ما ًفي الس
ً
يـ
ُ يى ىك المَّوي ا ْل َخ ِم
ى
ق ا ْل َب ِ ُ ي ى ي ي ٍ ى ي ي ٍ ي ى ي ي ى
َّم ىكات ىك ٍاأل ٍىرض ىك يى ىك اٍل ىع ًز ييز اٍل ىحك ي
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He is God, the Creator, the Evolver, the Bestower of Forms (or Colours). To Him belong the
Most Beautiful Names: whatever is in the heavens and on earth, doth declare His Praises
and Glory: and He is the Exalted in Might, the Wise.
The name “Al- Khāliq” means The Creator, and the letters of this name are:

ا ؿ خ ؽ
Looking for these letters in the words of Al-Ikhlas, the following arrangement is produced:

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

3

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د

1

)ىك (ك

1

0

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان

1

)يى ىك (ىػ ك

3

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

1

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

0

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

1

2

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ

1

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

1

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ

2

)ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف

1

0

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

1

0

The number 11101011011231302 is a multiple of 7.
11101011011231302 = 1585858715890186 x 7
The letters of the name “Al-Bāri’” )(البارئ
The name “Al-Bāri’”, meaning The Evolver, consists of the following letters:

ا ؿ ب ر م
)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

3

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
2

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى
1

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

1

3

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

1

0

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان
1

)يى ىك (ىػ ك
0

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

2

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ
1
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)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ
1

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ

1

)ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف
2

2

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

1

0
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The number 11121021021231301 is in fact not a multiple of 7. However, reading it in
reverse produces 10313212012012111, which is a multiple of 7:
10313212012012111 = 1473316001716000 x 7
One may wonder, however, why the first name was an ordinary multiple of 7, and why the
second had to be reversed to become a multiple. The answer to that, and God Almighty
knows best, is that the Holy Qur’an is a perfectly structured book of such great eloquence
and meaning. And just as the meanings of God’s names vary, so do the directions from
which we read the numeric arrangements that we come across. The following illustration
which depicts the two names “Al-Khāliq” ) (الخمؽand “Al-Bāri’” ) (البارئperhaps allude to the
never-ending wisdom and attributes of God Almighty, and that there is no limit to His
words, no matter what direction we take:
“Al-Bāri’” )(البارئ

“Al-Khāliq” )(الخمؽ

←

→

Harmony with the Letters of the Basmala
Whoever recites Surat Al-Ikhlas (or any chapter for that matter apart from one58) begins

with the Basmala, or )الر ًح ًيـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ (بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو. As a consequence, when analysing the numeric
wonders of Al-Ikhlas, we must also take into account the Basmala, because we find it
written in the Qur’an at the beginning of the chapter, even though it is not one of its verses.
The letters of each verse

)الر ًح ًيـ (ب س ـ ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو
The Basmala, which we have already analysed in a previous part, consists of 19 letters. We
now arrange the letter count of each verse of Al-Ikhlas, whilst including the Basmala.
Verse 4

Verse 3

Verse 2

Verse 1

Basmala

Letters

Letters

Letters

Letters

Letters

15

12

9

11

19

The number 151291119 is a multiple of 7.
151291119 = 21613017 x 7

58

Chapter 9: Surat Al-Taubah
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The first and last letter count
The first letter count in the previous arrangement was 19, that of the Basmala. The last
letter count was 15, that of the last verse. Merely considering these two numbers also gives
a multiple of 7:
Last Letter Count

First Letter Count

15

19

The number 1519 is a multiple of 7 twice.
1519 = 31 x 7 x 7
The Basmala’s letters across the verses
The different letters of the Basmala are:

ب س ـ ا ؿ هػ ر ح ـ ف م
We will search for these letters in each verse of Al-Ikhlas, in addition to the Basmala itself.
19 :)الر ًح ًيـ (ب س ـ ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ
8 :)(ؽ ؿ ىػ ك ا ؿ ؿ ىػ أ ح د

الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ  بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو.1
ىح هد
أى

7 :)(ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ص ـ د
8 :)(ؿ ـ م ؿ د ك ؿ ـ م ك ؿ د
9 :)(ك ؿ ـ م ؾ ف ؿ ىػ ؾ ؼ ك ان أ ح د

ىح هد
أى

ييكىلد
يكفي نكا

َّ
الموي

 يق ٍؿ يى ىك.2
َّ
 الموي.3

الص ىمد
َّ

لى ٍـ

ىك

لىوي

ىي يك ٍف

ىيمً ٍد

 لى ٍـ.4

لى ٍـ

 ىك.5

Arranging these numbers, we get:
Verse 4
9

Verse 3

Verse 2

8

7

Verse 1
8

The number 987819 is a multiple of 7:
987819 = 141117 x 7
The special phrase
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Again, we encounter the special phrase

)(اَل, the letters of which are:
ا ؿ ـ

Similarly to the previous exercise, we look for these letters in the Basmala and in each verse
of Al-Ikhlas:
10 :)الر ًح ًيـ (ب س ـ ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ
5 :)(ؽ ؿ ىػ ك ا ؿ ؿ ىػ أ ح د

الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ  بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو.1
َّ
الموي

ىح هد
أى

6 :)(ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ص ـ د
6 :)(ؿ ـ م ؿ د ك ؿ ـ م ك ؿ د
5 :)(ك ؿ ـ م ؾ ف ؿ ىػ ؾ ؼ ك ان أ ح د
Verse 4
5

ىح هد
أى

ييكلىد
يكفي نكا

ىك

لىوي

ىي يك ٍف

Verse 2

Verse 1

6

6

5

َّ
 الموي.3

الص ىمد
َّ

لى ٍـ

Verse 3

 يق ٍؿ يى ىك.2

ىيمً ٍد

 لى ٍـ.4

لى ٍـ

 ىك.5

Basmala
10

The number 566510 is a multiple of 7.
566510 = 80930 x 7
So we have seen at least one logical explanation to the special phrase

)(اَل. But what is

really amazing is that the same consistency repeats itself with the first and last letter of this
phrase, namely “Alif” ( )أand “Mīm” ()ـ.
The first letter of

)(اَل

The first letter of this special phrase is “Alif” ()أ, which we now look for in Al-Ikhlas, along
with the Basmala:
3 :)الر ًح ًيـ (ب س ـ ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ
2 :)(ؽ ؿ ىػ ك ا ؿ ؿ ىػ أ ح د

الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ  بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو.1
ىح هد
أى

2 :)(ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ص ـ د
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َّ
الموي

 يق ٍؿ يى ىك.2

الص ىمد
َّ

َّ
 الموي.3
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0 :)(ؿ ـ م ؿ د ك ؿ ـ م ك ؿ د
2 :)(ك ؿ ـ م ؾ ف ؿ ىػ ؾ ؼ ك ان أ ح د
Verse 4
2

ىح هد
أى

ييكىلد
يكفي نكا

لى ٍـ

ىك

لىوي

ىي يك ٍف

ىيمً ٍد

 لى ٍـ.4

لى ٍـ

 ىك.5

Verse 3

Verse 2

Verse 1

Basmala

0

2

2

3

20223 is a multiple of 7.
20223 = 2889 x 7
The last letter of

)(اَل

We now do the same with “Mīm” ()ـ, the last letter in the special phrase
3 :)الر ًح ًيـ (ب س ـ ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ
0 :)(ؽ ؿ ىػ ك ا ؿ ؿ ىػ أ ح د

الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ  بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو.1
ىح هد
أى

1 :)(ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ص ـ د
2 :)(ؿ ـ م ؿ د ك ؿ ـ م ك ؿ د
1 :)(ك ؿ ـ م ؾ ف ؿ ىػ ؾ ؼ ك ان أ ح د
Verse 4
1

ىح هد
أى

ييكلىد
يكفي نكا

)(اَل:

َّ
الموي

 يق ٍؿ يى ىك.2
َّ
 الموي.3

الص ىمد
َّ

لى ٍـ

ىك

لىوي

ىي يك ٍف

ىيمً ٍد

 لى ٍـ.4

لى ٍـ

 ىك.5

Verse 3

Verse 2

Verse 1

Basmala

2

1

0

3

12103 is actually a multiple of 7 twice.
12103 = 247 x 7 x 7
Also astounding is the fact that the sum of the above two final results is a multiple of 7 twice
as well!
247 + 2889 = 3136
3136 = 64 x 7 x 7
The letters of the name “Al-Muhsi” )(المحصي, meaning The Numberer of All
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“Al-Muhsi” )(المحصي, another one of God’s names, means the Accounter or Numberer of
Allah. In the final verse of Surat Al-Jinn, God Almighty states:
... And He (Allah) surrounds all that which is with them, and He (Allah) keeps count of all
things (i.e. He knows the exact number of everything).
Al-Jinn, 72:28
The letters of this name are:

ا ؿ ـ ح ص م
We now look for these letters in the words of the Basmala and in every word of Al-Ikhlas, to
arrive at the following arrangement:

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

5

4

3

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

3

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
2

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

2

)ىك (ك

2

0

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان

2

1

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

2

1

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ

0

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

1

)يى ىك (ىػ ك

3

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ

1

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ

2

)ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف
1

4

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

2

0

The number 211120220224323015431 is a perfect multiple of 7.
211120220224323015431 = 30160031460617573633 x 7
This system is preserved when we split this chapter into two logical parts, the first two
verses being an affirmation and the second two a negation:
1- First Part: Affirmation
Say: He is God, the One and Only; (1) God, the Eternal, Absolute; (2)

ِِ)1(ِِالص َم ُد
َّ ُ)ِاللَّو0(َِح ٌد
ُ قُ ْل
َ ِى َوِاللَّوُِأ
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This part is an affirmation of God Almighty’s absolute uniqueness, and looking for the letters
of “Al-Muhsi” in this part alone (including the Basmala) gives:

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

5

4

3

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

4

3

2

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ
1

)يى ىك (ىػ ك

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ

0

1

3

The number 4323015431 is a multiple of 7.
4323015431 = 617573633 x 7
2- Second Part: Negation
He begetteth not, nor is He begotten; (3) And there is none like unto Him. (4)

ِ
)3(َِح ٌد
َ )ِ َوََلِْيَ ُك ْنِلَوُِ ُك ُف ًواِأ2(ََِلِْيَل ْد َِوََلِْيُولَ ْد
The second part, a negation that God Almighty ever had any partners or equals, produces
the following arrangement:

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
2

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

2

0

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان

2

1

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ
1

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د
2

)ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف
1

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ
2

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

2

0

Indeed, 21112022022 is also a multiple of 7, even when read from the opposite direction.
21112022022 = 3016003146 x 7
22022021112 = 3146003016 x 7
Even if we take a closer look at these last two verses, and find the letters of “Al-Muhsi” in
each verse on its own, we still arrive at multiples of 7:
The following is the third verse in the chapter:

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك
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)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ
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2

2

0

2

2

22022 is a multiple of 7 if read from either side because it reads the same in both directions:
22022 = 3146 x 7
The last verse in Al-Ikhlas gives the following:

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان

2

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

1

)ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف

1

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

2

0

1

211120 is also a multiple of 7 from either side:
211120 = 30160 x 7
21112 = 3016 x 7
In these magnificent results is a beautiful indication, perhaps, that it is none other than God
Almighty who “numbered” these chapters, verses, words and letters, uniquely protecting
the Holy Qur’an and fastening it from any alteration.
The letters of the name “Al-Mubdi’” )(المبدئ
Do the exact same results repeat themselves with the name “Al-Mubdi”? Let us now study
the arrangement of its letters across the words of Al-Ikhlas. These letters are:

ا ؿ ـ ب د م
)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

4

3

3

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

3

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
3

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى
2

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

2

)ىك (ك

2

0

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان
1

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

3

1
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)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ

0

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

2

)يى ىك (ىػ ك

3

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ

1

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ

2

)ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف
1

4

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

2

0
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The number 211120320324323014332 is a multiple of 7.
211120320324323014332 = 30160045760617573476 x 7
Just as we did with “Al-Muhsi”, considering only the first half of the chapter still produces a
multiple of 7:

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

4

3

3

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

4

3

2

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ
2

)يى ىك (ىػ ك

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ

0

1

3

4323014332 = 617573476 x 7
The same applies, of course, to the second half:

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
3

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

2

0

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان

2

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

1

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د
3

)ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف

1

1

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ
2

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

2

0

21112032032 is a multiple of 7 from both sides:
21112032032 = 3016004576 x 7
2302321112 = 328903016 x 7
Splitting up the second half of the chapter into its two respective verses and considering
them separately still gives us multiples of 7:

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
3

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

2

0

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د
3

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ
2

The above arrangement creates a multiple of 7 from both sides:
32032 = 4576 x 7
23023 = 3289 x 7

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ
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2

1

1

1

2

0

211120 = 30160 x 7
21112 = 3016 x 7
Coincidence?
Some readers may claim that these results came by way of coincidence, but the truth is that
logical reasoning disagrees with the assumption that coincidence can occur this frequently
or this consistently. Nevertheless, the Holy Qur’an contains plenty more numeric wonders
that completely wipe out this possibility.
For one thing, we already looked at two pairs of God’s names that have been mentioned
together in the Qur’an, and each name in both these pairs has produced a multiple of 7
when its letters have spread out across Al-Ikhlas. We will now look at two more names that
have been paired together in the Qur’an, and see whether the consistency is preserved.
Logically speaking, coincidence denies that both these names will produce a multiple of 7
(albeit that this has occurred on two occasions already). The letters of one may produce a
multiple of 7, but for both to produce a multiple of 7 yet again is indicative of the existence
of an All-Knowing and All-Wise God.
In describing Himself, God Almighty states:

ود
ُ ور ا ْل َوُد
ُ ُىك يى ىك ا ْل َغف
And He is the Oft-Forgiving, Full of Loving-Kindness
Al-Buruj, 85:14
The name “Al-Ghafūr” ) (الغفورmeans The All-Forgiving, and “Al-Wadūd” ) (الودودmeans The
Loving. Let us now look at every word of Al-Ikhlas once again, and observe how the letters
of these two names are reflected in the words of this chapter.
The letters of “Al-Ghafūr” )(الغفور
The letters of the name “Al-Ghafūr” ) (الغفورare:

ا ؿ غ ؼ ك ر
)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

3

3

3
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يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ)

المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

يى ىك (ىػ ك)
1

1

الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د)
َّ
2

ىك (ك)
1

1

1

ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د)

1

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

ىح هد (أ ح د)
أى

3

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

1

ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف)

ىك (ك)

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

1

1

لىوي (ؿ ىػ)

0

3

2

يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان)

1

ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د)

ىح هد (أ ح د)
أى
1

3

The number 131011211112313113330 is a multiple of 7:
131011211112313113330 = 18715887301759016190 x 7
(الودود) ”The letters of “Al-Wadūd
( are:الودود) ”The letters of “Al-Wadūd

ا ؿ ك د ك د
بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ)

المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف)
َّ

الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ)
َّ

3

2

2

0

يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ)

المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

يى ىك (ىػ ك)
1

1

الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د)
َّ
3

ىك (ك)
1

1

2

ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د)

1

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

ىح هد (أ ح د)
أى

3

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

2

ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف)
0

المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

لىوي (ؿ ىػ)
1

3

ىك (ك)

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

1

1

يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان)
2

ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د)
3

ىح هد (أ ح د)
أى
2

22101131121332311223 is also a multiple of 7.
22101131121332311223 = 31573044459046158890 x 7
(المطيف) ”The letters of the name “Al-Latīf
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( is another of God’s many names, and means The Gentle or Theالمطيف) ”The name “Al-Latīf
Subtly Kind. It consists of the following letters:

ا ؿ ط م ؼ
بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ)

المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف)
َّ

الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ)
َّ

3

2

3

0

يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ)

المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

يى ىك (ىػ ك)
0

1

الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د)
َّ

ىح هد (أ ح د)
أى

3

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

2

1

ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د)

1

المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

ىك (ك)

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

0

1

2

ىك (ك)

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف)

لىوي (ؿ ىػ)

0

1

1

1

3

ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د)
2

يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان)

ىح هد (أ ح د)
أى
1

2

121110210212313013230 is a multiple of 7.
121110210212313013230 = 17301458601759001890 x 7
(الولي) ”The letters “Al-Waliyy
(, meaning The Friend or Helper, are:الولي) ”The letters of the name “Al-Waliyy

ا ؿ ك م
بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ)

المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف)
َّ

الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ)
َّ

3

2

3

0

يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ)
1

الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د)
َّ
2

يى ىك (ىػ ك)
1

المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

ىح هد (أ ح د)
أى

3

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)
1

المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

1

ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د)
2
202
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)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى
1

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان
2

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

)ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

1

1

1

1

121111311212313113230 is a multiple of 7:
121111311212313113230 = 17301615887473301890 x 7
Even if we count the total number of “Al-Waliyy” letters in each verse, we still arrive at a
multiple of 7.
8 :)الر ًح ًيـ (ب س ـ ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ
6 :)(ؽ ؿ ىػ ك ا ؿ ؿ ىػ أ ح د

الر ٍح ىم ًف
َّ  بً ٍسًـ المَّ ًو.1
ىح هد
أى

5 :)(ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ا ؿ ص ـ د
8 :)(ؿ ـ م ؿ د ك ؿ ـ م ك ؿ د
7 :)(ك ؿ ـ م ؾ ف ؿ ىػ ؾ ؼ ك ان أ ح د
Verse 4

ييكلىد

ىح هد
أى

يكفي نكا

َّ
الموي

 يق ٍؿ يى ىك.2
َّ
 الموي.3

الص ىمد
َّ

لى ٍـ

ىك

لىوي

ىي يك ٍف

ىيمً ٍد

 لى ٍـ.4

لى ٍـ

 ىك.5

Verse 3

Verse 2

Verse 1

Basmala

Letters

Letters

Letters

Letters

Letters

7

8

5

6

8

78568 = 11224 x 7
An entire phrase reflected in Al-Ikhlas
On one occasion in the Qur’an, God Almighty states:

ِِخلِ ُقِ ُك ّْلِ َش ْي ٍء
َ ُاللَّو
God is the Creator of all things
Al-Zumur, 39:62
We will now take the letters of this phrase and look for them in the words of Al-Ikhlas, to
find out if a multiple of 7 can still be produced. The letters comprising this phrase are:

ا ؿ ق خ ؽ ؾ ش م
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)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

3

2

4

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ
4

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د

1

)ىك (ك

1

0

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان

1

0

)يى ىك (ىػ ك

4

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

2

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ

1

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

2

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

2

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ

1

2

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

)ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

2

2

1

0

2

The number 122210210212414123240 is a multiple of 7.
122210210212414123240 = 17458601458916303320 x 7
The system of accumulated numbers: a truly profound arrangement
In Surat Al-Ikhlas is a very precise system hidden in the letters of each of its words. Having
already witnessed a precise system of accumulated numbers with the words of Al-Fatihah,
where we counted the letters of each word in accumulation, the resulting arrangement
giving a massive multiple of 7, we perform the same exercise here. We now write the
chapter in full, along with the Basmala, and under every word its letter count in addition to
that of the previous word or words.

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ

19

13

7

3

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

34

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
51

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى
66

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

30

27

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

47

45

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان
63

)يى ىك (ىػ ك

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ

23

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

21

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ

41

39

44

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

)ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

59

57

54
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The result is a huge number, but 6663595754525147454441393430272321191373 is
nevertheless is a decimal-free multiple of 7!!
6663595754525147454441393430272321191373 =
951942250646449636348770490038903027339 x 7
This brilliantly flawless result proves to us that no matter how diverse the different ways of
counting, combining and arranging numbers become, the perfection of the Holy Qur’an is
such that it accommodates all, and is only a further indication of the inimitability of this
numeric miracle.
The numeric system behind the letters of “Allah”
Looking into Surat Al-Ikhlas, we find that some words contain at least one of the letters of
the name “Allah”, whilst others contain no such letters. We will now write the words of AlIkhlas, and below each word, a number expressing the existence or absence of any of
“Allah’s” letters, namely:

ا ؿ هػ ػ
The number 1 will represent the existence of any letter from “Allah” in a word.
The number 0 will be given to any word which contains none of these letters.

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

1

1

1

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

1

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د
1

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى
1

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

1

)ىك (ك

1

0

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان
1

0

)يى ىك (ىػ ك

1

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ

1

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

1

1

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ

1

1

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

)ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

1

0

1

0

The number 111010110111111111110 is a perfect multiple of 7:
111010110111111111110 = 15858587158730158730 x 7
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The Letters of Allah: “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ل, and “Hā’” ()هـ
Throughout this part, we witnessed how the letters of God’s names spread out across the
words of Al-Ikhlas. We will now experience a brilliant system of numeric arrangement with
each letter of God’s main name, Allah, namely “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, and “Hā’” ()ىػ.
We will soon conclude that the inimitability of the Qur’an’s numbers is not only limited to
the letters of His names when considered collectively, but that each letter taken on its own,
in fact, is so precisely arranged across this chapter in a way that still manages to create exact
multiples of 7!
The letter “Alif” ()أ
We now write Al-Ikhlas below, along with the number of “Alif” ( )أletters in each word:

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

1

1

1

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ
1

)ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د

1

)ىك (ك

0

0

)يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان

1

0

)يى ىك (ىػ ك

1

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

0

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ىح هد (أ ح د
أى

)بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ

)يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ

0

)ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د

0

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

0

)الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د
َّ

0

1

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

)ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف

)لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ

)ىك (ك

0

0

0

0

1

The number 110000000001111001110 is a multiple of 7.
110000000001111001110 = 15714285714444428730 x 7
The letter “Lām” ()ل
Similarly, we write Al-Ikhlas and count only the “Lām” ( )ؿletters in each word:

)الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ
َّ

)الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
َّ

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

1

1

2
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يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ)

المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

يى ىك (ىػ ك)
0

1

الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د)
َّ

ىح هد (أ ح د)
أى

2

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

1

0

ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د)

1

المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

1

ىك (ك)

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف)

لىوي (ؿ ىػ)

0

1

0

1

2

ىك (ك)

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

0

1

ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د)
1

يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان)

ىح هد (أ ح د)
أى
0

0

!The number 001010110111202011120 is a perfect multiple of 7
001010110111202011120 = 144301444457430160 x 7
)هـ( ”’The letter “Hā
):ىػ( ”’Finally, we follow the same method with the letter “Hā

بً ٍسًـ (ب س ـ)

المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

الر ٍح ىم ًف (ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف)
َّ

الر ًح ًيـ (ا ؿ ر ح م ـ)
َّ

1

0

0

0

يق ٍؿ (ؽ ؿ)

المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

يى ىك (ىػ ك)
1

0

الص ىمد (ا ؿ ص ـ د)
َّ
0

ىح هد (أ ح د)
أى

1

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

0

ىيًم ٍد (م ؿ د)

0

المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ)

0

ىك (ك)

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

ىي يك ٍف (م ؾ ف)

لىوي (ؿ ىػ)

0

0

0

1

1

ىك (ك)

لى ٍـ (ؿ ـ)

0

0

يكفي نكا (ؾ ؼ ك ان)
0

ييكلىد (م ك ؿ د)
0

ىح هد (أ ح د)
أى
0

The number 001000000000101100010 is not a multiple of 7, but if reversed, it gives
010001101000000000100, which is a multiple of 7:
010001101000000000100 = 1428728714285714300 x 7
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Therefore, we have established that the number representing the letter “Alif” ( )أin the
chapter was a multiple of 7, and so was that representing the letter “Lām” ()ؿ. As for the
letter “Hā’” ()ىػ, the number representing it was only a multiple of 7 once reversed.
Reversed order?
The first letter of Allah’s name is “Alif” ( )أand the last is “Hā’” ()ىػ. Having witnessed a
beautiful system of arrangements for both these letters in terms of their spread across the
words of Al-Ikhlas, we can represent the numeric results of each letter with the following
arrows:
Last letter in the name “Allah”

First Letter in the name “Allah”

←

→

These arrows represent the directions of reading each letter’s respective arrangement. That
is, the first letter in “Allah” is “Alif” ()أ, which produced a multiple of 7 when read from the
left towards the right. The last letter, “Hā’” ()ىػ, was a multiple of 7 when read from the
right towards the left. We witnessed a similar example earlier of these opposite arrows, and
if anything, it is almost as if these two directions symbolise the fact that God’s words have
no end, no matter what direction we take!
Finally, after diving into the midst of a chapter equalling one third of the Qur’an, all that can
be said is that what we witnessed of its numeric patterns is probably a fraction of its
wonders; had we discovered all of them, we would certainly need more than a mere book
like this one!

Summary
We summarise what has been covered throughout this part in the following:
1. Surat Al-Ikhlas is chapter comprising of a combination of words and letters which
have been so perfectly organised by God Almighty in a manner which makes it
impossible for any human being to replicate.
2. God Almighty has arranged the letters of this chapter in such a way that it achieves
an abundance of numeric arrangements connected to the His Beautiful Names, and
all these arrangements have produced multiples of 7. The idea behind these
arrangements, of course, is that we count what each word or verse contains from
the letters of God’s names, and arrange these figures to achieve numbers which
have always been multiples of 7 despite being significantly large numbers on
numerous occasions.
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3. The existence of an intricately precise system for the names of God Almighty in a
chapter which speaks about God Almighty Himself is but tangible evidence that it is
He who has revealed this chapter, He who has arranged it, and He alone who has
sealed it from any alteration!
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PART 6
IN EVERY VERSE, AND EVERY WORD, LIES A MIRACLE
In this part, we discover new truths into the numeric system underlying the Holy Qur’an’s
magnificent letters. We will yet again prove, through the language of numbers, that every
verse carries with it an astounding numeric miracle that deserves pondering and reflection.
We will select different verses from across the Holy Qur’an in an attempt to show, by way of
example, that God Almighty has deposited in each of His verses a number (or more!) that is a
multiple of 7: a tangible indication that no human can replicate a verse, (even a word, as we
will show!) similar to any in the Qur’an.
Indeed, one of the sheer wonders of this Book is that we find a miracle in each verse, and
often in segments of verses, even in mere words, and that is what we will attempt to
illustrate in the pages to follow.
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“And We Will Assuredly Guard It...”: A Pledge to Protect the Qur’an
If we were to study every verse of the Holy Qur’an from a numerical point of view, we
would find an amazing system based upon the number 7 and its multiples. As for now, we
will analyse a great verse in which God Almighty pledges to protect the Holy Qur’an and
forever preserve it from any alteration. As such, He has also deposited in every letter of this
brilliant verse what proves that the Qur’an has never indeed been meddled with! This
“pledge” verse, in the ordinary language of words at least, directly answers any sceptic who
questions the authenticity of the Qur’an. But what about the language of numbers?
Numerically speaking, what does this verse have in store for us?
God Almighty says:

ّْ َإِنَّاِ ََْننِنػََّزلن
ِاِالذ ْكرِ َوإِنَّاِلوُِْلَِفظُو َف
ُ
We have, without doubt, sent down the Message; and We will assuredly guard it (from
corruption)
Al-Hijr, 15:9
We will now observe the astonishing coherence of this verse with the number 7, which
represents the starting point of all our studies of the Qur’an’s numeric miracle. Not only will
we discover numerous instances of complete harmony with this number, but we will also
come to appreciate that the entire numeric system found in this verse would completely
shatter had one letter been added or omitted from this verse, or had any word been written
even slightly differently.

ً
For example, the word )كف
 (لى ىحافظي ىwhich represents God’s pledge to protect the Qur’an by
saying “We will assuredly guard it”, differs in writing between normal and Qur’anic Arabic.
This difference is highlighted below:
Qur’anic Arabic

Normal Arabic

ً
)كف (ؿ ح ؼ ظ ك ف
لى ىحفظي ى

ً
)كف (ؿ ح ا ؼ ظ ك ف
لى ىحافظي ى

As we can see, the normal Arabic spelling of this word contains an extra “Alif” ( )أletter, and
had this form of the word been adopted in the Qur’an, none of the arrangements we are
about to observe would be multiples of 7. Also, we must note for those not familiar with
the Arabic language that the letter )(ك, when not connected to any words, means “and” and
counts as a distinct word all on its own despite being one letter long. For instance, the

ً
letter ) (كin the word )كف
 (ىل ىحافظي ىabove is only part of the word, and does not therefore mean
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“and”. However, the other ) (كin this verse is neither connected to the word that precedes
it or follows it, and hence means “and”:

ً
كف
إًَّنا ىن ٍح يف ىن َّزٍلىنا الذ ٍك ىر َو إًَّنا لىوي لى ىحفظي ى
The first and last letter of the verse
The first word in this verse is )(إنا, meaning “We”, and the last is )(لحفظكف, meaning “We will
assuredly guard it”. We will now write the full verse below, along with the letter count of
the first and last words:

ً
)كف (ؿ ح ؼ ظ ك ف
لى ىحفظي ى

ىن ٍح يف ىنَّزٍلىنا الذ ٍك ىر ىك إًَّنا لىوي

)إًَّنا (إ ف ا

6

3

The number representing the letter count of the first and last word of this verse is 63, our
first multiple of 7.
63 = 9 x 7
The first letter
The first letter in the verse is “Alif” ( )أfrom the word )(إنا, and the last letter is “Nūn” ()ف
from )(لحفظكف. We will see how the words containing those two letters accurately arrange
themselves in accordance with the number 7. Starting with the first letter, we follow a
simple rule:


Any word containing the letter “Alif” ( )أis assigned the number 1.



Any word that does not contain this letter is assigned the number 0.

We now write the verse with a breakdown of the letters of each word, along with the
number representing the existence (or absence) of the letter “Alif” ()أ.

)ىك (ك

)الذ ٍك ىر (ا ؿ ذ ؾ ر

0

1

)ىن ٍح يف (ف ح ف) ىنَّزٍلىنا (ف ز ؿ ف ا
1

ً
)كف (ؿ ح ؼ ظ ك ف
ىل ىحفظي ى

0

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

0

0
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The number 00101101 is a multiple of 7.
101101 = 14443 x 7
The last letter
Just as we did with the first letter, we now look for the words containing the last letter of
the verse, namely “Nūn” ()ف. Once again, the number 1 is given to any words containing
this letter and 0 to any that do not:

)ىك (ك

)الذ ٍك ىر (ا ؿ ذ ؾ ر

0

0

)ىن ٍح يف (ف ح ف) ىنَّزٍلىنا (ف ز ؿ ف ا
1

ً
)كف (ؿ ح ؼ ظ ك ف
ىل ىحفظي ى

1

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

1

)إًَّنا (إ ف ا
1

)إًَّنا (إ ف ا

0

1

The number 10100111 is a multiple of 7.
10100111 = 1442873 x 7
And so we find that the first letter in the verse is spread out across its words in a way that
creates a multiple of 7, and the same is true for the last letter; can this be coincidence?
Let’s carry on.
The letters of the verse
The total number of letters in this verse is 28, which is equivalent to the number of letters in
the Arabic alphabet. This number, of course, is a multiple of 7.
28 = 4 x 7
What is interesting is the way in which these 28 letters are spread out across the verse. We
now write the verse again along with the letter count of each word.

)ىك (ك

)الذ ٍك ىر (ا ؿ ذ ؾ ر

1

5

)ىن ٍح يف (ف ح ف) ىنَّزٍلىنا (ف ز ؿ ف ا
5

ً
)كف (ؿ ح ؼ ظ ك ف
لى ىحفظي ى

3

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

6

2

The number 62315533 is a multiple of 7.
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62315533 = 8902219 x 7
So amazingly, here is a verse which speaks about protecting the Qur’an, whose number of
letters is 28, which is not only equal to the letters governing the Arabic language but is also
a multiple of 7. Moreover, the arrangement representing the letter count of each word in
the verse is another multiple of 7. Can this still be coincidence? In any case, there is still
some more to come.
Harmony with the years of Qur’anic revelation
Arranging the letter count of this verse, as we already saw, gave us the number 62315533.
Looking further into this number, we will find that it is also a multiple of 23! In other words,
this number is also connected to the number of years it took for the Qur’an to be revealed
62315533 = 2709371 x 23
To put this in perspective, the letter count of the verse which speaks about the protection of
the Qur’an produced an arrangement consistent with the total number of years taken for
this very Book to be sent down to humanity!
Harmony with the Qur’an’s first verse
In this verse lies an incredible connection with the Qur’an’s very first verse, the Basmala, or:

ِِالرِحي ِم
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ بِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.
Al-Fatihah, 1:1
We will now witness a number of arrangements related to this verse and its words, and all
this is based, of course, on the number 7.
The verse numbers
The Basmala is verse 1, and what we will call the “pledge verse” is verse 9 of its respective
chapter:
Pledge verse

Basmala verse

9

1

The above arrangement gives 91, a multiple of 7.
91 = 13 x 7
The word count
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The Basmala consists of 4 words and the pledge verse consists of 8:
Pledge verse

Basmala verse

8

4

84 is also a multiple of 7.
84 = 12 x 7
What if we now take into account each verse’s respective chapter number?
Chapter and verse number
The Basmala is found in chapter 1 of the Qur’an, whereas the pledge verse is in chapter 15:
Pledge verse

Basmala verse

Verse number

Chapter number

Verse number

Chapter number

9

15

1

1

91511 = 13073 x 7
Verse number with the chapters of the Qur’an
The total number of chapters in the Holy Qur’an is 114, and the pledge verse is verse 9 of
Surat Al-Hijr (Chapter: Stoneland):
Pledge verse

Qur’an Chapters

Verse number

Total number

9

114

The number 9114 is a multiple of 7 twice:
9114 = 186 x 7 x 7
We understand that the above result may be met with some doubt and scepticism. And to
remove any possibility of coincidence, we will arrange the verse number of this pledge verse
with the total number of verses in the Qur’an. Coincidence, of course, discounts that the
same consistency will repeat itself with the Qur’an’s total verse count, let alone that we may
arrive at a multiple of 7 twice!
Verse number with the verses of the Qur’an
The pledge verse, as we know, is verse 9 of Surat Al-Hijr, and in total, the number of verses
in the Holy Qur’an is exactly 6236:
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Pledge verse

Qur’an Verses

Verse number

Total number

9

6236

Not only is 96236 a multiple of 7, but just like the previous arrangement involving the
Qur’an’s chapter count, it is a multiple of 7 twice!!
96236 = 1964 x 7 x 7
The two arrangements we just witnessed above are but an indication that it is God Almighty
alone who assigned this pledge verse the number 9 to show us that He has protected every
chapter and verse of His Book, because quite fittingly, this verse number has maintained its
brilliant consistency with both the total number of chapters and verses of the Holy Qur’an!
The final two quotients: still more multiples
A quotient is the result of dividing numbers. As such, the above two arrangements
produced the final quotients of 186 and 1964. Incredibly, these two numbers are still
connected to the number 7. For one thing, arranging these two numbers side by side
creates a multiple of 7:
1964186 = 280598 x 7
Moreover, calculating the digit sum of these quotients produces yet another multiple!
1 + 9 + 6 + 4 + 1 + 8 + 6 = 35
35 = 5 x 7
Reflecting on these results, what they actually tell us is that had the Qur’an’s chapter count,
verse count, or this verse’s number differed ever so slightly, the entire system we just
witnessed would collapse completely. This only proves, of course, that part of the divinity
of the Qur’an lies also in its numbering; something that God has established and that simply
cannot be changed.
The special letters
We already established that the Qur’an contains certain “special phrases” found at the
beginning of 29 chapters. 14 letters comprise these special phrases:

ا ؿ ـ ص ر ؾ هػ م ع ط س ح ؽ ف
7 of these special letters are contained in the pledge verse, and for readers to easily extract
these letters, the following is the verse itself:
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)ىك (ك

)الذ ٍك ىر (ا ؿ ذ ؾ ر

)ىن ٍح يف (ف ح ف) ىنَّزٍلىنا (ف ز ؿ ف ا

ً
)كف (ؿ ح ؼ ظ ك ف
ىل ىحفظي ى

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

)إًَّنا (إ ف ا

)إًَّنا (إ ف ا

The 7 special letters are:

ا ؿ ر ؾ هػ ح ف
Interestingly, these 7 letters are found across this verse in a manner consistent with the
number 7!
The words containing special letters
We will now write the pledge verse and below each word a number according to the
following basic rule:
-

Words containing any of the 7 special letters found in the pledge verse will be
assigned the number 1.

-

Words containing no such letters will be assigned the number 0.

)ىك (ك

)الذ ٍك ىر (ا ؿ ذ ؾ ر

0

1

)ىن ٍح يف (ف ح ف) ىنَّزٍلىنا (ف ز ؿ ف ا
1

ً
)كف (ؿ ح ؼ ظ ك ف
ىل ىحفظي ى

1

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

1

1

)إًَّنا (إ ف ا
1

)إًَّنا (إ ف ا
1

11101111 = 1585873 x 7
And to be even more confident of our result, if we further analyse this number, we find that
it is also a multiple of 2359: the number of years of Qur’anic revelation!
11101111 = 482657 x 23
Accumulated numbers: magnificent arrangement
One of the truly fascinating features of the Qur’an’s numeric miracle is the simple yet
remarkable system of accumulated numbers found in many of its chapters and verses. We
already witnessed this with Surat Al-Fatihah, Al-Ikhlas. Fortunately, we will continue to see

59

Recall that the same result was found when we arranged the letter count of each word: both a multiple of 7
and 23.
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more of this system in more verses, including this one. We now write the verse below, and
under each word its letter count along with that of the previous word or words:

)ىك (ك

)ىن ٍح يف (ف ح ف) ىنَّزٍلىنا (ف ز ؿ ف ا

)الذ ٍك ىر (ا ؿ ذ ؾ ر

17

16

11

ً
)كف (ؿ ح ؼ ظ ك ف
لى ىحفظي ى

6

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ

)إًَّنا (إ ف ا

22

20

28

)إًَّنا (إ ف ا
3

The resulting number, 28222017161163, arrangement has 3 amazing attributes:
1- It is a 14-digit number, or 2 x 7.
2- The sum of its digits is:
2 + 8 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 0 + 1 + 7 + 1 + 6 + 1 + 1 + 6 + 3 = 42
42 = 6 x 7
3- It is a multiple of 7!
28222017161163 = 4031716737309 x 7
And now we move on to another prolific verse, which houses various miracles, including a
scientific, linguistic and numeric miracle.

“We Extend the Vastness of Space”
Scientists today speak of the expansion of the universe, and the notion that our universe is
expanding is now an established fact. This fact, however, was not discovered until the 20th
century, thanks to the improvement of resources, knowledge and expertise in the field of
astronomy, but also thanks to the advancement of computer-based technology and the use
of something we may often take for granted: the language of numbers.
That being said, we find that the Holy Qur’an has gone one step further by eloquently
stating this wonderful fact in no more than seven words:

ٍ ِ
ِ يدِوإِنَّاِلَم
ِوسعُو َف
َّ َو
ُ َ ْالس َماءَِبَػنَػْيػنَػ َهاِبأَي
With power and skill did We construct the heaven. Verily, it is We Who extend the vastness
of space.
Al-Zariyat, 51:47
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In this verse is a scientific miracle, because it clearly speaks of the expansion of the universe
through the use of the word ) (لمكسعكفwhich is a confirmation that it is “We Who extend the
vastness of space60”. This fact was revealed in the Qur’an, of course, 14 centuries before
modern science came to discover it. But now, we will look into a wonderful series of
numeric arrangements connected to this verse.
The letters of each word
We now write the “universe” verse below, along with the letter count of each word:

)ىبىنٍيىنيىا (ب ف م ف ىػ ا

)اء (ا ؿ س ـ آ
َّم ى
الس ى

6

5

ً
)كف (ؿ ـ ك س ع ك ف
لى يمكس يع ى
7

)إًَّنا (إ ف ا

)ىك (ك
1

)ىك (ك

3

1

)بًأىيٍي ود (ب أ م م د
5

The number 7315651 is a multiple of 7 twice!
7315651 = 149299 x 7 x 7
Reversing this number still gives us a multiple of 7:
1565137 = 223591 x 7
Amazingly, even if we combine both results above, that is, 223591 and 149299, and
construct a single number, or 223591149299, this 12-digit number is another multiple of 7!
223591149299 = 31941592757 x 7
Even when we change the order by which we combine these two numbers, and put 149299
before 223591, we still arrive at a multiple of 7.
149299223591 = 21328460513 x 7
Not only that, but adding the numbers 223591 and 149299 creates yet another multiple of 7
twice!!
223591 + 149299 = 372890
372890 = 7610 x 7 x 7
Reversing the sum of 372890 gives the number 098273, which, incredibly, is another
multiple of 7:
60

The use of the plural “We”, of course, is a glorification of God Almighty, and is not to be confused with more
than one god.
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98273 = 14039 x 7
The letters of the verse
The number of words in this verse is 7, and it consists of exactly 28 letters, a multiple of 7.
28 = 4 x 7
The Holy Qur’an was uniquely written during the time of the Prophet (pbuh), approximately
1400 years ago. For instance, the word ) (السماءdid not contain the character )(ء, known as
the “Hamza”. If it did, this word would consist of 6 letters and not 5, which would destroy
the numeric arrangements we just observed above.
Moreover, the word )(بنيناىا, which means “We built it (i.e. the heavens)”, is written in the
Qur’an without an extra “Alif” ( )أletter, like this: )(بنينيا. Had it conformed to the rules of
normal Arabic by being written with that extra letter, the above arrangements would also
shatter.
Also, we find the amazing case of the word )بأيد
ٍ (, which means “with power and skill”. This
word in normal Arabic consists of 4 letters, but in the Qur’an is found written with an extra
‘silent’ Yāʾ ) (مletter, making it comprise of 5 letters. Once again, had it not been for this
subtly yet critical difference, the numeric system contained in this verse would cease to
exist.
These intricate details are great evidence of the sheer accuracy of the Qur’an’s words, and
that God Almighty deliberately placed each letter of this magnificent Book in its intended
place, because such attention to detail is such that no person would care to achieve.
The special letters
To reiterate, the special letters in the Qur’an are:

ا ؿ ـ ص ر ؾ هػ م ع ط س ح ؽ ف
We write the verse again below in order to extract what special letters it contains:

)ىبىنٍيىنيىا (ب ف م ف ىػ ا
ً
)كف (ؿ ـ ك س ع ك ف
لى يمكس يع ى

)اء (ا ؿ س ـ آ
َّم ى
الس ى
)إًَّنا (إ ف ا

The special letters of this verse are therefore:
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ا ؿ ـ م ع ف هػ س
Looking for these letters in each word of the verse, we construct the following arrangement:

)ىبىنٍيىنيىا (ب ف م ف ىػ ا

)اء (ا ؿ س ـ آ
َّم ى
الس ى

5

5

ً
)كف (ؿ ـ ك س ع ك ف
لى يمكس يع ى
5

)ىك (ك
0

)إًَّنا (إ ف ا

)ىك (ك

)بًأىيٍي ود (ب أ م م د

3

0

3

This number 5303550 is a multiple of 7 if read from either direction.
5303550 = 757650 x 7
553035 = 79005 x 7
The total number of special letters in the verse is also a multiple of 7.
5 + 3 + 3 + 5 + 5 = 21
21 = 3 x 7
Since the total number of letters in this verse is 28, the total number of ordinary, ‘nonspecial’ letters is 7, and we will now see how these 7 letters are perfectly arranged across
this verse.
The non-special letters of the verse
We already counted the special letters of the verse. By default, the remaining letters are
ordinary, non-special letters, and are spread out across this verse in the following manner:

)ىبىنٍيىنيىا (ب ف م ف ىػ ا

)اء (ا ؿ س ـ آ
َّم ى
الس ى

1

ً
)كف (ؿ ـ ك س ع ك ف
لى يمكس يع ى
2

0

)ىك (ك
1

)إًَّنا (إ ف ا

)ىك (ك

)بًأىيٍي ود (ب أ م م د

0

1

2

The number 2012101 is, just like the number produced from arranging the special letters, a
multiple of 7 when read from either direction.
2012101 = 287443 x 7
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1012102 = 144586 x 7
In other words, here is a verse consisting of 7 words, 4 x 7 letters, 3 x 7 special letters, 7
ordinary letters (all of these letters have produced multiples of 7!), and the verse itself
speaks of the heavens, which, according to the Holy Qur’an, are 7!
The letters of “Ar-Rahmān” )(الرحمن
God Almighty’s name “Ar-Rahman”, meaning The Beneficent, has its letters spread out
across this verse in a way consistent with the number 7. The letters of this name:

ا ؿ ر ح ـ ف
)ىبىنٍيىنيىا (ب ف م ف ىػ ا

)اء (ا ؿ س ـ آ
َّم ى
الس ى

3

)ىك (ك

4

ً
)كف (ؿ ـ ك س ع ك ف
لى يمكس يع ى

)إًَّنا (إ ف ا

3

0

)ىك (ك

)بًأىيٍي ود (ب أ م م د

0

1

3
3301340 = 471620 x 7

The total number of “Ar-Rahman” letters is also a multiple of 7.
3 + 3 + 1 + 3 + 4 = 14
14 = 2 x 7
The letters of the Basmala
The letters of the first verse in the Qur’an, the Basmala, are also spread out in this verse in
accordance with the number 7. The Basmala is:

ِِالرِحيم
َّ ِالر ْْحَ ِن
َّ بِ ْس ِمِاللَّ ِو
Its letters are:

ب س ـ ا ؿ هػ ر ح ف م
Searching for these letters in the universe verse, the following arrangement arises:

)ىبىنٍيىنيىا (ب ف م ف ىػ ا

)اء (ا ؿ س ـ آ
َّم ى
الس ى
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6

5

ً
)كف (ؿ ـ ك س ع ك ف
لى يمكس يع ى

)إًَّنا (إ ف ا

4

0

)ىك (ك

)بًأىيٍي ود (ب أ م م د

0

4

3

The number 4304650 is a multiple of 7 three times!!
4304650 = 12550 x 7 x 7 x 7
The connection with the Basmala
A great connection exists between the Basmala and the universe verse in terms of the
chapter number, verse number and word count. The Basmala lies in Surat Al-Fatihah, which
is chapter 1 of the Qur’an. It is verse 1 of the chapter, and is made up no more than 4
words. The verse which speaks of the universe’s expansion is verse 47 of chapter 51, Surat
Al-Zariyat (Chapter: The Winnowing Winds). It consists of 7 words. Writing these numbers
below produces the following arrangement:
Universe expansion verse

Basmala verse

Words

Verse

Chapter

Words

7

47

51

4

Verse
1

Chapter
1

The resulting number is 74751411, a multiple of 7 twice!
74751411 = 1525539 x 7 x 7
Reversing this number still gives a multiple of 7.
11415747 = 1630821 x 7
One thing that springs to mind with regards to the examples we have witness is the
creativity of the Qur’an’s numeric miracle; every verse carries its own unique numeric
system, and its own unique set of arrangements.
And now, we may ask: what happens if we study only a segment of a verse, and not an
entire one? Does the numeric miracle persevere? Let’s take a look.

A Miracle in a Segment
Out of the 28 letters comprising the Arabic alphabet, God Almighty, with His infinite
wisdom, has chosen three with which to name Himself, namely “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, and
“Hā’” ()ىػ. These letters, which construct the name “Allah” )(اهلل, have been miraculously
arranged across a plethora of verses in the Qur’an, as a hidden watermark confirmation to
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humanity that this Book is the word of God, and that every letter, as such, is His word.
Indeed, the numeric miracle of the letters of the name of “Allah” ) (اهللis a masterpiece of a
spectacle that portrays itself in today’s age of technology: a witness to the truth of the Book
of God.
Who is more truthful than God?
In addressing mankind, God Almighty states:

ِ ِ اِاْلَنْػهر
ِ ِ َّ والَّ ِذينِءامنُواِوع ِملُو
َِْ يِمن
ِ َْ َّت
ٍ اتِسنُ ْد ِخلُهمِجن
ِينِفِ َيهاِأَبَ ًِدا
ََ َ َ َ
َ ُ َ ْ َِتت َه
َ ْ ُ َ اِالصل َح
ْ َِت ِر
َ ِخلد
ِ
َص َدؽ ِم ْن اللَّ ِه قِ نيل
ْ ِح ِّقاِ َكَم ْن أ
َ َو ْع َدِاللَّو
But those who believe and do deeds of righteousness,- we shall soon admit them to
gardens, with rivers flowing beneath,-to dwell therein for ever. God's promise is the truth,
and whose word can be truer than God's?
Al-Nisa’, 4:122
The final segment of this verse states:

َص َدؽ ِم ْن اللَّ ِه قِ نيل
ْ َكَم ْن أ
and whose word can be truer than God's?
This question, posed by the Holy Qur’an to all of mankind, is a rhetoric one which asks:
Could there be a creation of God that is actually more truthful than the very Creator of the
heavens and the earth?
But does God Almighty, the Creator of the seven heavens, need to ask such a question? Is
He in fact in need of anyone to believe him? He needs none of this of course, but poses this
question out of mercy for mankind, in order for them to believe and have faith.
Nevertheless, however, we are optimistic and say this: if the language of words is not
convincing enough – which is the case with countless numbers of people – then the
unequivocal language of numbers simply cannot be denied.
And now, we embark on a journey with the passage {and whose word can be truer than
God’s?}, and witness the brilliant numeric system behind these eloquently chosen words, in
hopes of being ever more confident that God Almighty is indeed their One and only author.
The letter count
We write the “truth passage” below, along with the letter count of each word:
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)ًقيالن (ؽ م ؿ ان
4

)المٌ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ
4

)ًم ىف (ـ ف

)ؽ ( أ ص د ؽ
ىص ىد ي
ٍ أ

2

)ىم ٍف (ـ ف

4

)ىك (ك

2

1

The number 442421 is a multiple of 7 twice.
442421 = 9029 x 7 x 7
A breathtaking connection with the letters of “Allah”
We already established that the letters of the name “Allah” ) (اهللare:

ا ؿ هػ
We now look for these letters in each word of the segment below, and see what this
produces:

)ًقيالن (ؽ م ؿ ان
2

)المٌ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ
4

)ًم ىف (ـ ف

)ؽ ( أ ص د ؽ
ىص ىد ي
ٍ أ

0

1

)ىم ٍف (ـ ف

)ىك (ك

0

0

The number 240100 produces an absolutely brilliant set of multiples:
240100 = 34300 x 7
34300 = 4900 x 7
4900 = 700 x 7
700 = 100 x 7
So astoundingly, here is a passage talking about God, the number representing the letters of
His name across it is a multiple of seven 4 times, and 4 is also the number of letters of God’s
very name! Not only that, but is not the final result which leaves us with the number 100,
almost a definite confirmation that this Holy Qur’an is the word of God, 100%?
The magnificent quotients
The number obtained as a result of diving numbers is called the quotient. We just
witnessed that the number representing the arrangement of the letter count of the truth
passage is 442421, a multiple of 7 twice. Also, we saw that the number representing the
letters of “Allah” in the same passage is 240100, a multiple of 7 four times.
And now, we rewrite the above results and observe the following outcomes relating to the
quotients:
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The arrangement of the letter count of the passage produced:
442421 = 9029 x 7 x 7



The arrangement of the “Allah” letters in the passage produced:
240100 = 100 x 7 x 7 x 7 x 7

What is truly amazing is that if we take the two quotients – 100 and 9029 – and combine
them into a single number, the result is a 7-digit multiple of 7:
1009029 = 144147 x 7
That’s not the only amazing fact about the above result. Taking the sum of the digits of the
number 1009029, we still arrive at a multiple of 7:
1 + 9 + 2 + 9 = 21
21 = 3 x 7
Yet another multiple of 7 exists. The quotient of dividing 1009029 by 7 is 144147, shown
above. Astoundingly, the sum of this quotient’s digits is not only a multiple of 7, but it is the
same multiple of 7 as the number 1009029.
1 + 4 + 4 + 1 + 4 + 7 = 21
21 = 3 x 7
In other words, the digit sum of the number 1009029 is 21, the same digit sum as that of the
result of dividing it by 7 this number by 7, namely 144147!
The repetition of the letters of “Allah”
As mentioned earlier, the letters of the name “Allah” are:

ا ؿ هػ
We will now look for the repetition of these letters in the passage.

)ًقيالن (ؽ م ؿ ان

)المٌ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ًم ىف (ـ ف

)ؽ ( أ ص د ؽ
ىص ىد ي
ٍ أ



The number of “Alif” ( )أletters in the passage is 3.



The number of “Lām” ( )ؿletters in the passage is 3.



The number of “Hā’” ( )ىػletters in the passage 1.
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Arranging these numbers gives us:
“Hā’” ()ىػ

“Lām” ()ؿ

1

“Alif” ()أ

3

3

The number 133 is a multiple of 7.
133 = 19 x 7
Also, the total number of “Allah” letters in the verse is:
1+3+3=7
And so we find that in this passage which states “and whose word can be truer than
God's?”, the number of “Allah” letters is 7, and these letters spread out across the passage
in a way that produces a multiple of 7. Having said this, we ask: If God Almighty organised
the letters of His name in a manner consistent with the number 7, could He have organised
the exact position of His name in this passage with the same consistency? Let’s take a closer
look at the location of Allah’s name within the words of this passage.
The special location of “Allah” in the passage of truth
The name “Allah” enjoys a special place in this passage; one that is perfectly coherent with
the number 7 in many ways, be it in terms of word count, letter count or the number of
“Allah” letters found before and after His name.
Firstly, we count the number of words before and after the name “Allah” in the passage.
This passage contains five words besides the word “Allah”; 4 of these come before His name
and one comes after:

)ًقيالن (ؽ م ؿ ان

)المٌ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ًم ىف (ـ ف

)ؽ (أ ص د ؽ
ىص ىد ي
ٍ أ

1

)ىم ٍف (ـ ف

)ىك (ك

4

This simple arrangement produces 14, a multiple of 7.
14 = 2 x 7
We now consider the passage in more detail and perform the same exercise with the letter
count of the words found before and after Allah’s name:

)ًقيالن (ؽ م ؿ ان

)المٌ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ًم ىف (ـ ف

4

)ؽ (أ ص د ؽ
ىص ىد ي
ٍ أ
9
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The number 49 is another multiple of 7.
49 = 7 x 7
But what about the three letters making up Allah’s name, that is, “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, and
“Hā’” ( ?)ىػLooking for these letters in the words before and after “Allah”, we find the
following:

)ًقيالن (ؽ م ؿ ان

)المٌ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ًم ىف (ـ ف

)ؽ (أ ص د ؽ
ىص ىد ي
ٍ أ

2

)ىم ٍف (ـ ف

) (ك

1

Amazingly, even the letters of Allah’s name produce a multiple of 7.
21 = 3 x 7
Accumulated numbers
The beautiful system of accumulated numbers emanates once again in this passage. We
now construct an arrangement formed by counting the letters of each word, but in
accumulation.

)ًقيالن (ؽ م ؿ ان

)المٌ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

17

13

)ًم ىف (ـ ف

)ؽ ( أ ص د ؽ
ىص ىد ي
ٍ أ

9

7

)ىم ٍف (ـ ف
3

)ىك (ك
1

17139731 = 2448533 x 7
The accumulated numbers of “Allah” letters
We now perform the same exercise of counting numbers in accumulation, but this time, we
only count the three letters making up Allah’s name, namely “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, and “Hā’”

()ىػ:
)ًقيالن (ؽ م ؿ نا

)المٌ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ

)ًم ىف (ـ ف

)ؽ ( أ ص د ؽ
ىص ىد ي
ٍ أ

)ىم ٍف (ـ ف

)ىك (ك

7

5

1

1

0

0

751100 = 107300 x 7
Therefore, no matter how much we change the manner by which we count and arrange
numbers, somehow, the consistency of the numeric system of this brilliant passage is
preserved; a unique witness to the Oneness of God Almighty. Anyone reflecting upon such
results must, however, wonder: Can any human being so eloquently speak of himself in one
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simple sentence, injecting precisely seven letters of his name in that sentence, making the
repetition of those letters a multiple of 7 and arranging them across the sentence to create
a multiple of 7 x 7 x 7 x 7? Also, he would have to arrange the number of words before and
after his name to produce a multiple of 7, the letters before and after his name to produce a
multiple of 7 x 7, and the letters of his name before and after his name to produce a
multiple of 7! But sincerely speaking: is this humanly possible? This passage alone is a
profound example of how God Almighty perfected the organisation, not only of the Qur’an’s
words but even its letters, preventing any human being from producing the likes of this
miraculous Book.

They Could Not Produce the Like Thereof
Having mentioned producing the likes of the Qur’an, God Almighty states:

ِقُلِلَئ
ِ اْلِ ُّنِعلَىِأَ ْفِيأْتُواِِبِِثْ ِلِى َذاِالْ ُقر
ِ
ِءاف ََِلِيَأْتُو َفِِبِِثْلِ ِو َِولَ ْوِ َكا َف
ِو
نس
ِاْل
ت
ع
م
ت
ِاج
ن
ْ
ْ
َ
ْ
َ
َ
ْ
َ
َ
ْ
ْ
َُ
َ
ْ
ٍ ض ُه ْمِلِبَػ ْع
ضِظَ ِه ًْيا
ُ بَػ ْع
Say: "If the whole of mankind and Jinns were to gather together to produce the like of this
Qur'an, they could not produce the like thereof, even if they backed up each other with help
and support.
Al-Isra’, 17:88
To start off the series of brilliant numeric arrangements pertaining to this verse, we write
the verse again below along with a breakdown of every word’s letters, and count the letters
of each word:

)ىك (ك

ً
)نس (ا ؿ إ ف س
اإل ي

1

5

)بً ًم ٍث ًؿ (ب ـ ث ؿ

)اجتى ىم ىع ًت (ا ج ت ـ ع ت
ٍ
6

)يقؿ (ؽ ؿ

3

)ىيأٍتيكٍا (م أ ت ك ا

)أىف (أ ف

5

2

4

)لَّئً ًف (ؿ إ ف

2

)اٍل ًج ُّف (ا ؿ ج ف

)ىعمىى (ع ؿ ل
3

4

)كف (م أ ت ك ف
ىيأٍتي ى

)الى (ؿ ا

ً اٍلقيٍر
)آف (ا ؿ ؽ ر آ ف

)ىىػ ىذا (ىػ ػ ػ ذ ا

5

2

6

3

)اف (ؾ ا ف
ىك ى
3

)لى ٍك (ؿ ك

)ىك (ك

)بً ًم ٍثمً ًو (ب ـ ث ؿ ىػ ػ ػ

1

5

2
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لًىب ٍع و
)ض (ؿ ب ع ض

)ظ ًيي انر (ظ ىػ ػ ػ م ر نا
ى
5

)ضيي ٍـ (ب ع ض ىػ ػ ػ ـ
ىب ٍع ي

4

5

The resulting 21-digit number 545321552634523415632 is a indeed a multiple of 7.
545321552634523415632 = 77903078947789059376 x 7
The three segments of the “challenge verse”
That is not all with respect to this challenge verse, because it consists of three parts:
1. Say: "If the whole of mankind and Jinns were to gather together

ِقُلِلَئ
ِْ ت
ِاْلِ ُّن
ِاْل
ع
م
ت
ِاج
ن
ْ نس َِو
َ
ْ
ْ
َ
َ ْ ْ
ُ
2. to produce the like of this Qur'an they could not produce the like thereof,

ِ علَىِأَ ْفِيأْتُواِِبِِثْ ِلِى َذاِالْ ُقر
ِءاف ََِلِيَأْتُو َفِِبِِثْلِ ِو
َ
َ
ْ َ
3. even if they backed up each other with help and support.

ِ ِ ِِ
ٍ ض ُه ْمِلِبَػ ْع
ضِظَ ِه ًْيا
ُ ََلِيَأْتُو َفِِبثْلو َِولَْوِ َكا َفِبػَ ْع
We will now separate the verse into its three designated parts, and observe the letter count
in the words of each part.
First part
The letter count of each word in the first part is as follows:

)اجتى ىم ىع ًت (ا ج ت ـ ع ت
ٍ

)لَّئً ًف (ؿ إ ف

6

)يقؿ (ؽ ؿ

3

)اٍل ًج ُّف (ا ؿ ج ف
4

)ىك (ك

2

ً
)نس (ا ؿ إ ف س
اإل ي

1

5

415632 = 59376 x 7
Second part

)ىيأٍتيكٍا (م أ ت ك ا

)أىف (أ ف
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5

2

3

ً اٍلقيٍر
)آف (ا ؿ ؽ ر آ ف

)ىىػ ىذا (ىػ ػ ػ ذ ا

)بً ًم ٍث ًؿ (ب ـ ث ؿ

6

3

4

)بً ًم ٍثمً ًو (ب ـ ث ؿ ىػ ػ ػ

)كف (م أ ت ك ف
ىيأٍتي ى

)الى (ؿ ا

5

5

2

552634523 = 78947789 x 7
Third part

)اف (ؾ ا ف
ىك ى

)لى ٍك (ؿ ك

3

)ظى ًيي انر (ظ ىػ ػ ػ م ر ان

)ىك (ك

2

لًىب ٍع و
)ض (ؿ ب ع ض

5

1

)ضيي ٍـ (ب ع ض ىػ ػ ػ ـ
ىب ٍع ي

4

5

The number 545321 is a multiple of 7 twice.
545321 = 11129 x 7 x 7

A Miracle in a Single Word!
We will now pose a question that some may find awkward: Can mankind produce even a
word like any of the words of the Qur’an? We are going to let the language of numbers
answer that question and do the talking for itself, as we explore an important word. In
Islam, this word relates to the first of the stages involving the arrival of the Day of Judgment:
the blowing of the trumpet and gathering the people of mankind. The specific word we will
be looking at is )(ين ًف ىخ, which means “will be blown (i.e. the trumpet)”.

God Almighty has placed this word (and many other words!) across different locations in the
Holy Qur’an in an absolutely miraculous manner that is perfectly harmonious with the
number 7.
In various instances in the Qur’an, God has spoken of events that are to occur in the future,
and has also deposited numeric arrangements to prove the truth behind such claims. The
word ) (ين ًف ىخhas been repeated seven times in the Qur’an, and the subject has been the

blowing of the trumpet on every occasion. A small note must be made with regards to this
word. Indeed, the word ) (ين ًف ىخis cited 7 times, however, this is not to be confused with the
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word )(ىنفى ىخ, which is mentioned only once in the Qur’an. Although it looks almost exactly the
same as )(ين ًف ىخ, the word ) (ىنفى ىخhas a different symbol on top of the first letter (something we
do not need to worry about), and the context of this word is different in the Qur’an, as it
does not speak of the blowing of the trumpet.
We now list the seven verses which cite the word )(ين ًف ىخ, in their order of appearance in the
Qur’an.
1. Al-Kahf, 18:99

ٍِ
ٍ وج ِِِفِبَػ ْع
ُِجْ ًعا
َِ ض
ُّ ِونُِف َِخِِِف
َ ِالصوِرِفَ َج َم ْعنَػ ُه ْم
َ َوتَػَرْكنَاِبَػ ْع
ُ ُض ُه ْمِيَػ ْوَمئذََِي
On that day We shall leave them to surge like waves on one another: the trumpet will be
blown, and We shall collect them all together.
2. Al-Mu’minun, 23:101

ِ ُّ فَِإ َذاِنُِف َِخِِِف
ِابِبَػْيػنَػ ُه ْمِيػَ ْوَمئِ ٍِذِ َوََلِيَػتَ َساءَلُو َف
َ َنس
َ ِالصورِفَ َلِأ
Then when the Trumpet is blown, there will be no more relationships between them that
Day, nor will one ask after another!
3. Yaasin, 36:51

ُِِون
ِ ِاْلَج َد
ِ اثِإِ ََلِرِّّْبِمِي
ِ ِالصوِرِفَِإ َذاِىم
ِ
ِنسلُو َف
ن
ِم
ِف
ِ
ِ
خ
ف
ْ
ُّ
َ
ُ
ْ
َْ َ
ْ ْ
َ
The trumpet shall be sounded, when behold! from the sepulchres (men) will rush forth to
their Lord!
4. Al-Zumar, 39:68

ِ
ِ َّ ِالصوِرِفَصعِقِمن ِِِف
ِ ِ ِ ُ ِشاءِاللَّو
ِ ِ ِاْلَر
ُِخَرى
ْ ُِثَِّنُف َخِفيوِأ
ُ َ َ ِم ْن
َ ضِإََّل
ْ ْ ِالس َم َوت َِوَم ْن ِِِف
ْ َ َ َ ُّ َِونُف َِخِِِف
اِى ْمِقِيَ ٌاـِيَػْنظُُرو َِف
ُ فَِإ َذ
The Trumpet will (just) be sounded, when all that are in the heavens and on earth will
swoon, except such as it will please God (to exempt). Then will a second one be sounded,
when, behold, they will be standing and looking on!
5. Al-Zumar, 39:68
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ِ َّ ِالصوِرِفَصعِقِمن ِِِف
ِ ِ ِ ُ ِشاءِاللَّو
ِ ِ ِاْلَر
ُِخَرى
ِ ِ َونُِف َخ
ْ ُِثَِّنُف َِخِفيوِأ
ُ َ َ ِم ْن
َ ضِإََّل
ْ ْ ِالس َم َوت َِوَم ْن ِِِف
ْ َ َ َ ُّ ِِف
اِى ْمِقِيَ ٌاـِيَػْنظُُرو َِف
ُ فَِإ َذ
The Trumpet will (just) be sounded, when all that are in the heavens and on earth will
swoon, except such as it will please God (to exempt). Then will a second one be sounded,
when, behold, they will be standing and looking on!
6. Qaaf, 50:20

ِ ِِالصوِرِ َذلِكِيػوـِالْوع
ِيد
ُّ َِونُِف َِخِِِف
َ ُ َْ َ
And the Trumpet shall be blown: that will be the Day whereof Warning (had been given).
7. Al-Haaqqah, 69:13

ُّ فَِإذَاِنُِف َِخِِِف
ٌِالصوِرِنػَ ْف َخةٌ َِو ِح َدِة
Then, when one blast is sounded on the Trumpet,
The chapter numbers
This word has been repeated seven times in total, in six different chapters. We will now
write the chapter numbers of the respective chapters which contain this word.
Al-Haaqqah

Qaaf

Al-Zumar

Yaasin

69

50

39

36

Al-Mu’minun
23

Al-Kahf
18

Arranging the chapters in which the word ) (ين ًف ىخis found forms the number 695039362318, a
multiple of 7.
695039362318 = 99291337474 x 7
The quotient is also a multiple of 7:
99291337474 = 14184476782 x 7
The above quotient is another multiple of 7.
14184476782 = 2026353826 x 7
The resulting quotient is also a multiple of 7.
2026353826 = 289479118 x 7
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In other words, the original number 695039362318 is a multiple of 7 four times!!
695039362318 = 289479118 x 7 x 7 x 7 x 7
Could such a magnificent result have been simple coincidence? The fact is that there still is
more to come with respect to this intriguing word.
Firstly, the final quotient we arrived at is 289479118. The digit sum of this number is a
multiple of 7, and not just any multiple:
2 + 8 + 9 + 4 + 7 + 9 + 1 + 1 + 8 = 49
49 = 7 x 7
The final quotient
As is well known in Islam, the blowing of the trumpet occurs twice, and the outcome of the
first sounding of the trumpet is the exact opposite of that of the second sounding. That is,
the first time the trumpet is blown, all of God’s creations die; the second time, they are
brought back to life once more. Since these events are opposites, and since the first
sounding is a reversal of the second, we tried reversing the final quotient found from the
above arrangement, namely 289479118. This gave 811974982, and after examining this
number, the result was simply astounding:
The number 811974982 is a multiple of 7.
811974982 = 115996426 x 7
The quotient of this number is also a multiple of 7.
115996426 = 16570918 x 7
The resulting quotient is also a multiple of 7.
16570918 = 2367274 x 7
Finally, the above quotient is yet another multiple of 7.
2367274 = 338182 x 7
In other words, the number 811974982 is a multiple of 7 four times!
811974982 = 338182 x 7 x 7 x 7 x 7
What we are witnessing here is absolutely amazing, because arranging the chapters in which
the word ) (ين ًف ىخgave 695039362318, a multiple of 7 four times, giving a final quotient of

289479118, which, when reversed, is also a multiple of 7 four times!! And all this, of course,
is consistent with the interpretation of the word which we are dealing with!
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And now we simply must ask: Could the first four multiples of 7 have been the product of
sheer chance? And if so, how can the next four multiples of 7 possibly be mere
coincidence?
The digit sums of the quotients
We will now take the last four quotients we found above and find their digit sums:
First quotient: 115996426. Digit sum = 1+1+5+9+9+6+4+2+6 = 43
Second quotient: 16570918. Digit sum = 1+6+5+7+0+9+1+8 = 37
Third quotient: 2367274. Digit sum = 2+3+6+7+2+7+4 = 31
Fourth quotient: 338182. Digit sum = 3+3+8+1+8+2 = 25
Arranging these sums together gives us the number 25313743, and incredibly, this number
is yet again a multiple of 7 four consecutive times!!
25313743 = 10543 x 7 x 7 x 7 x 7
The brilliant system of numeric harmony we just witnessed only dealt with a single word,
yet nevertheless served as proof of an All-Wise and All-Knowing Creator. And if we were to
explore more words from the Holy Qur’an, we are simply bound to be continuously amazed.
The verse numbers
Having already seen that the chapters in which ) (ين ًف ىخis mentioned produce a multiple of 7
four times, we wondered what we would find if we arranged the verse numbers, in their
order of appearance, of course. We now write the chapter names along with their relevant
verse numbers:
Al-Haaqqah

Qaaf

Al-Zumar

Yaasin

13

20

68

51

Al-Mu’minun
101

Al-Kahf
99

The resulting number, 1320685110199, is a multiple of 7 twice!
1320685110199 = 26952757351 x 7 x 7
And now we ask: Can any person write a book, and organise the repetition of its words with
that kind of precision? Let us take a look at what the probability of achieving such a feat
looks like in mathematical terms.
The probability of coincidence
Let us summarise the arrangements derived from the word ) (ين ًف ىخbelow:
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Verse numbers:
1320685110199 = 26952757351 x 7 x 7



Chapter numbers:
695039362318 = 289479118 x 7 x 7 x 7 x 7



Digit sum of the final quotient from the “chapter numbers” arrangement:
2 + 8 + 9 + 4 + 7 + 9 + 1 + 1 + 8 = 49 = 7 x 7



Reversing the final quotient from the “chapter numbers” arrangement:
811974982 = 338182 x 7 x 7 x 7 x 7



Arranging the digit sums of the four quotients obtained by reversing the final
quotient from the “chapter numbers” arrangement:
25313743 = 10543 x 7 x 7 x 7 x 7

To further clarify, a word cited 7 times in the Qur’an managed to produce no less than 16
multiples of 7. Mathematically speaking, the probability of coming up with such a result
would have to be 1 divided by 7 sixteen times, or 7 to the 16 th power:
716 = 33232930569601
1/33232930569601 = 0.0000000000000300906
In other words, the probability of these arrangements being down to luck is nowhere near
being even close to 0.1%. Any sound mind cannot therefore accept that these results came
about by coincidence.
Crucially, we must remember that this word has been mentioned in various chapters that
have been revealed in different places, at different times, and across many long years
throughout the 23 years during which the Prophet (pbuh) received Qur’anic revelation. We
must also not forget that this word has appeared in verses that have all spoken about the
Day of Judgment, and the numeric patterns derived from this word almost described the
actual event it pertains to!
Therefore, we can confidently conclude that if we were to explore the treasure of words in
this Holy Qur’an, we would encounter a never-ending array of miracles, confirming that this
Book is absolutely filled with secrets simply waiting to be discovered. Indeed, what we
have experienced so far can only be a spec in a vast ocean of miracles and mystery.
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Summary
To briefly summarise the results of this part, we say this:
When God spoke about the expansion of the universe, not only did modern science prove
this fact many years later, but so did the language of numbers later on.
When He spoke about preserving the Holy Qur’an and protecting it from human plagiarism,
history proved this fact true. For despite the various attempts aimed at editing and altering
the Qur’an, it stood the test of time and remained a beacon for humanity, and today, the
language of numbers again proved that the Qur’an has arrived safely to all of mankind,
unedited and error-free, from the Creator of the heavens and the earth.
We have also proven using the language of numbers that no man can ever produce even a
segment of a verse like any in the Qur’an. Not only that, but we also showed the
impossibility of producing so much as a single word!
Indeed, the examples illustrated in this part are substantial proof for anyone finding himself
sceptical about the Qur’an, that this is a Book that simply cannot be duplicated, but what is
most admiring is that the Book itself declares its utter confidence in this fact:
Do they not consider the Qur'an (with care)? Had it been from other Than God, they would
surely have found therein Much discrepancy.
Al-Nisa’, 4:82
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PART 7
A QUR’ANIC MIRACLE IN 3 LETTERS
Among the real mysteries of the Holy Qur’an are those seemingly random letters found at
the forefront of about one quarter of the chapters of the Qur’an. That being said, has the
age arrived where we finally discover at least some of the secrets behind these ‘special’
letters? Can the language of numbers reveal some of their marvels?
Although scholars have never been able to fully explain the meaning behind these letters,
most have appropriately given their opinion on the matter by saying, “God knows best!”.
Indeed, they did not discourage reflecting upon these letters and researching them. And as
such, we have undertaken a detailed study into the arrangement and repetition of these
mystifying letters, only to discover that underlying them is a most profound miracle of
numbers.
In this part is an abundance of numeric illustrations depicting the relationship of these
letters with the number 7, which is the basis of the these letters’ numeric system and the
foundation of the numeric miracle in general. This part is also a response to any claims that
the Holy Qur’an contains meaningless letters, because the numeric system behind the special
letters is clear evidence of their inimitability, in today’s age of numbers and information.
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The Most Mysterious Letters
After witnessing, in previous parts, some of the numeric wonders of the first verse in the
Qur’an and the first chapter, what about the first verse in the second chapter, which
represents the first example of a ‘special phrase’ in the Qur’an, namely ) (الػ ػـ, or “Alif. Lām.
Mīm.”? What can we tell about these three letters that God Almighty deposited directly
after the first chapter of His Book?
God has chosen that 29 chapters of His Book begin with special phrases; here they are listed
below:
1- Surat al-Baqarah (Chapter 2: The Cow) begins with the three letters )(الػ ػـ.
2- Surat al-‘Imran (Chapter 3: The Family of ‘Imran) begins with )(الػ ػـ.
3- Surat al-A’raf (Chapter 7: The Heights) begins with the four letters )(الػ ػمص.
4- Surat Yunus (Chapter 10: Jonah) begins with )(ال ػػر.
5- Surat Hud (Chapter 11: Hud) begins with )(ال ػػر.
6- Surat Yusuf (Chapter 12: Joseph) begins with )(ال ػػر.
7- Surat al-Ra’d (Chapter 13: The Thunder) begins with )(الػ ػمػ ػػر.
8- Surat Ibrahim (Chapter 14: Abraham) begins with )(ال ػػر.
9- Surat al-Hijr (Chapter 15: Stoneland) begins with )(ال ػػر.
10- Surat Maryam (Chapter 19: Mary) begins with the five letters )(كييعص.
11- Surat Taha (Chapter 20: Taha) begins with the two letters )(طو.
12- Surat al-Shuara’ (Chapter 26: The Poets) begins with )(طسـ.
13- Surat al-Naml (Chapter 27: The Ants) begins with )(طس.
14- Surat al-Qasas (Chapter 28: Stories) begins with )(طسـ.
15- Surat al-‘Ankabut (Chapter 29: The Spider) begins with )(الػ ػـ.
16- Surat al-Ruum (Chapter 30: The Romans) begins with )(الػ ػـ.
17- Surat Luqmaan (Chapter 31: Luqmaan) begins with )(الػ ػـ.
18- Surat al-Sajdah (Chapter 32: The Prostration) begins with )(الػ ػـ.
19- Surat Yaasin (Chapter 36: Yaasin) begins with the two letters )(يس.
20- Surat Sad (Chapter 38: The Letter Sad) begins with the single letter )(ص.
21- Surat Ghafir (Chapter 40: The Forgiver (God)) begins with the two letters )(حـ.
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22- Surat Fussilat (Chapter 41: Explained in Detail) begins with )(حـ.
23- Surat al-Shura (Chapter 42: Council) begins with two sets of special phrases: ) (حـin
the first verse and the three letters ) (عسؽin the second.
24- Surat al-Zukhruf (Chapter 43: Ornaments of Gold) begins with )(حـ.
25- Surat al-Dukhan (Chapter 44: Smoke) begins with )(حـ.
26- Surat al-Jathiya (Chapter 45: Crouching) begins with )(حـ.
27- Surat al-Ahqaf (Chapter 46: The Dunes) begins with )(حـ.
28- Surat Qaaf (Chapter 50: The Letter Qaaf) begins with )(ؽ.
29- Surat al-Qalam (Chapter 68: The Pen) begins with )(ف.
The special letters and the number 7
Observing these various phrases, we find that some are repeated more than once while
others are not. Writing them below without any repetition, we find 14 different phrases:

 ف، ؽ، عسق، حم، ص، يس، طس، طسم، طه، كهيعص، المر، ال ػػر، المص،ال ػػم
Also, looking for the various letters comprising these phrases, we find 14 different letters:

ا ؿ ـ ص ر ؾ هػ ػ م ع ط س ح ؽ ف
Having established this, we can now point out that God Almighty chose to make the Arabic
alphabet consist of 28 letters, a multiple of 7. Also, out of His wisdom, He ordained for
exactly half of these letters to be found at the beginning of a quarter of the chapters of the
Qur’an.
The first matter that caught scholarly attention was that the number of special letters is 14,
and also that the number of special phrases is also 14. What caught my attention is this
number “14”, and I expected it be the key to solving the secret of these letters because of
its double repetition.
Analysing the number 14 further, we find that it is a multiple of 2 and 7. In other words, 2 x
7 = 14. Indeed, part of the importance of the number 7 in the Qur’an appears when we find
the number of special letters to be double this number.
But what about the number 2? If anything, this number represents concepts of multiples
and repetition. That is, the basic rules of calculation tell us that any number multiplied by 2
produces a new multiple of that number. And in this, perhaps, is a subtle sign from God
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Almighty, for us to notice a numeric miracle in these special letters that is based on the
number 7 and its multiples. As such, He made the number of these letters 2 x 7.
Therefore, reflecting upon these letters and observing their organisation and repetition
across the letters, words, verses and chapters of the Qur’an, we are optimistic of finding
arrangements founded upon the number 7 and its multiples.
The wisdom behind the letters
After extensive research, I came to the conclusion that the wisdom behind the existence of
these letters was that they had to contain a miracle of some sort, and that the purpose
behind this miracle was to present some kind of tangible indication that the Holy Qur’an is a
Book sent down from God Almighty, and that it is the word of God and not of man.
Humans, for one thing, are incapable or authoring books in which they organise every one
of its letters in accordance with an accurate numeric system, because that will certainly
corrupt the book from a linguistic point of view. The Holy Qur’an, however, is both
numerically and linguistically accurate. We will see that these letters are but a sound
response to anyone who may claim to produce a chapter like one of the Qur’an’s.
And as we embark on this journey, where we will merely consider the first special phrase in
the Qur’an, we will witness the perfect numeric system by which God Almighty organised
these letters.

The Sequence of Chapters that Open with )“ (الـــمAlif. Lām. Mīm.”
Looking for the chapters which start with )“ (الػ ػـAlif. Lām. Mīm.”, we find that there are six in
total. These are Al-Baqarah, Al-‘Imran, Al-‘Ankabut, Al-Ruum, Luqmaan and Al-Sajdah. The
order of these chapters out of all those that begin with special letters is as follows:
1. Surat Al-Baqarah
2. Surat Al-‘Imran
15. Surat Al’Ankabut
16. Surat Al-Ruum
17. Surat Luqmaan
18. Surat Al-Sajdah
Arranging these numbers, we find:
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Al-Sajdah

Luqmaan

Al-Ruum

Al-‘Ankabut

Al-‘Imran

17

16

15

2

18

Al-Baqarah
1

The number 1817161521 is a multiple of 7.
1817161521 = 259594503 x 7
The quotient is also a multiple of 7.
259594503 = 37084929 x 7
The quotient is yet another multiple of 7.
37084929 = 5297847 x 7
In other words, 1817161521 = 5297847 x 7 x 7 x 7!! Interestingly, when we take the digit
sum of the final quotient, 5297847, we are left with a beautiful final result:
5 + 2 + 9 + 7 + 8 + 4 + 7 = 42
42 = 6 x 7
The final result we arrive at, the number 6, is the total number of chapters beginning with

)“ (الػ ػـAlif. Lām. Mīm.”!!
Meccan and Medinan chapters
The Meccan Surahs are those chapters that were revealed earlier during the Prophet’s years
of revelation, in the city of Makkah. The Medinan Surahs are those that were revealed in
the city Medina, later on in the life of the Prophet (pbuh).
Out of the six chapters we are dealing with, the final four are Meccan Surahs. Their
sequence out of those chapters beginning with special letters is as follows:
Al-Sajdah
18

Luqmaan

Al-Ruum

17

16

Al-‘Ankabut
15

18171615 = 2595945 x 7
The remaining two chapters, Al-Baqarah and Al-‘Imran, were revealed in Medina:
Al-‘Imran

Al-Baqarah

2

1
21 = 3 x 7
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Verse numbers
Since the special phrase )“ (الػ ػـAlif. Lām. Mīm.” is found at the beginning of 6 chapters, what
happens when we arrange each phrase’s verse number? Well, since each of these phrases
is the opening verse of its respective chapter, they are all verse 1. Yet even so, arranging
this number gives a multiple of 7.
111111 = 15873 x 7
Crucially, had the number of chapters beginning with ) (الػ ػـbeen 5 or 7, the resulting
arrangement would not produce a multiple of 7!
The total number of verses of each chapter
The total number of verses in each of the 6 chapters is shown below:


Surat Al-Baqarah consists of 286 verses.



Surat Al-‘Imran consists of 200 verses.



Surat Al-‘Ankabut consists of 69 verses.



Surat Al-Ruum consists of 60 verses.



Surat Luqmaan consists of 34 verses.



Surat Al-Sajdah consists of 30 verses.

Let us now arrange these numbers:
Al-Sajdah
30

Luqmaan

Al-Ruum

Al-‘Ankabut

Al-‘Imran

34

60

69

200

Al-Baqarah
286

The number representing the verse count of each chapter beginning with )(الػ ػـ, in the order
of appearance in the Qur’an, is 30346069200286. This number has four notable features:
1. It is 14 digits long, or 2 x 7.
2. It is a multiple of 7:
30346069200286 = 4335152742898 x 7
3. The total number of verses is a multiple of 7:
30 + 34 + 60 + 69 + 200 + 286 = 679
679 = 97 x 7
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4. Its digit sum is a multiple of 7:
3 + 3 + 4 + 6 + 6 + 9 + 2 + 2 + 8 + 6 = 49
49 = 7 x 7
The arrangement of the verses created a multiple of 7, digit sum of the arrangement creates
a multiple of 7 (7x7!!), and the sum of the verses created a multiple of 7. Is this not a
profound outcome?
And now, what about the arrangement of the letters ) (الػ ػـacross various words of the
Qur’an, and is the numeric system maintained? Let’s take a look.

The Numeric System Behind the Special Phrase )(ال ػػـ
We now explore the first chapter in which the special phrase ) (الػ ػـis found, before we study
the very last chapter in which it is cited.
The first chapter starting with )(الـــم
The first verse of Al-Baqarah, which is )(الػ ػـ, is followed by a verse which states:

ِ ِ
َِذل
ِ ِ كِالْ ِكتَب ََِلِري
ِني
َ
َ ِى ًدىِل ْل ُمتَّق
ُ بِفيو
ْ
َ َ ُ
This is the Book; in it is guidance sure, without doubt, to those who fear God;
Al-Baqarah, 2:2
Amazingly, we will soon find out that God Almighty has organised the three letters )(الػ ػـ
across this verse in a manner that is perfectly coherent with the number 7.
Once again, the three letters we are considering are:

ا ؿ ـ
We will now write the second verse of Al-Baqarah below, and search for the above three
letters in each of its words. And under each word, we write the total number of “Alif” ()أ,
“Lām” ( )ؿand “Mīm” ( )ـletters it contains:
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)ب ( ر م ب
ىرٍي ى

ً
)ب (ا ؿ ؾ ت ب
اٍلكتى ي

)ىال (ؿ ا

0

2

)ىذلً ىؾ (ذ ؿ ؾ

2

ً ً
)يف (ؿ ؿ ـ ت ؽ م ف
لٍم يمتَّق ى

)يى ندل (ىػ ػ د ل

3

1

ً ًف
)يو (ؼ م ىػ ػ

0

0

The number representing the amount of “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” letters in each word of the above
verse is 3000221, a multiple of 7:
3000221 = 428603 x 7
Amazingly, the above quotient is also a multiple of 7.
428603 = 61229 x 7
Even more amazingly, the resulting quotient is still a multiple of 7!
61229 = 8747 x 7
In other words, our original number 3000221 is a multiple of 7 three times!
3000221 = 8747 x 7 x 7 x 7
This result can only be a definite confirmation that God Almighty alone could have designed
this verse and perfected every one of its letters. And to appreciate the accuracy of its
words, we will consider one of its more minute details.
The word ) (الكتابwhich means “The Book”, is written in a different manner in standard
Arabic than it is found in the Qur’an. We can observe the difference here:
Qur’anic Arabic

Standard Arabic

الكتب

الكتاب

The extra “Alif” ( )أfound in the standard version of the word would have destroyed all the
above arrangements, because it would have produced the number 3000231, which is not a
multiple of 7!
The arrangement of words
Part of the greatness of the Qur’an’s numeric miracle is its creativity, and the different
methods by which numbers can be counted and arranged. One of the basic rules when
studying numbers in the Qur’an is the following “one-zero rule”:
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Words containing any “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Mīm” ( )ـletters are assigned the
number 1.



Words containing no such letters are assigned the number 0.

We now rewrite the verse with this simple rule in mind:

)ب ( ر م ب
ىرٍي ى

ً
)ب (ا ؿ ؾ ت ب
اٍلكتى ي

)ىال (ؿ ا

0

1

)ىذلً ىؾ (ذ ؿ ؾ

1

ً ً
)يف (ؿ ؿ ـ ت ؽ م ف
لٍم يمتَّق ى

1

ً ًف
)يو (ؼ م ىػ ػ

)يى ندل (ىػ ػ د ل

1

0

0

1000111 = 142873 x 7
The arrangement of words and letters
From the above arrangements, we can deduce that the total number of “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ
and “Mīm” ( )ـletters in the verse is 8, and the total number of “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand
“Mīm” ( )ـwords is 4. Let us see the arrangement below:
“Alif. Lām. Mīm.” letters

“Alif. Lām. Mīm.” words

8

4
84 = 12 x 7

The last chapter starting with )(الـــم
The final Qur’anic chapter that begins with the special phrase “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” as its first
verse is Surat Al-Sajdah. As we did with Surat Al-Baqarah, we now consider the verse that
directly follows these special letters:

ِ ّْ ب ََِلِريب ِِفِ ِيو ِِمنِر
ِ َتَن ِزيلِالْ ِكت
ِني
َ بِالْ َعلَم
ْ
ْ
َ
َ َ
ُ
(This is) the Revelation of the Book in which there is no doubt,- from the Lord of the
Worlds.
Al-Sajdah, 32:2
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Again, we will look for the number of “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Mīm” ( )ـletters in each one
of the words in this verse:

)ب ( ر م ب
ىرٍي ى

)ىال (ؿ ا

0

)اٍل ًكتى ًب (ا ؿ ؾ ت ب

2

ً تى
)نزي يؿ (ت ف ز م ؿ

2

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى

)َّرب (ر ب

4

1

)ًمف (ـ ف

ً ًف
)يو (ؼ م ىػ ػ

1

0

0

The number 40100221 is a multiple of 7 even when completely reversed!
40100221 = 5728603 x 7
12200104 = 1742872 x 7
The arrangement of words
Using the “one-zero” rule, we assign the number 0 to any words containing no “Alif. Lām.
Mīm.” letters, and the number 1 to words containing any “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” letters:

)ب ( ر م ب
ىرٍي ى

)ىال (ؿ ا

0

)اٍل ًكتى ًب (ا ؿ ؾ ت ب

1

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى

ً تى
)نزي يؿ (ت ف ز م ؿ

1

)َّرب (ر ب

1

1

)ًمف (ـ ف

ً ًف
)يو (ؼ م ىػ ػ

1

0

0
10100111 = 1442873 x 7

The arrangement of words and letters
The number of words containing any “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” letters is 5, and the number of “Alif.
Lām. Mīm.” letters in the verse is 10:
“Alif. Lām. Mīm.” Letters

“Alif. Lām. Mīm.” Words

10

5
105 = 15 x 7

The arrangements found in both verses
1. The number representing the arrangement of the special letters “Alif. Lām. Mīm.”
across the words of Al-Baqarah’s second verse is a multiple of 7 three times.
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2. The number representing the arrangement of the special letters “Alif. Lām. Mīm.”
across the words of Al-Sajdah’s second verse is a multiple of 7 if read from either
direction.
3. The number representing the existence of any “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” letters across the
words of Al-Baqarah’s second verse using the “one-zero” rule is a multiple of 7.
4. The number representing the existence of any “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” letters across the
words of Al-Sajdah’s second verse using the “one-zero” rule is a multiple of 7.
5. Arranging the total number of “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” words with the total number of
“Alif. Lām. Mīm.” letters from Al-Baqarah’s second verse into a single number
produces 84, a multiple of 7 (84 = 12 x 7).
6. Arranging the total number of “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” words with the total number of
“Alif. Lām. Mīm.” letters from Al-Sajdah’s second verse into a single number
produces 105, also multiple of 7 (105 = 15 x 7).
7. The above two quotients from summary points 5 and 6 form the number 1512 when
combined, which is a multiple of 7:
1512 = 216 x 7
Interestingly, the resulting quotient, 216, is a multiple of the number 6 three times!
216 = 6 x 6 x 6
And 6, of course, is the total number of chapters beginning with “Alif. Lām. Mīm.”!
8. An interesting connection lies between the two verses. Let us first revisit the
numbers (from both verses) which represent the amount of “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” letters
in every word:
3000221 = 8747 x 7 x 7 x 7
40100221 = 5728603 x 7
The two quotients, 5728603 and 8747, when combined into a single number, produce yet
another multiple of 7!
57286038747 = 8183719821 x 7
And so, after witnessing no less than 10 multiples of 7 connected to “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” from
only two verses, just how many multiples might we find if we were to examine all the
chapters that open with these mystifying letters?
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We point out again that the word )(الكتاب, meaning “The Book”, is written as ) (الكتبin the
Qur’an; that is, without an extra “Alif” letter. If this were not the case, the numeric
arrangements found above would also cease to exist. The same is true with regards to the
second verse and the word )(العالميف, which is written without an extra “Alif” as ) (العمميفin
the Qur’an. This only emphasises the critical importance of relying solely on the Holy Qur’an
as the reference for studying the numeric miracle, and adhering strictly to the exact way by
which its words are written.
And now, we explore another verse, and a most profound one indeed, witnessing how the
special letters “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” are spread out across its words, but also how the letters of
God Almighty’s very name “Allah” are arranged across it as well.

Inimitability in a Verse
God Almighty states:

ِ
ِ ْ ِاَلرح ِاـِ َكيفِي َشاء ََِلِاِلَوِاََِّلِىوِالْع ِزيز
ِيم
ُ َ َ ُ َ ُ َ َ ْ َ ْ ْ ص ّْوُرُك ْم ِِِف
َ ُُى َوِالَّذيِي
ُ ِاْلَك
He it is Who shapes you in the wombs as He pleases. There is no god but He, the Exalted in
Might, the Wise.
Al-‘Imran, 3:6
This verse is found in Surat Al-‘Imran (Chapter: The Family of ‘Imran), a chapter which begins
with the special phrase )“ (الـAlif. Lām. Mīm.”, or, more clearly:

ا ؿ ـ
We will now write the verse below and cite how many of these three letters is found in each
word:

)ًفي (ؼ م

)صكيريك ٍـ (م ص ك ر ؾ ـ
يي ى

0

)الًَّذم (ا ؿ ذ م

1

)اء (م ش ا
ىي ىش ي

2

0

0

)إً َّال (إ ؿ ا

5

)ًإلىوى (إ ؿ ىػ ػ

3

2
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0

)ٍاأل ٍىر ىح ًاـ (ا ؿ أ ر ح ا ـ

) ؼ (ؾ م ؼ
ىكٍي ى

1

)يى ىك (ىػ ػ ك

)يى ىك (ىػ ػ ك

)ىال (ؿ ا
2
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ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ح ؾ م ـ
اٍل ىحك ي

)اٍل ىع ًز ييز (ا ؿ ع ز م ز

3

2

Amazingly, the number 3203221050120 is a multiple of 7 even when reversed! Not only
that, but the reversal of this number is a multiple of 7 twice.
3203221050120 = 457603007160 x 7
0210501223023 = 4295943327 x 7 x 7
Moreover, the digit sum of the number 3203221050120; in other words, the total number
of “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” letters in the verse, also creates a multiple of 7:
3 + 2 + 3 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 5 + 1 + 2 = 21
21 = 3 x 7
The One who revealed this verse is God Almighty, and just as He perfectly organised the
letters ) (الـacross the verse, similarly, the letters of His own name “Allah” are eloquently
structured.
The arrangement of the letters of Allah’s name
The letters of the name )“ (اهللAllah” are “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, and “Hā’” ()ىػ, or:

ا ؿ هػ ػ
Searching for these letters in the words of the verse produces the following arrangement:

)ًفي (ؼ م

)صكيريك ٍـ (م ص ك ر ؾ ـ
يي ى

0

)الًَّذم (ا ؿ ذ م

0

)اء (م ش ا
ىي ىش ي

2

0

)إً َّال (إ ؿ ا

1

4

)ًإلىوى (إ ؿ ىػ ػ

3

1

)ٍاأل ٍىر ىح ًاـ (ا ؿ أ ر ح ا ـ

) ؼ (ؾ م ؼ
ىكٍي ى

1

)يى ىك (ىػ ػ ك

)يى ىك (ىػ ػ ك

)ىال (ؿ ا

3

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ح ؾ م ـ
اٍل ىحك ي

2

)اٍل ىع ًز ييز (ا ؿ ع ز م ز

2

2
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The number 2213321040021 is also a multiple of 7 if read from any direction!
2213321040021 = 316188720003 x 7
1200401233122 = 171485890446 x 7
Not only that, but the total number “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ()ؿ, and “Hā’” ( )ىػletters in the verse is
also a multiple of 7:
2 + 2 + 1 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 1 + 4 + 2 + 1 = 21
21 = 3 x 7
The number of letters in the verse
Interestingly, the total number of letters in the verse (which can be counted from the above
illustrations) is 49!!
49 = 7 x 7
And observing the brilliance of these results, we have found that the arrangement of both
the special letters ) (الـand the letters of God’s name ) (اهللacross the verse created multiples
of 7 even when read in reverse. The letter count of both phrases in the verse was 21,
another multiple of 7, and the verse’s entire letter count was 49, or 7 x 7! And all this, in a
verse which specifically speaks about God Almighty’s ultimate power and Oneness!

In the Midst of the Spider Chapter
We now witness a splendid example from the earlier verses of Surat Al-‘Ankabut (Chapter:
The Spider), a chapter which begins with the special letters )(الـ. God Almighty states, in the
five verses which follow this opening:

ِ َّ
ِ
ِين ِِم ْنِقَػْبلِ ِه ْم
َ َّاسِِأَ ْفِيػُْتػَرُِكواِِأَ ْفِيَػ ُقولُو
َ
َ اِءامن
َ )ِ َولََق ْدِفَػتَػنَّاِالذ1(َِّاِوُى ْم ََِلِيػُ ْفتَػنُو َف
َ أحس
ُ بِالن
ِ َّ)ِِأَـِح ِسبِال2(ِفَػلَيػعلَم َّنِاللَّوِالَّ ِذينِص َدقُواِولَيػعلَم َّنِالْ َك ِذبِني
ِ ِالسيء
ِاتِِأَ ْف
ف
و
ل
م
ع
ػ
ي
ِ
ين
ذ
ُ
َ
َّ
َ
ْ
َ
َ َ َ َ ْ
َ َْ َ َ َ ُ َ َْ
َ
ٍ ِ َّ
ِ َّ ءتِوىو
ِ ِ َّ ِ
ِيع
َْ ِم
َ َاِساء
ُ ِالسم
َ َيَ ْسبِ ُقون
َ ُ َ )ِ َم ْنِ َكا َفِيَػْر ُجواِل َقاءَِاللوِِفَإ َّفِاَ َج َلِاللو ََِل3(ِاُِي ُك ُِمو َف
ِ ِ ِ ُ َ)ِومنِجه َدِِفَإََِّّن4(ِالْعلِيم
ِ
ِ)5(ِني
َ ن
ّّ َِاُِيَ ِه ُدِلنَػ ْفسوِإِ َّفِاللَّوَِلَغ
َ ِع ْنِالْ َعلَم
َ َ ْ ََ
ُ َ
Do men think that they will be left alone on saying, "We believe", and that they will not be
tested? (2) We did test those before them, and God will certainly know those who are true
from those who are false. (3) Do those who practise evil think that they will get the better of
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Us? Evil is their judgment! (4) For those whose hopes are in the meeting with God (in the
Hereafter, let them strive); for the term (appointed) by God is surely coming and He hears
and knows (all things). (5) And if any strive (with might and main), they do so for their own
souls: for God is free of all needs from all creation. (6)
Al-‘Ankabut, 29:2-6
We will now perform the same courageous exercise with these verses, by rewriting them
below and extracting the number of “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Mīm” ( )ـletters from each
word:

)ييتٍ ىريككا (م ت ر ؾ ك ا
1

1

)يى ٍـ (ىػ ػ ـ

)ىك (ك

1

0

)فىتىَّنا (ؼ ت ف ا

3

)ىمَّنا (آ ـ ف ا
آى

)لىقى ٍد (ؿ ؽ د

0

)أ ٍىـ (أ ـ

0

2

1

ً
)اء (ؿ ؽ ا
لقى ى

2

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ

2

3

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ؾ ذ ب م ف
اٍل ىكذبً ى

)لىىي ٍعمى ىم َّف (ؿ م ع ؿ ـ ف

2

3

)كف (م ع ؿ ـ ك ف
ىي ٍع ىممي ى

3

)كف (م ح ؾ ـ ك ف
ىي ٍح يك يم ى

ًَّ
)يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف
الذ ى

1

ً َّ
)يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف
الذ ى

ً السَّيىئ
)ات (ا ؿ س م ا ت

1

2

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

1

ً
) ب (ح س ب
ىحس ى

)ىال (ؿ ا

0

2

)ص ىدقيكا (ص د ؽ ك ا
ى

1

)كف (م ؼ ت ف ك ف
يي ٍفتىين ى

)قىٍبمً ًي ٍـ (ؽ ب ؿ ىػ ػ ـ

3

)ىف (أ ف
ٍأ

2

0

)ىفمىىي ٍعمى ىم َّف (ؼ ؿ م ع ؿ ـ ف

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ

)ىيقيكليكا (م ؽ ك ؿ ك ا

)ىك (ك

1

)ىف (أ ف
ٍأ

1

3

1

)ىك (ك

ً أ
)ب (أ ح س ب
ىحس ى
ى

َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ؿ س
الن ي

)ىف (ا ف
ٍأ

ًَّ
)يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف
الذ ى

2

)ىما (ـ ا

)اء (س ا
ىس ى

2

1

)ىي ٍر يجكا (م ر ج ك ا
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)كنا (م س ب ؽ ك ف ا
ىي ٍسبًقي ى
1

)اف (ؾ ا ف
ىك ى

)ىم ٍف (ـ ف
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3

2

)ىك (ك

)َل وت (ؿ أ ت
ىى

0

1

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ

2

0

1

ً الس
)َّميعي (ا ؿ س ـ م ع

)يى ىك (ىػ ػ ك

3

)فىًإَّن ىما (ؼ إ ف ـ ا

0

0

)ىج ىي ىد (ج ىػ ػ د

)ىم ٍف (ـ ف

0

1

3

)لى ىغنًي (ؿ غ ف م

)فىًإ َّف (ؼ إ ف

2

4

)يي ىج ًي يد (م ج ىػ ػ د

1

)ىج ىؿ (أ ج ؿ
أى

3

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ع ؿ م ـ
اٍل ىعم ي

)ىك (ك

1

)المَّوى (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ

)إً َّف (إ ف

)لًىن ٍف ًس ًو (ؿ ف ؼ س ىػ ػ

3

1

1

1

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى

)ىع ًف (ع ف

4

0

Despite the length of the result, this 58-digit number is a perfect multiple of 7!!
4013110301043002321321111211132202230123321211002103211131 =
573301471577571760188730173018886032874760173000300458733 x 7

)“ (الـAlif. Lām. Mīm.” and the second verse
God Almighty begins Surat Al-‘Ankabut with the special letters )(الـ, following it with a verse
in which he addresses all of humanity: {Do men think that they will be left alone on saying,
"We believe", and that they will not be tested?} Al-‘Ankabut, 29:2. Let us consider the
letters “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” in the words of this verse alone:

)ييتٍ ىريككا (م ت ر ؾ ك ا

)ىف (ا ف
ٍأ

1

َّ
)اس (ا ؿ ف ؿ س
الن ي

1

)ىك (ك

)ىمَّنا (آ ـ ف ا
آى

0

3

ً أ
)ب (أ ح س ب
ىحس ى
ى

3

)ىيقيكليكا (م ؽ ك ؿ ك ا

1

)ىف (أ ف
ٍأ

2

)كف (م ؼ ت ف ك ف
يي ٍفتىين ى

)ىال (ؿ ا
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)يى ٍـ (ىػ ػ ـ
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1

0

2
02103211131 = 300458733 x 7

( “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” and the third verseالـ)
We will now consider the third verse of Al-‘Ankabut separately, looking for the three special
letters in its words:

ًَّ
يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف)
الذ ى

ىك (ك)

لىقى ٍد (ؿ ؽ د)

فىتىَّنا (ؼ ت ف ا)

0

1

1

ًم ٍف (ـ ف)

2

قىٍبمً ًي ٍـ (ؽ ب ؿ ىػ ػ ـ)

1

المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ)

ىفمىىي ٍعمى ىم َّف (ؼ ؿ م ع ؿ ـ ف)
3

2

َّ ً
يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف)
الذ ى

3

ص ىدقيكا (ص د ؽ ك ا)
ى

2

ىك (ك)
0

1

لىىي ٍعمى ىم َّف (ؿ م ع ؿ ـ ف)

ً
يف (ا ؿ ؾ ذ ب م ف)
اٍل ىكذبً ى

3

2

2301233212110 = 328747601730 x 7

( “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” and the fourth verseالـ)
Similarly, we examine the fourth verse on its own:

ً
ب (ح س ب )
ىحس ى

أ ٍىـ (أ ـ)
2

ًَّ
يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف)
الذ ى

0

كف (م ع ؿ ـ ك ف)
ىي ٍع ىممي ى

2

السَّيىئ ً
ات (ا ؿ س م ا ت)

2

كنا (م س ب ؽ ك ف ا)
ىي ٍسبًقي ى
1

ىف (أ ف)
أٍ

3

اء (س ا)
ىس ى

ىما (ـ ا)

1

2

1211132202 = 173018886 x 7
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ىي ٍح يك يم ى
1
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Meeting with God
We must stress that the Qur’an’s numeric system is consistent with the Qur’anic passage
being studied. Therefore, when a verse is connected to the one before or after it in terms of
meaning, all these verses should be included when we examine them numerically. This, of
course, is part of the greatness of the Qur’an, because its numeric system is not a mere
experiment with numbers, rather, it involves appreciating the verses from a contextual and
linguistic point of view.
Let us take a closer look at the 5th and 6th verses of Surat Al-‘Ankabut:

ِالس ِميعِالْعل
ٍ منِ َكا َفِيػرجواِلَِقاءِاللَّ ِوِِفَِإ َّفِاَجلِاللَّ ِو ََِل
ِاُِيَ ِه ُد
ِ
و
ى
ِو
ءت
ُ َِج َه َدِِفَِإََّّن
َّ
ُ
َ
َ )ِ َوَم ْن4(ِيم
ُ
َْ
َ
َ ُ َْ
َ
ُ
ََ
ِِ ِ
ِ
)5(ِني
َ ن
ّّ َِلنَػ ْفسوِإِ َّفِاللَّوَِلَغ
َ ِع ْنِالْ َعلَم
For those whose hopes are in the meeting with God (in the Hereafter, let them strive); for
the term (appointed) by God is surely coming and He hears and knows (all things). (5) And if
any strive (with might and main), they do so for their own souls: for God is free of all needs
from all creation. (6)
As we can see, the word )(يرجوا, a verb meaning “to hope”, is written in the Qur’an with a
silent “Alif” ()أ, unlike its equivalent in standard Arabic. As for the words ) (جهدand )(يجهد,
which are verbs meaning “to strive”, these, unlike their standard Arabic spelling, are written
without and “Alif” ( )أin the Qur’an. In addition, the Qur’an’s version of the word )(العلمين,
meaning “the worlds” or “all of creation”, is written with only one “Alif” ( )أinstead of two as
in the standard form.
That being said, if we look for the special letters “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Mīm” ( )ـin these
two verses, we can acknowledge the sheer wisdom behind the way the Qur’an’s words are
written:

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ

ً
)اء (ؿ ؽ ا
لقى ى

3

2

)ىك (ك

)َل وت (ؿ أ ت
ىى

0

)ىي ٍر يجكا (م ر ج ك ا
1

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ

2

)ىك (ك

)اف (ؾ ا ف
ىك ى

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ع ؿ م ـ
اٍل ىعم ي

3

1

)ىج ىؿ (أ ج ؿ
أى
2

ً الس
)َّميعي (ا ؿ س ـ م ع
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)ىم ٍف (ـ ف
1

)فىًإ َّف (ؼ إ ف
1

)يى ىك (ىػ ػ ك
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0

4

)يي ىج ًي يد (م ج ىػ ػ د

3

)فىًإَّن ىما (ؼ إ ف ـ ا

0

)ىج ىي ىد (ج ىػ ػ د

)ىم ٍف (ـ ف

0

1

3

)لى ىغنًي (ؿ غ ف م

0

)المَّوى (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ

)إً َّف (إ ف

)لًىن ٍف ًس ًو (ؿ ف ؼ س ىػ ػ

3

1

1

1

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى

)ىع ًف (ع ف

4

0

401311030104300232132111 = 57330147157757176018873 x 7
Had the words of these verses been written any differently, the above arrangement would
not have produced the above multiple of 7.
At the end of the 6th verse, God Almighty states:

ِ
ِِني
ِّّ َِإِ َّفِاللَّوَِلَغ
َ ن
َ ِع ْنِالْ َعلَم
God is free of all needs from all creation
Finally, when we examine the letters “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” in the words of this segment alone,
the following arrangement arises:

)لى ىغنًي (ؿ غ ف م

)المَّوى (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ

)إً َّف (إ ف

3

1

1

ً
)يف (ا ؿ ع ؿ ـ م ف
اٍل ىعمىم ى

)ىع ًف (ع ف

4

0

The number 40131 is a multiple of 7 three times!
40131 = 117 x 7 x 7 x 7
The spider verse
God Almighty explains in the same chapter:
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ِ ِ ِ اِمنِد
ِ
ِ
ِ َّ مثَلِالَّ ِذين
ِت
َِ ًتِبَػْيت
ْ وفِاللَّوِِأَْوليَاءَِ َك َمثَ ِلِالْ َِعن َكبُوتِ َّاَّتَ َذ
ُ ْ ِاَّتَ ُذو
ُ اِوإِ َّفِِأَْوَى َنِالْبُػيُوتِلَبَػْي
َ ُ َ
ِ الْعْن َكب
ِوتِلَ ْوِ َكانُواِيَػ ْعلَ ُمو َِف
ُ َ
The parable of those who take protectors other than God is that of the spider, who builds
(to itself) a house; but truly the flimsiest of houses is the spider's house;- if they but knew.
Al-‘Ankabut, 29:41
We will now witness the brilliant numeric arrangement of the letters of the special phrase

)“ (الػ ػـAlif. Lām. Mīm.” in the spider verse. The three special letters, of course, are:

ا ؿ ـ
)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

)اتَّ ىخ يذكا (ا ت خ ذ ك ا

1

2

2

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ

)اء (أ ك ؿ م ا
أ ٍىكلًىي ى

2

3

)ىبٍيتنا (ب م ت ا

0

)ت (ؿ ب م ت
لىىبٍي ي

1

2

ً اٍلبي
)كت (ا ؿ ب م ك ت
يي

)إً َّف (إ ف

)أ ٍىك ىى ىف (أ ك ىػ ػ ف

2

)كف (م ع ؿ ـ ك ف
ىي ٍعمى يم ى

0

ً اٍلعٍن ىكب
)كت (ا ؿ ع ف ؾ ب ك ت
ى ي

)ت (ا ت خ ذ ت
ٍ اتَّ ىخ ىذ

1

ً يد
)كف (د ك ف

3

1

2

)ىمثى يؿ (ـ ث ؿ

2

)ىك ىمثى ًؿ (ؾ ـ ث ؿ

)ىك (ك

ًَّ
)يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف
الذ ى

1

)ىك يانكا (ؾ ا ف ك ا

)لى ٍك (ؿ ك

2

1

ً اٍلعٍن ىكب
)كت (ا ؿ ع ف ؾ ب ك ت
ى ي

1

2

The resulting arrangement creates 22121211011223301222, a multiple of 7 twice.
22121211011223301222 = 451453285943332678 x 7 x 7
Amazingly, each part of this verse is also consistent with the number 7.
The first part of the verse
God Almighty states in the first part of the ‘spider verse’:
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ِ وفِاللَّ ِوِِأَولِياءِ َكمثَ ِلِالْ ِعن َكب
ِ َّ مثَلِالَّ ِذين
ِ اِمنِد
َّ وت
تِبَػْيتًا
ْ ِاَّتَ َذ
ُ ْ ِاَّتَ ُذو
ُ َ َ َ َْ
َ ُ َ
The parable of those who take protectors other than God is that of the spider, who builds
(to itself) a house;
Again, we will look for the special letters “Alif. Lām. Mīm.”, but across this segment alone:

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

)اتَّ ىخ يذكا (ا ت خ ذ ك ا

1

ًَّ
)يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف
الذ ى

)ىمثى يؿ (ـ ث ؿ

2

2

2

)ىك ىمثى ًؿ (ؾ ـ ث ؿ

)المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ

)اء (أ ك ؿ م ا
أ ٍىكلًىي ى

2

3

)ىبٍيتنا (ب م ت ا

)ت ( ا ت خ ذ ت
ٍ اتَّ ىخ ىذ

1

ً يد
)كف (د ك ف

3

0

ً اٍلعٍن ىكب
)كت (ا ؿ ع ف ؾ ب ك ت
ى ي

1

2

11223301222 = 1603328746 x 7
The second part of the verse
The second part of this verse states:

ِ وتِلَبػيتِالْعْن َكب
ِ
ِ
ِوتِلَ ْوِ َكانُواِيَػ ْعلَ ُمو َف
ُ َ ُ ْ َ َُِوإ َّفِِأَْوَى َنِالْبُػي
but truly the flimsiest of houses is the spider's house;- if they but knew.
Once again, the special letters “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” are spread out across this segment in the
following manner:

ً اٍلبي
)كت (ا ؿ ب م ك ت
يي

)إً َّف (إ ف

)أ ٍىك ىى ىف (أ ك ىػ ػ ف

2

1

1

ً اٍلعٍن ىكب
)كت (ا ؿ ع ف ؾ ب ك ت
ى ي

0

)ت ( ؿ ب م ت
لىىبٍي ي

2

)كف (م ع ؿ ـ ك ف
ىي ٍعمى يم ى

)ىك (ك

1

)ىك يانكا (ؾ ا ف ك ا

2

2
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221212110 = 31601730 x 7
Another example from the spider chapter
We believe that the whole of the Qur’an is perfectly organised, and this includes God’s
commands, such as this one from Surat Al-‘Ankabut:

ِ َِّىيِِأَحسنِإََِّلِال
ِ بِإََِّلِبِالَِِّت
ِ
ِ ََِتَ ِدلُواِِأَ ْىلِالْ ِكت
ِاِءامنَّاِبِالَّ ِذيِِأُنْ ِزَؿ
ذ
ُ َوََل
ْ
َ ينِظَلَ ُمواِمْنػ ُه ْم َِوقُولُو
َ
َُ َ
َ
ِ
ِِ َِوإِ ََلُن
ِ ِ َإِلَْيػن
ِم ْسلِ ُمو َِف
ُ ُاِوإ ََلُ ُك ْم َِوح ٌد َِوََْن ُنِلَو
َ َِ اِوِأُنْ ِزَؿِإلَْي ُك ْم
َ
And dispute ye not with the People of the Book, except with means better (than mere
disputation), unless it be with those of them who inflict wrong (and injury): but say, "We
believe in the revelation which has come down to us and in that which came down to you;
Our God and your God is one; and it is to Him we bow (in Islam)."
Al-‘Ankabut, 29:46
Let us count the “Alif” ()أ, “Lām” ( )ؿand “Mīm” ( )ـletters in each word of this verse:

)اٍل ًكتى ًب (ا ؿ ؾ ت ب
2

2

)إً َّال (إ ؿ ا

)ىك (ك
0

3

)أٍين ًز ىؿ (أ ف ز ؿ

)ىك ًح هد (ك ح د
0

2

)إًلىيي يك ٍـ (إ ؿ ىػ ػ ؾ ـ
3
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3

)قيكليكا (ؽ ك ؿ ك ا

3

3

)إً َّال (إ ؿ ا

2

)ىمَّنا (آ ـ ف ا
آى

2

)ًإلىٍي يك ٍـ (إ ؿ م ؾ ـ

0

ًَّ
)يف (ا ؿ ذ م ف
الذ ى

)ظىمى يمكا (ظ ؿ ـ ك ا

)بًالَّ ًذم (ب ا ؿ ذ م

2

2

2

2

)أٍين ًز ىؿ (أ ف ز ؿ

)ىك (ك

)بًالَّتًي (ب ا ؿ ت م

0

)ًمٍنيي ٍـ (ـ ف ىػ ػ ـ

0

0

)ًى ىي (ىػ ػ م

1

)ىك (ك

)ىال (ؿ ا

2

)ىح ىس يف (أ ح س ف
ٍأ

3

)ىك (ك

)تي ىج ًدليكا (ت ج د ؿ ك ا

)ىى ىؿ (أ ىػ ػ ؿ
ٍأ

2

)ىك (ك
0

)ىك (ك
0

)إًلىٍيىنا (إ ؿ م ف ا
3

)إًلىييىنا (إ ؿ ىػ ػ ف ا
3
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ً
)كف (ـ س ؿ ـ ك ف
يم ٍسم يم ى

)لىوي (ؿ ىػ ػ

3

)ىن ٍح يف (ف ح ف

1

0

The result is a multiple of 7 three times!
3100030303203223202323102322220 = 9037989222166831493653359540 x 7 x 7 x 7
We will merely consider the first part of the verse, and look for the three special letters in its
words:

ِ بِإََِّلِبِالَِِّت
ِ ََِتَ ِدلُواِِأَ ْىلِالْ ِكت
ِِى َيِِأَ ْح َس ُن
ُ َوََل
َ
And dispute ye not with the People of the Book

)اٍل ًكتى ًب (ا ؿ ؾ ت ب
2

)ىى ىؿ (أ ىػ ػ ؿ
ٍأ

)تي ىج ًدليكا (ت ج د ؿ ك ا

2

)ىح ىس يف (أ ح س ف
ٍأ
1

2

)ًى ىي (ىػ ػ م

)بًالَّتًي (ب ا ؿ ت م

0

2

)ىال (ؿ ا

)ىك (ك

2

0

)ًإ َّال (إ ؿ ا
3

The number 102322220 is a multiple of 7 even when read in reverse:
102322220 = 14617460 x 7
22223201 = 3174743 x 7
Also, arranging the two quotients from the above multiples creates a new number,
317474314617460, which is a multiple of 7.
317474314617460 = 45353473516780 x 7
Interestingly, the total number of “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” letters in the above passage is 14, a
multiple of 7. Again, the importance of Qur’anic writing appears here. Unlike ordinary
Arabic, the words )“ (تجدلواto dispute”, )“ (الكتبthe Book” and (“ )وحدOne”, have all been
written without an “Alif” in the middle, and thanks to this, the above multiples of 7 have all
been preserved.
God’s sustenance
Among the verses which speak about God’s sustenance in Surat Al-‘Ankabut is the following:

ِِالس ِميعِالْعل
ٍَّنِمنِداب
ِ ّْوَِكِأَي
ِاِوإ
ِ َِِت ِمل
َّ
ِيم
و
ى
ِو
م
ك
ا
ي
ِ
ه
ػ
ق
ز
ر
ػ
ي
ِ
و
ل
اِال
ه
ػ
ق
ز
ر
َِل
ة
َ
َ
َّ
ُ
ُ
َ
َّ
ْ
ْ
ُ
َ
ُ
ُ
َ
َ
َ
َ
ُ
ْ
َ َْ َ ْ
ُ
َ
ُ
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How many are the creatures that carry not their own sustenance? It is God who feeds (both)
them and you: for He hears and knows (all things).
Al-‘Ankabut, 29:60

ىداب و
)َّة (د ا ب ة

)ىال (ؿ ا
2

)ًم ٍف (ـ ف

1

1

)المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ

)ىي ٍريزقييىا (م ر ز ؽ ىػ ػ ا

)ىكأىي ٍف (ؾ أ م ف

1

1

)ىك (ك

0

0

)تى ٍح ًم يؿ (ت ح ـ ؿ

)ًرٍزقىيىا (ر ز ؽ ىػ ػ ا

3

)يى ىك (ىػ ػ ك

)ىك (ك

1

)ًإيَّا يك ٍـ (إ م ا ؾ ـ

0

3

ً
)يـ (ا ؿ ع ؿ م ـ
اٍل ىعم ي

2

)ىك (ك
0

ً الس
)َّميعي (ا ؿ س ـ م ع

4

3

430030131221110 = 61432875888730 x 7
The word ) (الصالةand the beauty of Qur’anic writing
The exact way in which the Qur’an has been written is also a revelation from God Almighty.
For this reason, we find its words uniquely written, and often unlike their equivalents in
standard Arabic. Also, fittingly, the Qur’an’s numeric miracle is perfectly consistent with this
way of writing. A brilliant example of this is depicted in the word )(الصالة, meaning “prayer”.
Below is a comparison between the Qur’anic and standard version of the word.
Qur’anic Arabic

Standard Arabic

)الصلوة (ا ل ص ل و ة

)الصالة (ا ل ص ل ا ة

The standard form of the word is written with an extra “Alif” ()أ, whereas the Qur’an’s
version is written, unusually, with the letter “Wāw” ()ك. With that in mind, we will now
consider the special letters )“ (الػ ػـAlif. Lām. Mīm.” in the words of another verse from Surat
Al-‘Ankabut:
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اتْلِماِِأُ ِ
ك ِِم ْنِالْ ِكتَ ِ
ىِع ْنِالْ َف ْح َش ِاء َِوالْ ُمْن َك ِر َِولَ ِذ ْكُرِ
ب َِ
ِالصلَوَةِإِ َّف َّ
ِوِأَقِ ْم َّ
وح َيِإِلَْي َ
ِالصلَوَةِتَػْنػ َه َ
َُ
ِ
صنَػعُو َِف
ِماِتَ ْ
اللَّوِِأَ ْكبَػُر َِواللَّوُِيَػ ْعلَ ُم َ
Recite what is sent of the Book by inspiration to thee, and establish regular Prayer: for
Prayer restrains from shameful and unjust deeds; and remembrance of God is the greatest
(thing in life) without doubt. And God knows the (deeds) that ye do.
Al-‘Ankabut, 29:45

ٍات يؿ (ا ت ؿ)

أ ً
يكح ىي (أ ك ح م)

ىما (ـ ا)
2

2

إًىلٍي ىؾ (إ ؿ م ؾ)

1

اٍل ًكتى ًب (ا ؿ ؾ ت ب)

ىك (ك)

2

0

2

أ ًىقًـ (أ ؽ ـ)

إً َّف (إ ف)
1

3

1

الصمىكةى (ا ؿ ص ؿ ك ة)
َّ

2

الصمىكةى (ا ؿ ص ؿ ك ة)
َّ

ًم ىف (ـ ف)

3

ىع ًف (ع ف)

تىٍنيىى (ت ف ىػ ػ ل)

0

0

اٍل ىف ٍح ىشاء (ا ؿ ؼ ح ش ا)

ىك (ك)

اٍل يمن ىك ًر (ا ؿ ـ ف ؾ ر)

ىك (ك)

3

0

3

0

المَّ ًو (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ)

لىًذ ٍك ير (ؿ ذ ؾ ر)
1

المَّوي (ا ؿ ؿ ىػ ػ)
3

أى ٍكىب ير (أ ؾ ب ر)

3

ىك (ك)

1

ىما (ـ ا)

ىي ٍعىم يـ (م ع ؿ ـ)

2

2

0

كف (ت ص ف ع ك ف)
صىن يع ى
تى ٍ
0

223013103030031320212122 = 31859014718575902887446 x 7
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Summary
We have witnessed how the special letters “Alif. Lām. Mīm.” have created fascinating
arrangements that are in perfect harmony with the number 7, and how the existence of
these letters across the words of a plethora of verses has given rise to an entire numeric
system based on this number.
This numeric system, of course, is not only limited to “Alif. Lām. Mīm.”, but encompasses all
of the Qur’an’s 14 phrases, and what we saw of the numeric brilliance behind this single
phrase is barely notable when compared to the all the miracles of this Holy Book. And it
would not be an exaggeration to say that each verse in the Holy Qur’an requires a significant
amount of individual research in order to be appreciated.
The miracle of these unique special letters, part of which has been revealed to us in today’s
21st century, represents something of a watermark signature on behalf of God Almighty, a
heart-warming sign for every believer, and a thought-provoking challenge, perhaps, for
every sceptic, which asks: Can anyone produce a work of literature that is not only
linguistically perfect, but which enables the reader, upon extracting specific letters from the
words of a selection of passages, to continuously arrive at multiples of 7?
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RESULTS OF THIS WORK
The Qur’an: A Miracle Myriad
The Holy Qur’an is host to an entire encyclopaedia of miracles that encompasses all
disciplines of knowledge, including mathematics. That is, every Qur’anic miracle arrives in
the era of history that suits the knowledge, innovations, or expertise of that particular
period of time, and communicates with that generation using the language it most
understands and identifies with. As we live in a digital age where numbers have never been
more important, the Qur’anic miracle revealed during this era has, fittingly, turned out to be
a numeric one.
Indeed, the Qur’an is a miraculous Book, be it in terms of its eloquence, style of writing,
scientific information, historic facts, legislative guidelines, or even the number of its letters
and words!
When the Qur’an was first revealed in the 7th century, the people of Arabia were challenged
and completely mesmerised by the sheer eloquence of the Qur’an’s words, despite the fact
that the Arabs of the time were highly acclaimed for their linguistic prowess and passion for
literature and poetry.
In today’s era of science, an age where it can safely be said that the West earns the
advantage over the East when it comes to scientific breakthroughs, the Qur’an has shown
once again that it is one step further, with the abundance of detailed scientific facts it
contains about medicine, geology, the universe and many more topics. These facts, which
have all been discovered in recent times, have often been the reason why many non-Muslim
scientists have chosen to embrace Islam. Also, this great light of the Qur’an served Muslims
well during the flourishing “Golden Age” of Islam between the 8 th and 13th centuries; a
period where Europe was embroiled in what came to be known as the “Dark Age”.
But very recently comes yet another discovery, and one most suited to today’s age of
technology, digital information, and numbers. Indeed, the Qur’an’s numeric miracle goes to
further illustrate the resilience of a Book that has stood the test of time and continued to
amaze after more than 14 centuries since its revelation. Because of this, and due to the
very nature of numbers, it will prove very difficult for anyone to argue that the Holy Qur’an
is not inimitable or miraculous from a numeric point of view.
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Adherence to scientific and religious guidelines
Any researcher wishing to study the Qur’an numerically must follow basic rules and
guidelines in order for this research to be accepted, whether on scientific or religious
grounds.
One of the most important rules is for the researcher to choose whether to study the Qur’an
as it is written or as it is pronounced. This is of critical importance because the Qur’an (the
very word Qur’an means “recitation”) was completely revealed to the Prophet (pbuh) by
recitation into his ears (and fully memorised by heart), and in the 23 years during which he
received revelation, his followers also memorised the Qur’an’s verses but also wrote down
everything that he recited to them. In any case, we can confirm that a numeric miracle lies
profoundly in both these methods, albeit that we have chosen to study the way the Qur’an
is written. The reason for this is partly because the results of studying the writing of the
Qur’an are much easier to communicate to both Arabic and non-Arabic audiences. Also,
there are various recitations of the Qur’an but only one written form of the Book.
Therefore, a researcher must count letters either as they are written or as they are
pronounced, or he may, if he so wishes, perform a comparison between both means of
communication.
Another crucial rule is for the researcher never to inject numbers from outside of the Qur’an
into his study. Also, he must rely on sound, well-established mathematical techniques, such
as adding, multiplying, dividing, and aligning numbers or finding digit sums, for instance.
Techniques that have no proper mathematical basis must not be used.
A researcher must always double and triple-check his work to confirm the accuracy and
consistency of his results, and that they represent a true miracle that human endeavour
cannot actually achieve. These results must, in other words, be uniform and consistent
enough so as not to be classified within the realm of coincidence.
Indeed, one of the major mistakes made by many people who have researched the numeric
miracle is that their research has not been subject to any scientific method or basis on
which to build on. Only when this is established can their work be accepted.
The inimitability of the number 7 in the Qur’an
The number 7 is of great significance as we observed throughout this study, and, most
importantly, we were fascinated by all the amazing arrangements that were all connected to
this number.
We saw, for instance, how the first and last chapter in the Qur’an were linked through the
number 7, and how both the first and last verse and the first and last word in the Qur’an
were connected in the same way.
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In addition, we discovered that the total number of verses in the Qur’an, which is 6236, is
connected to the number of chapters, 114, and to the years of Qur’anic revelation, 23.
These three numbers alone were responsible for quite a collection of multiples of 7. In fact,
the sheer number of multiples produced from these three numbers alone suggested to us
the near-impossibility of coincidence occurring with such frequency.
The Qur’an’s precedence in mathematics
The method of arranging numbers is a well-known technique in the field of mathematics.
That is, the numbers that we see in this study, which often represent the letter count of
each word in a particular verse, contain digits, each of which has a certain place value. With
the number 12, for instance, the digit 2 is in the ones place, the digit 1 – which carries a
place value ten times greater than that of 2 – is in the tens place, and so on.
The existence of this technique in a Book revealed over 1400 years is evidence of the
Qur’an’s prominence in the discipline of mathematics, and that it has taken the lead in
exposing one of the most fundamental concepts in this field. Also, it is a sign of the Qur’an’s
universality, because the language of numbers is, luckily, one spoken by people of all
tongues.
The brilliance of the Basmala
We also considered the very first verse of the Holy Qur’an, the Basmala. Despite consisting
of very few words and letters, the numeric arrangements it created were simply
extraordinary. And had any letter been altered from this verse, all the numbers produced
would no longer be multiples of 7.
According to simple probability theory, if we were to extract a number from a literary
passage which happens to be a multiple of 7, then the probability of coincidence would
have to be 1/7, or about 14%. The chance of finding two multiples of 7 from that same
passage would then have to be 1/7x7, which is 1/49, or about 2%. Consequently, the
probability of finding three multiples from that passage is 1/73, or 0.3%. As such, the more
multiples of 7 extracted, the more the chance of coincidence diminishes.
That being said, the probability of finding 70 numbers, all of which are multiples of 7, in a
single verse, namely the Basmala, is 1/770, a percentage simply too small to even consider:
0.00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000697%
And the question here is this: Can any person accept that all these numbers came about by
coincidence? Indeed, if the language of words is not persuasive enough, then the language
of numbers speaks for itself.
The inimitability of Al-Fatihah, the greatest chapter
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We studied the numeric arrangements connected to Al-Fatihah, a chapter which is not only
known as the greatest in the Qur’an, but which God Almighty Himself called “The Seven OftRepeated”! And the results, again, were that all the numeric outcomes discovered were
perfect multiples of 7.
And if we count the numbers created from studying this chapter alone, we would find over
50 multiples of 7 (the multiples of 7 contained in this chapter are actually much more than
those discussed in this part!).
Considering the probability of coincidence, the chance that these multiples were the
product of luck is about 1/750, which is something in the range of 1 over a million million
million million million million million!!
Facts that stand witness to the Oneness of God
In the fifth part, we examined Surat Al-Ikhlas, one of the Qur’an’s shortest chapters, and
found that in these few lines in which God speaks of Himself, a brilliantly accurate numeric
system exists: the words of the chapter create multiples of 7, but more amazingly, the
letters of the chapter, the letters of the name “Allah” and the letters of God’s various names
are all organised across the chapter in full coherence with the number 7. The same was
found when we studied a single verse from the chapter as well. And if all this was extracted
from just a few lines, what if we were to examine the entire Qur’an, which is composed of
over 8000 lines?
There have been attempts, of course, to respond to the Qur’an’s challenge of producing a
Book like the Qur’an, albeit that they have been unsuccessful. One such attempt was a
book called “Al-Furqan Al-Haq”, or “The True Furqan”, an attempt to somehow mimic the
Qur’an! And what we can at least say is that if this book were to be analysed numerically,
we would find no numeric system whatsoever, but numeric contradictions instead, nor
would we find a chapter, verse or even part of a verse which enjoys any connection with any
number at all.
As for the Holy Qur’an, on the other hand, no matter how much we analyse, ponder and
reflect upon its verses, we will fail to find a single mistake, be it grammatically, linguistically,
scientifically, or in terms of its word and letter counts. After all, God Almighty Himself spoke
about His Book and said:

ٍ ِْح
ِ ِِ
َِ ِمنِح ِكي ٍم
ِ ْ َاطل ِِمنِبػ
ِ ِ ِ َ نيِيَ َديِْو َِوََل ِِم ْن
ِيد
َ ْ ّْ يل
ٌ ِخ ْلفوِتَنز
ُ َََلِيَأْتيوِالْب
No falsehood can approach it from before or behind it: It is sent down by One Full of
Wisdom, Worthy of all Praise.
Fussilat, 41:42
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This study is therefore unique in the sense that it carries with it tangible proof of the
impossibility of achieving the like of the Qur’an. And to anyone who doubts the inimitability
of this wonderful Book, God Almighty issues the following powerful words:

ِ ّْ ِم
ِ َب ِِّْمَّاِنَػَّزلْناِعل
ِ نِد
ِ
ٍ ْوإِفِ ُكنتُم ِِِفِري
ِوفِاللّ ِو
ُِ مِم
ّْ ِش َه َداء ُك
ّْ ٍورة
ُ ْنِمثْل ِو َِو ْادعُوا
َ َ َ
َ ىِعْبدنَاِفَأْتُواِْب ُس
َ ْ
َ
َّ )ِفَِإ12(ِني
َُِّاس َِوا ْْلِ َج َارة
َِ ِِص ِادق
ُ َُّارِالَِِّت َِوق
َ إِ ْفِ ُكْنتُ ْم
َ فَِلِْتَػ ْف َعلُواْ َِوِلَنِتَػ ْف َعلُواِْفَاتَّػ ُقواِْالن
ُ ود َىاِالن
ِ
)13(ِين
َِ َّتِلِْل َكافِ ِر
ْ أُعد
And if ye are in doubt as to what We have revealed from time to time to Our servant, then
produce a Sura like thereunto; and call your witnesses or helpers (If there are any) besides
God, if your (doubts) are true. (23) But if ye cannot- and of a surety ye cannot- then fear the
Fire whose fuel is men and stones,- which is prepared for those who reject Faith. (24)
Al-Baqarah, 2:23-24
The inimitability of the Qur’an’s writing
The numerous examples in this book also shed light upon some of the secrets behind the
unique way in which the Qur’an’s words are written. This distinctive way of writing proved
fully consistent with the Qur’an’s highly sensitive numeric arrangements. Therefore, the
exact way in which the Qur’an’s words and letters are drawn represents a miracle that
cannot be tampered with, because doing so would automatically cause the numeric system
to disappear.
We witnessed that, on countless occasions, if a single letter had been wither added or
omitted from a verse, the resulting numbers would stop being multiples of 7, because of the
precise nature of the Qur’an’s numbers. After all, God Almighty Himself confirmed that He
would forever preserve the message of the Qur’an:

ِ
ّْ َاَِننِنَػَّزلْن
ِاِالذ ْكَر َِوإِنَّاِلَوُِ َْلَافِظُو َف
ُ َْ َّإن
We have, without doubt, sent down the Message; and We will assuredly guard it (from
corruption).
Al-Hijr, 15:9
Inimitability in every verse and every segment
We’ve also come across some amazing arrangement from a small selection of verses, one of
them being the “protection” verse: { We have, without doubt, sent down the Message; and
We will assuredly guard it (from corruption). }.
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Even when we examined mere parts of a verse, the numeric miracle prevailed, and one such
example was in the segment found in the fourth verse of Surat Al-Nisa’:

ِ َص َد ُؽ ِِم َنِاللّ ِوِقِي
ًل
ْ َوَم ْنِأ
and whose word can be truer than God's?
But even more astonishingly, when we examined the Qur’an’s numbers at the level of single
words, the numeric miracle prevailed, and our example of that was with the word )(ين ًف ىخ,
which represents the calling of mankind on the Day of Judgment.
A scientific explanation for the special letters
This book also provides new insight into the meaning of the special letters )“ (الػ ػـAlif. Lām.
Mīm.”. It has been demonstrated that God Almighty has sent down these letters – and the
rest of the special letters – in full knowledge of the fact that the Qur’an contains a flawless
numeric system that is often dependent on these letters and how they spread out across
various passages in the Qur’an.
The numeric miracle: unbiased fact
Many Muslim scholars have expressed some concern about the idea that those who study
the scientific miracles of the Qur’an often rely on theories that may or may not be accurate,
or that may possibly change in the future. Therefore, they sometimes discourage the
inclusion of such scientific facts into the various “Tafaseer”, or explanations, of the Qur’an.
When it comes to the numeric miracle, however, it magnificence lies in that there is no
debate whatsoever about the numbers of the Qur’an. That is, the number of chapters in the
Qur’an is a fixed number that can never change, and so is the number of verses. Also, for
instance, the number of words and letters found in the Qur’an’s opening chapter is known,
and so are all the Qur’anic numbers. These facts have never been altered since the Qur’an
was sent down 14 centuries ago, and never will they be altered either. As a result, the clear,
unbiased nature of the Qur’an’s system of numbers only strengthens the case in favour of
the numeric miracle.
And if it had been from any other than God...
One may be interested in choosing any random book authored by a human writer, and
studying its numbers by counting and arranging its letters, words, sentences, paragraphs,
and chapters. However, no matter how much we try to connect the dots and extract a
sound numeric system from its pages, we will only be left with a few arrangements that
came about by coincidence. This is for the simple reason that no ordinary author even
considers writing a novel in which he injects a complex and structured numeric system
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hidden in the very backbone of its pages. What we must always, remember, of course, is
that the Holy Qur’an was revealed in a period of time well before any sophisticated study of
numbers even began!
Coincidence certainly may occur once, twice, or even several times, but neither does it
occur always or continuously. Thankfully, we have been able to write an entire book about
the numeric system behind the letters, words, verses and chapters of the Qur’an.
Having said that, we ask this: can we author even a small book about a numeric system
found in any book written by a mere mortal? Can the greatest author in the world organise
the words of his book in a way that is always fully consistent with the number 7? And at the
same time, can this book possess the same kind of flawless language, eloquence and
distinctiveness enjoyed by the Qur’an?
This scientific study is among the first literal indications that the Holy Qur’an earns the
privilege of being the only book on the face of the Earth possessing a miraculous numeric
system. It demonstrates, using tangible proof, that it could not have been written by any
other than God Almighty, because if it had even been altered by the hand of man, its
numeric miracle would have disappeared completely. Fittingly, we find that God Almighty
in fact orders us to reflect deeply into the wonders of this Book:

ِِ ِ
ِِ
ِ
ًِاختِلَفاًِ َكثِْيِا
ْ أَفَلَِيَػتَ َدبػَُّرو َفِالْ ُقْرآ َف َِولَ ْوِ َكا َفِم ْنِعندِ َغ ِْْيِاللّوِلََو َج ُدواِْفيو
Do they not consider the Qur'an (with care)? Had it been from other Than God, they would
surely have found therein Much discrepancy.
Al-Nisa’, 4:82
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Finally, what can we say? How does somebody conclude a book like this anyway? Having
seen a droplet in an absolute ocean of numeric wonders, how does somebody actually
summarise a miracle like this one? Indeed, what we have observed is merely the beginning
of a new and amazing discovery, and I hope with sincerity that any reader who comes across
this book finds at least some benefit.
I can only be thankful to God for his blessings, and for his guidance in unlocking some of the
numeric wonders of the Holy Qur’an. I dearly hope that I have succeeded in appropriately
presenting the contents of this book to readers, and in a manner that is easy to follow.
One thing that must remain clear is that the goal behind any of the Qur’an’s miracles is not
the miracle itself per se. This applies to the numeric miracle as well, which is certainly one
of the means but not the end. That is, when we do reflect upon the intricate numbers that
are, ironically, scattered in such orderly fashion across the pages of the Holy Qur’an, we
cannot help but wonder just how much can we learn from this profound Scripture.
We must also keep in mind that the numeric miracle is but one more miracle to add to the
bountiful balance of miracles already present in the Qur’an.
In addition, the numeric miracle, although centrally based upon the number 7, is certainly
not exclusive to that number alone. There are other numbers, but ones that, like 7, are
prime numbers that can only be divided by themselves or by 1, a further witness to the
uniqueness and Oneness of God Almighty. These include the numbers 11, 13, and 19,
among other prime numbers. And, God willing, these numbers will be studied in-depth in
the near future.
Furthermore, although the Holy Qur’an is a book of guidance, we must recognise that
guidance takes on many forms, and this book may represent one of these forms. Many
people, especially in today’s 21st century, prefer the motto “seeing is believing”, trust
science above anything else, and will simply not accept facts that are not tangible in nature.
To them, the language of numbers is more comfortable than the language of words.
In addition, the beauty of the language of numbers is its universality. The vast majority of
non-Muslims are not familiar with the Arabic language; in fact, only a small portion of the
world’s Muslim population are native Arabic speakers. The numeric miracle represents an
interesting alternative to studying the Qur’an that is accessible to people of all languages.
There is no doubt that some points throughout the book have needed clarification in order
for the non-Arabic reader to follow with ease, but this does not change the fact that a very
limited knowledge of the fundamentals of the Arabic alphabet and counting Arabic letters
would more than suffice for readers to explore the Qur’an’s numbers at their own pleasure.
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It is humbly felt that in this 21st century, the future of studying the Qur’an’s inimitability – or
at least an important part of it – lies in the scholarly exploration of its numeric marvels.

“And our final prayers are: All praise be to God, Lord of the Worlds.”
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